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I graduated from New Haven in 1915 (…) and decided to go East and learn about
the bond business. I bought a dozen volumes on banking and credit and

investment securities, and they stood on the shelf in red and gold like new money
from the mint, promising to unfold the shining secrets that only Midas and

Morgan and Maecenas knew.

It was a matter of chance that I should have rented a house in one of the strangest
communities in North America. It was on that slender riotous island which

extends itself due east of New York – and where there are, among other natural
curiosities, two unusual formations of land (…), the great wet barnyard of Long

Island Sound.

The house was at the very tip of that egg, only fifty yards from the Sound, and
squeezed between two huge places that rented for twelve or fifteen thousand a
season. The one on the right was a colossal affair by any standard - it was a

factual imitation of some Hotel de Ville in Normandy, with a tower on one side,
spanking new a thin beard of raw ivy, and a marble swimming pool, and more

than forty acres of lawn and garden. It was Gatsby’s mansion, the greatest of all
human dreams.

Across the courtesy bay the white palaces of fashionable East Egg glittered along the
water, and the history of the summer really begins on the evening I drove over there.

(The summer passed)

Gatsby’s house was still empty when I left – the grass on his lawn had grown as long as
mine. Most of the big shore places were closed now and there were hardly any lights
except the shadowy, moving glow of a ferryboat across the Sound. And as the moon

rose higher the inessential houses began to melt away.

Gatsby had come a long way to this blue lawn, and his dream must have been so close
that he could hardly fail to grasp it. He did not know that it was already behind him,

somewhere back in the vast obscurity beyond the city, where the dark fields of the
republic rolled on under the night.

Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgiastic future that year by year recedes before
us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter – tomorrow we will run faster, stretch the

arms farther … And one fine morning –

So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.

(from: THE GREAT GATSBY by F. Scott Fitzgerald, 1925)
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1 Introduction - Problem Outline 1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Outline

Financial markets hinge on trust and that trust has eroded. (Stiglitz, 2008)

Financial markets, particularly the banking industry, play an important role in the economic

development of a country by acting as the hub of, and barometer for, the financial system. Banks

act as a catalyst in the mobilization of financial resources from savers to investors, thereby

playing a significant role as a growth facilitator (Roy et al., 2011). It therefore seems feasible

that a bank is not acting only in its own interest: business decisions and the behaviour of internal

stakeholders of a banking institution may have a tremendous impact on the welfare of their

society and on other industrial sectors (BdB, 2014). Unfortunately, the Global Financial Crisis

(GFC) and on-going banking scandals have demonstrated that banking institutions aim more to

maximize their own interests than to foster the welfare of society. The researchers Arnaud &

Schminke (2012) and Simha & Cullen (2012) have shown that an egoistic climate linked to

self-interest and company profit and efficiency is very likely to occur in banks, because the

banking sector is highly competitive and volatile. Unfortunately, egoistic behaviour is very un-

likely to generate trust in business relationships. The low level of stakeholder trust in banks is

affirmed by the annual Edelman Trust Barometer, which shows that the trust level in banks

dropped from 68 percent in 2007 to 47 percent in 2012. Even in 2015, trust in banks remained

low (Edelman, 2007; 2012; 2015).

Trust remains a complex and multi-dimensional phenomenon. It runs from the individual to

the organisational level and acts as a “medium” or “glue” linking both levels (Hitt et al., 2007;

Khodyakov, 2007; Luhmann, 1988), a concept that is in alignment with the multilevel theory

based on the works of Hitt et al. (2007). The authors argue that actions at both the individual

(micro) and organizational (macro) level of trust must take place to rebuild a trusted banking

organization. Nevertheless, and based upon the stakeholder theory approach of Donaldson &

Preston (1995), divergent stakeholder groups require different trust mechanisms to successfully

build trusting relationships.

This dissertation researches trust mechanisms in banks at three levels: first within the super-

visor-subordinate relationship, second within the client-client adviser relationship and third at

the organizational level, to finally recommend actions that banks can take to build and maintain
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a high degree of trust. Based upon legitimacy theory (Suchman, 1995), the dissertation high-

lights that the legitimate actions of a bank – and in particular the moral and ethical aspects of

those actions – influence trust at micro and macro levels, because legitimacy is regarded as an

effective method to build a respectable, reliable and trusted bank (Jepperson, 1991; Meyer &

Rowan, 1991).

1.2 Objectives and Research Questions

Scientists have focused on trust research for nearly sixty years, during which the field of

trust research has increased in importance. Through trust research, reserchers have obtained

information about the interrelationships of cooperation as well as competition (Deutsch, 1958;

Deutsch, 1962; Gambetta, 2000), the resolution of conflict (Deutsch, 1973; Lewicki & Steven-

son, 1997) and the fostering of economic exchange (Arrow, 1973; Granovetter, 1985). Although

the phenomenon of trust has been researched over many years and in various contexts, it re-

mains topical.

Thus, this work is aimed at closing the following research gaps.

First, the dissertation follows the theoretical assumption of Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), De

Cremer (2015), Gillespie & Hurley (2013) and Hurley et al. (2014), who argue that trust is a

theme of importance in banks at both the individual and the organizational level. Therefore, and

in accordance with the work of Hitt et al. (2007) and multilevel theory, actions at multiple levels

have to take place to build and maintain a bank that is highly trusted. Gillespie and Dietz assume

that an effective concept of trust can be built while addressing both macro and micro levels in

a banking institution (p. 132). More precisely, organizational-level trust repair (OTR) system

components, representing the bank’s macro level, either enhance or lessen an individual’s de-

gree of trust, but are affected by the components of Ability-Benevolence-Integrity (ABI) rep-

resenting the bank’s micro level. The researchers state:

Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the five

system components (leadership, climate, sustainability, risk, product & services) identified in

Figure 1 sends cues about the organisation’s ability, benevolence, integrity, and these cues in-

fluence, either positively or negatively, employees’ perceived organisational trustworthiness.

(Gillespie & Dietz, 2009, p. 132).
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Thus, trust enhancement at the micro level affects trust augmentation at the macro level in

banks. However, this assumption remains a theoretical concept and has not yet been researched

empirically.

Second, this dissertation follows the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991)

with the core idea of legitimacy theory and, in particular, moral legitimacy because applying

legitimacy is regarded as an effective way to build a respectable, reliable and trusted bank. The

concept of legitimacy should be applied at strategic and operational levels in a bank. At the

strategic level, the bank’s leaders should base their behaviour on moral and ethical values. At

the operational level, legitimacy requires re-thinking not only of banking products and services

but also of socially accepted procedures, structures and techniques. In this regard, new forms

of sustainable and Christian banks have developed, declaring that they do business based on an

integrated sustainable business concept which makes them more legitimate than conventional

banks. Thus, employees and clients consider sustainable, Christian institutions to be more trust-

worthy than conventional banks. So far, there is no research investigating whether legitimate

actions are influencing trust in banks or if sustainable, Christian banks are more trusted than

are conventional banks.

Third, the stakeholder theory approach of Donaldson & Preston (1995) assumes that trust-

enhancing mechanisms can be successful only if they vary across stakeholder groups. That is

to say, those stakeholder relationships are of importance “without whose support the organisa-

tion would cease to exist” (Freeman, 1984) or, to put it differently, those stakeholders without

whose support banking operations would be terminated at once. In particular, the normative

dimension of stakeholder theory is aimed at identifying ethical as well as philosophical guide-

lines for both management level and operational level (Donaldson & Preston, 1995) and is

thereby connected with the concept of moral legitimacy. Most studies concentrate on analysing

trust mechanisms while addressing only one stakeholder relationship. It would be of further

interest to examine how the impact of trust mechanisms varies across divergent stakeholder

relationships.

In this way, the deductive derived research question of this dissertation is: How far can we

build an effective trust concept for banks and their most relevant stakeholders while taking into

consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?

This overarching question has been broken down into three more specific research questions

that are addressed by the three related studies constituting this thesis:
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First, in vertical work relationships the main research question is: How far can we build an

effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the supervisor-subordinate work relation-

ship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro (ABI compo-

nents) and the macro level (OTR components) in banks?

Second, in client-client adviser relationships the key research question is: How far can we

build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-client adviser business

relationship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro (ABI

components) and the macro level (OTR components) in banks?

Third, at the organisational level the core research questions are: How far can trust be de-

fined as a dynamic construct? How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks while

taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro (ABI components) and the

macro level (OTR components) in banks?

To answer the overall research question and the three sub-research questions, this disserta-

tion follows three objectives.

First, research is carried out in alignment with the multilevel theory approach based on the

work of Hitt et al. (2007) , in which trust interventions at both the micro and the macro level

lead to a more effective trust in banks, to confirm empirically if the assumption based on the

research of Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 132) holds true. More precisely, there is an examination

of whether OTR system components that have an effect on the macro level of trust in banks

enhance or lessen individuals’ trust, or are affected by the components of ABI that affect the

micro level of trust in banks.

Second, for banking institutions the words ‘legitimacy’ and ‘sustainability’ have been in

vogue for several years. Legitimacy influences how people behave towards an organization and

how people define the organization. It is assumed that a legitimate organization is considered

to be more respectable, reliable and trustworthy than one that is not legitimate (Jepperson, 1991;

Meyer & Rowan, 1991) so that not only does the organization’s profit become pivotal during

strategic decision-making, but so, also, does attending to society’s needs and respecting aspects

of ecology (see e.g. Elsbach, 1994; Ginzel et al., 1992). In carrying out the latter task, conven-

tional banks have usually launched marketing campaigns highlighting their sustainable business

alignments. In addition, specialised banks (Koch et al., 2016) and in particular sustainable and

Christian banking institutions are doing business in the financial markets. Whereas sustainable
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banks have a strong concern for social and environmental aspects within their strategic orien-

tation, Christian banking institutions, while striving for social and environmental aspects within

their strategic orientation,1 additionally have built their moral principles upon the doctrine of

the Christian Church (see e.g. DKM, 2016). Sustainable and Christian banks are declaring they

apply the concept of legitimacy more succesfully than do conventional banks. As a conse-

quence, the second objective of this dissertation is to ascertain whether employees and clients

consider sustainable and Christian institutions to be more trusted than conventional banks.

Third, the last objective will be to find out how to strengthen trust levels in banks between

the most important stakeholder groups. In alignment with stakeholder theory (Donaldson &

Preston, 1995), it is considered that there exists a stakeholder-specific nature of trust (Gillespie

& Hurley, 2013). While addressing divergent stakeholder groups and using different trust mech-

anisms there is a chance to build up a more effective trust concept for banks. In doing so, this

dissertation is split into three parts. Whereas the first study focuses on trust in supervisor-sub-

ordinate work relations, the second study emphasises trust in client-client adviser business re-

lations. While supervisors and subordinates represent the internal side of the bank, clients op-

erate in the external banking environment. The client adviser forms the link between the exter-

nal (client) and internal (employees) environment. The third study examines the relationship

between the organisation and its employees and clients.

1 The sustainable strategy of Christian banks might be questioned, because they have been involved in several
banking scandals in the past. In 2007 the Pax-Bank was involved in the Lehman scandal by selling Lehman cer-
tificates to its clients. Although the bank made good the clients’ losses, Lehman certificates are highly risky and
are in contradiction to a sustainable strategy alignment (NYT, 2008a; Spiegel, 2008b). In 2009 the Pax-Bank made
investments in tobacco and military industry – industries which are included within the negative criteria for Church
banks (Stern, 2009). The trustworthiness of Church banks is also affected by scandals in the IOR (in German
“Vatikanbank”). The bank is known chiefly for its lack of transparent processes and its intrigues (BusinessInsider,
2015; Forbes, 2012).
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Figure 1–1: Dissertation’s theoretical framework to highlight interrelations between theories and research questions
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1.3 Structure

In order to fill in gaps that have been identified in existing research, to answer the disserta-

tion’s main research questions and to meet its overall objectives, the dissertation is structured

as presented in Figure 1–2. The dissertation is divided into four parts to answer the overall re-

search question: How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and their most rele-

vant stakeholders while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro

and the macro level in banks?

Section 1: An outline of the issues leading to this dissertation was presented in the introduc-

tory Chapter 1. In addition, gaps in existing research, derived research questions and the overall

objectives of the thesis were explained.

Section 2: The dissertation continues with three related studies addressing the individual

(supervisor-subordinate and client-client adviser relationships) and the organizational level in

banks. Chapter 2 – ‘Enhancing trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships’, Chapter 3 – ‘En-

hancing trust in client client-adviser relationships’ and Chapter 4 – ‘Enhancing trust in banks

over time’ form the main part of the dissertation in which the construct of trust in banks across

multiple levels and in time is analysed. The first research area – Enhancing trust in supervisor-

subordinate relationships – focusses on trust in vertical work relationships in banks. Using a

mixed-methods sequential data collection approach, 99 QUAN-questionnaires were handed out

and in a second step 99 MM-interviews were carried out. Supervisors and subordinates were

interviewed using the critical-incident-technique (CIT). In the interviews, supervisors and sub-

ordinates described a situation of either a high or a low level of trust that they had experienced

in a banking context with either a subordinate or a supervisor. Trust level was rated on a 5-point

Likert scale. This technique enabled the researcher to identify antecedents of trust that had led

to either a high or low level of trust. The second research area – enhancing trust outside the

banking institution – discusses how to enhance trust in client and client-adviser relationships.

Using a mixed-methods sequential data collection approach, the investigator firstly handed out

114 QUAN-questionnaires and secondly carried out 114 MM-interviews, again using the CIT.

In the interviews, clients and client-advisers described a situation of either a high or a low level

of trust that they had experienced in a banking context with either a client or a client-adviser.

Trust level in each critical-incident study was rated on a 5-point Likert scale. Again, the CIT

enabled the researcher to identify antecedents of trust that had led to either high or low level of

trust. The results of studies 1 and 2 helped determine the precursors of trust in supervisor-sub-

ordinate and client-client adviser relationships so that in the third study – Enhancing trust in
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banks over time – it was possible to study whether banks were using trust-enhancing underpin-

nings, to shape the banks’ corporate development and define their future goals. If the anteced-

ents of trust were in alignment with a bank’s future goals, the bank would be sending its stake-

holders signals that the bank was trustworthy. To find out more about this hypotheses, 805

objectives were collected from 743 banking reports over a ten-year period. The longitudinal

character of the data set enabled the investigator to understand trust as a dynamic construct

varying over time. The outcome of the three related studies provides the foundation for the next

section.

Section 3 starts off with an overall discussion in which the outcomes of studies 1, 2 and 3

are used to answer the exploratory research question presented above: “How far can we build

an effective trust concept for banks and their most relevant stakeholders while taking into con-

sideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?” In addi-

tion, the overall results are placed within the dissertation’s theoretical framework as shown in

Figure 1–1, to underline the relationship between theory and the research questions. Thus, sec-

tion 3 therefore sheds light on the main theories behind this dissertation.

Section 4 highlights implications for theory and research as well as for managerial practice.

Banks are encouraged to use the results of the three related studies, which lead to a proposal for

an integrated concept of trust and recommendations for actions that can be taken for its imple-

mentation in banks.

The next chapter will present the first study of this dissertation: Enhancing trust in super-

visor-subordinate relationships.
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Figure 1–2: Overview about the thesis’ structure
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Logic may get you from A to B,

but imagination will take you everywhere.

(Albert Einstein)
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2. ENHANCING TRUST IN SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE RELATION

As previous research studies point out, banks are regarded as highly risky and poorly man-

aged (Cohan, 2009; McDonald & Robinson, 2009; Lewis, 2010; Gillespie & Hurley, 2013;

Dietz et al., 2015). From an employee’s perspective, this view does not foster trust in the board

of management or in the person’s immediate supervisor. In addition, supervisors may doubt

their subordinates, who might do harm to the bank if they act illegally. For example, the case

of Wells Fargo demonstrates how high-pressure sales tactics influenced employees to act

against the law and against company rules (Reuters, 2016; NYT, 2017b). Study 1 aims to dis-

cover the ethical and moral mechanisms that are most effective in creating trusting supervisor-

subordinate relationships.

To achieve the overall aim of study 1, the theory and derived hypotheses underlying this

work are presented first. A systematic literature review is provided in Appendix A − Table 0–

3.

2.1 Theory and hypotheses

Theory

Previous research emphasises that trust in organizations is a topic of great importance. A

trusting supervisor-subordinate relationship fosters success in business because trust enhances

employee motivation and commitment (Ganesan, 1994; Brockner et al., 1997; Tyler & Blader,

2000) and promotes cooperative behaviour and sociability (e.g. Podsakoff et al., 1990;

Konovsky & Pugh, 1994; Pillai et al., 1999; Kramer, 1999a; Williams, 2001). Furthermore,

trust is positively related to effectiveness, efficiency and performance − important factors in 

times of tighter cost control (Whitney, 1994; Tyler & Kramer, 1996; Mayer & Davis, 1999;

Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Tzafrir, 2005). In addition, trust has a positive effect on creativity, inno-

vative capability and knowledge transfer (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Thus, a trusted organization

may be regarded as more attractive by current and future employees (Searle & Dietz, 2012;

Searle, 2013).

As Freiman et al. (1987) noted, trust originates with individuals, because only individuals

can show signs of trust by behaving and interacting in certain ways (Gillespie & Dietz, 2009).

There exist various definitions of trust with regard to banks. The most important are shown

in Appendix D – Table 0–1. One of the earliest definitions in trust research, concerning an
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individual’s trust level, was given by Rotter (1967: p. 651) who stated that trust is “an expec-

tancy held by an individual or a group that the word, promise, verbal or written statement of

another individual or group can be relied upon."

Following the work of Rotter (1967), Mayer et al. (1995: p. 712) developed one of the com-

monest definitions of trust, stating that trust is: “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to

the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular

action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party.”

Mayer’s definition is used if a relationship consists of two parties, namely trustor and trus-

tee. In this study a trustor or a trustee can be either a supervisor or a subordinate. The trustee

may act against the interests of the trustor. Thus, in a trust situation, the trustor makes himself

vulnerable (Boss, 1978; Zand, 1972) to the trustee and is willing to take a risk (Mayer et al.,

1995).

Based upon the previous trust definition, Mayer et al. (1995: p. 715) developed a “proposed

model of trust” connecting the following three components, which are also illustrated in Figure

2–1.

(1) The components that form the characteristics of the trustor: The authors refer to “propensity

to trust”, which characterizes the trusting behaviour of the trustor. The propensity to trust

varies according to the past experiences, personal characteristics and cultural environments

of the trustor (e.g. Hofstede, 1980; Wright & Ehnert, 2010). In an extreme situation a trustor

may have blind trust or, in contrast, may be unwilling to trust. Mayer et al. (1995) propose

that the higher the trustor’s propensity to trust, the greater will be their trust in the trustee.

(2) The components that form the characteristics of the trustee: Reviewing factors of trustwor-

thiness, Mayer et al. (1995), use the most common – ability, benevolence and integrity

(ABI). The three antecedents of trust are separable constructs, which, in each trust situation,

form a continuum of trust. Although integrity is crucial for the formation of trust in the

beginning of each trust situation, benevolence will become critical during the development

of the relationship (Mayer et al., 1995).

Ability includes the trustee’s skills, competencies and characteristics (Mayer et al., 1995)

that enable him to have influence in a specific domain (Zand, 1972). The trustee may have task-

related abilities in one field of expertise (e.g. a technical area) but be inexperienced in another
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field (e.g. interpersonal communication). Thus, ability may be characterized as being task- and

situation-specific in its nature (Mayer et al., 1995; Zand, 1972).

Benevolence is defined as having a positive orientation towards the trustee, putting the trus-

tee’s interests first (Mayer et al., 1995). Such behaviour can be best described by comparing it

to the relationship between a mentor (i.e. trustee) and a protégé (i.e. trustor), because a mentor

helps and supports the protégé without any requirements or extrinsic rewards.

Integrity includes value congruence, which refers to common principles of the trustee being

accepted by the trustor. The factor also focuses on justice, fairness and honesty in the relation-

ship (Mayer et al., 1995). The consistency of the trustee’s past actions, credible communications

about the trustee from third parties, belief in the trustee’s strong sense of justice, and the con-

gruence of the trustee’s actions with his words affect the acceptability of the trustee by the

trustor and therefore the judgement of integrity.

(3) The risk taken in the relationship: Risk-taking in a relationship is a function of both trust

and the perceived risk. Thus, risk-taking is defined as the outcome of a trust situation. To

enlist in a trusting activity, the trustor weighs the likelihood of positive and negative out-

comes (Bierman Jr et al., 1969; Coleman, 1990). Consequently, the trustor is willing to take

a risk in a relationship only if the level of trust is greater than the perceived risk.

Figure 2–1: Proposed model of trust for the supervisor-subordinate relationship in banks

When applying the unidimensional approach, that is to say when moving into irrational

thinking (Cummings & Bromiley, 1996), one can figure out the causes leading to either great

or little trust between supervisors and subordinates in a specific situation. More specifically,

one can refer to the cognitive factor of trust (Lewis & Weigert, 1985; Lewicki et al., 2006),
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which defines a trustee (that is to say, a supervisor or a subordinate) as either ‘trusted’, ‘dis-

trusted’ or ‘not assessable’. The choice is based on the individual’s judgement of the trustee’s

perceived trustworthiness and on conditions prevailing in the trust situation. Furthermore, Luh-

mann (1979) and Simmel (2011) argue that cognitive trust is related to familiarity. Thus it is

easier for supervisors or subordinates to trust if the trustee is familiar to them. In this way in a

business situation it can be judged whether a trustee is trustworthy, or not.

As the work of Mayer et al. (1995) sets out, the trustor’s judgement leads to an individual

trust level (Mayer et al., 1995), which ranges from strong trust to distrust (Mishra & Mishra,

1994; McAllister, 1995; Jones & George, 1998). In this regard the trust research of Luhmann

(1979: p. 71) is followed, defining distrust as a “functional equivalent of trust”.

As Luhmann (1988) shows, re-establishing trust between individuals depends on the estab-

lishment of trust in the overall banking organization. Trust within supervisor-subordinate rela-

tionships might therefore be influenced by five system components. According to Gillespie &

Dietz (2009: p. 132) the system components may enhance or lessen an individual’s trust level:

“Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the five sys-

tem components (leadership, climate, sustainability, risk, product and services) … sends cues

about the organization’s ability, benevolence, and integrity, and these cues influence, either

positively or negatively, the organizational trustworthiness that employees perceive.”

Interrelationships between the OTR model based upon the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009:

p. 132) and the ABI model based upon the work of Mayer et al. (1995) are presented in Figure

2–2.

In this way, study 1 focuses on the following research question: “How far can we build an

effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the supervisor-subordinate work relation-

ship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro

level in banks?”
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Figure 2–2: Interrelationships between system components and ABI factors for the supervisor-
subordinate relationship

Hypotheses

Next, the interrelationship between the following components is laid down: antecedents of

organizational (OTR) trust on the trustee’s trust level, interdependencies between OTR and

ABI components, and ABI and the individual’s trust level. In this way the hypotheses under-

lying this work can be formulated as follows.

Based upon the work of Hitt et al. (2007) the hypotheses take into consideration the individ-

ual level of analysis and the interpersonal referent, thereby highlighting the supervisor-subor-

dinate work relationship.

In accordance with the stakeholder-theory approach of Donaldson & Preston (1995) it is

assumed that effective trust mechanisms vary across stakeholder groups, so the following hy-

potheses highlight trust mechanisms only in the supervisor-subordinate relationship.
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The link between organizational antecedents of trust and the individual’s level of trust

Leadership − Leadership research began in the 1920s. Max Weber was one of the first re-

searchers, defining the word ‘leadership’. According to Weber (1956) leadership styles are a

way of implementing decisions so that possible problems are solved by having a determined

value construct. Top-management and senior managers are responsible for the leadership style

that is predominately applied within the overall institution (Smircich & Morgan, 1982). Thus,

employees may judge the trustworthiness of the overall organization according to its perceived

leadership style as shown by the actions and decisions of top management (Kouzes & Posner,

2006). Consequently, managers act as role models through their conduct (Schein, 1990).

Leadership styles are intended to influence the trust level of individuals depending on which

style is chosen by the supervisor. In alignment with the work of Gillespie & Mann (2004), four

leadership styles are linked with trust research, namely: (1) transformational leadership, (2)

consultative leadership, (3) transactional leadership and (4) laissez-faire leadership. Transfor-

mational leadership is also called effective leadership (House & Shamir, 1993). Following

Burns (1978), Bass (1985) and Kuhnert & Lewis (1987), transformational leadership motivates

followers to perform beyond expectations by making them more aware of the importance and

value of goals and inducing them to transcend self-interest for the good of the group or the

organization. Transformational leaders also act as role models and give individual care to their

followers (Weibler, 2012). Researchers believe transformational leadership to be the most ef-

fective style for enhancing trust within the supervisor-subordinate relationship (Antonakis et

al., 2003; Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999; Bass & Riggio, 2010; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Podsakoff et

al., 1990; Sosik & Dinger, 2007; Tichy & Devanna, 1986). Additionally, consultative leader-

ship has a positive influence on trust. Consultation with, and consideration of the interests and

welfare of followers are part of the focus of a consultative leader (Podsakoff et al., 1990). In

addition, the leader respects and values team members’ views and inputs (Gillespie & Mann,

2004). As Podsakoff et al. (1996) suggest, subordinates’ trust in their supervisors may largely

depend on the supervisor’s consultation and consideration of the interests and welfare of the

subordinates when the supervisor makes important decisions. Consultative leadership enables

subordinates to voice their opinions, needs and concerns, and to have greater control over their

business environment. Consequently, feelings of risk and vulnerability are minimised (Niena-

ber, Hofeditz, et al., 2015). Communication between supervisor and subordinate fosters respect

and values followers’ views and input. Korsgaard et al. (1995) have proven empirically the

existence of a positive correlation between consultative leadership and trust in leader-follower

relationships (Gillespie & Mann, 2004). The third style, transactional leadership, relies on the
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leader’s provision of assistance and rewards that are in alignment with the subordinate’s needs

(Gillespie & Mann, 2004). This type of leadership may itself be divided into three leadership

styles. The first is known as contingent reward. With contingent reward the leader provides

assistance and rewards that meet the follower’s needs, based on the follower’s performance.

The second, active corrective leadership, uses monitoring and focuses on mistakes. Passive

corrective leadership, the third transactional leadership style, is based on waiting for things to

go wrong before intervening (Bass, 1985; Gillespie & Mann, 2004). There is some evidence

that trust in vertical work relationships can be enhanced slightly by transactional leadership,

particularly when using contingent reward and active corrective leadership – nevertheless it will

never be as effective as transformational leadership (Klimoski & Hayes, 1980; Podsakoff et al.,

1982; Reitz, 1971; Butler Jr et al., 1999; Jung & Avolio, 2000; MacKenzie et al., 2001; Dirks

& Ferrin, 2002; Antonakis et al., 2003). In contrast, it has been shown that transactional lead-

ership, especially passive corrective leadership, has a negative influence on trust (Podsakoff et

al., 1990; Yammarino & Bass, 1990; Bass & Yammarino, 1991; Pillai et al., 1999; Antonakis

et al., 2003). Lastly, laissez-faire leadership is characterized by an absence of leadership. Su-

pervisors using this leadership style are less concerned about motivating their subordinates,

taking on responsibilities or making decisions. Bass and Avolio (1997) categorized laissez-faire

leadership into three sub-dimensions: active corrective leadership (leading by monitoring and

focusing on mistakes), passive corrective leadership (waiting for things to go wrong before

intervening), and pure laissez-faire leadership (avoiding getting involved when important issues

arise). Laissez-faire leadership is known for being the least effective leadership style to use

when building trust in a subordinate (Yammarino et al., 1993; Yammarino & Bass, 1990; Den

Hartog et al., 1997c; Antonakis et al., 2003; Bass, 2008; Avolio, 2011). With this leadership

style the leader avoids taking an active leadership role and loses the opportunity to build the

trust of followers. Through such behaviour the leader sends signals that he is not reliable or

competent and is not actively committed to facilitating or achieving the team’s goals (Gillespie

& Mann, 2004).

Based upon previous research the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervi-

sor-subordinate relationship:

H0a: Transformational leadership has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.
H0b: Consultative leadership has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.
H0c: Transactional leadership has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.
H0d: Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on an individual’s trust level.
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Climate − Ethical climate theory is a leading theory in the domain of business ethics and is 

related to philosophical and sociological theory (Smart & Sherlock, 1985). According to

Schneider (1975), ‘ethical climate’ captures “stable, psychologically meaningful perceptions

members of organizations hold concerning ethical procedures and policies in their organizations

and organizational subunits.” Thus, ethical climate is a form of organizational work climate that

constitutes correct behaviour and influences supervisors’ and subordinates’ decisions and their

outcomes (Martin & Cullen, 2006). Consequently, having or not having an ethical climate de-

termines whether ethical reasoning and behaviour are common practice in a banking institution.

Building on the work of Kohlberg (1967) and Kohlberg (1984), Victor & Cullen (1987) and

Cullen et al. (1989) developed a framework called an Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ).

The widespread use of the ECQ instrument has come about because scholars regard it as the

largest and most fully developed, widely used and accepted measure of ethical climate

(Fritzsche, 2000). Following the research of Smart & Sherlock (1985) and Cullen et al. (1993)

the ethical climate of an organization is composed of nine subcategories: (1) laws, professional

codes (2) self-interest (3) company profit (4) efficiency (5) friendship (6) team interest (7) social

responsibility (8) personal morality and (9) rules, standards and operating procedures (Smart &

Sherlock, 1985; Cullen et al., 1993; Randall & Sheila, 1995; Barnett & Vaicys, 2000). Accord-

ing to the authors of the ECQ, ethical dimensions can be grouped into three ethical clusters:

egoistic climate (self-interest, company profit, efficiency), benevolent climate (friendship, team

interest and social responsibility) and principled climate (personal morality, laws and profes-

sional codes, rules, standards and operating procedures).

The framework is well suited to help understand which of the three climate types exist in a

bank and which is dominant. In addition, the ethical climate framework serves as a psycholog-

ical mechanism through which ethical issues can be controlled. Thus, it is the first framework

to allow banks to improve the ethical behaviour of leaders and subordinates (Cullen et al., 1989;

Cullen et al., 2003). An egoistic climate is grounded in the philosophy of egoism and fosters

actions of self-interest-maximizing behaviour in the leader-follower relationship (Smart &

Sherlock, 1985; Victor & Cullen, 1987; Barnett & Vaicys, 2000). A benevolent climate is

rooted in utilitarian principles of moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985) and a general

concern for others’ welfare (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). A principled climate follows a belief in

deontological principles of moral philosophy in which leaders and followers adhere to common

ethical standards and can distinguish right from wrong (Barnett & Vaicys, 2000). Each of the

three climate types can also be separated into three different loci of analysis: individual, local
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and organizational. The separation initially followed sociological theory (Merton, 1968) but

was later adapted to an organizational context (Gouldner, 1957). Within each locus of analysis,

different decisions are taken and operationalized. More precisely, within the individual locus

of analysis, leaders and followers make decisions on their own, whereas within the local level

of analysis, decisions are taken on behalf of the organization. The cosmopolitan focus makes

decisions for society and the community (Smart & Sherlock, 1985; Victor & Cullen, 1987;

Wimbush & Shepard, 1994; Fritzsche, 2000).

As noted previously, an egoistic climate maximizes self-interest in vertical work relation-

ships. Thus, and in accordance with the research of Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et

al. (2003), this climate type is likely to have a negative affect on individuals’ trust levels. Pre-

vious research indicates a negative relationship between an egoistic climate and trust (Whitener,

Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner, 1998; Ruppel & Harrington, 2000; Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch,

2015; Nedkovski et al., 2017). Research also shows that an egoistic climate is likely to occur in

the financial industry, where there is intense competition and high volatility. Conversely, a be-

nevolent climate maximizes the interests of a particular social group. Thus, existing norms may

encourage a supervisor to care about a subordinate, and vice versa, so a benevolent climate is

likely to have a positive effect on individuals’ trust levels. Barnett & Vaicys (2000), Cullen et

al. (2003) and Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015) found a positive relationship between the

construct of a benevolent climate and trust. A principled climate is based on the supervisors’ or

subordinates’ rules and principles. Decisions are in alignment with the bank’s standard rules

and procedures but are also affected by the code of ethics. This thesis argues that a principled

climate has a positive effect on trust in vertical work relationships because rules and the law

reduce vulnerability, help ensure a stable workplace environment and are in general for the

benefit of all employees. Indeed, research analysing a principled climate and its effect on trust

shows a positive interrelationship (Barnett & Vaicys 2000; Lemmergaard 2003). In line with

the assumptions and previous research, the following hypotheses are formulated. In the super-

visor-subordinate relationship:

H1a: An egoistic climate has a negative influence on individuals’ trust level.
H1b: A benevolent climate has a positive influence on individuals’ trust level.
H1c: A principled climate has a positive influence on individuals’ trust level.

Legitimacy and sustainable business alignment – Banks are forced to move from profit max-

imization to legitimate actions, or, in other words, towards a sustainability-driven change

(George et al. (1996). However, it is noted that the integration of sustainable business concepts
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is not totally voluntary. Driven by regulation, the bank is forced to integrate the bank’s sustain-

able achievements into annual or corporate social responsibility reports (KPMG, 2015). In this

way the concept of moral legitimacy becomes important and should therefore be integrated with

the strategic and operational dimensions of the bank. First, in the strategic dimension the bank’s

leaders should base their behaviour on moral and ethical values. As stated previously, moral

managers can turn a banking organization into an institution that is more trusted and modern.

However, the successful implementation of legitimacy is a matter not only for a bank’s execu-

tives; it also impacts operational aspects and requires a rethinking of social banking products

and services, along with socially accepted procedures, structures and techniques.

In general, an equilibrium including social, economic and ecologic sustainability should be

fostered. Most employees expect a bank to make a significant contribution to sustainable de-

velopment (Parnell, 2008). These expectations increase the pressure on supervisors to

strengthen sustainable business alignments (Campbell et al., 2007). A sustainable business con-

cept is, according to WCED (1987: p. 8), defined as the: “(…) development which meets the

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs.”

Researchers, for example Livesey (2002), Livesey & Kearins (2002), Hansen et al. (2011)

and the EuropeanComission (2010), have pointed out a positive correlation between a sustain-

able business alignment and an individual’s trust level. Social sustainability is particularly im-

portant in building trust in vertical work relationships. This assumption is confirmed by Demp-

sey et al. (2011). According to Dyllick (2002: p. 134) socially sustainable companies can be

defined as those that: “ (…) add value to the communities within which they operate by increas-

ing the human capital of individual partners as well as furthering the societal capital of these

communities. They manage social capital in such a way that stakeholders can understand its

motivations and can broadly agree with the company’s value system.” By applying social sus-

tainability, both the supervisor and the subordinate perceive a free work atmosphere in which

they can reach professional self-fulfilment. Social sustainability can be achieved by such ac-

tions as creating cultural diversity or taking on responsibility for workplaces. It is additionally

assumed that economic sustainability is positively linked to an individual’s trust level. Accord-

ing to Dyllick (2002: p. 133) economic sustainability “(…) guarantee[s] at any time cash flow

sufficient to ensure liquidity while producing a persistent above-average return to sharehold-

ers.” It is believed that economic sustainability enhances trust because it ensures the long-term

existence of the banking institution by, for example, providing sustainable earnings, having
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responsible management, and striving for value for stakeholders. Finally, it is believed that

ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level. This assumption

is confirmed by Andersson et al. (2005). According to Dyllick (2002: p. 133) ecologic sustain-

ability is defined as occurring when supervisors and subordinates are “(…) only using natural

resources that that are consumed at a rate below the natural reproduction, or at a rate below the

development of substitutes. They do not cause emissions that accumulate in the environment at

a rate beyond the capacity of a natural system to absorb and assimilate these emissions. Finally,

they do not engage in activity that degrades eco-system services.” The positive influence of

ecologic sustainability on an individual’s trust level may be because supervisors and subordi-

nates are making decisions that do not harm the environment and which are in alignment with

fostering a vibrant ecosystem. This thought is in alignment with that of Andersson et al. (2005).

In line with the assumptions and previous research, the following hypotheses are formulated.

Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H2a: Social sustainability has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.
H2b: Economic sustainability has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.
H2c: Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level.

Risks − Deutsch (1958: p. 266) once described the relationship between risk and trust as 

“two sides of the same coin”. Understanding that interrelationship is critical to developing an

integrated concept of trust (Giffin, 1967; Schlenker et al., 1973; Riker, 1974; Lewis & Weigert,

1985; Good, 1988; Luhmann, 1988; Coleman, 1990). Risk is defined as “a measure of the prob-

ability and severity of adverse effects” (Lowrance, 1976). It is believed that risks increase un-

certainty in vertical work relationships. Hence, the more risk that is felt by a trustor towards a

trustee, the more he is unwilling to trust. Consequently, risks occurring in a bank are in general

negatively linked to an individual’s trust level. This assumption is in alignment with the work

of Mayer et al. (1995: p. 725) who argue that “the level of trust is compared to the level of

perceived risk in a situation. If the level of trust surpasses the threshold of perceived risk, then

the trustor will engage in RTR [risk-taking in the relationship]. If the level of perceived risk is

greater than the level of trust, the trustor will not engage in risk-taking-in-relationship (RTR).”

Cebenoyan & Strahan (2004) show that in a banking institution there are predominately six

risks: (1) operational risks (FRB, 2016d), (2) liquidity risks (FRB, 2016b), (3) credit risks (FRB,

2016a), (4) market risks (FRB, 2016c), (5) reputational risks (FRB, 2016c) and (6) strategic

risks (FRB, 2014). Banks separate risks into financial risks (FRs) such as liquidity risks, credit

risks and market risks, and non-financial risks (NFRs) such as operational risks, reputational
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and strategic risks. While banks have FRs under better control, it is NFRs that particularly re-

quire the attention of the banks’ supervisors and boards. The direct financial consequences of

NFRs are not the only concern. Especially when focusing on trust issues, damage to its reputa-

tion can hit a banking institution hard at a time when employees are questioning banks’ business

models. In addition, management boards and supervisors are held accountable for misconduct

or failure to comply with laws and regulations (Jackson, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et

al., 2016).

Based upon the assumption that both FRs and NFRs have a negative influence on an indi-

vidual’s trust level the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate

relationship:

H3a: Financial risks have a negative influence on an individual’s trust level.
H3b: Non-financial risks have a negative influence on an individual’s trust level.

The link between organizational antecedents of trust and the capabilities of ABI

In alignment with the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) it is assumed that a connection exists

between organizational antecedents of trust and the characteristics of ABI a supervisor or a

subordinate possesses.

Leadership − As mentioned above there exist four variants of leadership style: transforma-

tional, consultative, transactional and laissez-faire (Avolio & Bass, 2004; Gillespie & Mann,

2004). Focusing first on the supervisor, it is assumed that his choice of leadership style affects

how he shows his ability, benevolence and integrity so that a subordinate seeing a certain lead-

ership style may also perceive the utilization of the supervisor’s characteristics of ability, be-

nevolence and integrity. It is expected that differing leadership styles influence ABI in differing

ways.

First, it is expected that transformational leadership positively influences the characteristics

of ABI, because with a transformational leadership style the supervisor can foster employees’

development and build on subordinates’ strengths. This expectation is in alignment with the

work of Burke et al. (2007), Judge & Piccolo (2004) and Jung & Avolio (2000). In addition,

transformational leaders are more concerned about employees’ welfare because they can iden-

tify their subordinates’ individual needs and concerns, as has been suggested by Burke et al.

(2007), MacKenzie et al. (2001) and Sosik & Dionne (1997). It is further expected that trans-

formational leaders tend to be fair in dealing with others by putting the interests of their subor-

dinates first and encouraging them to stand up for critical issues. This idea supports the work
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of Jung & Avolio (2000), MacKenzie et al. (2001) and Pillai et al. (1999). Thus, the following

hypotheses are formulated: Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H0� � � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Second, it is believed that consultative leadership positively influences the characteristics of

ABI, because by applying a consultative leadership style a supervisor displays specialised skills

that enhance the performance of the group (by, for instance, directing the group to a common

goal). These assumptions are in alignment with the work of Burke et al. (2006), Carson et al.

(2007) and Judge & Piccolo (2004). In addition, consultative leaders are concerned about em-

ployees’ welfare as they consider the personal wishes and concerns of their subordinates. This

idea is supported by the work of Huang et al. (2010), Huang et al. (2006), and Korsgaard et al.

(1995). It is further expected that consultative leaders tend to be fair in dealing with others as

the behaviour of the leader is not opposed to the needs of the employees. The assumptions are

in alignment with the work of Duck & Fielding (2003), Korsgaard et al. (1995), and Platow &

van Knippenberg (2001). Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervi-

sor-subordinate relationship:

H0� � � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Third, it is believed that transactional leadership positively influences the characteristics of

ABI. When applying a transactional leadership style, a supervisor has much knowledge about

the work that needs to be done, from which he provides assistance and controls the responsibil-

ities of his subordinates. This idea is aligned with the work of Doucet et al. (2015). In addition,

transactional leaders show concern for employees’ welfare by involving them in decision-mak-

ing processes, as shown by Elgamal (2004). It is further expected that sound principles guide

transactional leaders because the supervisor shows satisfaction if his requirements are met, as

shown by the work of MacKenzie et al. (2001) and Pillai et al. (1999). Hence, the following

hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H0� � � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Last, it is believed that laissez-faire leadership negatively influences the characteristics of

ABI. When utilizing a laissez-faire leadership style, a supervisor may not be perceived as being
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well qualified because he does not immediately answer important questions. This idea is evident

in the work of Hinkin & Schriesheim (2008), Judge & Piccolo (2004), and Spinelli (2006).

Furthermore, laissez-faire leaders do not appear to be very concerned about employees’ welfare

because employees perform their jobs independently, without any help from their supervisor.

This idea is shown in the work of Kelloway et al. (2005), Skogstad et al. (2007), and Zohar

(2002). It is further expected that laissez-faire leaders do not possess a very strong sense of

justice as the leaders’ decisions are made directly, without hesitation or concern for their sub-

ordinates. This assumption is in alignment with the work of Barling et al. (2008). Thus, the

following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H0� � � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on ability.
H0� � � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on benevolence.
H0� � � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on integrity.

Climate – Based on the research of Smart & Sherlock (1985) there are three variants of

climate in a banking institution: egoistic climate, benevolent climate and principled climate. It

is believed that the different climate types influence ABI in vertical work relationships in dif-

ferent ways.

With regard to an egoistic climate in vertical work relationships, it is proposed that it has a

negative influence on ABI. First, it is assumed that an egoistic climate positively affects ability.

Research shows that people promoting an egoistic climate might be quite capable of performing

their jobs by protecting their own interests, achieving high company profits or working effi-

ciently. These assumptions are in alignment with the works of Atuahene-Gima & Li (2002),

Brahm & Kunze (2012), Jones & George (1998), Dirks & Ferrin (2002), Simha & Cullen

(2012), and Nedkovski et al. (2017). In contrast, it is assumed that an egoistic work climate

negatively influences benevolence. Thus, it is believed that supervisors and subordinates fol-

lowing their own interests particularly foster the banking institution’s interests, consider effi-

ciency first and thus are less likely to show benevolent behaviour. Trustees choose the action

that maximizes benefits for themselves; the needs and interests of others are less important. The

assumptions are in alignment with the ideas of Abrams et al. (2003), Barnett & Schubert (2002),

DeConinck & Lewis (1997), Elangovan & Shapiro (1998), Jones & George (1998), Peterson

(2002), Scandura & Pellegrini (2008), Vlachos et al. (2009), Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch

(2015), and Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998). Furthermore, it is proposed that

supervisors and subordinates who are protecting their own interests, and thus viewing all deci-

sions in terms of profit and efficiency, have a less pronounced sense of justice and fairness.

Self-interested behaviour in vertical work relationships may at worst lead to lying, cheating and
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stealing. The thinking of Abrams et al. (2003), Cohen et al. (2013), Elangovan & Shapiro

(1998), Jones & George (1998), Wimbush & Shepard (1994), and Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard

& Werner (1998) exemplifies these arguments. Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated.

Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on integrity.

Second, it is assumed that an awareness of a benevolent climate in vertical work relationships

fosters the application of supervisors’ and subordinates’ characteristics of ABI. It is proposed

that friendship, a good team spirit and socially responsible behaviour heighten the characteristic

of ability, as leaders and subordinates are better capable of performing their jobs. The theorizing

is in line with the ideas of Abrams et al. (2003), Farris et al. (1973), Mayer & Davis (1999),

McAllister (1995), McEvily et al. (2003), Rupp et al. (2006), Swaen & Chumpitaz (2008) and

Vlachos et al. (2009). Further, it is believed that a benevolent climate fosters benevolence as a

trustee aims to spread goodwill and may protect the trustor from various threats so that concern

for the welfare of others arises. The assumptions are in line with the thinking of Cullen et al.

(2003), Elangovan & Shapiro (1998), Hansen et al. (2011), Ruppel & Harrington (2000),

Scandura & Pellegrini (2008), and Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015). It is also assumed

that a benevolent climate is positively linked to integrity, as being concerned about others

strengthens justice and fairness. The feeling of support may lead to “repayments” by the trustor

and thus engender stronger commitment in vertical work relationships. The assumptions have

support in the findings of Abrams et al. (2003), Collins & Smith (2006), Jones & George (1998),

Mayer & Davis (1999), Shanock & Eisenberger (2006), Scandura & Pellegrini (2008), Vlachos

et al. (2009), and Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998). Thus, the following hypotheses

are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on integrity.

Last, it is expected that awareness of a principled climate in vertical work relationships fos-

ters the application of supervisors’ and subordinates’ characteristics of ABI. It is proposed that

personal morality, the strict application of the bank’s rules, professional codes and the law en-

hance employees’ capability in performing their jobs. These thoughts relate to the works of Das

& Teng (1998), Mcknight et al. (1998), and Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998). In

addition, it is conjectured that a principled climate is positively correlated with benevolence, as
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trustees know that rules, standards and the law are for their benefit. Research has shown a pos-

itive association between a principled climate and benevolence. The assumptions are supported

by the works of Bowie (2001), Mayer & Davis (1999), Mcknight et al. (1998), Rousseau et al.

(1998), Scandura & Pellegrini (2008), and Park et al. (2014). Furthermore, it is expected that

personal morals and the application of rules, standards and the law will be positively related to

integrity, as principles foster justice and fairness in dealing with others. This assumption is in

line with the opinions of Elangovan & Shapiro (1998), Jones & George (1998), Mcknight et al.

(1998), Rousseau et al. (1998), Scandura & Pellegrini (2008), Simha & Cullen (2012) and

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998). Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated.

Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on integrity.

Next, the dimension of sustainability is highlighted. According to Elkington (2004), sustain-

ability has three dimensions: social, economic and ecologic sustainability. It is assumed that the

application of a sustainable business approach by both leaders and subordinates will positively

influence the characteristics of ABI.

First focusing on social sustainability, it is assumed that social sustainability has a positive

influence on ABI. The ability of supervisors and employees is fostered when they try to find

ways to create a more sustainable social environment, for example by taking on responsibility

for workplaces or by detecting possibilities to make investments that have a social impact.

These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Metcalf & Benn (2013) and O'Donohue &

Torugsa (2016). It is further expected that social sustainability will have a positive influence on

benevolence, because being in a positive social environment creates concern for each other’s

welfare. This idea is supported by Blome & Paulraj (2013) and Simola (2012). Furthermore, it

is assumed that social sustainability has a positive influence on integrity because a positive

social working atmosphere fosters justice and fairness, for instance through strengthening di-

versity, securing jobs or preventing corruption. The assumptions are in alignment with the work

of Aguilera et al. (2007), Ferns et al. (2008), Hutchins & Sutherland (2008), and Waldman et

al. (2006). Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate

relationship:

H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.
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It is believed that economic sustainability has a positive influence on ABI. Economic sus-

tainability fosters the ability to do a good job by creating stakeholder value or finding ways of

sustainably achieving future earnings. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of An-

dersson et al. (2005) and Guerci & Pedrini (2014). Additionally, economic sustainability has a

positive influence on benevolence because this dimension fosters concern for others, for exam-

ple if supervisors utilize a responsible management policy. This idea is supported by the work

of Dodds (1997). Last, it is assumed that economic sustainability has a positive influence on

integrity, because this dimension fosters justice and fairness by looking for ways to foster a

stable financial market or to ensure data security. These thoughts are supported by the work of

Aguilera et al. (2007), O'Rourke (2003), Seshadri (2013), and Waldman et al. (2006). The fol-

lowing hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

Focusing on ecologic sustainability, it is assumed that, in general, ecologic sustainability has

a positive influence on ABI. The ability of supervisors and employees is fostered by, for exam-

ple, trying to find ways to reuse resources or in developing a climate strategy. These thoughts

are in alignment with the work of Andersson et al. (2005), Guerci & Pedrini (2014) and Sharma

& Ruud (2003). It is further expected that ecologic sustainability creates concern for each

other’s welfare by strengthening sustainable investments and building on a portfolio of ecologic

investments and credit to create a positive impact on society. This idea was advanced by

Chernev & Blair (2015). Furthermore, it is assumed that ecologic sustainability has a positive

influence on integrity, because environmental awareness fosters justice and fairness, for in-

stance through working to strengthen ecosystems. The assumptions are in alignment with the

work of Aguilera et al. (2007), Garcia et al. (2016) and Waldman et al. (2006). The following

hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

Risks − As mentioned above, risks are separated into FRs and NFRs. It is believed that both

categories of risk have a negative influence on ABI (Jackson, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski

et al., 2016).
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First, it is expected that financial risks negatively influence ABI. When liquidity, market and

credit risks occur they have a negative influence on ability. It is believed that a trustor, either

an employee or a supervisor, does not feel very confident about the trustee’s skills if financial

risks occur. This assumption is in alignment with the work of Ismal (2010). It is further expected

that FRs will have a negative influence on benevolence because existing liquidity, market and

credit risks will damage the financial condition of the bank, which may hurt employees, e.g.

through job losses. Furthermore, FRs may have a negative impact on integrity as the liquidity,

market and credit risks that arise will negatively influence justice and fairness, for instance

through deteriorating financial conditions in turn leading to savings, e.g. in salary reductions.

The following hypotheses are formulated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on integrity.

Non-financial risks − It is assumed that NFRs have a negative influence on ABI. When op-

erational, reputational and strategic risks occur they influence ability negatively. It is believed

that a trustor, either an employee or a supervisor, does not feel very confident about the trustee’s

skills if, for instance, negative publicity appears. This assumption is in alignment with the works

of Astakhova et al. (2017), Colquitt et al. (2007), Fiordelisi et al. (2014), and Men (2012). It is

further expected that NFRs have a negative influence on benevolence because existing opera-

tional, reputational and strategic risks will damage the financial condition of the bank, which

may hurt employees, e.g. through job losses or salary reductions. This assumption is supported

by the work of Berg et al. (2017) and Burke et al. (2007). Furthermore, it is assumed that NFRs

have a negative influence on integrity because operational, reputational and strategic risks that

arise negatively impact justice and fairness, for instance through adverse business decisions.

This assumption is in alignment with the works of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), Hall et al. (2004),

Kayes et al. (2007), Morrison (2001), and Roy (2008). The following hypotheses are formu-

lated. Within the supervisor-subordinate relationship:

H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on integrity.
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ABI as a mediator between organizational antecedents of trust and the individual’s

trust level

Based on the research of Mayer et al. (1995) the characteristics of ability, benevolence and

integrity form the factor known as trustworthiness. Trustworthiness is regarded as the primary

factor that has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level. However, trustworthiness is

also regarded as a mediator between the organizational and individual levels of trust analysis.

As Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 130) state:

“Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the six

system components [leadership, climate, sustainability, risk, product and services] … sends

cues about the organisation’s ability, benevolence, and integrity, and these cues influence, ei-

ther positively or negatively, employees’ perceived organisational trustworthiness.”

Hence, it is believed that the organizational antecedents of trust influence the individual’s

perceived trust level directly and indirectly through three mediators – ability, benevolence and

integrity.

The mediating role of trustworthiness in supervisor-subordinate relationships has been em-

pirically confirmed by previous research studies in the work of Aryee et al. (2002), Caldwell et

al. (2010), Gilstrap & Collins (2012), and Wu et al. (2012).

Thus, the last hypotheses are formulated. The overall research model is depicted in Figure

2–3.

(1) ABI and leadership

H50a: Transformational leadership positively influences an individual’s trust level through
ABI.

H50b: Consultative leadership positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H50c: Transactional leadership positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H50d: Laissez-faire leadership negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.

(2) ABI and climate

H51a: An egoistic climate negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H51b: A benevolent climate positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H51c: A principled climate positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.

(3) ABI and sustainability

H52a: Social sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H52b: Economic sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
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H52c: Ecologic sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.

(4) ABI and risk

H53a: Financial risk negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H53b: Non-financial risk negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
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Figure 2–3: Multi-level research model for CI-study, internal
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2.2 Research Design

This study follows the compatibility thesis of Howe (1988: p. 10) as explained in the follow-

ing: “The compatibility thesis supports the view, beginning to dominate practice, that combin-

ing quantitative and qualitative methods is a good thing and denies that such a wedding is epis-

temologically incoherent.”

A more detailed explanation supporting mixed methods research (MMR) is provided by

Newman et al. (2003: pp. 169-170). They state:

“Qualitative and quantitative research makes up a false dichotomy. Debating their compar-

ative worth is pointless because multiple research perspectives enable social science researchers

to approach questions of interest in a wide variety of ways of knowing. There are many right

ways to approach research, not only one right way. One’s purpose provides a way to determine

the optimal path to studying the research question. Along the continuum [of qualitative, MM,

and quantitative research] are entry points through which a researcher can locate himself or

herself on a study."

Thus, based on the above definitions of Howe (1988) and Newman et al. (2003) the reason

for conducting this MMR work relies first on the overall exploratory research question (RQ):

“How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the supervisor-

subordinate work relationship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both

the micro and macro level in banks?”

This broad research question can be answered by posing the confirmatory RQs (hypotheses)

that are presented in chapter 2.1.

Exploratory RQs are linked to qualitative (QUAL) research and aim to find more information

about an unknown construct such as trust. By first posing an exploratory question this study

can illustrate why and how the predicted relationship occurs (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In

contrast, confirmatory RQs are linked to quantitative (QUAN) research and test theoretical

propositions (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In doing so, this study can confirm that an inde-

pendent variable has a predicted effect on a dependent variable. By perusing both exploratory

and confirmatory RQs, the reader will gain a holistic understanding of the complex construct

of trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships.
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This study addresses the conversion mixed design depicted in Figure 2–4. A conversion

mixed design refers to a multistrand parallel design by which QUAN and QUAL components

are intermixed. Thus, one type of data is transformed – more precisely, one type of data is either

qualitized or quantitized. Later, the investigator can analyse the data using both qualitative and

quantitative research methods (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). In this study two types of data,

namely MM interviews and QUAN-questionnaires, are used for thematic and statistical analy-

sis. In the thematic analysis, the study refers to the dimensions of ABI and OTR presented

above. For statistical analysis, a multiple mediation approach is applied (Preacher & Hayes,

2008). By applying a conversion mixed design, this study follows the approach of Onwuegbuzie

and Leech (2004: p. 784) assuming that “statistical analysis fosters the interpretation of quali-

tative themes.”
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Figure 2–4: Conversion mixed-method design for study 1.
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2.2.1 Research sampling

The sampling strategy for this study is depicted in Figure 2–5. It first includes multiple prob-

ability techniques and second, purposive techniques. The successive use of probability and pur-

posive techniques is also defined as sequential MM sampling. Within multiple probability tech-

niques, cluster and stratified sampling were applied successively. Cluster sampling is used to

identify banking groups in the banking industry. The following three groups were clustered:

conventional, sustainable and Christian banks. The group comprising conventional banks was

divided into five sub-groups: universal, private, state, savings and cooperative banks. Next,

stratified sampling was applied. In stratified sampling individuals, or, more precisely, employ-

ees and clients operating in one or more of the three main groups, were identified. In total, 99

employees were interviewed with reference to incidents involving trust in supervisor-subordi-

nate relationships. To receive more information about the stakeholder-specific nature of trust,

the employee group was divided into two sub-groups: supervisor and subordinate. Based on the

results of the multiple probability techniques, multiple purposive techniques are explained.

From the employees’ interviews, critical cases were collected while applying critical case sam-

pling. In this way, an individual case was selected that was very important in understanding the

phenomenon of trust in banks. Thus, critical case sampling allowed the investigator to best

transfer the information to further cases. Participants were asked to describe cases as being of

either high or low trust. Subsequently each participant ranked his cases on a 5-point Likert

scale2 indicating the individual’s trust level, with ‘1’ indicating a very low level of trust and ‘5’

indicating that a very high level of trust was perceived in a critical trust situation. Cases ranked

with a ‘1’ or a ‘5’ are cases of extreme or deviant case sampling. Other researchers, such as

Stringfield (1994), call this type of sampling outlier sampling because cases chosen are near

the ends of the trust continuum. As noted above these are cases with either a very low or a very

high level of trust. Researchers believe that extreme cases give particularly valuable infor-

mation about the concept of trust. Additionally, extreme cases may give the investigator the

chance to compare contrasting cases of either high or low trust and to compare the extremes

with the normal level of trust. Furthermore, when using the term intensity sampling (Patton,

2002) the researcher is referring to the selection of informative cases that illustrate the individ-

ual’s perception of the trust phenomenon intensively but not extremely. These cases are ex-

pressed by trust levels ‘2’, ‘3’and ‘4’ where ‘2’ represents a trust level lower than average and

2 A Likert scale measures a respondent’s level of agreement or disagreement to a series of items related to the
investigator’s topic of interest (Likert, 1932).
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‘4’ represents a trust level above average. A ‘3’ represents the average trust level as perceived

by an individual during a trust situation.

In using these techniques, this dissertation benefits from both breadth (QUAN) and depth

(QUAL) in fully understanding the complex phenomenon of trust in banks. Out of QUAN and

QUAL data, QUAN and QUAL results are combined at the inference stage (see also Figure 2–

4) and at a later stage, in section 6, used to reach the overall objective of this thesis. During the

inference stage the investigator paid attention to the credibility3 of the QUAL design and to

safeguarding the internal validity4 of the QUAN design. Implications of this study are suitable

for generalization and, when generalized can be applied successfully to a variety of banking

institutions; the study paid particular attention to the transferability5 and external validity6 of

the results. From the perspective of the QUAL research design, results may be transferred to

supervisors and subordinates operating in the banking context or to other banking institutions.

Therefore the investigator made sure she knew the characteristics of the study sample (sending

context) and the characteristics of the context to which the results were to be transferred (re-

ceiving context).

3 Credibility is a measure for guaranteeing internal validity. It assures that a research report is “credible” to the
participants taking part in the study. Credibility may be attained by a variety of approaches, for instance pro-
longed engagement, persistent observation and triangulation. In MM research credibility is also called inference
quality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 300).

4 Internal validity is defined as the validity of inferences about whether the validity between two variables is
causal (Shadish et al., 2002, p. 508).

5 Transferability is the generalization of inferences from a dedicated sending context to a particular receiving
context (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 346).

6 External validity is the validity of inferences about whether the causal relationship holds over variations in
persons, settings, treatment variables, and measurement variables (Shadish et al., 2002, p. 507).
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Figure 2–5: Sequential mixed methods sampling approach for study 1
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2.2.2 Data collection strategy

Data collection followed a two-stage process. More precisely, a between-strategy was ap-

plied, including two single data-collection strategies. 99 MM were followed by 99 QUAN-

questionnaires were used to gain a holistic understanding of the construct of trust in banks. Both

MM interviews and QUAN-questionnaires were combined because doing so is regarded as a

powerful tool to generate complex mixed data (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).

Pilot study –

The approach to data collection began with two pilot studies that laid the foundation for

future data collection for study 1. The first pilot study involved interviewing six employees

from a conventional, sustainable or Christian bank. The second pilot study was aimed at testing

the QUAN questionnaire; questionnaires were given to each of the six interview participants to

fill out. This pilot study collected only a very small amount of data but was intended to lead to

the identification of possible problems in the subsequent data collection process. Van Teijlingen

et al. (2001) and Van Teijlingen & Hundley (2002) give several reasons for doing a pilot study

that goes beyond solely being a means of justifying the methods. There were five primary rea-

sons for completing this pilot study: First, to find out if future research methods (more precisely

the MM interviews and QUAN questionnaires) were adequate and feasible and thus would lead

to a better understanding of the construct of trust as a whole; second, to find out how difficult

it would be to recruit participants for the study; and third, to assess whether the sampling ap-

proach (i.e. intensity and extreme sampling) would be effective. Fourth, there was the impres-

sion that doing interviews or completing qualitative studies as a whole is highly time consum-

ing. Further resources would be needed to complete this study. Thus, the involvement of grad-

uate students and student research assistants was considered for help in transcribing and guar-

anteeing inter-rater reliability. Last, and above all, the investigator was able to learn about the

realization of all methodological steps concerning an empirical research study.

In the following the data collection process is explained.

MM Interviews –

In the first step of the data-collection process the researcher relied on carrying out interviews.

Interviews allowed the researcher not only to understand and receive deep insights into the

banking industry and the phenomenon of trust, but also to ask for further explanations of vague
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responses and to give more clarification if an interviewee had difficulty understanding a ques-

tion (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In the interviews employees of banks answered open-ended

as well as closed-ended questions to generate INT-MM data. A general interview guide ap-

proach was chosen for interviewing, in which topics and issues were defined in advance. The

sequence and wording of open-ended questions differed in the course of the interview and ac-

cording to the interviewee (Patton, 2002). As Patton (2002: p. 348) explains, open-ended items

“force respondents to express their own understanding in their own terms”.

Thus participants in the interview study had the chance to express their own thoughts about

how they defined the construct of trust and to give examples of situations in which they strongly

perceived either very high or very low levels of trust. As a contrast to open-ended questions,

one question with closed-ended items was added. These questions forced the interviewees to fit

their knowledge, experiences, and feelings about the construct of trust into predefined catego-

ries (Patton, 2002) – more precisely, into a 5-point Likert scale. Interviews took place either

face-to-face or via phone (see also Crichton & Kinash, 2003).

For interviewing, four different interviews were used – EC; ECS; ES and ESC. Each differed

slightly according to the participant’s working background. The different forms are explained

briefly in the following.

INT-MM EC: Employees worked only in a conventional bank

INT-MM ECS: Employees changed from a conventional to a sustainable/Christian bank

INT-MM ES: Employees worked only in a sustainable/Christian bank

INT-MM ESC: Employees switched from a sustainable/Christian to a conventional bank.

The reason for choosing differing interview approaches was that changing to another insti-

tution might have occurred if a person had experienced one or several negative critical incident

situations (CIS). By contrast, the reason for not switching might have been the occurrence of

one or several positive CIS. By addressing each of the four groups, the researcher was able to

draw an objective picture of the phenomenon of trust and take into consideration positive as

well as negative incidents. The MM interview question guide is given in Appendix A, Table 0–

1.

Critical-Incident-Technique (CIT) – The CIT aims at summarizing and analysing data effi-

ciently to make data useful, particularly for practical purposes. As this work intends to derive
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implications not only for theory but also for practice, this method was very useful (Flanagan,

1954).

The technique was strongly influenced by the work of Flanagan (1954) and aims at gathering

direct observations of human behaviour to solve practical difficulties and to add to broad psy-

chological principles. In it, incidents of high significance that meet the researcher’s pre-defined

criteria are collected. According to Flanagan (1954: p. 327) a CIS is defined as:

“…any specifiable human activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences

and predictions to be made about the person performing the act. To be critical the incident must

occur in a situation where the purpose or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer and

where its consequences are sufficiently definite to leave little doubt concerning its effects.”

As described by Flanagan (1954), five steps are necessary to apply the CIT successfully

during an interview session. In this study the researcher first gave a brief introduction stating

the purpose of the study to each interviewee. Interviewees were told that it was the researcher’s

intention to find out more about the phenomenon of trust in supervisor-subordinate relation-

ships – that is to say, through which antecedents trust appears and disappears. Second, the rea-

sons for having chosen the interviewee were stated. The interviewees were not selected for any

special reason but rather they were chosen because their participation would inform the research

topic about trust. Third, reference was made to ethical issues and it was emphasized that the

investigator was well aware that each incident contained highly personal information so the

researcher made sure that anonymity was guaranteed for each participant and for the persons

and firms mentioned during the CIS. In doing so, names, places of residence, and actual and

former employers of participants were anonymized to ensure that no research results would lead

to any negative publicity for any of the participants, persons or firms mentioned in the dataset.

The most important aspect of the interview was step four of the CIT: asking the interviewee to

describe a CIS dealing with the phenomenon of either a high or a low level of trust. Thus, the

investigator asked for situations of extreme behaviour, either outstandingly effective or inef-

fective with regard to trust. The instructions for each interview partner were made as specific

as possible regarding the standards to be used in evaluating and classifying the phenomenon of

trust. Each participant was asked:

“In which situations have you experienced a very high and a very low level of trust? Please

refer to one of the following stakeholders: a member of the management board, a supervisor or

a subordinate.”
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Lastly, the conversation with the interviewee avoided asking leading sub-questions after the

general main question. If the main question was not understood correctly, it was repeated and

made more specific. During the conversation, the investigator made sure that each participant

referred to the following five criteria while describing his incident: First, that the actual behav-

iour had been reported by the interviewee; second, that the behaviour had been clearly observed

by himself; third, that all critical important factors of the incident were described by the inter-

viewee; fourth, that the interviewee made an explicit judgment regarding how critical the be-

haviour was; and last that the interviewee made clear why he believed that the behaviour was

critical.

If the descriptions of the observer were rather imprecise, the researcher asked the following

sub-questions to gather more details on the place, the persons, the conditions and the activities

in each case.

- “Which tasks have you worked on?”(activities)

- “Where did you carry out the tasks?” (place)

- “Why did you believe you should have trust, in that critical situation?” (condition)

- “When did this critical situation occur; for example, at the beginning of the work relation-

ship, at the end etc?” (condition)

- “How did you react?” (activities)

- “How did you perceive the trust situation? Positively or negatively?” (condition)

- “Has your basis of trust changed towards the trustee over time?” (condition)

Concerning the questioning technique, this study additionally relied on the approach of Lap-

idot et al. (2007) and asked each participant to describe an event that occurred in a vertical work

relationship that either strengthened or reduced trust in a trustee – more precisely, their super-

visor, the board or a subordinate. An example of a typical CIS is that given by interview partner

Jerome (INT-MM-EC05)7, who told us during his interview:

“It was in the year 2003, when I worked as an assistant to the CEO. The supervisor decided

that I should go to India to take over a project. During the first half of the year it was a tough

job. But later I realized that the supervisor had trust in my abilities. He said that I could handle

the project. And what he said, became true. In the end, we were able to establish a worldwide

practice.”

7 Based upon ethical research criteria, all names of the participants were anonymized and replaced by acronyms.
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At the end of each CIS, interviewees were asked to mark their individual trust level using a

5-point scale. Jerome answered: “Well, to the direct supervisor I had a high degree of trust – so

I would respond with a 5.” Of the 390 responses that were obtained, 101 (26%) were responses

such as: “I didn’t experience any CIS concerning that trustee.” Such responses were not in-

cluded in the analysis.

When being prepared for data analysis the CIS were sorted along the following sampling

scheme. By applying stratified sampling, cases were clustered along stakeholder groups to de-

tect possible differences in the stakeholder-specific nature of trust (Harris & Wicks, 2010; Pir-

son & Malhotra, 2011; Donaldson & Preston, 1995). This dataset totals 289 CIS in which each

refers to one trustor and one trustee: 54% referred to the subordinate–management board rela-

tionship; three per cent focused on the management board–subordinate relationship; seven per

cent concerned the supervisor–subordinate relationship and a further 36% dealt with the subor-

dinate–supervisor relationship. Based upon critical case sampling, 46% were identified as ex-

treme cases. Of these, 16% referred to a very low level of trust (Likert scale 1) and a further

30% focused on a very high level of trust (Likert scale 5). Furthermore, 54% were identified as

informative cases as they were referring to trust levels 2 (19%), 3 (11%) and 4 (24%).

In the following, it is turned to the second data collection procedure: the QUAN- question-

naire that was handed out to employees.

QUAN questionnaires − 

In the second step of the data-collection process the investigator relied on questionnaires.

Questionnaires were distributed to all participants after the interview process.

Questionnaires themselves are well suited to gaining employees’ self-reports about their at-

titudes, beliefs and feelings towards the phenomenon of trust. A QUAN questionnaire contain-

ing solely closed-ended QUAN questions was used (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Every ques-

tion was therefore rated either on a 5-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932) or by a numeric indica-

tion.

Two forms of employee questionnaire were distributed to all employees, each one differing

slightly according to the participant’s working background. As an addition, employees who

were working or who had worked in a sustainable or Christian bank were asked questions about

sustainability. Thus, employees working in sustainable or Christian banks were well-regarded

as experts concerning the research topic of sustainability.
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QUEST-QUAN EC: Employees who worked only in a conventional bank

QUEST-QUAN ECS: Employees who changed from a conventional to a sustainable/Christian

bank

QUEST-QUAN ES: Employees who worked only in a sustainable/Christian bank

QUEST-QUAN ESC: Employees who changed from a sustainable/Christian to a conventional

bank.

The questionnaire for employees is given in Appendix A in Table 0–2.

Data were collected predominately from the German banking sector. Participants were re-

cruited via business social networking services such as Xing and LinkedIn. Data collection took

place from December 2014 to November 2015. The response rate totalled 87%, to give 99 par-

ticipants working in 54 different banks in Germany. Out of 99 participants 90% were inter-

viewed as subordinates, seven percent were interviewed as supervisors and a further three per-

cent were interviewed as members of the board. Participants were informed that participation

was voluntary and that, based upon ethical research criteria, all names of the participants as

well as the banking institutions’ names were anonymized. By using cluster sampling, employ-

ees were grouped according to three banking clusters, with the result that 53% of the employees

worked in a conventional bank, 28% were employed in a sustainable bank and a further 17%

worked in a Christian banking institution. Out of the 99 supervisors and subordinates who par-

ticipated in the study, 25% had changed from a conventional to a sustainable/Christian bank

and a further 21% had changed employment from a sustainable/Christian to a conventional

banking institution. The average respondent was male, aged between 25 and 59 years old, had

worked in the banking industry for about 17 years and had worked for their current bank for

about nine years.

In the next paragraphs the scale measurement for assessing each CIS within the supervisor-

subordinate relationship is explained. A summary of the QUAL measures is provided in Ap-

pendix D.

As this work is a mixed-methods study, measurement scales are both QUAL and QUAN

scales. QUAL measurement scales were used to establish a coding scheme ─ a necessary pre-

condition to prepare for ongoing qualitative content analysis. To establish a deductive coding

scheme, validated scales from top-tier journals were used to discover relevant text passages in

the interviews’ QUAL part. QUAL scales are differentiated according to the following QUAL
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themes: leadership, ethical climate, sustainability, risk, and trustworthiness. QUAN measure-

ment scales were used to assess an individual’s trust levels using a 5-point Likert scale.

To establish an integrated trust concept for banks, five organizational areas in banks were

analysed as acting as potential antecedents of trust and based on premise 1 of the research model

of Gillespie & Dietz (2009).

Leadership – To analyse leadership styles this thesis relies on the work of Gillespie & Mann

(2004), in which the authors refer to four different leadership styles: transformational, consul-

tative, transactional and laissez-faire leadership. Transformational, transactional and laissez-

faire leadership were previously analysed by the researchers Avolio & Bass (2004) and Bass

(1985) and summarized in the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ-5X). The MLQ

measures nine leadership dimensions and consists of five transformational leadership dimen-

sions (inspirational motivation, idealised influence, individualised consideration, intellectual

stimulation, attributed charisma), three transactional leadership dimensions (contingent reward,

active and passive management by exception), and one avoidant leadership dimension (laissez-

faire). Additionally, consultative leadership was measured using the scale of Yukl (1994).

Taken together, 29 items, namely 10 items of transformational leadership, 10 items underlying

a consultative leadership style, six items measuring transactional leadership, and a further three

items referring to laissez-faire leadership, formed part of the QUAL coding scheme and are a

prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

Climate – To analyse ethical climate in a bank, the measurement scales of the ECQ were

used, based on the work of Victor & Cullen (1987) and Smart & Sherlock (1985). Scholars

judge the ECQ as the largest and most fully developed and accepted measure of ethical climate

and it has proven its worth in many studies (Fritzsche, 2000). As noted previously, ethical cli-

mate consists of three main dimensions, which in turn include nine sub-dimensions: self-inter-

est, company profit and efficiency, friendship, team interest and social responsibility, personal

morality, laws and professional codes, rules, standards and operating procedures. Each of the

nine sub-dimensions consisted of a 4-item scale. Thus, 36 items representing forms of ethical

work climate were included in the coding scheme and are a prerequisite for continuing QUAL

analysis.

Sustainability – To analyse sustainability this study relied on the triple bottom line approach

of Elkington (2004) in which sustainability is categorized into three dimensions: social, eco-

nomic and ecologic sustainability. Using the main categories of Elkington (2004), the scale was
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adapted to banks. In doing so, sub-items of OekomResearch (2015) – a Germany sustainability

rating agency for measuring sustainability in banks – were used. In total 31 items comprising

14 social sustainability items, seven economic sustainability items and a further 10 ecologic

sustainability items were included in the coding scheme and serve as a prerequisite for contin-

uing QUAL analysis.

Risk – Based upon recent risk literature regarding banks, risks were divided into two dimen-

sions, FRs and NFRs (Jackson, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016). Over all six

items, three items concerning FRs and three items referring to NFRs formed part of the QUAL

coding scheme.

Trustworthiness − To assess trustworthiness in banks the “widely used measurement scale”

(Dietz, 2011, p. 215) of Mayer & Davis (1999) was used. As explained in the literature review,

trustworthiness consists of three dimensions: ability, benevolence and integrity. Ability and

integrity were measured on a 6-item scale and benevolence on a 5-item scale. Thus, each of the

17 items expressing one form of trustworthiness was included in the coding scheme, which is

a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

QUAN measures for continuing multiple mediation modelling

Trust − During the interviews each participant was asked to report a critical situation of high

and low trust. For the researcher to find out more about the participant’s trust level as perceived

in a critical situation a 5-point Likert scale was used in which ‘1’ represents a very low level of

trust and ‘5’ represents a high level of trust.

2.2.3 Analysis

Nine steps were used for data analysis, as depicted in Figure 2–6.
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Figure 2–6: Steps for MM-analysis concerning study 1

Step 1 – Research question and theoretical background: From the very beginning it is the

research question driving this study. The explanatory RQ is:

“How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for

the supervisor-subordinate work relationship while taking into consideration

moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?”

Based on this RQ, the researcher scanned the trust literature and searched for antecedents of

trust, particularly themes in which the micro and macro level of trust were affected. From doing

so, the investigator decided to address five themes a priori, based on theory and extensive re-

search findings. It was decided to use two models derived from top-tier journals: the first theme

comes from the ABI model based on the work of Mayer et al. (1995) affecting primarily the

individual level of trust. The model emphasizes that trustworthiness is built upon the dimen-

sions of ABI, and forms a predictor of trust. The last four themes are derived from the second
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model – the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) affecting organizational trustworthiness

and hence impacting the organizational level of trust analysis. The OTR model refers to trust

antecedents leading either to an enhancement of, or to a lessening of organizational trust. These

antecedents8 are the following: leadership; climate; sustainable strategy and risks. By applying

the similarity principle, the investigator could understand which units of information taken out

of the QUAL dataset could be included under “cover terms”, that is to say ABI, leadership,

culture, climate, strategy and risk. In doing so, the similarity principle guided the thematic

process of the study to detect commonalities in the QUAL dataset.

Step 2 – Definition of categories: In order to answer the explorative RQ, each antecedent of

trust represents one main coding category. In this way all codings are linked to trust literature

and are grounded in theoretical arguments for influencing levels of trust in supervisor-subor-

dinate relationships. Thus this study applies the approach of analytic induction (see for instance

Berg, 2004; Denzin, 1989; Patton, 2002). Furthermore, the coding categories are grouped in a

nominal way. Thus, categories consist of a list of independent variables belonging to one struc-

turing dimension; e.g. main category A: leadership and sub-categories: A1 transformational

leadership, A2 consultative leadership, A3 transactional leadership, and A4 laissez-faire lead-

ership (Davis & Smith, 2005).

Step 3 – Coding guideline: The coding guideline aimed to guarantee transparency and va-

lidity in coding at all times in the study. The guidelines shown in Appendix D – Table 0–2 have

been applied to this study. Referring, for instance, to trustworthiness, the coding scheme of

Mayer et al. (1995) and Mayer & Davis (1999) was used. The items that have been used were

validated in top-tier journals to help ensure high-quality results. Next is the aggregated dimen-

sion of the subcategories. Once again referring to trustworthiness, the dimensions of ABI were

shown. Each of the aggregated dimensions was given a definition founded on research. For

instance, Mayer et al. (1995: p. 124) define ‘ability’ thus:

"Ability is that group of skills, competencies, and characteristics that allow a

party to have influence within some domain. For a member of management, this

subsumes both the formal and informal influence they are perceived to have in

the organisation, as well as their perceived competence and skills.”

8 The antecedents of trust are taken from the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and have been slightly adapted
to suit the banking environment.
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Next, most of the aggregated dimensions were divided into sub-categories9. Sub-categories

represent item scales. Referring to the aggregate dimension of ability, Mayer & Davis (1999)

defined its sub-categories as follows:

“-x is very capable of performing their job

-x is known to be successful at the things they try to do.

-x has much knowledge about the work that needs to be done.

-I feel very confident about x's skills.

-x has specialized capabilities that can increase their performance.

-x is well qualified.”

In addition, the reader is provided with a permanent example in the results section.

For instance, the following CIS10 was coded while allocating the code ability to its first-

order category: “x is very capable of performing their job”. A supervisor relates a CIS and

refers to his former supervisor thus:

“My former supervisor had much detailed knowledge. However, he was able

to summarize this knowledge. In addition, he was finally able to draw the right

conclusion.”

Step 4 – Coding process: The coding process was started by applying a categorical strategy

breaking down narrative data into parts: that is to say CIS out of the raw material – a unique

QUAL dataset11. Afterwards, the material was coded from its beginning onwards. During the

coding process each of the first-order categories of the ABI and OTR model was checked to

see if it could be allocated to the qualitative material.

In the case of a prototypical text passage representing an aggregate dimension, the passage

was added to the coding guideline and presented in the results section. The qualitative material

was coded twice. A graduate student served as the second coder. The second coder was intro-

duced to the overall aim of the study and to the coding process to ensure a general understand-

ing of the coding approach at all times.

9 Sub-categories are defined as first-order categories in some journals, e.g. AMJ.
10 According to Flanagan (1954) a critical situation in the banking context focuses on either high or low trust
including one trustor and one trustee. The trust level in each critical incident situation is rated on a 5-point
Likert scale.

11 The raw material is composed of interviews (studies 1-2), AR, SR and HRR (study 3).
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Step 5 – Revision: Each of the two coders completed the coding process on his own. Only

important problems were discussed during this process; e.g. difficulties with the coding alloca-

tion or problems of general understanding. At the very end the coding results were compared.

Cohen’s kappa, a measure of inter-rater reliability, was used. Cohen’s kappa was calculated

for each code. A kappa value higher than κ > 0.75 is an indicator of excellent data quality 

(Cohen, 1960; Cohen, 1968). All codes that have been used for data analysis exceed κ > 0.75. 

In addition, all codings were checked for their usefulness with regard to the main RQ (face

validity). In doing so, codings that did not serve the overall objective of this study were deleted.

Step 6 – Final workthrough: At the end of the coding process the researcher made sure that

the allocation of codes was equivalent to the allocation of codes at the beginning of the coding

process. In doing so, several cross checks were made to adherence of the coding guidelines at

all times.

Step 7 – Presenting QUAL data: Data have been presented using an effect matrix (see Table

2–1) to highlight QUAL data results. The matrix mainly addresses the QUAL component

(themes of ABI, leadership, risk, and sustainable business approach) and integrates the QUAN

part of the dataset (numeric indices about the frequency of each coding category).

Step 8 – Transforming QUAL data into QUAN data by means of a conversion mixed design:

Step 8 bridges the gap between QUAL and QUAN data analysis and is the unique characteristic

of an MM data analysis (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). This thesis follows Onwuegbuzie &

Leech (2004: p. 784) in assuming that “statistical analysis fosters the interpretation of qualita-

tive themes”. Thus, a conversion mixed design has been applied in this study. Therefore, each

sub-item within the first-order categories is treated as a dichotomous variable in which the

statements are assessed either as applicable when the sub-item equals 1 or not applicable when

the sub-item equals 0. The sum of the first-order categories constitutes the variables.

Step 9 – Continue with QUAN-analysis: In the ninth step, this study relied on SPSS 24 and

PROCESS to analyse the research model (Hayes, 2013) presented in Figure 2–3. As a first step,

a correlation analysis was conducted to assess whether the examined variables were correlated

or not. Thus, associations could be numerically quantified between the dependent variable Y

and independent variables Xi. Following the most popular approaches that quantify linear asso-

ciations between Y and Xi, it is referred to as Pearson’s product moment correlation, simply

known as Pearson’s r. In a second step, a parallel multiple mediation approach was applied

(Preacher & Hayes, 2008; Hayes, 2013). A parallel multiple mediator model allowed us to test
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the mediating effects of ABI simultaneously and to apply bootstrapping, the most powerful and

practical research method for obtaining confidence intervals for indirect effects (Briggs, 2006;

Williams & MacKinnon, 2008). Thus it was possible to find out if the potential antecedents of

trust of the OTR model were influencing an individual’s trust level in a vertical work relation-

ship indirectly through three mediators: ability, benevolence and integrity

In the following, the reader is provided with the results that support or do not support the

main hypotheses.

2.3 Results

The results section is structured as follows. First, the outcome derived from the QUAN ques-

tionnaire and from quotes taken out of the MM interviews is highlighted. It shows that trust

between supervisor and subordinate in banks is a topic of high importance. Next, the main

research question underlying this work is addressed.

Reference is made to the MM interview results being divided into a QUAL and QUAN section.

Both parts aim to focus on the interplay between the micro and macro level and how those

levels affect trust in the supervisor-subordinate work relationship. Content analysis themes are

presented in the QUAL section to present coding and typical critical-incidents taken from the

transcripts. Third, and within the QUAN section, descriptive statistics and correlations are high-

lighted before moving on to the parallel multiple mediator model. In addition the results address

the moral and ethical aspects of legitimacy theory because the coding guideline addresses eth-

ical aspects, particularly in regard to the moral aspects of leadership, ethical work climate and

sustainability issues. As this dataset contains information not only about conventional banks

but also about Christian and sustainable banks, it can be used to find how far legitimate actions

are influencing trust in banks and to discover whether sustainable and Christian banks are acting

more legitimately and are more trusted than are conventional banks. Quantitative results from

the overall multiple mediator model can be seen in Figure 2–3.

Trust – a construct of high importance in banks: First, the results of the QUAN-questionnaire

point to the prerequisite of trust being a topic of high importance, especially at the individual

level of analysis. This assertion is supported by interview partner Dominic (INT-MM-EC34).

He tells us: “Well, the whole banking business is based upon trust. Credit is indeed derived

from the Latin word credere, which means trust. But before I can trust a banking organization,
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I first have to trust the person working in the organization.” The importance of trust in the

workplace is further stressed by interview partner Armando (INT-MM-ESC12) who said:

“I judge trust to be a construct of high importance within the work environment. I personally

perceive the workplace as a trusting one and that is because I can rely on colleagues and also

on the supervisor and the management board team. We share open, fair and direct communica-

tion independent of hierarchy. I can rely on every employee at this bank to turn their words into

action. I really enjoy the fact that we give everyone a leap of faith when doing teamwork as we

believe that everyone is motivated and willing to do their best for the institution.”

From the results of the QUAN questionnaire and using a 5-point scale (mean = 4.82; sd = 0.41),

83 per cent of supervisors and subordinates indicated that trust is a construct of high importance,

whereas 16 per cent stated that trust is important. None of the participants indicated that trust

would not be important at all. The importance of trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships

in banks was stressed by interview partner Samuel (INT-MM-ES16), who said:

“I believe that trust is a phenomenon of importance in vertical work relationships. If I be-

lieve in the vision of my supervisor, I can trust him. He acts as a role model for me and I can

always be sure that I can rely on him. As he manages a very young team, everyone can just

come and talk to him. Hierarchy is of less importance for him and that’s really great.”

The QUAN-questionnaire asked for the importance of trust in the employee-management board

relationship. By means of a 5-point scale (mean = 4.53; sd = 0.68) 61 per cent of the participants

indicated that trust is a construct of high importance, whereas 36 per cent stated that trust is

important. Only 3.5 per cent of supervisors and subordinates indicated that trust in the board

would not be important at all. Interview partner Derek (INT-MM-ES13) stated:

“Well, trust towards the board is of high importance for me, as I can talk about every issue

to one of the board members. Hierarchical distance is low at the institution. Working together

with the board is connected to friendship and team spirit. And there is also the handling of

mistakes. Making mistakes is understood as a process of learning.”

In the following, the MM interview results particularly highlight content analysis themes,

descriptive statistics and results of the parallel multiple mediator model grouped according to

the qualitative themes of leadership, climate, sustainability and risk. The focus is on the inter-

play between micro and macro levels and how these levels affect trust in the supervisor-subor-

dinate relationship. In addition, ethical aspects, particularly in regard to the moral aspects of
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ethical leadership, ethical work climate and sustainability issues, are highlighted. Further, the

results could show if sustainable and Christian banks are more trusted than conventional banks.

Leadership – The results focus first on the interrelationship between leadership and ABI, for

which content analysis themes are given in Table 2–1. The main theme of leadership is split

into four sub-themes: transformational, consultative, transactional and laissez-faire leadership.

In the second column, appropriate coding categories for QUAL content analysis are given. The

third column describes the frequencies of codings and the percentage value within each sub-

theme. Additionally, the interrelationship of each leadership style and ABI is presented. First,

the results show that in a critical trust situation leadership is a theme of importance. All four

main sub-themes could be allocated to the dataset. The most common form of leadership in

vertical work relationships is the transformational leadership style. Out of 289 CIS, 137 codings

(47%) were allocated to express a variation of transformational leadership either performed by

a supervisor or perceived by a subordinate. The second most common form of leadership is

consultative leadership. Out of 289 CIS, 131 codings (45%) could be allocated. Transactional

and laissez-faire leadership were the least common forms in the dataset. Out of 289 CIS, 76

codings were allocated to transactional leadership and 74 codings referred to laissez-faire lead-

ership. Descriptive statistics reveal a first impression of the interrelationship between leadership

and ABI. When first focusing on ability, it was seen that transformational leadership (103 cod-

ings; 36%) and consultative leadership (102 codings; 36%) mostly expressed the characteristic

‘ability’. In contrast, transactional leadership and ability were least interrelated when using fre-

quencies (46 codings; 16%). For ‘benevolence’, the highest interrelationship in the codings was

seen in the transformational leadership style (104 codings; 36%) and the least in laissez-faire

leadership (17; 6%). Transformational leadership was most related to ‘integrity’ (114; 40%)

whereas laissez-faire leadership showed hardly any relationship to integrity (26; 9%). As it was

assumed previously that ABI fosters trust in vertical work relationships, it can be concluded

that transformational and consultative leadership styles are most effective when the aim is to

form a trusted supervisor-subordinate relationship. Laissez-faire leadership seems to be a less

favourable style with which to attain trust within vertical work relationships in banks. The CIS

in the right-hand column of Table 2–1 gives an example for each leadership style, taken from

the dataset. It was additionally noted if ABI was coded within each CIS.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
tr

an
sf

o
rm

at
io

na
l

le
ad

er
sh

ip

- leader supports employees' development
- leader tries to build on employees' strengths
- leader identifies individual needs, objectives and
abilities of employees
- employee learns to consider problems from dif-
ferent perspectives
- leader suggests alternative ways of performing a
job
- leader talks with enthusiasm about what has to be
done
- leader is very positive about the future
- leader makes clear that it is important to stand up
for certain things
- leader communicates openly about important val-
ues
- leader can set his own interests aside for the good
of the group

- transformational total:
137 (47%)

Relationships:

- transformational and abil-
ity: 103 (36%)

- transformational and
benevolence: 104 (36%)

- transformational and
integrity: 113 (39%)

James (INT-MM EC28) explains: "Well, I
remember a situation in my late twenties
when I was willing to assume managerial
responsibility. So I was still pretty young
to take on such a big job. But my supervi-
sor believed that I could lead a team of
corporate customer advisers. So together
we discussed how we could build up that
new team.”
(…)
James further explains “Within this situa-
tion, I had a high level of trust in my direct
supervisor - using numeric indication it is a
5.”

Note: Within this CIS ABI was coded.

co
n

su
lt

at
iv

e
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- leader develops a team spirit among the employ-
ees
- leader directs the group towards a common goal
- leader encourages employee to act as a team
player
- leader supports solidarity in the group
- wishes and concerns of employees are considered
- leader asks for the opinions of the employees
- leader includes employees in decision-making
processes
- actions of the leader are not opposed to the needs
of the employees
- leader cares about the well-being of his employ-
ees
- leader shows an interest in the personal wishes of
the employees

- consultative total:131
(45%)

Relationships:
- consultative and ability:
102 (36%)
- consultative and
benevolence: 101 (35%)
- consultative and
integrity: 114 (40%)

Chris (INT-MM ES05) describes: "Once in
a month we had a staff forum - a video
conference meeting in which all bank
branches could participate. The meeting
took 90 minutes. During these meetings we
discussed all current issues with the man-
agement board. We additionally had the
chance to ask questions of the management
board.” Chris further says: “The trust level
towards the management board is around a
5.“

Note: Within this CIS ABI was coded.

tr
an

sa
ct

io
na

l
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- leader does not act until failures emerge
- leader focuses on failures/complaints
- failures are tracked before they emerge
- leader controls responsibilities of his employees
- leader shows satisfaction if the employees meet
the requirements
- leader includes employees in decision-making
processes

- transactional total 76
(26%)

Relationships:
- transactional and ability:
46 (16%)
- transactional and
benevolence: 39 (14%)
- transactional and
integrity: 47 (16%)

Nick (INT-MM ECS05) tells me during
the interview: "I trust the management
board because the board delegates tasks to
me. I will do my best in order to carry out
these tasks successfully. Board members
serve only as contact persons if problems
occur. But in general I am satisfied I can
perform the job without any interruption
from management. The trust level in the
management board is a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS ABI was coded.

la
is

se
z-

fa
ir

e
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- important questions are answered immediately
- employees perform their jobs independently
- leader makes decisions directly and without hesi-
tation

- Laissez-faire total 74
(26%)

Relationships:
- Laissez-faire and ability:
26 (29%)
- Laissez-faire and
benevolence: 17 (6%)
- Laissez-faire and
integrity: 26 (9%)

Helena (INT-MM EC15:) tells me: “Well,
I will refer to a situation when we had to
work independently. But, you know, for
me it was too independent. We didn’t have
any help from our supervisors. My trust
level in my supervisor was therefore no
more than a 3."

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could not be coded.

Table 2–1: Content analysis themes for CIS, internal – Leadership and ABI

In a second step, inferences were drawn about the dimensions of ABI and leadership. First a

bivariate correlation is used before moving on to parallel multiple mediator models.

As this study is based on a conversion mixed design, QUAL data were transformed into

figures to use for statistical analysis. Then in a second step, inferences were drawn from the

dimensions of ABI and leadership, so bivariate correlation and a parallel multiple mediator

model were used.
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Correlations – Table 2–2 shows bivariate correlations for ABI and for four types of leader-

ship. In this way not only are inferences drawn about the dimensions of ABI and leadership but

preconditions for multiple mediation are also checked. To apply multiple mediation modelling

significant relationships within the following three dimensions are necessary: (1) leadership

and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust level and (3) leadership and ABI (Baron

& Kenny, 1986).

Relationship between leadership and individual trust level – The results indicate that trans-

formational leadership (r = .57, p<.001) and consultative leadership (r .49, p<.001) are posi-

tively related to an individual’s trust level. On the other hand laissez-faire leadership is nega-

tively related to an individual’s trust level (r -.17, p<.01). Indeed, no significant relationship

between transactional leadership and an individual’s trust level could be found.

Relationship between ABI and an individual’s trust level – As Table 2–2 shows, ability (r =

.59, p<.001), benevolence (r = .63, p<.001) and integrity (r = .66, p<.001) are all positively

related to an individual’s trust level.

Relationship between leadership and ABI – Transformational leadership (ability: r .47,

p<.001; benevolence: r = .61, p<.001; integrity: r = .52, p<.001) and consultative leadership

(ability: r = .42, p<.001; benevolence: r = .58, p<.001; integrity: r = .63, p<.001) are positively

linked to ABI. Laissez-faire leadership (ability: r = -.16, p<.01; benevolence: r = -.22, p<.001;

integrity: r = -.24, p<.001) is negatively connected to ABI. Lastly, transactional leadership is

positively related to benevolence (r = .18, p<.01;) and integrity (r = .12, p<.05) but no significant

relationship between transactional leadership and ability was found.

Thus, it can be concluded that transformational, consultative and laissez-faire leadership

styles are suitable for parallel mediation modelling.

Table 2–2: Descriptive statistics and correlations for leadership and ABI using CIS, internal
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The study continues with quantitative analysis and, in particular, with parallel multiple me-

diation modelling. Forms of leadership are tested by means of 10.000 bootstrap samples and a

95% confidence interval. Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model are given

in Figure 2–7.

Transformational leadership – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects

of transformational leadership on trust level and the total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value revealed half of the variance, 54.7%, of internally building trust in

vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and the

application or awareness of transformational leadership. The total effect c =0.480 (p<.001),

measures trust levels from transformational leadership alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap

confidence interval does not contain zero [0.396 to 0.565], it supports the assumption with 95%

confidence that transformational leadership (X) positively influences level of trust ( � ). Thus,

the first results of the parallel multiple mediator model support hypothesis H0a. When observ-

ing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that transformational leadership influences the level

of trust through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence inter-

vals support the assumption with 95% confidence, that transformational leadership (X) influ-

ences employees’ trust level ( � ) indirectly through ability [0.052 to 0.143], benevolence [0.001

to 0.130] and integrity [0.065 to 0.194] as all intervals do not contain zero. As the normal the-

ory-based Sobel test points out, transformational leadership (X) influences employees’ trust

level (� ) which is significant from zero through either ability (Z = 3.953 p<.001), benevolence

(Z = 1.932 p<.1) or integrity ( Z = 3.663 p<.001) Thus, hypotheses H0 � � � , H0 � � � and H0 � � �

are supported. Third, this study looks at the total indirect effect, which analyses the total indirect

effect of transformational leadership (X) on employees’ trust level ( � ) summed across all me-

diators – ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect

of transformational leadership (X) through all three mediators is between 0.212 and 0.360.

Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously mediates the effect of transformational lead-

ership in creating trust. Thus the finding is in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As |c’< c| and

|c’≠0|, a partial mediation can be constituted. Thus, ABI accounts for some, but not all of the 

interrelationship between transformational leadership and an individual’s trust level. Partial

mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship between ABI and the individ-

ual’s trust level, but also some direct relationship between transformational leadership and the

individual’s trust level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Consultative leadership –In the following, R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of

consultative leadership on an individual’s trust level and the total direct effect are given.

The R-squared value shows that half of the variance, 52.3 per cent, of building internal trust

in vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and

consultative leadership. The total effect c = 0.318 (p<0.001) measures the impact of consultative

leadership on trust levels independent of the three mediators ABI. As the bias-corrected boot-

strap confidence interval does not contain zero [0.244 to 0.392], it supports with 95% confi-

dence the assumption that consultative leadership (X) positively influences trust level (Y). Thus,

the results of the parallel multiple mediator model give support to hypothesis H0b. Indirect

effects assume with 95% confidence that consultative leadership (X) influences employees’ trust

level ( � ) indirectly through ability [0.042 to 0.116], benevolence [0.034 to 0.134] and through

integrity [0.050 to 0.184] as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test points out that

consultative leadership (X) influences trust level (� ) which is significant from zero, through

ability (Z = 3.935 p<.001), benevolence (Z = 3.107 p<.01) and integrity (Z = 3.331 p<.01).

Hypotheses H0� � � , H0� � � and H0� � � .are supported. Based upon a 95% confidence interval it

is proved that the total indirect effect of consultative leadership (X) through all three mediators

is between 0.193 and 0.347. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously mediates the

effect of consultative leadership in creating trust. Thus the finding is in accordance with hy-

pothesis H5� � . As |c’< c| and |c’≠0|, a complete mediation has been detected − maximum evi-

dence for mediation. Thus, the inclusion of ABI lowers the relationship between consultative

leadership and the individual’s trust level close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Laissez-faire leadership  ̶ In the following the investigator will illustrate R-squared, total

effect c, and the indirect effects of consultative leadership on an individual’s trust level, and the

direct effect.

The R-squared value shows that half the variance, 51.9 per cent, of building internal trust in

the vertical work relationships of banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and

laissez-faire leadership. The total effect c = -0.455 (p<.01) measures the impact of laissez-faire

leadership on trust level independent of the three mediators ABI. As the bias-corrected boot-

strap confidence interval does not contain zero [-0.778 to -0.131], it supports with 95% confi-

dence the assumption that laissez-faire leadership (X) negatively influences trust level (� ).

Thus, the results give support to the hypothesis H0d. Indirect effects support with 95% confi-

dence the assumption that laissez-faire leadership (X) has a negative influence on employees’
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trust level (� ) indirectly through ability [-0.244 to -0.069], benevolence [-0,231 to -0,050] and

integrity [-0,321 to -0,095] as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test points out that

laissez-faire leadership (X) influences trust level (� ) which is significant from zero through

either ability (Z = -3.190 p<.01), benevolence (Z = -2.766 p<.01) or integrity (Z = -3.338

p<.001). Thus, the results support hypotheses H0 � � � , H0� � � and H0 � � � . Based on a 95% con-

fidence interval, the researcher has confidence that the total indirect effect of laissez-faire lead-

ership (X) through ABI is between -0.625 and -0.296. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI sim-

ultaneously mediates the effect of laissez-faire leadership in creating trust. Thus the finding is

in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As |c’< c| and |c’≠0|, a complete mediation has been de-

tected which implies maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI drops the rela-

tionship between laissez-faire leadership and an individual’s trust level to close to zero (Baron

& Kenny, 1986).

Figure 2–7: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for leadership and ABI
using CIS internal
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Climate −The investigator will now refer to climate issues. In Table 2–3 content analysis 

themes are shown. Climate was separated into its three sub-dimensions: egoistic, benevolent

and principled climate. In the second column, the coding categories that were used in QUAL

content analysis are described. In the third column the investigator shows the frequencies of

codings, the percentage value within each sub-theme in relation to CIS and relationships of each

climate type and ABI. Codings reveal that in a critical trust situation climate type is important

because the three sub-themes could all be allocated to the dataset. The type of climate is per-

ceived by both supervisors and subordinates within one CIS. The most common form of climate

in supervisor-subordinate relationships is principled climate, for which, out of 289 CIS, 126

codings (44%) could be allocated. Second, within a benevolent climate the investigator was

able to allocate 112 (39%) codings to the CIS. Egoistic climate was the least common in the

dataset but nevertheless totalled 89 codings (31%). Descriptive statistics reveal a first impres-

sion of the interrelationship between a climate type and ABI. When first focusing on ‘ability’

the researcher found that a benevolent climate (87 codings; 30%) is most interlinked with the

characteristic ‘ability’. In contrast, an egoistic climate and ability are least interrelated when

using coding categories (16 codings; 6%). For benevolence, the highest interrelationship in the

codings was detected with a benevolent climate (86 codings; 30%) and the least within an ego-

istic climate (8 codings; 3%). For integrity, a benevolent climate is most highly interrelated (98

codings; 34%) whereas an egoistic climate is hardly dependent on integrity (26 codings; 9%).

As ABI may foster trust in vertical work relationships, it can be concluded that a benevolent

climate is most effective when the aim is to create a trusted supervisor-subordinate relationship.

On the other hand, an egoistic climate seems to be less favourable for attaining trust within

vertical work relationships in banks.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
eg

o
is

ti
c
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es

- people concerned for themselves
- no room for personal morals
- people protect their own interest
- what is best for themselves
-further company’s interest
-hurts company’s interest
-concern with the company’s interest
-view decisions in terms of profit
- consider efficiency first
- efficient way is always the right way
- expected to work efficiently
- efficient solutions sought

- egoistic climates 89
(31%):

Relationships:
- egoistic climates and abil-
ity: 16 (6%)
- egoistic climates and
benevolence: 8 (3%)
- egoistic climates and
integrity: 14 (5%)

Roy (INT-MM EC03) tells me: “Well, I re-
member a situation in which a subordinate
embezzled funds and of course, because of
his personal gain the banking institution
had a financial loss. Of course, this does
not happen regularly but in the banking in-
dustry it might happen. The trust level to-
wards the subordinate was only a 2.”

Note: Within this CIS we could not allo-
cate the codings of ABI

b
en

ev
ol

en
t

cl
im

at
es

- look out for each other’s good
- concern for what is best for others
- primary concern is for the organisation
- care for each individual
- concern for all the people
- what is best for everyone
- view team spirit as important
- what is best for employees
- do what is right for the customer
- strong responsibility to the community
- concerned about customer’s interest
- customer is primary concern

- benevolent climates total
112 (39%):

Relationships:
- benevolent climates and
ability: 87 (30%)
- benevolent climates and
benevolence: 86 (30%)
- benevolent climates and
integrity: 98 (34%)

Robbie (INT-MM EC06) mentions:
“I remember a time during which we had
several reorganisations. But in my view, it
is also important to pay attention to the
needs of employees. And at that time, it
was the aim of the board to reduce a really
large department. But management cared
for the employees because they made sure
that the employees could be transferred to
other bank branches and the management
board also assisted them to find other job
positions at other banking institutions. My
trust level towards the management board
in this situation was a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS we allocated the
codings of ABI

p
ri

n
ci

pl
ed

cl
im

at
es

- follow personal beliefs
- decide for themselves what is right
- each person’s sense of right and wrong
- guided by their own beliefs
- does decision violate any law
- comply with the law
- strictly follow legal standards
- law is a major consideration
- follow company’s rules
- stick to company rules
- successful people go by the book
- obey company rules

- principled climates total
126 (44%)

Relationships:
- principled climates and
ability: 76 (26%)
- principled climates and
benevolence: 73 (25%)
- principled climates and
integrity: 86 (30%)

Roy (INT-MM EC03) states: “I am respon-
sible for more than 100 employees. But
you know, we have so many operating pro-
cedures. Normally, I am responsible for
every procedure but indeed I do not care
because I can trust my subordinates to do
their tasks correctly. For example, think of
the whole vacation planning stuff. I never
care if during the holiday season we have
minimum staffing. There is some kind of
company rule which prescribes that there
have to be at least a certain number of em-
ployees working. But, you know, when I
notice that my subordinates exploit their
freedom then I am going to check every
holiday application personally and no sub-
ordinate wants that. So, they won’t do that.
So, I trust my subordinates and I choose a
5.”

Note: Within this CIS we allocated the
codings of ABI

Table 2–3: Content analysis themes for CIS, internal – Climate and ABI

Because QUAL data were transformed into QUAN data, statistical analysis could be used.

In this second step the researcher could make predictions of ABI and each climate type. Biva-

riate correlations were used followed by parallel multiple mediator models.

Correlations - Table 2–4 points out bivariate correlations for ABI and the organizational

climate in vertical work relationships. Correlations may show significant relationships within

the following three dimensions: (1) climate and an individual’s trust level, (2) ABI and an in-

dividual’s trust level and (3) climate and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Relationships between climate and individual trust level – The results demonstrate that a

benevolent (r = .50, p<.001) and a principled (r = .15, p<.05) climate are positively related to

individual trust level whereas an egoistic climate is negatively related (r = -.49, p<.001).

Relationships between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r = .59, p<.01), benevolence (r = .63, p<.01) and integrity (r = .66, p<.01) are positively related

to individual trust level.

Relationships between climate and ABI – The investigator generally observed that a benev-

olent (ability: r = .46, p<.001; benevolence: r = .55, p<.001; integrity: r = .59, p<.001) and a

principled climate (ability: r = .15, p<.05; benevolence: r = .20, p<.01; integrity: r = .27, p<.001)

were positively linked to ABI. Further, it was detected that an egoistic climate (ability: r = -.34,

p<.001; benevolence: r = -.36, p<.001; integrity: r = -.37, p<.001) was negatively connected to

ABI.

Thus, all variants of climate were suitable for parallel mediation modelling.

Table 2–4: Descriptive statistics and correlations for climate and ABI using CIS, internal

The investigator continued with quantitative analysis, in particular parallel multiple media-

tion modelling. The three models for egoistic, benevolent and principled climate were tested by

means of 10,000 bootstrap samples and a 95% confidence interval. The statistical diagrams for

the parallel multiple mediator model are given in Figure 2–8.

Egoistic climate – In the following, R-squared, total effect c, and indirect effects of an ego-

istic climate on trust level as well as the total direct effect.

The R-squared value showed that more than half of the variance, 56.2%, of building internal

trust in vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI
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and the awareness of an egoistic climate. The total effect c = -0.331 (p<.001) measures trust

level stemming solely from an egoistic climate. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence in-

terval does not contain zero [-0.408 to -0.255], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption

that an egoistic climate (X) negatively influences trust level ( � ). Thus, hypothesis H1a is sup-

ported. When observing indirect effects, it is confirmed that an egoistic climate influences trust

level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals

support, with 95 % confidence, the assumption that an egoistic climate (X) influences employ-

ees’ trust level ( � ) negatively, indirectly through ability [-0.084 to -0.028], benevolence [-0.076

to -0.019] as well as through integrity [-0.103 to -0.032], as all intervals do not contain zero. As

the Sobel test shows, an egoistic climate (X) influences employees’ trust level ( � ) negatively,

which is significant from zero through either ability (Z = -3.790, p<.001), benevolence (Z = -

3.128, p<.01) or integrity (Z = -3.630 p<.001). Thus, the results support hypotheses H1� � � and

H1� � � . No evidence was found that an egoistic climate has a positive influence on ability as a1

= -0.315, p<.001. Hence, hypothesis H1� � � is not confirmed. In addition, the total indirect

effect is explained, which analyses the total indirect effect of an egoistic climate (X) on employ-

ees’ trust level ( � ) summed across all mediators – ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms

statistically that the total indirect effect of an egoistic climate (X) through all three mediators is

between -0.210 and -0.122. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and negatively

mediate the effect of an egoistic climate on trust. The finding is in accordance with hypothesis

H5� � . As |c’< c| and |c’≠0|, a partial mediation has been detected. Thus, ABI accounts for some, 

but not for all of the relationship between egoistic climate and an individual’s trust level. Partial

mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship between ABI and a person’s

trust level, but also some direct relationship between egoistic climate and the individual’s trust

level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Benevolent climate – Using the output summary of R-squared, total effect c, the indirect

effects and total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed half of the variance, 52.3 per cent, of building internal trust in

vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and the

awareness of a benevolent climate. The total effect c = 0.274 (p<0.001) measures trust level

from a benevolent climate alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not

include zero [0.218 to 0.330], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that a benevo-

lent climate (X) positively influences trust level ( � ). Thus, hypothesis H1b is supported. When

observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that a benevolent climate influences trust
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level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals

support with 95% confidence the assumption, that a benevolent climate (X) influences employ-

ees’ trust level (� ) positively, indirectly through ability [0.040 to 0.108], benevolence [0.026 to

0.110] and integrity [0.043 to 0.141], as the three intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test

shows that a benevolent climate (X) influences employees’ trust level ( � ) positively, which is

significant from zero through ability (Z = 4.140, p<.001), benevolence (Z = 3.042, p<.001) and

integrity (Z = 3.601 p<.001) Thus, the results support hypotheses H1 � � � , H1� � � and H1 � � � .

When an analysis of the total indirect effect of a benevolent climate (X) on employees’ trust

level (� ) summed across all mediators – ABI – is made the 95% confidence interval confirms

statistically that the total indirect effect of a benevolent climate (X) through all three mediators

is between 0.171 and 0.284. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively

mediate the effect of a benevolent climate on trust. The finding is in accordance with hypothesis

H5� � . As |c’< c| and c’ = 0, a complete mediation has been detected, which implies maximum

evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI lowers the relationship between a benevolent

climate and a person’s trust level close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Principled climate – In the following, R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects and total

direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed that half of the variance, 52.0 per cent, of building internal trust

in vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and the

awareness of a principled climate. The total effect c = 0.060 (p>0.001) measures trust level from

a principled climate alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval includes a zero

[-0.011 to 0.131], the investigator cannot confirm hypothesis H1c and is unable to prove statis-

tically that a principled climate (X) positively influences trust level ( � ) independently from ABI.

When observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that a principled climate influences

trust level through ABI. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% con-

fidence, the assumption that a principled climate (X) influences employees’ trust level (� ) pos-

itively, indirectly through ability [0.005 to 0.049], benevolence [0.004 to 0.045] and integrity

[0.019 to 0.078], as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test indicates no significance

for the indirect effect of ABI and the impact of a principled climate on trust (ability: Z = 2.026,

p<.1, benevolence: Z = 1.182, p<.1 and integrity: Z = 2.848 p<.01). Thus, the results from

bootstrap confidence intervals and the Sobel test give conflicting results. As bootstrap confi-

dence intervals take into account the irregularity of the sampling distribution for the indirect

effect and lead to an inference that is more powerful than that of the Sobel test (Williams &
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MacKinnon, 2008; Hayes, 2013), the investigator has relied on the results of the bootstrap con-

fidence intervals. The results give support to hypotheses H1 � � � , H1 � � � .and H1 � � � . The total

indirect effect gives the effect of a principled climate (X) on employees’ trust ( � ) summed across

all mediators. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of

a principled climate (X) through all three mediators is from 0.037 to 0.140. Hence, the re-

searcher proved that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate the effect of a principled cli-

mate on trust and in this way gives support to hypothesis H5� � . The model of principled climate

does not contain a significant effect for c’ or a significant effect for c. Based on the approach

of Baron & Kenny (1986) no complete or partial mediation can be detected. Nevertheless, a

non-significant relationship c does not imply a nonexistence of indirect effect (Preacher &

Hayes, 2008). As noted above, a 95% confidence interval confirmed statistically that indirect

and total indirect effects were significant for the principled climate model.
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Figure 2–8: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for climate and ABI using
CIS internal

Sustainability – To present the results for sustainability, content analysis themes were high-

lighted as shown in Table 2–5. As noted earlier, a sustainable business approach can be sepa-

rated into three dimensions: social, economic and ecologic sustainability. In the second column,

the coding categories for QUAL content analysis are described. The frequencies of the codings,

percentage value in each sub-theme in relation to CIS and inferences concerning each sustain-

ability dimension and ABI are shown in the third column. Codings reveal that in a critical trust

situation social and economic sustainability are particularly important as the two sub-themes

could be allocated to the dataset. The most common form of sustainability in supervisor-subor-

dinate relationships is social sustainability (148 codings, 51%). Second, within the sub-theme
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of economic sustainability 102 (35%) codings could be allocated to the CIS. Ecologic sustain-

ability is of less importance in supervisor-subordinate relationships in banks as only five cod-

ings (1%) could be allocated to the dataset. As the codings were so few, the interrelationship of

ecologic sustainability and ABI was not compared. Descriptive statistics examine only the re-

lationship between social and economic sustainability and ABI. A comparison shows that social

sustainability is linked with the characteristics of ABI more often than economic sustainability.

Social sustainability (107 codings; 37%) is most interlinked to the characteristic, ability, while

economic sustainability and ability are less related (76 codings; 26%). For benevolence, again

the highest relationship in codings was detected in the social sustainability alignment (100 cod-

ings; 35%) and it was less for economic sustainability (72 codings; 25%). Social sustainability

was linked particularly with integrity (118 codings; 41%) whereas economic sustainability was

less allocated to integrity (84 codings; 29%). Referring to trust enhancement and assuming that

ABI fosters trust in vertical work relationships, social sustainability is regarded as being most

effective when aiming at creating a trusted supervisor-subordinate relationship. while economic

sustainability seems to be less effective in enhancing trust within vertical work relationships in

banks. To illustrate this, a CIS that refers to each sustainability dimension of the dataset is given

in the right-hand column of Table 2–5 and it was noted if ABI could be allocated for each CIS.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
so

ci
al

su
st

ai
n

ab
il

it
y

- sustainable risk management
- creating cultural diversity combined
with personal freedom
- creating cultural diversity
- securing jobs
- responsibility for workplaces
- corporate social responsibility
- diversity - women occupy positions in
management boards, supervisory
boards
- reconciliation of interests between
stakeholder groups
- reconciliation of family and work life
- sustainable investments having a so-
cial impact
- observance of human rights
- prevent corruption
- stick to public law system

- social sustainability 148
(51%):

Relationships:
- social sustainability and
ability: 107 (37%)
- social sustainability and
benevolence: 100 (35%)
- social sustainability and
integrity: 118 (41%)

Scarlet (INT-MM ES12) tells us "(...) as a woman I
will soon be occupying a position as a CEO of this
bank. I have the feeling that my supervisors in this
banking institution are opportunity oriented. Before I
entered this profession, I had never worked in a bank,
so they have chosen someone who has not had any
practical experience. And for me that's very coura-
geous. The trust level towards the management board
is a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS we allocated the codings of ABI.

ec
on

o
m

ic
su

st
ai

n
ab

il
it

y

- sustainable achievement of future
earnings
- long-lasting client relationship
- shareholder value
- stakeholder value
- responsible management
- fostering a stable financial market
- data security

- economic sustainability
total 102 (35%):

Relationships:
- economic sustainability
and ability: 76 (26%)
- economic sustainability
and benevolence: 72 (25%)
- economic sustainability
and integrity: 84 (29%)

George (INT-MM ESC12) describes the following
CIS: “The federal financial supervisory authority
(BaFIN) regularly checks the financial procedures of
the bank. At one time we had a supplementary audit
and the bank was forced to make serious changes. It
was also a court decision. But management tried to
avoid legal requirements. In the end the board was dis-
charged to guarantee the continuation of the bank as a
going concern. I am really glad that the banking insti-
tution is now under new management. Trust towards
the old management was in my view really low – but
towards the new board I chose a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS, the researcher refers to the new
board of the bank and therefore allocated the codings
of ABI.

ec
ol

o
gi

c
su

st
ai

na
bi

li
ty

- sustainable investments
- to foster a vibrant ecosystem
- investing in renewable energies
- environmental reporting
- climate protection strategy
- ecological impact of investment and
credit portfolio
- reuse of resources
- green information systems
- green building
- paperless office

- ecologic sustainability to-
tal 5 (2%)

Relationships:
- ecologic sustainability
and ability: 2 (1%)
- ecologic sustainability
and benevolence: 3 (1%)
- ecologic sustainability
and integrity: 4 (1%)

James (INT-MM EC28) tells us: "Australia is famous
for its Great Barrier Reef. (...). Actually, they are
building a port for coal. As we can imagine the port is
producing above-average amounts of pollutants. De-
structive practices are affecting vulnerable marine eco-
systems and may destroy 30% of the reef. We decided
not to invest in that project because we are taking re-
sponsibility for the ecosystem. The trust level towards
the management board within this CIS was a 4."

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be al-
located.

Table 2–5: Content analysis themes for CIS, internal – Sustainability and ABI

Next, QUAL data was transformed into QUAN-data to draw inferences about the dimensions

of ABI and sustainability. Bivariate correlations and parallel multiple mediation analysis were

used.

Correlations – Table 2–6 shows bivariate correlations for ABI and forms of sustainability

that appear in supervisor-subordinate relationships in banks. Correlations looked for significant

relationships between: (1) sustainability and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust

level and (3) sustainability and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relationship between sustainability and individual trust level – The results indicate that so-

cial (r = .53, p<.001) and economic (r = .27, p<.001) sustainability are positively related to

individual trust level. The investigator found no significant evidence that ecologic sustainability

is positively related to trust level.
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Relationship between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r = .59, p<.001), benevolence (r = .63, p<.001) and integrity (r = .66, p<.001) are positively

related to individual trust level.

Relationship between sustainability and ABI – The investigator generally observed that so-

cial (ability: r = .38, p<.001; benevolence: = .46, p<.001; integrity: r = .46, p<.001) and eco-

nomic (ability: r = .38, p<.001 benevolence: r = .28, p<.001; integrity: r = .37, p<.001) sustain-

ability are positively linked to ABI. No significant relationship between ecologic sustainability

and ABI was observed.

Thus, the dimensions of social and economic sustainability can be used for parallel media-

tion modelling.

Table 2–6: Descriptive statistics and correlations for sustainability and ABI using CIS, internal

The study continued with quantitative analysis, particularly parallel multiple mediation mod-

elling. The models for social and economic sustainability were tested using 10.000 bootstrap

samples and a 95% confidence interval. Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator

model are given in Figure 2–9.

Social sustainability – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of social

sustainability on trust level as well as the total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed that more than half the variance, 56.0%, of building internal

trust in vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI

and the awareness of social sustainability.

The total effect c = 0546 (p<.001) measures trust level from social sustainability alone. As

the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero [0.438 to 0.654], it sup-

ports with 95% confidence the assumption that social sustainability (X) positively influences

trust level (� ). Thus, the first results of the parallel multiple mediator model give support to
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hypothesis H2a. When observing the indirect effects, the investigator could confirm that social

sustainability influences trust level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected

bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the assumption that social sus-

tainability (X) influences employees’ trust level (� ) positively, indirectly through ability [0.051

to 0.151], benevolence [0.028 to 0.142] and integrity [0.050 to 0.189] as all intervals do not

contain zero. The Sobel test shows that social sustainability (X) influences employees’ trust

level (� ) positively, which is significant from zero, through either ability (Z = 3.445, p<.01),

benevolence (Z = 2.593, p<.1) and integrity (Z = 3.235, p<.1) Thus, the results support hypoth-

eses H2 � � � , H2� � � and H2� � � . The total indirect effect analyses the effect of social sustaina-

bility (X) on employees’ trust level (� ) summed across all mediators. The 95% confidence in-

terval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of social sustainability (X) through all

three mediators is between 0.211 and 0.371. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and

positively mediate the effect of social sustainability on trust. Thus, the finding confirms hy-

pothesis H5� � . As |c’< c| and |c’≠0|, a partial mediation is detected. Thus, ABI accounts for 

some, but not all the relationship between social sustainability and individual trust level. Partial

mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship between ABI and a person’s

trust level, but also some direct relationship between social sustainability and the individual’s

trust level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Economic sustainability – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect and the total

direct effect is explained.

The R-squared value showed half the variance, 51.9%, of building internal trust in vertical

work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and the awareness

of economic sustainability. The total effect c = 0.449 (p<.001) measures the trust level from

economic sustainability alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not con-

tain zero [0.297 to 0.601], it supports with 95% confidence the assumption that economic sus-

tainability (X) positively influences the trust level ( � ). Thus, the first results of the parallel mul-

tiple mediator model give support to hypothesis H2b. For the indirect effects, it can be con-

firmed that economic sustainability influences the trust level through ability, benevolence and

integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the as-

sumption that economic sustainability (X) influences employees’ trust level (� ) positively, in-

directly through ability [0.104 to 0.276], benevolence [0.045 to 0.201] and integrity [0.097 to

0.298], as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that economic sustainability
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(X) influences employees’ trust level (� ) positively, which is significant from zero through ei-

ther ability (Z = 4.095, p<.001), benevolence (Z = 2.767, p<.01) or integrity (Z = 3.585, p<.001)

Thus, the results support hypotheses H2 � � � , H2 � � � and H2� � � . The total indirect effect anal-

yses the effect of economic sustainability (X) on employees’ trust level ( � ) summed across ABI.

The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of economic

sustainability (X) through all three mediators is between 0.345 and 0.611. Hence, it is assumed

that ABI simultaneously and positively mediates the effect of economic sustainability on trust.

Thus, hypothesis H5� � is supported. As |c’< c| and |c’ = 0|, a complete mediation has been

detected and the investigator has received maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of

ABI lowers the relationship between economic sustainability and a person’s trust level to close

to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Figure 2–9: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for sustainability and
ABI using CIS internal

Risk – Using the MM interview results the investigator first showed content analysis themes

including FR and NFR, as shown in Table 2–7. The second column of Table 2–7 describes the

coding categories of QUAL content analysis and the third column shows the frequencies of

codings, the percentage value within each sub-theme in relation to CIS, and the relationships of

risk and ABI. Codings reveal that within a critical trust situation NFR in particular are im-

portant, as sub-themes could be allocated to the dataset (63 codings, 22%). The allocation of

FRs turned out to be challenging as only seven codings (2%) could be allocated to CIS. As the

codings were so few, the relationship between FRs and ABI was not compared. Descriptive
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statistics reveal that although the investigator allocated 63 codings of NFRs to the CIS almost

none of those codings were related to ABI. Just 3 codings (1%) of NFRs were related to ability,

1 (<1%) code could be allocated to benevolence and 2 codings (1%) were related to integrity.

Referring to trust enhancement and assuming that ABI fosters trust in vertical work relation-

ships, both FRs and NFRs are regarded as lessening trust within a supervisor-subordinate rela-

tionship in banks. As illustration, the investigator showed a CIS of the dataset in the right-hand

column of Table 2–7, referring each one to FRs and NFRs. In addition, it was noted if ABI

could be coded within each CIS.

Next, QUAL codings were converted into QUAN data in order to use statistical analysis and to

make interferences about the relationship between the dimensions of ABI and risk. The inves-

tigator first used bivariate correlations before moving on to parallel multiple mediator models.

QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

fi
n

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s

- liquidity risks
- credit risks
- market risks

- financial risk 7 (2%):

Relationships:
- financial risk and ability: 1 (<1%)
- financial risk and
benevolence: 1 (<1%)
- financial risk and
integrity: 2 (1%)

Terence (INT-MM ES09) tells me: “I started to work at this
banking institution in 2001. And you know – that was the year
when the terrible event took place in the US and the World
Trade Center was destroyed. I was working on that day and it
was so terrible. I can remember what happened on that day. The
management board tried to go on with the daily business alt-
hough we all knew that there were clients feeling insecure.
Management established a plan which clearly pointed out how
to give advice to clients so we could lessen their fears. There-
fore trust towards the management board was a 4 in this situa-
tion.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be allocated.

n
on

-f
in

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s

- operational risks
- reputational risks
- strategic risks

- non-financial risk total 63 (22%):

Relationships:
- non-financial risk and ability: 3
(1%)
- non-financial risk and benevo-
lence: 1 (<1%)
- non-financial risk and integrity: 2
(1%)

Alan (INT-MM EC16) explains: “I would like to refer to a situ-
ation which happened two years ago. It was a big scandal in the
media – and I am sure you know what I am talking about. Pros-
ecutors had a search warrant for the bank. They aimed at polic-
ing all management affairs. Prosecutors also investigated the
CEO. The pressure on the institution was tremendous. When I
entered the bank’s entrance hall, I even spotted police officers
with machine guns. So, at this time trust towards the manage-
ment board was really low – I choose a 1.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could not be allo-
cated.

Table 2–7: Content analysis themes for CIS, internal – risk and ABI

Correlations –

Table 2–8 indicates bivariate correlations for ABI and forms of risk appearing in supervisor-

subordinate relationships in banks. Correlations are aimed at discovering sign ificant relation-

ships within: (1) risk and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust level and (3) risk

and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relationship between risk and individual trust level – The results indicate that only NFRs (r

= -.43, p<.001) are negatively related to individual trust level. No significant evidence was

found that FRs are negatively related to trust level.
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Relationship between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r = .59, p<.001), benevolence (r = .63, p<.001) and integrity (r = .66, p<.001) are positively

related to individual trust level.

Relationships between risk and ABI – NFRs (ability: r = -.36, p<.001; benevolence: r = -.36,

p<.001; integrity: r = -.38, p<.001) are negatively linked to ABI. No significant relationship

between FRs and ABI was detected.

Thus, NFRs are suitable for parallel mediation modelling.

Table 2–8: Descriptive statistics and correlations for risk and ABI using CIS, internal

The investigator continued with quantitative analysis, in particular with parallel multiple

mediation modelling. In this way the model for NFRs was tested using 10.000 bootstrap sam-

ples and a 95% confidence interval. Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model

are given in Figure 2–9.

Non-financial risks – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of NFRs

and the total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed slightly more than half the variance, 53.6%, of building internal

trust in vertical work relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI

and the awareness of NFRs. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not con-

tain zero [-1.151 to -0.612], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that NFRs (X)

negatively influence trust level ( � ). Thus, the results give support to hypothesis H3b. When

observing the indirect effects, it could not be confirmed that NFRs influence trust level through

ABI. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the assump-

tion that NFRs (X) influence employees’ trust level (� ) negatively, indirectly through ability [-

0.290 to -0.099], benevolence [-0.250 to -0.061] and integrity [-0.346 to -0.105], as all intervals

do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that NFRs (X) influence employees’ trust level ( � )

negatively, which is significant from zero through either ability (Z = -3.913, p<.001), benevo-

lence (Z = -3.258, p<.01) or integrity (Z = -3.575, p<.001) Thus, the results support hypotheses
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H3� � � , H3 � � � and H3 � � � . Total indirect effect analyses the effect of NFRs (X) on employees’

trust level ( � ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically that the

total indirect effect of NFRs (X) through all three mediators is between -0.689 and -0.407.

Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and negatively mediate the effect of NFRs on

trust. Thus, hypothesis H5� �  is supported. As |c’< c| and |c’≠0|, a partial mediation has been 

detected. Thus, ABI accounts for some, but not all of the relationship between NFRs and indi-

vidual trust level. Partial mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship be-

tween ABI and a person’s trust level, but also some direct relationship between NFRs and an

individual’s trust level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Figure 2–10: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for risk and ABI using
CIS internal

In this section results underlying this study have been presented. In the next section, findings

are discussed with regard to the main research question. In addition, findings are compared to

those described in the current literature and inferences from QUAL and QUAN data are drawn.

QUAN results are accentuated by qualitative quotes taken from the interviews to gain a holistic

understanding of the nature of trust.
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Figure 2–11: Results for multi-level research model for CI-study, internal
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2.4 Discussion

This study provides an answer to the question: How far can we build an effective trust con-

cept for banks and in particular for the supervisor-subordinate work relationship while taking

into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?

First, the results section focused on the interplay between micro and macro levels and how

those levels affect trust in supervisor-subordinate work relationships. The concept of interrela-

tionship was driven by the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), who argue that there is a connec-

tion between the organizational antecedents of trust in the OTR model they developed, the per-

ceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI, based on the approach of Mayer et al. (1995), and indi-

vidual trust level. The results are as follows.

With regard to the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), the results prove that on the

macro level there are four organizational antecedents of trust in banks: leadership, ethical work

climate, sustainability and risks. In addition, the organizational antecedents of trust of the OTR

model have a direct influence on trust in vertical work relationships. When they have such an

influence, transformational and consultative leadership, a benevolent climate, social and eco-

nomic sustainability have a positive effect on trust in vertical work relationships in banks. The

results also reveal that laissez-faire leadership, an egoistic climate and the occurrence of non-

financial risk have a negative effect on trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships. Further,

this study shows that there is an interrelationship at the micro and macro level because a mul-

tiple mediator model could be established for all organizational antecedents of trust except for

transactional leadership and financial risk. Thus this study shows that by linking micro and

macro levels it is possible to present a more effective trust concept. In so doing, this study

confirms empirically that most organizational antecedents of trust directly influence individual

trust levels while being mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness: ability, benevo-

lence and integrity. All organizational antecedents of trust are most strongly affected by the

mediator, integrity, with the second strongest effect being through the mediator, ability.

Second, real values and lawful actions drive the behaviour of supervisors and subordinates

in banks. This can be stated because dimensions of ethical leadership, ethical work climate and

sustainability were seen in most of the CIS. These results confirm the work of Jepperson (1991)

and Meyer & Rowan (1991) and indicate that the concept of legitimacy is regarded as an effec-

tive instrument to build a respected, reliable and trusted bank. This is because transformational
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and consultative leadership, a benevolent climate, and social and economic sustainability, pos-

itively influence trust in vertical work relationships in banks.

Trust a construct of high importance in banks –

From using 99 QUAN-questionnaires and quotes from the 99 MM interviews this study con-

firms empirically that trust is a topic of high importance. Most of the participants rated trust to

be a construct of high importance in the supervisor-subordinate and the management board-

subordinate relationship. The findings are in accordance with Luhmann (1988) who states that

trust is grounded at the individual level. Furthermore, the results point to a growing demand for

previously empirically confirmed trust concepts in banks. Although the works of Gillespie &

Hurley (2013) and Hurley et al. (2014) focus more on the organizational level of trust analysis

and consist of theoretical concepts, they additionally highlight the importance of trust in banks.

The existence of organizational antecedents of trust in banks –

Leadership – The investigator was able to prove by qualitative content analysis that there

are four forms of leadership in banks: transformational, consultative, transactional and laissez-

faire leadership. The results confirm that the dominant leadership style is the transformational

leadership style. Out of 289 CIS 47% referred to a situation in which the trustor perceived a

transformational leadership style in his supervisor. The second most common leadership style

is consultative leadership, which was found in 45% of all CIS. The least common are transac-

tional and laissez-faire leadership, which occurred in 26% of the CIS. These results support the

work of Gillespie & Mann (2004), who argue that four forms of leadership exist in organisations

and are closely linked to the enhancement or reduction of trust.

Climate – The study showed, by means of qualitative content analysis, that three forms of

ethical work climate exist in banks: egoistic, benevolent and principled climates. The results

confirm that the dominant ethical work climate is a principled climate. Out of 289 CIS, 44%

referred to a CIS in which the trustor perceived a working atmosphere of a principled climate.

The second most common climate type is a benevolent climate, which accounted for 39% of all

the CIS. The least common was an egoistic climate, which occurred in 31% of 289 CIS. These

results support the work of Arnaud & Schminke (2012) and Simha & Cullen (2012), who argue

that in the financial industry an egoistic climate is very likely to occur because there is intense

competition and high volatility. Nevertheless, the results confirm the work of Victor & Cullen

(1987), Smart & Sherlock (1985) and Cullen et al. (2003) that all three forms of an ethical work
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climate may exist in a banking institution. Thus and in alignment with the work of Barnett &

Vaicys (2000), common ethical standards that enable both leaders and followers to distinguish

right from wrong drive trustor’s and trustee’s behaviour.

Sustainability – Qualitative content analysis shows there are two dimensions of sustainabil-

ity in banks: social and economic sustainability. The most common form of sustainability in

supervisor-subordinate relationships is social sustainability (148 codings, 51%). For the sub-

theme of economic sustainability the investigator was able to allocate 102 (35%) codings to the

CIS. It appears that ecologic sustainability hardly exists in supervisor-subordinate relationships

in banks – only five codings (1%) could be allocated to the dataset. The results are close to the

thoughts of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick & Hockerts (2002), where the authors emphasise that

social, economic and ecologic sustainability are not viewed as separate constructs, but are over-

lapping and joined dimensions.

Risks – The results of the qualitative content analysis reveal that NFR is linked to trust (63

codings, 22%) but FR are not strongly connected to trust situations as only seven codings (2%)

could be allocated to a CIS. The results are in line with the work of Jackson (2015), Beck et al.

(2016) and Kaminski et al. (2016). Thus, when focusing on trust issues, it is particularly NFRs

and damage to its reputation which can hit a bank hard in times when employees are questioning

banks’ business models. In addition, management board and supervisors will be held account-

able for misconduct or failure to comply with laws and regulations.

The influence of organizational antecedents of trust on individual trust level –

Based upon the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) this study found that organizational ante-

cedents of trust have a direct effect on trust levels.

Leadership − The investigator was able to confirm that leadership has a direct influence on

trust in the supervisor-subordinate relationship in banks. Interview partner Simon (INT-MM-

ES11) referred to this aspect and told us: “In my view leadership is the first prerequisite for

trust; it fosters self-motivation. But indeed, leadership is always a two-sided construct which is

grounded in reciprocity.” Simon’s words point to the fact that leadership has a great impact on

trust. Furthermore, Simon stresses that those leadership styles are more likely to enhance trust

that are grounded in reciprocity and defined as a caring and empathetic mutual relationship.

Transformational leadership and individual trust level – In alignment with the research of

Podsakoff et al. (1990), Bass & Steidlmeier (1999), Dirks & Ferrin (2002), Gillespie & Mann
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(2004) and Bass & Riggio (2010) this study agrees that transformational leadership is very

likely to enhance trust within the supervisor-subordinate relationship in banks (c = .480). In

fact, the total effect (c = .480) indicates that transformational leadership is the most effective

leadership style for creating a trusting vertical work relationship. Thus, the work of House &

Shamir (1993) was confirmed. During an interview session, the investigator met David (INT-

MM-ECS23), a leader fostering transformational leadership in his daily business. David said:

“As a leader I strongly encourage a development dialogue. This means that I get together

with the subordinates for two or three hours every half year. The primary goal of the develop-

ment dialogue is to give each other feedback and to understand the goals of the subordinates.

What do they want to achieve in the near future? Only if I can understand their intentions and

motives is it possible for me to help them grow by fostering strengths and helping them to

overcome their weaknesses by offering training. In the end, it fosters subordinates’ motivation.

No employee likes to go to work only to earn money. Apart from the development talk, I regu-

larly take the time to talk to the subordinates. If any problems occur, I talk directly to the sub-

ordinates and discuss the issue. For me it is the most important factor to enhance trust within

the supervisor-subordinate relationship – we all – myself as a leader and the subordinates –

have to know what is driving each other’s intentions. In that way, we can not only foster trust

but also heighten motivation and strengthen success in business relationships.”

David’s words confirm that a transformational leadership style exists in banks and is closely

linked to trust enhancement. It was noticed that David goes far beyond his primary function to

arrange duties; he motivates his followers to perform beyond expectations by showing them the

important values of goals. Additionally, he voices that successful leadership is a two-sided con-

struct, being influenced by both leader and follower.

Consultative leadership and individual trust level – It was recognized that consultative lead-

ership has a positive effect on trust (c = .318). This study gives support to the research work of

Gillespie & Mann (2004) and Podsakoff et al. (1990). The results additionally highlight that a

consultative leadership style is not as effective as a transformational one. Charlotte (INT-MM-

ECS13) perceived a consultative leadership style within her supervisor-subordinate relation-

ship. She states:

“For me the working atmosphere between the supervisor and me is very important. Of

course, I also expect an annual appraisal interview in which I can talk about my responsibilities,
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future objectives and development opportunities. I additionally expect that the supervisor ad-

dress my needs and wishes. But what makes a great atmosphere is much more than just talking

to the supervisor. I also want joint activities to be actively fostered by the supervisor. Thus, as

a team, we take part in public speeches, meditation sessions and worship”

Charlotte’s words confirm that a consultative leadership style is very likely to build trust.

Charlotte’s supervisor uses an annual appraisal interview to consult with her and listen to her

needs and wishes. Consultative leadership enables Charlotte to voice her opinions, needs and

concerns, and to have greater control of her daily job routine. Consequently her feelings of risk

and vulnerability are minimized. Communication between Charlotte and her supervisor shows

respect and values. The findings are in alignment with the work of Podsakoff et al. (1990) and

confirm the empirical results of Korsgaard et al. (1995).

Transactional leadership – This study could not confirm that a transactional leader providing

assistance and rewards that are in alignment with a subordinate’s needs has a significant effect

on the individual’s trust level. Therefore, the results did not shed light on an existing obstacle

in trust research – whether transactional leadership has either a positive effect (Klimoski &

Hayes, 1980; Podsakoff et al., 1982; Reitz, 1971; Butler Jr et al., 1999; Jung & Avolio, 2000;

MacKenzie et al., 2001; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Antonakis et al., 2003) or a negative effect on

individual trust level (Podsakoff et al., 1990; Yammarino & Bass, 1990; Bass & Yammarino,

1991; Pillai et al., 1999; Antonakis et al., 2003).

Laissez-faire leadership − Laissez-faire leaders are less concerned to motivate their subor-

dinates, to take on responsibilities or to make a decision, so they are least effective (c = -.455)

at developing trust. The results are therefore in alignment with the work of Yammarino et al.

(1993), Yammarino & Bass (1990), Den Hartog et al. (1997), Antonakis et al. (2003), Bass

(2008) and Avolio (2011). Interview partner Eric (INT-MM-ES03) stressed the negative effect

of laissez-faire leadership in banks:

“Particularly in conventional banks, I have the feeling that you are not allowed to make

mistakes. It is just your responsibility to carry out the supervisor’s tasks. You do not have any

chance to talk with your supervisor or even with the management board about important issues.

And if you do not follow the hierarchical order, I guarantee that you will not keep your job for

long. In my view, it is very hazardous for a bank to lead like this. Important issues have to be

discussed from both sides, supervisors and subordinates, to detect failures.”
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As Eric highlights, laissez-faire leaders are less concerned to motivate their subordinates,

take on responsibilities or make decisions, so laissez-faire leadership does not include personal

discussions. Supervisors and subordinates perform their work independently and thus are hardly

able to build a trusting relationship.

Climate – It was recognized that certain forms of organizational climate have a direct influ-

ence on trust within the supervisor-subordinate relationship in banks. Interview partner Char-

lotte (INT-MM-ECS13) referred to the bank’s climate when she told me:

“When I think about trust in the work place I believe that it is equivalent to the work climate.

(…) The climate between peers is very important, but so is the climate between supervisor and

subordinate. A positive climate is important for the personal development of each employee

and for the fostering of employees’ motivation.”

Charlotte’s words point out that an ethical work climate is closely linked to trust in vertical

work relationships.

Benevolent climate – This study found that a benevolent climate that focuses on a strong

team spirit and concern for others enhances trust (c = .274). The results are in alignment with

the works of Hosmer (1994a), Ruppel & Harrington (2000), Cullen et al. (2003), Mulki et al.

(2008) and Otken & Cenkci (2012). During an interview session, Scarlet (INT-MM-ECS23)

talked about a benevolent climate. She said:

“When referring to the board, I personally judge how board members are behaving towards

each other. I ask myself, are the executives communicating with each other? How do I judge

team spirit and the loyalty within the board team? And I pay attention to their values. How do

they talk about their subordinates? Do subordinates have a high priority for them − are subor-

dinates able to state their wishes? Does the board value subordinates’ commitment? Actually,

we are thinking about adding an employee to the supervisory committee. I think that’s a great

idea. But to sum up, in my view, a board should show character traits of loyalty, integrity, and

being team players. In addition, I judge the board members’ information behaviour and their

critical ability to be important.”

Scarlet’s words confirm that a benevolent climate is closely linked to trust. This is because

it is closely linked to moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985) as there is a general concern

for others (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). Scarlet confirms this reasoning by highlighting that she

expects the board to have character traits such as “loyalty, integrity, and being team players”.
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In addition, the results confirm the work of Schneider & Reichers (1983), Aronson (2001),

Schminke et al. (2005) and Neubert et al. (2009), who find that an organizational climate is

developed from the top down. As Scarlet points out, board members can influence the climate

in a banking institution, thus affecting employees’ working atmosphere and their well-being.

Egoistic climate – An egoistic climate maximizing self-interest within vertical work-rela-

tionships negatively influences trust levels (c= -.331). The results are in alignment with the

work of Chatman & Barsade (1995), Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et al. (2003).

Interview partner Maggie (INT-MM-EC26) described her feelings about an egoistic climate she

perceived in her bank:

“Well, let’s go back to the time of the GFC. I also worked at this bank. During that time, the

board members changed frequently. I lost my trust in the board because they took decisions

although they knew that they would never witness their realization. For me the board’s behav-

iour was very unsatisfying and frustrating. In addition, the bank was involved in many problems

− manipulations and similar illegal acts. I also recognize that the banking institution today is 

focusing only on maximizing profits. We are always trying to improve the quarterly results.”

Maggie’s words point to the fact that an egoistic climate is very likely to decrease trust in

vertical work relationships. In accordance with the work of Schneider & Reichers (1983), Ar-

onson (2001) and Neubert et al. (2009), Maggie’s experience exemplifies how an egoistic cli-

mate may negatively affect employees’ behaviour and their feelings of trust towards the exec-

utive committee. Again, an ethical climate emerges from the top down and is based upon the

board’s values and norms. Maggie’s example further shows that having an ethical climate may

influence both the decision-making process and the subsequent behaviour of the board in re-

sponse to an ethical crisis (Cullen et al., 1989). Further, having an ethical climate influences

communication behaviour. According to the research of Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner

(1998) a trusted communication within a supervisor-subordinate relationship should be primar-

ily based upon three factors: accurate information, explanations for decisions, and openness. In

Maggie’s case, none of the three factors was present. Besides, and based on the research of

Hosmer (1994b), a decision process should be judged as “right”, “just” and “fair. Again, those

criteria were not met in Maggie’s case.

Principled climate – Contrary to the work of Rosenblatt & Peled (2002) and Lemmergaard

(2003) this study could not confirm that a principled climate, relying on rules and principles,

has a positive effect on trust. Thus, this study could not show that rules, standards and the law
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are for the employee’s benefit. The total effect (c = 0.060) was not significant. Further research

is needed in this area.

Sustainability – It has been recognized that areas of sustainability, particularly social and

economic sustainability, have a direct influence on trust within the supervisor-subordinate re-

lationship in banks. The results are therefore in alignment with current literature including the

works of Jepperson (1991), Meyer & Rowan (1991), Livesey (2002) and Livesey & Kearins

(2002). Interview partner Stan (INT-MM-ESC04) referred to the effect of the application of a

strategy of sustainability in banks and told us:

“I judge sustainability as being very important for a bank, particularly in connection with

trust enhancement. But in my view, sustainability can act as a trust mechanism only if employ-

ees act according to sustainable principles. If the banking organization just maintains “I am

sustainable”, no positive effect will occur. Then it is nothing but greenwashing – a marketing

campaign to enhance image and profits.”

Stan highlights an important issue when talking about the effects of sustainability on trust.

Sustainability has to be applied constantly by all employees to represent a sustainable banking

institution. Indeed, many organizations have failed in this issue as interview partner Tom (INT-

MM-ES07) pointed out:

“I am well aware of the fact that there are some global banking institutions using advertise-

ments to highlight their sustainable business alignment. These institutions believe that they have

to use sustainability as a marketing tool because it is the latest trend and it has a positive influ-

ence on profits. But that’s not fair, it is not a reasonable way of doing business.”

Tom’s response points out that sustainability may act as a predictor of trust only if it is per-

ceived as authentic. This finding is stressed in the research of Ottman (2004), Cox (2008) and

Ottman (2011). The risk of greenwashing effects when developing an institution into a sustain-

able organisation is also highlighted by Lis (2012).

Social sustainability – This study found that social sustainability (c = .546) acts as a predictor

of trust in vertical work relationships. Social sustainability leads to a liberal working atmos-

phere in which both supervisor and subordinate are able to reach professional self-fulfilment.

Social sustainability is achieved by factors such as creating cultural diversity combined with

personal freedom and taking on responsibility for workplaces (Dyllick, 2002). The results are

in alignment with the works of Ghoshal & Moran (1996), Tzafrir (2005), Waldman et al. (2006),
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Taylor (2006), Swanson (2008) and Waldman & Siegel (2008) who stress particularly the po-

sitive impact of socially responsible leadership on employees’ trust. This relationship is addi-

tionally emphasized by interview partner Gary (INT-MM-ECS07) who said:

“At the bank we have a really nice workplace design. We have quiet zones and we can use

kindergarten placements. All supervisors pay attention to a work-life balance. Employees can

make use of flexible working hours. No supervisor asks how many hours his subordinate has

worked. And we have different incentive schemes and not just monetary bonuses – from which

I don’t have a bad salary. And that’s a good thing because employees don’t always view every

decision in terms of profit. And that’s why I have trust in my supervisors.”

Gary stresses that social sustainability serves as a predictor of trust as supervisors pay much

attention to the needs and to the well-being of all employees. Respect and goodwill are charac-

teristics of vertical work relationships underlying social sustainability mechanisms. The results

are in alignment with the work of Kira (2002), Docherty et al. (2008) and Kira et al. (2010) who

stress the need to have a balanced work life that fosters collaboration and minimises job inten-

sity to avoid stress symptoms, psychosomatic reactions and burnout. Vertical work relation-

ships grounded in sustainable work systems are therefore able to create a trusting relationship

between supervisor and subordinate.

Economic sustainability − The investigator proved that economic sustainability (c = .449) 

acts as a predictor of trust in vertical work relationships. Economic sustainability ensures the

long-term existence of the banking institution by, for example, the achievement of sustainable

earnings, responsible management, and striving for stakeholder value (Dyllick, 2002). Thus,

having economic sustainability guarantees a stable workplace environment, creates safety and

reduces vulnerability. The positive correlation between economic sustainability and trust in

vertical work relationships is also confirmed by the research work of Aras & Crowther (2007),

Davis et al. (2000) and Vanhala & Ahteela (2011). Interview partner Rochelle (IMT-MM-

ESC03) referred to the correlation between economic sustainability and trust:

In former times the global management team decided to enter the German market and formed

a German subsidiary company. Of course, the German subsidiary also had a new board. It was

the intention of the German management board to develop a growth strategy for the German

banking market, so the German board communicated successfully with the global management

team to work out differences between the German and the main market. Open communication

between the board teams was very important to make the growth strategy successful. After all,
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the growth strategy was profitable and employees working in the German banking sector had

the chance to shape the bank’s development and to develop their careers. In addition, future

security was guaranteed. That’s why I always have trust in the board.”

Rochelle refers to two important issues when talking about the correlation of economic sus-

tainability and trust. First, her statement gives support to the research of Aras & Crowther

(2007), Davis et al. (2000) and Vanhala & Ahteela (2011) that economic sustainability and trust

are closely interlinked. This is because economic sustainability offers employees future security

and thus reduces vulnerability and uncertainty. In addition to that it is recognized that in close

alignment with the research of Swanson (2008), Godos-Díez et al. (2011) and Mohrman &

Shani (2011) a sustainable business approach is initiated from the top down.

Ecologic sustainability − Ecologic sustainability is not related to trust in vertical work rela-

tionships in banks. There is very little research regarding the effect of ecologic sustainability

on individual trust level. A few researchers have attempted to prove a positive link between the

two constructs, as for instance in the work of Andersson et al. (2005), Benn et al. (2006) and

Armitage et al. (2009). Nevertheless, it seems likely that ecologic sustainability is not linked to

individual trust in vertical work relationships. That is because ecologic sustainability fosters

environmental protection but does not place the employee in the forefront by improving his

well-being, either through a liberal working atmosphere or by creating a safe workplace.

Risks – It is recognized that risks have a direct negative influence on trust within the supervisor-

subordinate relationship in banks. Therefore, this study joins the works of Mayer et al. (1995)

and Schoorman et al. (2007) in also stressing the negative influence of risk on trust. Interview

partner Gilbert (INT-MM-EC30) referred to the effect of the conflict area of risk and trust. He

told us:

“Well, risk and trust form an area of conflict because a banking institution has to fulfil the high

expectations of different stakeholder groups. On one hand the shareholders expect high returns

but of course some of them also expect us to make decisions based upon sustainable criteria.

Additionally, we are confronted with regulatory compliance.”

Gilbert’s input stresses the area of conflict that banks are facing today. The primary goal of a

bank is to achieve profits, which may lead to the fostering of risky business, affecting employ-

ees’ working environment negatively and thus leading to a decrease in trust in vertical work
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relationships. Thus, this work generally gives support to the argument of Deutsch (1958: p. 266)

in describing the relationship of risk and trust as “two sides of the same coin”.

Financial risks – In the first part of the analysis, this study could not confirm that FRs are

correlated with trust. Indeed, no literature was found that shed light on the influence of FRs on

trust in vertical work relationships. This study follows the belief that within the supervisor-

subordinate relationship FRs do not act as a factor of influence for trust because the occurrence

of liquidity, credit and market risks is more relevant when establishing a trust connection be-

tween client and client adviser. What is more important in vertical work relationships are NFRs

(Eceiza et al., 2017).

Non-financial risks – Thus and in the second instance, it was discovered that NFRs are re-

lated to trust (c = -.882) in vertical work relationships. The negative influence of NFRs on trust

in banks is particularly shown in the work of Jackson (2015), Beck et al. (2016) and Kaminski

et al. (2016). Interview partner Miriam (INT_MM_EC20) stressed the connection of NFRs and

trust in banks that especially occurred in vertical work relationships:

“The issue concerns the real estate department. There was a time when the management

board dismissed many of their subordinates from this department. They intended not to continue

with that kind of business. Well, after three months they hired realtors from a competing bank.

The board was sued because of the betrayal of secrets and they decided to close the department

once again. So they formed a new virtual team working on real estate issues. It is my job to

communicate every decision the board takes and it becomes more and more difficult for me to

foster trustworthy communication with all employees. The continual changes in decision mak-

ing are negatively affecting the reputation of the bank. It is becoming very difficult for employ-

ees to figure out a long-term goal.”

Miriam refers in particular to a business situation in which the board made several conflict-

ing decisions in a short time so that subordinates were not able to comprehend the long-term

business goal of the bank. In addition, the board’s business decisions enhanced vulnerability

and created an insecure working environment – one factor leading to

The mediating effect of ABI and its impact on the relationship between organizational

antecedents of trust and individual trust level –

The results of the multiple mediator model confirm the view of Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p.

130) that “each of the five system components [strategy, climate, leadership, risk, product and
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services] (…) sends cues about the organisation’s ability, benevolence and integrity, and these

cues influence, either positively or negatively, employees’ perceived organisational trustwor-

thiness.” This study showed that there is an interrelationship between micro and macro levels

leading to an effective trust concept for the supervisor-subordinate relationship in banks. More

precisely, this study found that ABI act as a mediator between the organizational antecedents

of trust and employees’ perceived trust level in vertical work relationships. In addition, the

results showed that the influence of transformational, consultative, or laissez-faire leadership,

a benevolent or egoistic climate, social and economic sustainability, and NFRs on individual

trust level were mediated predominantly by the mediator ‘integrity’. Furthermore, the results

showed that the influence of transformational or laissez-faire leadership, benevolent or egoistic

climate, social and economic sustainability, and NFRs on individual trust level were secondly

mediated by the mediator ‘ability’.

In the following, each of the five models is analysed separately to interpret the mediating

effects of ABI on individual trust level.

Leadership – This study first identified that the influence of transformational, consultative

or laissez-faire leadership on individual trust levels was mediated by the perceived factors of

trustworthiness, ABI.

Transformational leadership, ABI and individual trust level – For transformational leader-

ship, the results support the works of Tichy & Devanna (1986), Podsakoff et al. (1990), Bass

& Steidlmeier (1999), Dirks & Ferrin (2002), Antonakis et al. (2003), Sosik & Dinger (2007)

and Bass & Riggio (2010) and prove that transformational leadership is the most effective lead-

ership style when building trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships. Leaders should be

aware of the fact that the characteristic ‘integrity’ is most effective in mediating the relationship

between transformational leadership and individual trust level. Thus, and in alignment with the

work of Mayer et al. (1995), the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to a set of principles that

he finds acceptable. During the interviews Jason (INT-MM-ECS20) told us:

“I really appreciate that the phrase “How are you?“ is not just an empty phrase. We take each

other’s condition and health very seriously. So, for example, if I am feeling bad I can always

go to the supervisor or to a board member. The supervisor’s office doors are always open. There

was a time when I was really feeling bad because we had a case of illness in the family. So, I

talked to one of the board members about my personal situation. I really liked how he reacted.

He advised me to work only four hours each day and then to return to my family. I appreciated
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his reaction because he took me seriously and that’s why I will also communicate openly with

him in the future.”

Jason’s words show that the board member applied a transformational leadership style by

identifying Jason’s needs. In addition, he suggested Jason perform his job differently and com-

municated his own values very clearly, setting his own interests aside for Jason’s needs. Jason

sees the board member’s values in this situation as positive and notices that his supervisor acts

in a way that is consistent with his own values. Thus the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively medi-

ates the relationship between transformational leadership and individual trust level.

Consultative leadership, ABI and individual trust level – It was found that a consultative

leadership style was the second most effective leadership style when establishing trust in verti-

cal work relationships in banks. The findings support the work of Podsakoff et al. (1990) and

Gillespie & Mann (2004). Supervisors should be aware of the fact that the capability ‘integrity’

is most effective in mediating the relationship between consultative leadership and individual

trust level. Thus, and in alignment with the work of Mayer et al. (1995), the trustor expects the

trustee to adhere to a set of principles that he finds acceptable. During the interviews Maggie

(INT-MM-EC26) told us:

“As a supervisor, I trust subordinates if they communicate openly with me. So, for example

I expect them to come and talk to me about their personal development. I really appreciate it if

subordinates communicate openly with me. I also call it transparency. In addition, I guess it is

really important to share personal issues. I believe it to be a mutual process. If I do not share

open and transparent communication, the subordinate won’t do so either. That’s the foundation

for us to rely on each other and to regain trust in vertical work relationships.”

Maggie’s words confirm that successful leadership is a two-sided construct that is influenced

by both supervisor and subordinate. Maggie prefers open communication within her vertical

work relationships. Thus, her communications are based upon accurate information, give ex-

planation for decisions (Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner, 1998) and are perceived as

“right”, “just” and “fair” (Hosmer, 1994b). Using honest communication, Maggie is able to take

into consideration the wishes and concerns of her subordinates and care about their well-being.

In general, her actions are not opposed to her followers’ needs. Maggie judges subordinates’

values as positive if they are consistent with her own values. As a consequence, the mediator

‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between consultative leadership and individual

trust level.
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Laissez-faire leadership, ABI and individual trust level – Last, and contrary to the previous

leadership styles, the investigator found that laissez-faire leadership was the least effective lead-

ership style for creating trust in vertical work relationships in banks. The results are in alignment

with the work of Yammarino & Bass (1990), Yammarino et al. (1993), Den Hartog et al. (1997),

Antonakis et al. (2003), Bass (2008) and Avolio (2011). If leaders lack integrity, trust within

vertical work relationships is further weakened. As the work of Mayer et al. (1995) revealed,

the trustor believes that his set of principles and values are not in alignment with those of the

trustee. The trustee’s values are judged as being unacceptable. Interview partner Justin (INT-

MM-ESC11) referred to a situation in which he perceived laissez-faire leadership combined

with a lack of integrity by the management board. He stated:

“Such a situation occurs rarely, but it happened. A colleague of mine appeared by my desk

and stated: ‘By mistake I added a zero at the trade – instead of 100 million we have one billion.’

Everyone says okay, that’s bad – but we have to take into consideration that he reported it to

his colleagues right away. So, you say, “Just try to get rid of the 900 million and minimise the

damage. I am going to the board.” So I explained the whole situation to the management board

and although there is a general understanding in the firm that mistakes happen, the executives

were complaining about his misconduct and were starting to discuss the easiest way to fire him.

There was no direct communication with the employee about his wrongdoing. He didn’t even

know that he had done something really bad. In addition, I can’t understand their behaviour

because such a mistake could also be made by a board member.”

Justin’s statement shows that mistakes occurred as a subordinate performed his task inde-

pendently and without any control by his supervisor. Furthermore, the decision about terminat-

ing the employee’s contract was made immediately without any conversation between the em-

ployee and the management board. The business process lacks transparency and direct open

communication. In addition, the trustor’s values are not in alignment with the principles of the

management board.

As a consequence, the data revealed that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively 'and negatively

mediates the relationship between laissez-faire leadership and individual trust level.

Climate –The investigator showed that the influence of egoistic, benevolent and principled

climates on individual trust level were mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness,

ABI. All three types of climate had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’

and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘ability’.
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Egoistic climate, ABI and individual trust level – For egoistic climate the results give support

to the works of Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et al. (2003) and proof that an egoistic

climate is the least effective climate type for creating trust in vertical work relationships in

banks. If leaders or employees lack integrity, trust in vertical work relationships is further weak-

ened. Thus, and in alignment with the work of Mayer et al. (1995), a lack of trust develops if

the trustor believes that his principles and values are not in alignment with those of the trustee.

The trustee’s values are judged as being unacceptable. Interview partner Alfie (INT-MM-

ECS15) referred to such a situation and told us:

“Sometimes I am told: ‘You must cope with your private problems on your own; we have to

talk about the quarterly results. It doesn’t matter to me if three of your department are ill.’ In

such situations, I really do not have trust in the supervisor.”

Alfie’s words show that he experienced an egoistic climate type brought about by his super-

visor in which self-interest and the bank’s profit were placed in the forefront –behaviour that

was the opposite of his own values. That is why the trust level within this vertical work-rela-

tionship was perceived as low. Alfie’s case is one example that shows that the mediator ‘integ-

rity’ effectively mediates the relationship between laissez-faire leadership and individual trust

level.Benevolent climate, ABI and individual trust level – For benevolent climate the results

support the work of Hosmer (1994a), Ruppel & Harrington (2000), Cullen et al. (2003), Martin

& Cullen (2006) and Otken & Cenkci (2012) and prove that a benevolent climate is the most

effective type for creating trust in vertical work relationships. Supervisors and employees in

banks should keep in mind that the capability ‘integrity’ is the most effective to mediate the

relationship between a benevolent climate and individual trust level. Thus, trust levels may rise

in a benevolent climate if the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to a set of principles that the

trustor finds acceptable. The finding confirms the work of Mayer et al. (1995). One of the in-

terview partners – Julie (INT-MM-ECS06) – referred to such a situation thus:

“I would like to refer to a situation which happens quite regularly at the institution. I was

responsible for organizing a new event that had a completely new format we had never tried

out before. I presented ideas for this event to the former supervisor and she just said: “Well

Julie, I really have trust in your capabilities. You will make that – I am sure. If it’s a success,

we are going to honour your achievement. And if you fail, don’t worry. We are going to see as

a team how we can improve the event in the future.”
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Julie’s words stress that a benevolent climate leads to friendship and a team spirit. Julie’s

values are in alignment with those of her supervisor. That is why in this situation Julie is likely

to increase her trust in her leader. Julie’s case is one example to show that the mediator ‘integ-

rity’ effectively mediates the relationship between a benevolent climate and individual trust

level.

Principled climate, ABI and individual trust level – Referring to a principled climate, the

results are in alignment with the work of Rosenblatt & Peled (2002) and Lemmergaard (2003)

and point to the positive effect of a principled climate on individual trust level through ABI in

vertical work relationships. As mentioned above, the capability ‘integrity’ is most effective in

mediating the relationship between a principled climate and individual trust level. Thus, trust

level may be enhanced within a principled climate if the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to

a set of principles that he finds acceptable. The finding is therefore in line with the work of

Mayer et al. (1995). One of the interview partners, Marcus (INT-MM-ESC09), referred to a

situation in which he could perform his job well as he relied on a principled climate:

“It was a project abroad in which I was working on the portfolio adjustment. We were a team

of several people and some of them were over-ambitious. I spotted that they made some mis-

takes, so I went to the supervisor and told him that something was wrong with their work. He

reviewed their work and agreed with me that we had to change something. The supervisor was

very satisfied with my performance and that was a really good experience because the supervi-

sor relied on me.”

Marcus indicates that it was his personal morality which induced him to go to his supervisor.

Thus his action was triggered by his own beliefs and he was able to distinguish right from wrong

behaviour. His supervisor appreciated his behaviour because he behaved professionally. Super-

visor and subordinate agreed with each other’s values and thus were able to build a trusting

vertical work relationship. Marcus’s case illustrates that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively me-

diates the relationship between a principled climate and individual trust level.

Sustainability – The investigator showed that the influence of social and economic sustain-

ability on individual trust level was mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI.

The two sustainability dimensions – social and economic sustainability – had the strongest in-

direct effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the medi-

ator ‘ability’. The results are close to the ideas of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick & Hockerts

(2002) who argue that social, economic and ecologic sustainability are not to be viewed as
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separate constructs; in fact they are overlapping and joined dimensions. Thus, not all three sus-

tainability dimensions can be fulfilled by a banking institution equally. In fact, it seems as if

banks focus on the interface of two dimensions. While one dimension is regarded as a main

goal (economic sustainability) the other (social sustainability) is defined as a sub-goal of the

organization while influencing trust levels in supervisor-subordinate relationships. Researchers

call this interface ‘socio-efficiency’.12

Social sustainability, ABI and individual trust level – Turning first to social sustainability

this study found that the results are in alignment with the works of Waldman et al. (2006),

Aguilera et al. (2007) and Guerci & Pedrini (2014). It was shown that social sustainability is an

effective instrument for creating trust in vertical work relationships while using the capabilities,

ABI. The capability ‘integrity’ is most effective in mediating the relationship between social

sustainability and individual trust level. Thus, and in alignment with the work of Mayer et al.

(1995), the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to a set of principles that he finds acceptable.

During the interviews Elijah (INT-MM-ESC14) told me

“Well, I started to work as an intern at this bank. During the internship I had to work very

closely with the CEO. We really had a trusting work relationship because we both communi-

cated openly. It was a constructive dialogue. He never let me feel that I was just an intern. I

could also bring my own ideas to the project. Besides, he always explained his general aim to

me so that I was able to think about possible strategies for reaching it. For me, it was a great

experience.”

Elijah’s words point out that trust was built within a vertical work relationship because this

relationship could be characterized as an open work relationship in which both persons – su-

pervisor and subordinate – were able to express their opinion independently of their position in

the hierarchy. Jointly both parties tried to achieve a reconciliation of interests to finally reach

the project’s aim. During that time leader and follower experienced sharing the same values.

Hence, Elijah’s quote exemplifies that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relation-

ship between a principled climate and individual trust level.

Economic sustainability, ABI and individual trust level – Secondly, the effects of economic

sustainability on individual trust level through ABI were analysed. The results support the work

of Waldman et al. (2006), Aguilera et al. (2007) and Guerci & Pedrini (2014). The investigator

12 This assumption is based upon our results from the comparison of the total indirect effect between social
(.284) and economic sustainability (.466).
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showed that economic sustainability leads to trust in vertical work relationships while using the

capabilities, ABI. As before, the capability ‘integrity’ is most effective in mediating the rela-

tionship between economic sustainability and individual trust level. Thus, and in alignment with

the work of Mayer et al. (1995), the trustor appreciates the trustee’s principles. Interview partner

Arthur (INT-MM-EC24) told us:

“In the past we had a board member who was an excellent example of a responsible leader.

The bank was suffering a crisis and immediate action was necessary. So the executive sum-

monsed eight meetings in Germany, in which each leader should participate. During those

events he clearly explained what the problem was, how he was going to solve it and what the

outcome would be for the clients. It was very important for him to talk directly to the leaders

of the bank. This was amazing.”

Arthur’s statement shows that he trusted the executive because the executive practised re-

sponsible management. His behaviour created value not only for employees but also for clients

and ensured the continued existence of the bank. Once again, the importance of open commu-

nication within vertical work relationships, particularly in times of crisis, is highlighted. The

executive gives his subordinates accurate information and explains his decisions (Whitener,

Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner, 1998). His communication behaviour is perceived as “right”,

“just” and “fair” (Hosmer, 1994b) by his followers. In this way Arthur’s statement exemplifies

that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between economic sustaina-

bility and individual trust level.

Non-financial risks, ABI and individual trust level –This study proves that the influence of

NFRs on individual trust level is mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI.

NFRs had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest

effect through the mediator ‘ability’. The results support the works of Jackson (2015), Beck et

al. (2016) and Kaminski et al. (2016) and provide proof that NFRs in particular need to be

controlled by banks as they can have a tremendous negative impact on individual trust levels.

This work shows that if vertical work relationships lack the capability ‘integrity’, trust is further

weakened. Thus, it supports the work of Mayer et al. (1995). Interview partner Michael (INT-

MM-EC09) told us:

“I worked in the investment department of a large bank and during the GFC it was really hor-

rible. There was a time when supervisors called their subordinates to their office and instructed

them to pack up their belongings because they were fired. It was a time when I really lost trust
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in banks – they really had a bad reputation for me. All one’s personal life planning was turned

upside down because you were suddenly unemployed. And as you can imagine it is not that

easy to find a new job in times of crisis. Therefore, I didn’t have any trust in the supervisor

anymore.”

Michael’s statement stresses that his supervisor’s behaviour interrupted his personal life plan-

ning. Management practices were the opposite of Michael’s personal values and principles and

thus caused a decrease in trust. Additionally, this quote shows the serious effect of reputational

damage on individual trust level. It is probable that Michael’s individual trust in his supervisor

and the institution was destroyed eventually. In this way, Michael’s quote exemplifies that the

mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between economic sustainability and

individual trust level.

The impact of legitimacy on a trusting vertical work relationship

This study has researched the core ideas of legitimacy theory and in particular moral legiti-

macy based on the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991).

First, the study’s results have underlined that in a critical situation leaders and followers base

their behaviour on moral behaviour and ethics. This study confirmed that forms of ethical lead-

ership, ethical work climate and sustainability issues drive business actions and people’s be-

haviour in the supervisor-subordinate relationship.

Leadership – Using the MLQ-5X scale based on the research of Avolio & Bass (2004) and

Bass (1985) as well as the leadership scale of Yukl (1994), the investigator was able to detect

several items underlying moral behaviour. In particular, transformational and consultative lead-

ership are grounded in ethics and moral actions in the supervisor-subordinate relationship. This

is because first, transformational leaders integrate creative insight, persistence and energy, in-

tuition and sensitivity with the needs of their followers. While carrying out moral and ethical

leadership behaviour, the leader supports employees' development, tries to build on employees'

strengths and identifies individual needs, objectives and abilities. Second, a consultative lead-

ership style is grounded in moral and ethical behaviour as it gives subordinates the opportunity

to voice their opinions, needs and concerns, and to have greater influence and control over their

work environment. This in turn acts to reduce their feelings of risk and uncertainty. Consultative

leadership also communicates that the leader respects and values team members’ views and

input (Gillespie & Mann, 2004). In doing so, it can be concluded that consultative leaders act
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upon legitimate principles. In contrast, transactional and laissez-faire leadership may not lead

to legitimate actions because transactional leaders first develop contracts or agreements with

their subordinates, pointing out what the followers will receive if they do something right as

well as wrong. They work within the existing culture, framing their decisions and actions in

terms of operative norms and procedures that characterize their organizations (Bass & Avolio,

1993). But if the organization’s actions are not based on legitimate principles, the leader will

adapt decisions and actions to meet the current company standard. In addition, the supervisor

focuses firstly on failures and complaints and does not act until subordinates’ failures emerge.

Similarly laissez-faire leadership is characterized as an absence of leadership. Supervisors using

this leadership style are less concerned to motivate their subordinates, take on responsibilities

or make a decision – behaviour that stands in contradiction to legitimate and moral actions. Out

of 289 CIS, 47% of all codings expressed a variation of transformational leadership. Further-

more, 45% of all codings referred to a consultative leadership style. Leadership variants that

referred to unethical behaviour as transactional and laissez-faire leadership were rarely seen.

More precisely, transactional and laissez-faire leadership were the least common in this dataset

as only 26% were allocated to transactional leadership and a further 26% referred to laissez-

faire leadership. Besides, the results showed that transformational and consultative leadership

directly and positively influence trust level. In addition, transformational and consultative lead-

ership influence trust level in supervisor-subordinate relationships and are mediated by the per-

ceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Thus, it can be concluded that transformational and con-

sultative styles of leadership in particular are not based only on moral and ethical behaviour but

are also effective instruments in building a respectful, reliable supervisor-subordinate business

relationship.

Climate – According to Schneider (1975) having an ethical climate leads to ethical proce-

dures and policies within banking organizations. Thus, ethical climate is one form of organiza-

tional work climate that constitutes legitimate behaviour, and influences supervisors’ and sub-

ordinates’ decisions and their outcome (Martin & Cullen, 2006). Benevolent and principled

climates are particularly grounded in ethics because, firstly, a benevolent climate is rooted in

the utilitarian principles of moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985). Thus leaders as well

as subordinates share a general concern about others’ welfare (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). Fur-

ther, a principled climate leads to legitimate behaviour grounded in personal morality and

guided by internal rules and standards as well as the law (Victor & Cullen, 1988). In contrast,

this study assumes that an egoistic climate does not lead to legitimate actions because egoism

is defined as consideration of the needs and preferences of oneself (Victor & Cullen, 1988).
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Thus, it might occur that supervisors and subordinates are concerned rather for themselves,

have no room for personal morals and protect their own interests first. In the study’s dataset,

out of 289 CIS, 44% referred to a principled climate. Thirty-nine percent of all codings out of

289 CIS referred to a benevolent climate. An egoistic climate, referring to unethical behaviour,

was the least common in the dataset, totalling only 31% of all codings. The results show that a

benevolent climate positively influences trust level. In addition, a benevolent and a principled

climate influence trust levels in supervisor-subordinate relationships and are mediated by the

perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Thus, it can be concluded that both a benevolent and

a principled climate are grounded in moral and ethical behaviour and are effective instruments

to build a respectful and reliable supervisor-subordinate business relationship.

Sustainability – In discussing the link between organizational antecedents of trust and the indi-

vidual’s level of trust it was noted that the WCED (1987: p. 8) defines ‘sustainability’ as the:

“(…) development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs”. In general, sustainability refers to the term ‘moral

legitimacy’ as a sustainable business development takes into consideration moral behaviour.

All three dimensions, social, economic and ecologic sustainability, are grounded in legitimate

behaviour in which both the supervisor and the subordinate perceive a liberal working atmos-

phere in which they are able reach professional self-fulfilment. This is achieved by ethical fac-

tors such as creating cultural diversity or taking on responsibility for workplaces. Additionally,

economic sustainability stands in close connection to legitimate and ethical business behaviour

as leaders foster the long-term existence of the banking institution through, for example, achiev-

ing sustainable earnings, having responsible management and striving for stakeholder value.

Further, ecologic sustainability follows moral and ethical business guidelines such that business

decisions do not harm the environment and foster a vibrant ecosystem. Out of 289 CIS, 51%

referred to economic sustainability and a further 35% of the overall codings referred to social

sustainability. The outcome emphasises that social and economic sustainability positively in-

fluence trust level. In addition, social and economic sustainability not only influence trust level

but are also mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Thus it can be concluded

that social and economic sustainability in particular are not only grounded in moral and ethical

behaviour but are also effective instruments to build a respectful and reliable supervisor-subor-

dinate business relationship.

The concept of legitimacy is regarded as most successful when it is integrated at both stra-

tegic and operational levels to be an effective instrument to build a respected, reliable and
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trusted bank. In the first instance and on the strategic level, the bank’s leaders should build their

behaviour on moral and ethical values. In the second instance, and on the operational level,

legitimacy requires a rethinking not only of banking products and services but also of socially

accepted procedures, structures and techniques. Sustainable and Christian banks declare that

they do business based upon legitimate actions at both the strategic and operational level be-

cause they follow an integrated sustainable business approach. Although this study first as-

sumed that, based on the banks’ integrated sustainable business concept, sustainable and Chris-

tian institutions are more trusted than conventional banks, no such effect could be detected as

control variables were not significant. Thus, it seems to be of higher importance to act sustain-

ably than to just maintain you are a “Christian / sustainable banking institution”. This reasoning

is demonstrated by interview partner Stan (INT-MM-ESC04), who stated:

“Sustainability can only act as a trust mechanism if employees act according to sustainable

principles. If the banking organization just states ‘I am sustainable’ no positive effect will occur.

Then it is nothing but greenwashing – a marketing campaign to enhance image and profits.”

In the following, the strengths and limitations underlying this study are explained. Moreover,

and based upon the limitations underlying the study 1, the reader is guided to the second study

“Enhancing trust in client-client advisor relationships”.

2.5 Conclusion

In the following the reader is provided with the strengths underlying this study.

First, this study follows the theoretical assumption of Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), De

Cremer (2015), Gillespie & Hurley (2013) and Hurley et al. (2014), and shows that trust is a

theme of importance in banks, particularly in supervisor-subordinate relationships. Second,

with following Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 132) the study assumes that an effective trust concept

might be built while addressing both the micro and macro level within a banking institution.

More precisely, OTR system components representing the bank’s macro level either enhance

or lessen individual trust level but are influenced by the components of ABI, representing the

bank’s micro level. In confirming these assumptions this study relied on a powerful statistical

tool, a parallel multiple mediation model, based upon the approach of Preacher & Hayes (2008),

to show interconnections between the models of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and Mayer et al.

(1995). In this way this study proved that OTR components directly influence individual trust
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level but are mediated by ABI factors. From this finding it was possible to establish a holistic

concept of trust to enhance and stabilize trust in vertical work relationships in banks.

Third, this dissertation follows the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991)

and works within the core ideas of legitimacy theory and in particular moral legitimacy at both

the strategic and the operational level, because legitimacy is regarded as an effective instrument

with which to build respectful, reliable and trusting supervisor-subordinate relationships. This

study proved that legitimate actions can have a positive influence on trust levels. So far, there

has been no research investigating whether sustainable and Christian banks are more trusted

than are conventional banks. This study makes clear that legitimate behaviour is more important

than just claiming to be either a sustainable or a Christian bank when fostering trust in vertical

work relationships.

However, some limitations inevitably remain: First, the research approach. Since the find-

ings are based on a cross-sectional study, no development of trust and its antecedents over time

can be shown, although this is an issue of importance (Rossmann, 2010). As already said, the

main sources of trust are time and shared values. Nevertheless, only shared values are discussed

in this study. However, the level of trust varies when parties start interacting. Describing the

effects of reputation on trust, Solomon (1960) shows that an individual who receives coopera-

tive assistance from another person develops a liking for that individual over time. This in-

creases the likelihood of the person’s behaving in a trustworthy fashion.

Second, the theories that are used – The theories underlying this study are particularly suited

to stressing the links between OTR factors and ABI. As this study is particularly concerned

with trust in leader-follower relationships in banks, the researcher could have additionally

stressed the impact of social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Clark & Mills, 1979; Keller &

Dansereau, 1995; Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012), leader-member exchange (Dienesch & Liden,

1986; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Gerstner & Day, 1997; DeConinck, 2010) and social identity

theory (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Kramer, 1999b; Hogg, 2001) on trust in supervisor-subordinate

relationships in banks.

Third, deductive derived hypotheses – Another limitation is publication bias (i.e. ‘file drawer

problem’). Hypotheses and most of the academic coherences between the variables are based

upon empirical studies with significant results. This may overstate the true association between

the variables that have been investigated. Future research may try to overcome this bias by
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using conference proceedings and other grey literature to formulate hypotheses and to find co-

herences. In doing so, one may assess significant and non-significant empirical results on which

to base future research (Swan et al., 1999).

Fourth, the sampling approach – The study’s respondents comprised 18 per cent women

and 82 per cent men. A higher number of women could have led to different statistical results.

An equal number of responses from women and from men has been given to balance the low

proportion of women in the dataset.

Fifth,the data-collection approach – This study is based on two forms of data collection:

QUAN questionnaires and MM interviews. Interviews in particular may stress the subjective

views of the participants. Statements and evaluations might be influenced by the physical com-

fort and any external stressors of the participants. As CIT was used, the investigator asked for

critical trust situations an interviewee had experienced. As CIS had occurred in the inter-

viewee’s past, not all information might be called to mind during the interview situation. Thus,

incorrect information or missing details might have occurred (Nerdinger et al., 2014). There-

fore, this study tried to stick to the advice of Flanagan (1954) whereby the investigator made

sure that when a participant reported a CIS, the actual behaviour and all the incidents’ important

factors were described and had been clearly observed by the interviewee. In addition, an explicit

judgment regarding how critical the behaviour was made and the participant made clear why

he believed the behaviour to be critical. If parts were missing, further sub-questions were asked.

Sixth, the data analysis – For data analysis a qualitative content analysis was used based

upon the approach of Mayring (2001) and Mayring (2014). Although this research method scans

narrative data for central themes more precisely than any other thematic text-analysis method

(Stone, 1997), it contains some weaknesses that are addressed in the following. In general, the

analysis aims to look for central themes and the researcher might ignore decisive text passages

and details that are important for trust research in vertical work relationships (Flick et al., 2003).

Additionally, this work provides extensive insights as to how to enhance trust in banks by ana-

lysing various dimensions based upon the research of Mayer et al. (1995) and Gillespie & Dietz

(2009). Nevertheless, the potential antecedents of trust provided by those authors might not be

a definitive list. Thus, there might be further factors which effectively enhance trust in supervi-

sor-subordinate relationships. With regard to the coding process, coding is always subjective.

Different coders may come up with different results, which may impact implications for theory

and practice. Such complications were avoided by calculating inter-rater reliability and using

Cohen’s kappa. Thus, only those codes were included that exceeded κ >0.75. In addition, each 
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coder was introduced to the coding process and provided with a code book including definitions

and anchor examples of all codes. Finally, cross-checks were done to guarantee that coding

procedure was consistent throughout the dataset.

Finally, the results – As the dataset contains only 289 CIS, this study did not apply SEM and

draw inferences between the system components: leadership, climate, sustainability and risk.

Researchers using SEM advise using about 1000 CIS to establish such a model (Joreskog et al.,

1979; Muthén, 1984; Arbuckle, 1989). Because of this, this study focused on multi-level re-

search and established a parallel multiple mediator model to detect interrelationships between

the individual and organizational level of trust analysis. The main reason for using a multi-level

approach was to develop a more effective trust concept for use in practice. Besides, there was

no discrepancy in trust level between conventional, sustainable and Christian banks. Although

different questionnaires were used for each of the three groups and an employee’s job change

from one banking business model to another was taken into consideration, controls were not

significant. One reason might be the way in which participants were interviewed. During the

interviews, participants were always asked for a positive and a negative CIS. As most of the

participants were able to illustrate positive and negative incidents concerning their bank, the

results may not have discovered any differences between the business alignments of banks. In

addition, this study revealed some contradictory results. This study advises leaders of banks to

establish a benevolent climate. Nevertheless, some research argues that supervisors perceiving

a benevolent climate are prevented from making complex decisions (Simha & Cullen, 2012),

which might be a crucial ability in times of crisis. In addition, fostering diversity is encouraged

while being capable to behave with integrity. While diversity fosters collaboration among em-

ployees who have differing working and educational backgrounds and distinct views, to behave

with integrity it is crucial to adhere to a set of principles and values. To some readers this finding

might seem contradictory. It can be emphasized that a bank may share some common values

and principles which facilitate collaboration between supervisors and subordinates even though

people have different working backgrounds.

The limitations of this study open avenues for future research and build the foundation for

the second study “Enhancing trust in client-client adviser relationships”. This first study em-

phasized only that trust is a construct of high importance in supervisor-subordinate relation-

ships. Nevertheless, it can be asked whether trust also plays a significant role in different busi-

ness relationships, as in client and client-adviser relationships, so the second study addresses

this issue in more detail. Second, study 1 has identified that ABI and OTR components, in
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particular leadership, climate, sustainability and risks exist in a critical trust situation. Thus, it

would be of further interest to find out if those dimensions play a substantial role in client-client

adviser relationships. Further, it was enquired whether leadership, climate, sustainability and

risk influence individual trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships while being mediated by

ABI factors. The following study looks at whether those mechanisms are also effective for the

client-client adviser relationship. If that is not the case, this dissertation can give support to the

work of Donaldson & Preston (1995) and stakeholder theory, assuming that trust-enhancing

mechanisms can be successful only if they vary across stakeholder groups. Hence, and while

perusing study 2, the reader will obtain a holistic view about the trust mechanisms that are most

effective in creating a bond of trust both inside and beyond the boundaries of the banking or-

ganization. Last, this study showed that legitimacy theory and in particular moral legitimacy

act as effective instruments on which to build a respectful, reliable and trusting supervisor-

subordinate relationship. Although this study proved that legitimate actions can have a positive

influence on trust level, supervisors and subordinates did not perceive a higher trust level within

their work relationships if they worked in a sustainable or a Christian banking institution. There-

fore, the second study questions whether clients and client-advisers are able to create a stronger

bond of trust if they are doing business in either a sustainable or a Christian bank. If this is not

the case, study 1 and 2 indicate that the choice to be a sustainable bank serves predominately

as a marketing instrument to attract future employees and new clients.
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3. ENHANCING TRUST IN CLIENT CLIENT-ADVISER RELATION

In the previous study the reader gained insight into how dimensions of OTR and ABI can

serve as effective mechanisms in creating a trusting supervisor-subordinate relationship in

banks. However, a banking organization is concerned with not only internal but also external

stakeholder relationships. In alignment with the work of Freeman (1984) stakeholders are de-

fined as: “those groups without whose support the organization would cease to exist” or to put

it differently, the backers without whose support banking operations would be terminated at

once. In line with this definition, not only employees but also clients are vital in maintaining

the bank as a going concern. For this reason study 2 highlights the enhancing of trust in client-

client adviser relationships. A trusting relationship between a client and a client-adviser appears

to be an issue of importance because client-advisers are allowed to manage clients’ private

assets, which is of fundamental importance for each client. The managing of a client’s private

assets can evoke powerful emotions when the assets are endangered (Simon, 2009). An example

is the case of Hypo Real Estate bank (HRE) in Germany and the management practices of its

previous CEO, Georg Funke. The management of HRE nearly caused the collapse of German

banks (Welt, 2017). The press called Funke “the face of the German financial crisis” as the

federal government was forced to take over guarantees for 120 billion US$. The prosecution

accused Funke and the previous CFO, Markus Fell, of involvement in accounting frauds and

market manipulation (ManagerMagazin, 2017a). In 2008, such circumstances required the in-

tervention of German politicians. Thus, in a press statement, Chancellor Angela Merkel’s Ger-

man government guaranteed the safety of clients’ private assets (ManagerMagazin, 2008; Spie-

gel, 2008a). That intervention was essential to prevent a run on the bank – a panic that would

have led to a massive withdrawal of clients’ deposits induced by clients’ fear that the bank

might fail (Guardian, 2008b; Welt, 2009). After the GFC, banking scandals continued, with

client-advisers behaving unethically and taking advantage of consumer naivety to improve their

own positions. As a consequence, many clients were disillusioned by the management of banks

and a negative stereotype of bankers evolved, leading finally to a crisis of trust (Cohn et al.,

2014).

Study 2 aims to discover which ethical and moral mechanisms are most effective in creating

a trusting client-client adviser business relationship.

First the theory and hypotheses underlying this study are presented. A systematic literature

review is provided in Appendix B in Table 0–3.
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3.1 Theory and hypotheses

Theory

Trust is regarded as a trans-disciplinary construct as it appears in a variety of disciplines,

such as psychology, sociology, economics, political science and marketing, in studies of differ-

ent forms of relationship (Mayer et al., 1995). Marketing focuses on establishing trust, particu-

larly in the buyer-seller relationship (Ganesan & Hess, 1997).

Previous research has shown that trust is regarded as a topic of importance in client-client

adviser relationships (Crosby et al., 1990 ; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Coulter & Coulter, 2003).

Berry (1996) noted that trust is considered as “perhaps the single most powerful relationship

marketing tool available to a company”. This is because trust fosters success in the client-client

adviser relationship (Moorman et al., 1993; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Berry, 1995), increases

cooperative behaviour (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Geyskens et al., 1996; Garbarino & Johnson,

1999; Hennig-Thurau & Klee, 1997; Uzzi, 1997; Cahill et al., 2003; Palmatier, Dant, et al.,

2007) and enhances customer satisfaction (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Doney & Cannon, 1997) as

well as consumer value (Sirdeshmukh et al., 2002). In addition, trust is believed to increase

loyalty to the client-adviser (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999), which is why an emotional bond can

be firmly established and may help to reduce risk and vulnerability, making clients more willing

to stay at the same banking institution. Researchers refer also to “resistance to change”, which

can be defined as the client’s willingness to stay at a bank, regardless of pleasant or unpleasant

experiences (Pritchard et al., 1999), and which leads to greater profits and to margins that can

be heightened (Reichheld, 2003; Kim & Prabhakar, 2004; Reichheld, 2006; Heffernan et al.,

2008).

When researchers talk about trust between clients and client-advisers, they are referring to

the individual level of trust (Hitt et al., 2007). As Freiman et al. (1987) noted, trust originates

from an individual perspective because only individuals can show signs of trust by behaving

and interacting in certain ways (Gillespie & Dietz, 2009).

In alignment with study 1, study 2 follows the work of Rotter (1967) and Mayer et al. (1995:

p. 712) where trust is defined as: “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of

another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important

to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party.” In this study a

trustor or a trustee can be either a client-adviser or a client. The trustee may act against the
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interests of the trustor. In a trust situation the trustor makes himself vulnerable (Boss, 1978;

Zand, 1972) to the trustee and thus is willing to take a risk (Mayer et al., 1995).

The theoretical foundation of study 2 follows the assumptions in the “proposed model of

trust” based on the work of Mayer et al. (1995) as explained in chapter 2.1.

Study 2 applies a unidimensional approach, in a similar way to study 1 (Cummings & Bro-

miley, 1996). This is because one can most easily work out the factors leading to either high or

low trust between client and client-adviser in a particular situation. More specifically, one can

refer to the cognitive factor of trust (Lewis & Weigert, 1985; Lewicki et al., 2006) which de-

fines a trustee, that is to say, a client-adviser or a client, as either trusted, distrusted or not

assessable. The decision taken is based on the individual’s judgement about the trustee’s per-

ceived trustworthiness and on prevailing conditions in the trust situation. Furthermore, Luh-

mann (1979) and Simmel (2011) argue that cognitive trust is related to familiarity. Thus, it is

easier for client-advisers or clients to trust if the trustee is familiar to them. In a business situ-

ation a judgement must be made as to whether a trustee is trustworthy or not.

As the work of Mayer et al. (1995) sets forth, the trustor’s judgement leads to an individual

trust level (Mayer et al., 1995), which ranges from strong trust to distrust (Mishra & Mishra,

1994; McAllister, 1995; Jones & George, 1998). In this regard study 2 follows the trust research

of Luhmann (1979: p. 71), which defines distrust as a “functional equivalent of trust”.

As Luhmann (1988) states, re-establishing trust between individuals depends on the estab-

lishment of trust in the overall banking organization.

To research trust across levels and to better compare the results of all three studies at the

end, study 2 uses identical system components that lead to organizational trustworthiness as

used in study 1.

According to Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 132) these system components may either enhance

or lessen an individual’s trust level: “Each subsection that follows supports the first founda-

tional premise that each of the five system components [leadership, climate, sustainability, risk,

product & services] identified in Figure 1 sends cues about the organisation’s ability, benevo-

lence, integrity, and these cues influence, either positively or negatively, employees’ perceived

organisational trustworthiness.”
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Study 2 focuses on the following research question: “How far can we build an effective

trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-client adviser relationship while taking

into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level?

Interrelationships between the OTR model based on the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009:

p. 132) and the ABI model based on the research of Mayer et al. (1995) are presented in Figure

3–1. Figure 3–1 is nearly but not quite the same as Figure 2–2 presented in the first study. It is

not quite the same because in study 1 the theme ‘leadership’ was analysed to find how different

leadership styles influence an individual’s trust in the supervisor-subordinate relationship. In

study 2, leadership styles are of less interest when focusing on an individual’s trust within the

client-client adviser relationship, so in study 2 the theme ‘leadership’ was replaced by ‘ethical

product and services offerings’. Nevertheless, the themes of study 1 and 2 are similar, in order

to finally reach a good comparison of overall research results in chapter 5.

Figure 3–1: Interrelationships between system components and ABI factors for the client-client
adviser relationship
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Hypotheses

Next, this study sets out the interrelationships between first, the antecedents of organisa-

tional (OTR) trust on the trustee’s trust level; second, the interdependencies between OTR and

ABI components; and third, interdependencies between ABI and individual trust level to for-

mulate the hypotheses underlying this work.

The following hypotheses highlight trust mechanisms only in the client-client adviser rela-

tionship, which clearly distinguishes them from the hypotheses concerning the supervisor-sub-

ordinate relationship.

The link between system components and individual trust level

Climate – A number of studies have investigated the role of climate in client-client adviser

relationships, as, for example, the studies of Gundlach & Murphy (1993), Strutton et al. (1993),

Marchetti (1997), Babin et al. (2000), Babin et al. (2004), Schwepker & Hartline (2005), Martin

& Bush (2006), Palmatier, Scheer, et al. (2007) and DeConinck (2011) indicate.

Ethical climate theory is a leading theory in the business ethics domain that is related to

philosophical and sociological theory (Smart & Sherlock, 1985). Schneider (1975) states that

‘ethical climate’ captures “stable psychologically meaningful perceptions members of organi-

zations hold concerning ethical procedures and policies in their organizations and organiza-

tional subunits”. Thus, ethical climate is a form of organizational work climate that constitutes

correct behaviour and influences client-advisers’ decisions and their outcome (Martin & Cullen,

2006). Consequently, having or not having an ethical climate determines whether ethical rea-

soning and behaviour are common practice in a banking institution.

The Ethical Climate Questionnaire (ECQ) framework of Victor & Cullen (1987) and Cullen

et al. (1989) is built on the work of Kohlberg (1967) and Kohlberg (1984). The ECQ instrument

is used widely because scholars regard it as the largest and most fully developed, commonly

used and accepted measure of ethical climate (Fritzsche, 2000). Studies based on the work of

Smart & Sherlock (1985) and Cullen et al. (1993) show the ethical climate of an organization

is composed of nine subcategories: (1) laws, professional codes (2) self-interest (3) company

profit (4) efficiency (5) friendship (6) team interest (7) social responsibility (8) personal moral-

ity and (9) rules, standards and operating procedures. (Smart & Sherlock, 1985; Cullen et al.,

1993; Randall & Sheila, 1995; Barnett & Vaicys, 2000). According to the authors of the ECQ,

ethical dimensions can be grouped into three ethical clusters: egoistic climate (self-interest,
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company profit, efficiency), benevolent climate (friendship, team interest and social responsi-

bility) and principled climate (personal morality, laws and professional codes, rules, standards

and operating procedures).

The framework is well suited to help understand which of the three climate types exist in a

bank and which is dominant. In addition, the ethical climate framework serves as a psycholog-

ical mechanism through which ethical issues can be controlled. Thus, it is the first framework

to allow banks to improve the ethical behaviour of client-advisers (Cullen et al., 1989; Cullen

et al., 2003). It is assumed that within a bank various climate types exist (Smart & Sherlock,

1985). An ethical work climate positively impacts employees’ concern for clients (Schminke et

al., 2007). Research has revealed that a bank's long-term success with clients is in clients' un-

derstanding of the bank's ethic (Gundlach & Murphy, 1993; Babin et al., 2004; Schwepker &

Hartline, 2005). Therefore, as representatives of the bank, client-advisers should act in a way

that is based on the principles of ethical behaviour to guarantee the success of the institution.

Additionally, scientists researched whether an ethical climate enhances trust and positively in-

fluences client-advisers’ performance (Martin & Bush, 2006; Palmatier, Scheer, et al., 2007;

Schminke et al., 2007), clients’ intention to buy (Huff, 2005; Son et al., 2005; Mulki et al.,

2006), customer loyalty (Johnston & Marshall, 2003) and customer satisfaction (Schminke et

al., 2007). Having an ethical climate may lead to a competitive advantage for the banking or-

ganization (Schminke et al., 2007).

An egoistic climate consists of three sub-dimensions: self-interest, company profit and effi-

ciency. This cluster is grounded in the philosophy of egoism and fosters actions of self-interest-

maximizing behaviour (Victor & Cullen, 1987; Smart & Sherlock, 1985; Barnett & Vaicys,

2000). Research proves that an egoistic climate is very likely to occur in the financial industry

(Arnaud & Schminke, 2012; Simha & Cullen, 2012) as the sector is highly competitive and

volatile. Unfortunately, an egoistic climate is very unlikely to guarantee a trusted client-client

adviser relationship and preserve the long-term success of the bank because an egoistic climate

maximizes the self-interest of both parties. This climate type appears if client-advisers are mak-

ing unrealistic promises to clients or are lying to increase their profit. Clients also can create an

egoistic climate when, for instance, they hide information to maximize their own interest

(Weeks & Nantel, 1992; Marchetti, 1997; Johnston & Marshall, 2003). A benevolent climate,

which includes the sub-dimensions friendship, team interest and social responsibility, is rooted

in utilitarian principles of moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985) as there is a general

concern for others (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). A benevolent climate maximizes the interests of
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clients and client-advisers. Existing norms may encourage a client-adviser to care for his client

and vice versa. In accordance with previous research (Hosmer, 1994a; Ruppel & Harrington,

2000; Cullen et al., 2003; Martin & Cullen, 2006 ; Otken & Cenkci, 2012 ), this study assumes

that a benevolent climate positively influences an individual’s trust level. A principled climate

includes the sub-dimensions of personal morality, laws and professional codes as well as rules,

standards and operating procedures. Barnett & Vaicys, 2000) have pointed out that a principled

climate follows a belief in deontological principles of moral philosophy in which leaders and

followers adhere to common ethical standards and can distinguish right from wrong. It seems

that research has found a positive link between a principled climate and its effect on trust (Ros-

enblatt & Peled, 2002, Lemmergaard, 2003). Each of the three climate types is additionally

separated into three different loci of analysis: individual, local and organizational. The separa-

tion initially followed sociological theory (Merton, 1968) but was later adapted to an organiza-

tional context (Gouldner, 1957). Within each locus of analysis, different decisions are taken

and operationalized. More precisely, within the individual locus of analysis, client-advisers and

clients make decisions on their own, whereas within the local level of analysis decisions are

taken on behalf of the organization. The cosmopolitan focus makes decisions for society and

the community (Victor & Cullen, 1987; Smart & Sherlock, 1985; Wimbush & Shepard, 1994;

Fritzsche, 2000).

In line with the assumptions and previous research, the following hypotheses are formulated.

In the client-client adviser relationship:

H1a: An egoistic climate has a negative influence on individuals’ trust level.
H1b: A benevolent climate has a positive influence on individuals’ trust level.
H1c: A principled climate has a positive influence on individuals’ trust level.

Legitimacy and sustainable business alignment – Banks’ customers are looking for banking

business to be carried out in a responsible and ethical manner (Jeucken, 2001; Bhattacharya &

Sen, 2004; Jeucken, 2004; Coupland, 2006; Bhattacharya et al., 2008), so client-advisers in

particular are forced to move from profit-orientated thinking to considering sustained success

(George et al. (1996). For this reason the concept of moral legitimacy becomes important and

should therefore be integrated with the strategic and operational dimensions of the bank. First,

in the strategic dimension the bank’s leaders should base their behaviour on moral and ethical

values. As stated previously, moral managers can turn a banking organization into an institution

that is more trusted and modern. However, the successful implementation of legitimacy is a
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matter not only for a bank’s executives: it also impacts operational aspects and requires a re-

thinking of social banking products and services, along with socially accepted procedures,

structures and techniques.

Research has shown that having a sustainable business alignment in banks has a positive

effect on consumer trust (Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Ogrizek, 2002; Decker & Sale, 2009). A

sustainable business concept is, according to WCED (1987: p. 8): “(…) development which

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet

their own needs”. It is assumed that social sustainability fosters trust within client-client adviser

relationships. This assumption is confirmed by Manzi et al. (2010). According to Dyllick (2002:

p. 134) socially sustainable banks can be defined as those that: “ (…) add value to the commu-

nities within which they operate by increasing the human capital of individual partners as well

as furthering the societal capital of these communities. They manage social capital in such a

way that stakeholders can understand its motivations and can broadly agree with the company’s

value system.” By applying social sustainability, a reconciliation of interests between client and

client-adviser takes place. Client-advisers favour selling products that have a social impact,

treat clients fairly, with a strong concern for sticking to the law, and reduce risky behaviour by

following sustainable risk practices. It is additionally assumed that economic sustainability is

positively linked to an individual’s trust level. This assumption is confirmed by Idowu & Leal

Filho (2009) and Epstein & Buhovac (2014). Dyllick (2002: p. 133) considers economic sus-

tainability “(…) guarantee[s] at any time cash flow sufficient to ensure liquidity while produc-

ing a persistent above-average return to shareholders.” It is believed that economic sustainabil-

ity enhances trust within the client-client adviser relationship. If clients believe in the long-term

existence of the bank through its achievement of sustainable earnings and its responsible man-

agement, and perceive personal value, they are more willing to trust their client-adviser. Dyllick

(2002: p. 133) also argues ecologic sustainability is defined as occurring when businesses are

“(…) only using natural resources that are consumed at a rate below the natural reproduction,

or at a rate below the development of substitutes. They do not cause emissions that accumulate

in the environment at a rate beyond the capacity of a natural system to absorb and assimilate

these emissions. Finally, they do not engage in activity that degrades eco-system services.” It

is believed that ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level in

the client-client adviser relationship because of the possibility of investing in sustainable prod-

ucts and the opportunity to preserve natural ecosystems. This assumption is confirmed by

Simmons & Wynne (1993), Corbett & Kirsch (2001) and Gilg et al. (2005).
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In line with that assumption the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-cli-

ent adviser relationship:

H2a: Social sustainability has a positive influence on individual’s trust level.
H2b: Economic sustainability has a positive influence on individual’s trust level.
H2c: Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on individual’s trust level.

Risks − Risk has been investigated particularly in the area of finance (for instance Sharpe, 

1964; De Long et al., 1990; Jarrow & Turnbull, 1995; Jacoby & Skoufias, 1997) where risk

occurs in investment decisions. In marketing, risk has been researched in relation to clients’

behaviour (Taylor, 1974), branding (Peter & Ryan, 1976) and for the entire marketing discipline

(Stone & Grønhaug, 1993).

Regarding issues of trust, Deutsch (1958: p. 266) described the relationship between risk and

trust as “two sides of the same coin”. Understanding that interrelationship is critical to effec-

tively enhancing trust between client and client-adviser (Giffin, 1967; Schlenker et al., 1973;

Riker, 1974; Lewis & Weigert, 1985; Good, 1988; Luhmann, 1988; Coleman, 1990). Risk is

defined as “a measure of the probability and severity of adverse effects” (Lowrance, 1976). It

is believed that risks heighten uncertainty between client and client-adviser. Hence, the more

risk that is felt by a client towards a client-adviser, the more he is unwilling to trust and vice

versa. As a result, risks occurring between client and client-adviser are in general negatively

linked to an individual’s trust level. This assumption accords with the work of Mayer et al.

(1995: p. 725) who argue that “the level of trust is compared to the level of perceived risk in a

situation. If the level of trust surpasses the threshold of perceived risk, then the trustor will

engage in RTR [risk-taking in the relationship]. If the level of perceived risk is greater than the

level of trust, the trustor will not engage in RTR.” If a client is considering doing business with

a client-adviser, he will be unwilling to engage in the contract if his perceived risk is higher

than his level of trust towards his client-adviser. Cebenoyan & Strahan (2004) show that in a

banking institution there are predominately six risks: (1) operational risks (FRB, 2016d), (2)

liquidity risks (FRB, 2016b), (3) credit risks (FRB, 2016a), (4) market risks (FRB, 2016c), (5)

reputational risks (FRB, 2016c) and (6) strategic risks (FRB, 2014). Banks separate risks into

financial risks (FRs) such as liquidity risks, credit risks and market risks, and non-financial risks

(NFRs) such as operational risks, reputational and strategic risks. While banks have FRs under

better control, it is NFRs in particular that require the attention of client-advisers and the man-

agement boards of banks. The direct financial consequences of NFR are not the only concern.

Especially when focusing on trust issues, damage to its reputation can hit a banking institution

hard at a time when clients are questioning banks’ business practices (Schwartz & Gibb, 1999;
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Schwartz, 2000; Jackson, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016). In accordance with

previous research it is believed that both FRs (Yousafzai et al., 2005; Grabner‐Kräuter &

Faullant, 2008; Luo et al., 2010) and NFRs (Mackenzie, 2007) have a negative influence on

individual trust levels. Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-client

adviser relationship:

H3a: Financial risks have a negative influence on an individual’s trust level.
H3b: Non-financial risks have a negative influence on an individual’s trust level.

Products and services – The bank’s products and services take centre stage in the client-

client adviser relationship. Clients are often confronted with a number of challenges when judg-

ing a bank’s products. First, banking products are difficult to understand; comparing them is

time-consuming and requires a client’s competence and hard work (Harrison et al., 2006;

Eisingerich & Bell, 2007). Because of the complexity of financial issues, clients rely on the

bank’s client-advisers to answer their financial questions, especially regarding issues involving

high risk (Howe et al., 1994; Sunikka et al., 2010). As competition is increasing in the banking

industry, clients pay greater attention to ethical criteria in product and service offerings (Devlin

et al., 1995; Beckett et al., 2000; Román, 2003). Thus price offerings as interest rates are be-

coming less important (Llewellyn & Drake, 1997). Research has pointed out the positive infer-

ences for trust of having ethical guidelines when considering product and service offerings and

client-client adviser relationships (Lagace et al., 1991; Wray et al., 1994; Román, 2003; Hansen

& Riggle, 2009; Ziemba & Świeszczak, 2013). It is undeniable that through non-price factors 

banks can achieve long-lasting client relationships (Wray et al., 1994), higher revenue growth

and improved market share (Román, 2003). Researchers Gundlach & Murphy (1993) show that

‘ethics’ requires client-advisers to behave according to the rules of moral philosophy. Various

attempts have been made to develop a scale of standards targeting marketing activities in par-

ticular (for instance Mayo & Marks, 1990).

Based on the approach of the American Marketing Association (AMA) (AMA, 1986), For-

syth (1980), Forsyth (1992) and Vitell, Rallapalli, et al. (1993) developed a scale for marketing

ethics and ethical guidelines in client-client adviser relationships. The scale is composed of

price and distribution standards (PDNs), information and contract standards (ICNs), product

and promotion standards (PPNs), obligation and disclosure standards (ODNs) and general hon-

esty and integrity (GHI).

Price and distribution standards deal with ethics in pricing and distribution decisions. A

positive link between pricing and customer trust was shown by Hawes et al. (1993). Information
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and contract standards aim at honest disclosure of marketing-related knowledge and contrac-

tual requirements. The positive relationship between honest disclosure of knowledge and trust

is addressed in Swan et al. (1988); Hawes, Mast, et al. (1989); Sharma (1990); Henthorne et al.

(1992); Hawes et al. (1993) and Ganesan (1994). Product and promotion standards are intended

to ensure that safe products and services appropriate to clients’ needs are offered and that ma-

nipulation and misleading sales tactics are avoided. Standards refer primarily to product design,

advertising and sales promotion. Former studies have proved that low-pressure selling tech-

niques are positively linked to trust (Strutton et al., 1996; Kennedy et al., 2001). Obligation and

disclosure standards relate to ethical obligations and the disclosure of relevant information.

The positive relationship between making true claims and communicating honestly has been

researched by scientists such as Swan et al. (1988), Hawes et al. (1993), Ganesan (1994) and

Doney & Cannon (1997). Finally, general honesty and integrity assesses fair dealing between

client and client-adviser. Previous research has revealed that there is a positive relationship

between honesty, integrity and trust (Swan et al., 1985; Swan et al., 1988; Beatty et al., 1996;

Doney & Cannon, 1997). Based upon the assumptions and previous literature the following

hypotheses are formulated:

H4a: Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on an individual’s
trust level.

H4b: Ethical information and contract standards have a positive influence on an individual’s
trust level.

H4c: Ethical product and promotion standards have a positive influence on an individual’s
trust level.

H4d: Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on an individ-
ual’s trust level.

The link between organizational antecedents of trust and the capabilities of ABI

In the following, this dissertation assumes that a connection exists between the organiza-

tional antecedents of trust and the characteristics a client-adviser or a client possesses.

Climate – As noted above and based on the research of Smart & Sherlock (1985), there are

three variants of climate in a banking institution: egoistic climate, benevolent climate and prin-

cipled climate. It is believed that the different climates influence ABI in client-client adviser

relationships in different ways.

With regard to an egoistic climate in client-client adviser relationships, the researcher be-

lieves that it has a negative influence on ABI. First, it is assumed that an egoistic climate posi-

tively affects ability. Client-advisers or clients in banks perceiving an egoistic climate see that
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the trustee is concerned either for himself or for the institution and overcomes obstacles effi-

ciently. The trustor believes that the trustee has certain skills, competencies, and characteristics

that allow him to have influence in his domain. This assumption is in alignment with the

thoughts of Jarillo (1988), Jones & George (1998), McEvily et al. (2003), Brahm & Kunze

(2012), Simha & Cullen (2012) and Moorman et al. (1993). In contrast, the investigator assumes

that an egoistic work climate negatively influences benevolence. Thus, the researcher assumes

that client-advisers and clients following their own interests and fostering the bank’s interests

by looking for efficient solutions are less likely to show benevolent behaviour. Trustors might

believe that trustees will choose to do what is best for themselves so that the trustor’s personal

needs and interests are of less importance. The assumptions are in alignment with Rosen (1978),

Victor & Cullen (1987), Jones & George (1998), Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015), Smart

& Sherlock (1985), Ruppel & Harrington (2000), Vlachos et al. (2009) and Simha &

Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015). Furthermore, the investigator believes that client-advisers or cli-

ents protecting their own interests, viewing all decisions in terms of profit and thinking in terms

of efficiency, might not always apply sound principles and try to be fair in dealing with trustors.

Thus, a trustor doing business in an egoistic climate might perceive that the trustee’s self-inter-

ested behaviour could at worst lead to lying, cheating and stealing. The assumptions are in

alignment with the works of Cullen et al. (2003), Cohen et al. (2013), Jones & George (1998)

and Vlachos et al. (2009). The following hypotheses are presented. Within the client-client ad-

viser relationship:

H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on integrity.

Second, it is assumed that an awareness of a benevolent climate fosters the application of

client-advisers’ and clients’ characteristics of ABI. If client-advisers consider what is best for

the customer and are concerned for the customer’s interests, both parties can, as a team, enhance

their skills and competencies and be better capable of overcoming challenges. These thoughts

are in alignment with the works of Pivato et al. (2008) and Swaen & Chumpitaz (2008). Further,

it is believed that a benevolent climate in client-client adviser relationships fosters benevolence

because the trustee aims at spreading goodwill and may protect the trustor against threats, so

that concern for the welfare of others arises. These beliefs are in alignment with the works of

Park et al. (2014), Vlachos et al. (2009) and Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015). It is also

assumed that a benevolent climate is positively linked to integrity, as being concerned about

others strengthens justice and fairness. The feeling of support from both sides, client-advisers
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and clients, may lead to “repayments” by the trustor and thus foster stronger commitment. The

assumptions have support in the research of Cullen et al. (2003) and Vlachos et al. (2009). Thus,

the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on integrity.

Next, this study looks at a principled climate within the client-adviser client relationship. It

is expected that awareness of a principled climate in client-client adviser relationships fosters

clients’ and client-advisers’ characteristics of ABI. It is proposed that personal morality, the

strict application of the bank’s rules, professional codes and the law enhance trustees’ capability

in performing their jobs. The thoughts are supported by the works of Cazier et al. (2006), Jara-

millo et al. (2006) and Park et al. (2014). In addition, it is conjectured that a principled climate

is positively correlated with benevolence, as trustors know that rules, standards, and the law are

for their benefit. Thus, client-advisers ensure that sufficient details about payers and payees are

available. In addition, clients are protected from false and misleading sales tactics. Research

has shown a positive association between a principled climate and benevolence, as the works

of Cazier et al. (2006) and Park et al. (2014) indicate. Furthermore, it is expected that personal

morals and the application of rules, standards and the law will be positively related to integrity,

as principles foster justice and fairness in dealing with trustors. This assumption is in alignment

with the research of Cullen et al. (2003), Cazier et al. (2006) and Park et al. (2014). Thus, the

following hypotheses are presented. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � � : A principled climate has a positive influence on integrity.

This study now turns to sustainability. As mentioned previously and according to Elkington

(2004), sustainability has three dimensions: social, economic and ecologic sustainability. It is

assumed that the application of a sustainable business approach by both client advisers and

clients will positively influence the characteristics of ABI.

First focusing on social sustainability, it is assumed in general that social sustainability has

a positive influence on ABI. The ability of client advisers and clients is fostered by, for example,

trying to reconcile the interests of both parties or by detecting possibilities to make investments

that will have a social impact. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Guerci &

Pedrini (2014). It is further expected that social sustainability will have a positive influence on
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benevolence, because being in a positive social environment creates concern between both cli-

ent-adviser and client for the other’s welfare, as shown by the work of Park et al. (2014). It is

further assumed that social sustainability has a positive influence on integrity because a positive

social work atmosphere fosters justice and fairness for both client-adviser and client, when, for

instance, sticking to the law or preventing corruption. The assumptions are in alignment with

the work of Park et al. (2014). Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-

client adviser relationship:

H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

It is believed that economic sustainability has a positive influence on ABI. Economic sus-

tainability fosters the characteristic, ability. When both parties, client and client-adviser, are

doing a good job they create value for the trustor by finding ways of sustainably achieving

future earnings. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Ganesan (1994) and Park et

al. (2014). Additionally, economic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence be-

cause this dimension fosters concern for clients and therefore works towards a long-lasting re-

lationship between client and client-adviser. This thought is in alignment with the findings of

Ganesan (1994). Last, it is assumed that economic sustainability has a positive influence on

integrity, because this dimension fosters justice and fairness by looking for ways to foster a

stable financial market, to ensure data security and to enhance value for the trustor. These

thoughts are supported by the work of Park et al. (2014). The following hypotheses are formu-

lated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

Focusing on ecologic sustainability, it is assumed that ecologic sustainability has a positive

influence on ABI. The ability of client-advisers and clients is fostered by, for example, finding

how to mitigate any ecological impacts of investment and credit portfolios. These thoughts are

in alignment with the work of Chen & Chang (2013). It is further expected that ecologic sus-

tainability creates concern for each other’s welfare, particularly that of environmentally con-

scious clients by, for example, strengthening sustainable investments, fostering environmental

reporting, or developing an ethical climate strategy. This idea finds support in the work of

Chernev & Blair (2015). Furthermore, it is assumed that the impact of ecologic sustainability

is in alignment with client-advisers’ and clients’ principles and values in providing a sustainable
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and ecologically sound banking environment. The assumption is in alignment with the work of

Chen & Chang (2013). The following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-client ad-

viser relationship:

H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

Risks − As mentioned above, risks are separated into FRs and NFRs. It is believed that both

categories of risk have a negative influence on ABI in client-client adviser relationships (Jack-

son, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016)

First, it is expected that financial risks have a negative influence on ABI. When liquidity,

market and credit risks occur they have a negative influence on ability. It is believed that a

trustor, either a client adviser or a client, does not feel very confident about the trustee’s skills

if financial risks occur. For example, a client-adviser may doubt the client’s skills if the client

defaults and cannot repay his credit. Similarly, a client may question the bank’s abilities if the

bank cannot repay its creditors or if failures of employees have a negative effect on profit and

loss ratios. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Grable & Rabbani (2017), Grable

& Heo (2017) and Ismal (2010). It is further expected that FRs will have a negative influence

on benevolence because liquidity, market and credit risks will damage the financial condition

of the bank, which may in turn hurt clients. For instance, if a client cannot repay credit or is

withdrawing his money from the bank, the client is not looking at what is important for his

client-adviser. Alternately, if the client-adviser’s behaviour leads to failures it may in turn have

a negative effect on the client’s wealth and the client may believe that the client-adviser is not

looking after his welfare. Furthermore, FRs may have a negative impact on integrity as the

liquidity, market and credit risks that arise will negatively influence justice and fairness. For

example, if a client cannot repay credit, the client’s behaviour will not be in alignment with the

bank’s principles and the client-adviser’s values. Deteriorating financial conditions augmented

by liquidity risks can negatively impact a client’s wealth. In the eyes of the client, the adviser’s

actions are in opposition to his previous promises and his personal values. These thoughts sup-

port the works of Burke et al. (2007), Padilla & Pagano (2000) and Roy (2008). Based on the

assumptions and previous literature, the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-

client adviser relationship:

H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � � : Financial risks have a negative influence on integrity.
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Non-financial risks – It is expected that NFRs will have a negative influence on ABI. When

operational, reputational and strategic risks occur they affect ability, particularly the ability of

the adviser, negatively. It is presumed that a client will question the skills and competencies of

the client-adviser if there is negative publicity around the bank. This thought is in alignment

with the works of Kim et al. (2008), Ismal (2010), Nguyen et al. (2016), Pennington et al. (2003)

and Saleuddin (2014). It is supposed that NFRs have a negative influence on benevolence be-

cause operational, reputational and strategic risks will damage the financial condition of the

bank, which may in turn lead to making the bank less attractive to clients. Thus, if client-advis-

ers do not focus on what is important for the client, they are acting against the client’s interest.

These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Blois & Ryan (2013) and Gillespie & Dietz

(2009). Third, it is assumed that NFRs have a negative influence on integrity. Less-attractive

conditions for clients might be perceived as unfair and in opposition to clients’ values. In this,

the researcher accepts the results of Blois & Ryan (2013), Jonas & Frey (2003), Pennington et

al. (2003), Salvador et al. (2013) and Saleuddin (2014). The following hypotheses are formu-

lated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on integrity.

Product and services – As mentioned previously, ethical products and services can be as-

sessed in five dimensions: price and distribution standards, information and contract standards,

product and promotion standards, obligation and disclosure standards and general honesty and

integrity (Vitell, Nwachukwu, et al., 1993).

It is expected that price and distribution standards, where ethics are important in decisions

around pricing and distribution, will have a positive influence on ABI. First, it is supposed that

this dimension will have a positive influence on ability. Clients perceiving that a client-adviser

is making use of ethical price and distribution standards may be more convinced that the client-

adviser has certain skills that will increase the clients’ performance. This expectation finds sup-

port in the works of Chiou & Droge (2006) and Kantsperger & Kunz (2010). Second, it is

assumed that the application of ethical price and distribution standards has a positive impact on

benevolence, as clients will feel that client-advisers are looking out for what is important for

clients and in this way paying more attention to their needs and welfare. This idea is supported

by the research of Kantsperger & Kunz (2010). Third, it is presumed that having ethical price

and distribution standards has a positive impact on integrity as, in general, ethics in pricing and
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distribution decisions are perceived as being just and fair and therefore consistent with the cli-

ent’s values. This idea is supported by the works of Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) and Swan &

Nolan (1985). Based upon the assumptions and previous research the following hypotheses are

formulated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H4� � � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on integrity.

This study considers that ethical information and contract standards that encourage the hon-

est disclosure of market-related knowledge and contract agreements will have a positive impact

on ABI. First, it is supposed that this dimension will have a positive impact on ability. Accord-

ing to the work of Kennedy et al. (2001) and Pennington et al. (2003), if client-advisers actively

support a code of ethics, clients are more willing to believe that this behaviour increases the

clients’ performance. Second, it is expected that providing ethical information and contract

standards will have a positive influence on benevolence as the continuous practice and promo-

tion of a professional code of ethics means client-advisers are looking out for clients’ needs and

fostering clients’ welfare. This is supported by the work of Gefen & Straub (2004) and Lin &

Wang (2008). Third, the provision of ethical information and contract standards will positively

impact integrity as this dimension is aimed at treating clients fairly, as is confirmed by research-

ers Aponte Vega (2015), Gefen & Straub (2004) and Gregg & Datta (2015). In alignment with

the assumptions and previous research the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the

client-client adviser relationship:

H4� � � : Ethical information and contract standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � � : Ethical information and contract standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � � : Ethical information and contract standards have a positive influence on integrity.

It is assumed that having ethical product and promotion standards positively influences ABI

because this dimension is intended to strengthen the offering of safe products and of services

appropriate to clients’ needs that will add to the client’s performance. Additionally, manipula-

tion and misleading sales tactics are avoided. Hence, it is believed that this category fosters the

client-adviser’s characteristic ‘ability’, as is given support by the work of Kennedy et al. (2001)

and Swan & Nolan (1985). Second, it is assumed that having ethical product and promotion

standards positively influences benevolence because through ethical standards a client-adviser

pays attention to his client’s needs and welfare while offering banking products tailored to the

client’s interest, as is confirmed by researchers Lin & Wang (2008). Third, this dimension

strengthens the characteristic ‘integrity’. Client-advisers should have a strong sense of justice
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and therefore intend to communicate fairly and not make use of high-pressure selling or mis-

leading sales tactics. This is stated in the research of Lin & Wang (2008) and Swan & Nolan

(1985). Based on the assumptions and previous research the following hypotheses are formu-

lated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H4� � � : High product and promotion standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � � : High product and promotion standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � � : High product and promotion standards have a positive influence on integrity.

It is assumed that having ethical obligation and disclosure standards related to the disclosure

of relevant information has a positive impact on ABI. First, it is presumed that this dimension

has a positive impact on the client-adviser’s ability as the client-adviser intends to increase the

client’s performance by providing him with the necessary information, in order that he can

understand and buy banking products. In so doing, the client-adviser appears qualified and pos-

sesses certain skills the client is willing to trust. This assumption is supported by the work of

Swan & Nolan (1985). Second, it is supposed that ethical obligation and disclosure standards

positively influence benevolence, because a bank’s client-adviser caters for all clients’ desires

and needs by advising them of correct prices. In addition, client's obligations and financial re-

quirements are discharged in good faith. This thought is confirmed by researchers Hill et al.

(2009), Mackie (1981) and Swan & Nolan (1985). Third, the dimension positively impacts in-

tegrity. The client-adviser tries hard to deal fairly with clients when fulfilling his obligations

and providing the client with suitable information. This is given support by the work of Das-

gupta (2009), Lin & Wang (2008) and Swan & Nolan (1985). According to the assumptions

and previous research the following hypotheses are formulated. Within the client-client adviser

relationship:

H4� � � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on integrity.

Finally, it is assumed that general honesty and integrity leading to fair dealing between client

and client-adviser have a positive influence on ABI. First, it is expected that this dimension has

a positive influence on ability. Clients should feel confident in the client-adviser’s skills and

believe that he is very good at what he does because of his education, training and experience.

This idea is confirmed by the research of Kantsperger & Kunz (2010). Second, it is assumed

that the dimension positively influences benevolence because honest client-advisers would not

do anything to hurt the client. This is supported by the work of Swan & Nolan (1985). Third, it

is expected that if a client adviser’s behaviour is based on general honesty and integrity his
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characteristic ‘integrity’ will be fostered. When a client-adviser adheres to laws and regulations

and involves all parties if a conflict arises, justice and fairness are enhanced between client and

client-adviser. This is in line with the ideas of Dasgupta (2009), Lin & Wang (2008) and Swan

& Nolan (1985). Based on the assumptions and previous research, the following hypotheses are

formulated. Within the client-client adviser relationship:

H4� � � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on integrity.

ABI as a mediator between organizational antecedents of trust and the individual’s

trust level

Based on the research of Mayer et al. (1995) the characteristics of ability, benevolence and

integrity form the factor known as trustworthiness. Trustworthiness is regarded as the primary

factor that has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level. However, trustworthiness is

also regarded as a mediator between the organizational and individual levels of trust analysis.

As Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 130) state:

“Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the five

system components [leadership, climate, sustainability, risk, product & services] identified in

Figure 1 sends cues about the organisation’s ability, benevolence, integrity, and these cues in-

fluence, either positively or negatively, employees’ perceived organisational trustworthiness.”

Hence, it is believed that the organizational antecedents of trust influence the individual’s

perceived trust level directly and indirectly through three mediators – ability, benevolence and

integrity.

The mediating role of trustworthiness in client-client adviser relationships has been empiri-

cally confirmed by previous research studies in the work of Geigenmüller & Greschuchna

(2011), Sekhon et al. (2014) and Yu et al. (2015).

Thus, the last hypotheses are formulated. The overall research model is depicted in Figure

3–2.

(1) ABI and climate

H51a: An egoistic climate negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H51b: A benevolent climate positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H51c: A principled climate positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
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(2) ABI and sustainability

H52a: Social sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H52b: Economic sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H52c: Ecologic sustainability positively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.

(3) ABI and risk

H53a: Financial risk negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.
H53b: Non-financial risk negatively influences an individual’s trust level through ABI.

(4) ABI and products and services

H54a: Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on an individual’s
trust level through ABI.

H54b: Ethical information and contract standards have a positive influence on an individ-
ual’s trust level through ABI.

H545c: High product and promotion standards have a positive influence on an individual’s
trust level through ABI.

H54d: Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on an individ-
ual’s trust level through ABI.

H54e: General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on an individual’s trust level
through ABI.
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Figure 3–2: Multi-level research model for CI-study, external
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3.2 Research Design

The research design of study 2 is close to the design of study 1. In alignment with study 1,

study 2 follows the compatibility thesis of Howe (1988) and the work of Newman et al. (2003).

Thus the reason for conducting this MMR relies first on the overall exploratory13 research ques-

tion: How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-

client adviser business relationship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at

both the micro (ABI components) and the macro level (OTR components) in banks?

This broad research question can be answered by posing the confirmatory14 RQs (hypothe-

ses) that are presented in chapter 3.1.

As was explained in study 1, exploratory RQs are linked to QUAL research and aim to find

more information about an unknown construct such as trust in the client-client adviser relation-

ship. By first posing an exploratory question this study can illustrate why and how the predicted

relationship occurs (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Confirmatory RQs, on the other hand, are

linked to QUAN research and test theoretical propositions (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009), so

enabling this study to confirm that an independent15 variable may have a predicted effect on a

dependent16 variable. By perusing both exploratory and confirmatory RQs, the reader will gain

a holistic understanding of the complex construct of trust in client-client adviser relationships.

Similarly to study 1, study 2 employs the conversion mixed design depicted in Figure 3–3.

A conversion mixed design refers to a multistrand parallel design by which QUAN and QUAL

components are intermixed. Thus, one type of data is transformed – more precisely, in this

study, data are quantitized. Later, the investigator can analyse the data using both qualitative

and quantitative research methods (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). In this study two types of

data, namely MM interviews and QUAN questionnaires, are used for thematic and statistical

analysis. In the thematic analysis, the study refers to the dimensions of ABI and OTR presented

above. For statistical analysis, a multiple mediation approach is applied (Preacher & Hayes,

2008). By applying a conversion mixed design, this study follows the approach of Onwuegbuzie

13 Exploratory research refers to investigations concerned with generating information about the unknown as-
pects of a phenomenon. QUAL research is typically but not always, exploratory in nature (Teddlie &
Tashakkori, 2009, p. 335).
14 Confirmatory research refers to investigations aimed at testing propositions typically based on theory or a
conceptual framework. QUAN research is mostly confirmatory in nature (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 331).
15 An independent variable refers to a variable (often shown by an x) that is presumed to influence or affect a
dependent variable (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 336).
16 A dependent variable refers to a variable (often shown by a y) that is presumed to be affected by an inde-
pendent variable (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 333).
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& Leech (2004: p. 784), assuming that “statistical analysis fosters the interpretation of qualita-

tive themes.”
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Figure 3–3: Conversion mixed-method design for study 2
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3.2.1 Research sampling

The sampling strategy for this study is shown in Figure 3–4. It includes, first, multiple prob-

ability techniques and second, purposive techniques. In doing so, this research sampling strat-

egy is close to that of study 1. The successive use of probability and purposive techniques is

also defined as sequential MM sampling. Within multiple probability techniques, cluster and

stratified sampling were applied successively. Cluster sampling is used to identify banking

groups in the banking industry. The following three groups were clustered: conventional, sus-

tainable and Christian banks. The group comprising conventional banks was divided into five

sub-groups: universal, private, state, savings and cooperative banks. Next, stratified sampling

was applied. In stratified sampling individuals, or, more precisely, clients and client-advisers

operating in one or more of the three main groups, were identified. In total, 114 participants (40

clients and 74 client-advisers), were interviewed with reference to incidents involving trust in

client client-adviser business relationships. To get more information about the stakeholder-spe-

cific nature of trust, the participant group was divided into clients and client-advisers. Based on

the results of the multiple probability techniques, multiple purposive techniques are explained.

From the clients’ interviews, critical cases were collected while applying critical case sampling.

For this reason, an individual case was selected that was very important in understanding the

phenomenon of trust in client-client adviser relationships. Thus, critical case sampling allowed

the investigator to best transfer the information to further cases. Participants were asked to de-

scribe cases as being of either high or low trust. Each participant then ranked his cases on a 5-

point Likert scale17 indicating the individual’s trust level, with ‘1’ indicating a very low level

of trust and ‘5’ indicating that a very high level of trust was perceived in a critical trust situation.

Cases ranked with a ‘1’ or a ‘5’ are cases of extreme or deviant case sampling. Other research-

ers, such as Stringfield (1994), call this type of sampling outlier sampling because cases chosen

are near the ends of the trust continuum. As noted above these are cases with either a very low

or a very high level of trust. Researchers believe that extreme cases give especially valuable

information about the concept of trust. Additionally, extreme cases may give the investigator

the chance to compare contrasting cases of either high or low trust and to compare the extremes

with the normal level of trust. The next sampling approach was intensity sampling. When using

the term intensity sampling (Patton, 2002) the researcher is referring to the selection of informa-

tive cases that illustrate the individual’s perception of the trust phenomenon intensively but not

extremely. These cases are expressed by trust level ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘4’, where ‘2’ represents a trust

17 A Likert scale measures a respondent’s level of agreement or disagreement to a series of items related to
the investigator’s topic of interest (Likert, 1932).
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level lower than average and ‘4’ represents a trust level above average. A ‘3’ represents the

average trust level as perceived by an individual during a trust situation.

In using these techniques, study 2 benefits from both breadth (QUAN) and depth (QUAL)

in fully understanding the complex phenomenon of trust in banks. Out of QUAN and QUAL

data, QUAN and QUAL results are combined at the interference stage (see also Figure 3–3)

and at a later stage, in section 6, used to reach the overall objective of this thesis, “Building an

effective trust concept for banks and their most relevant stakeholders while taking into consid-

eration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and macro level in banks”. During the inter-

ference stage the investigator paid particular attention to the credibility18 of the QUAL design

and to safeguarding the internal validity19 of the QUAN design. Implications of this study are

suitable for generalization and, when generalized, can be applied successfully to a variety of

banking institutions; the study paid particular attention to the transferability20 and external va-

lidity21 of the results. From the perspective of the QUAL research design, results may be trans-

ferred to client-advisers and clients operating in the banking context or to other banking insti-

tutions. Therefore the investigator made sure she knew the characteristics of the study sample

(sending context) and the characteristics of the context to which the results were to be trans-

ferred (receiving context).

18 Credibility is a measure for guaranteeing internal validity. It assures that a research report is “credible” to
the participants taking part in the study. Credibility may be attained by a variety of approaches, for instance
prolonged engagement, persistent observation and triangulation. In MM research credibility is also called
interference quality. (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 300)

19 Internal validity is defined as the validity of interferences about whether the validity between two variables
is causal. (Shadish et al., 2002, p. 508)

20 Transferability is the generalization of interferences from a dedicated sending context to a particular receiv-
ing context (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 346)

21 External validity is the validity of interferences about whether the causal relationship holds over variations
in persons, settings, treatment variables, and measurement variables (Shadish et al., 2002, p. 507)
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Figure 3–4: Sequential mixed methods sampling approach for study 2
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3.2.2 Data collection strategy

In a similar way to study 1, study 2 followed a two stage-process. More precisely, a between-

strategy was applied, including two single data-collection strategies. First, 114 MM-interviews

and in a sequential step 114 QUAN-questionnaires were used to gain a holistic understanding

of the construct of trust in client-client adviser relationships. MM-interviews and QUAN-ques-

tionnaires were combined because doing so is regarded as providing a powerful tool to generate

complex mixed data (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).

Pilot study –

The approach to data collection began with two pilot studies that laid the foundation for

future data collection for study 2. The first pilot study involved interviewing six client-advisers

and six clients whereby it was guaranteed that each type of bank a conventional, sustainable or

Christian bank was represented. The second pilot study was aimed at testing the QUAN-ques-

tionnaire; questionnaires were given to each of the twelve interview participants to complete.

This pilot study collected only a very small amount of data but was intended to lead to the

identification of possible problems in the subsequent data collection process as previously de-

scribed in study 1 and following in the footsteps of Van Teijlingen et al. (2001), Van Teijlingen

and Hundley (2002).

In the following the data collection process for study 2 is explained.

MM Interviews –

As in study 1, at first the researcher relied on carrying out interviews. Interviews allowed the

investigator not only to understand and receive deep insights into the banking industry and the

phenomenon of trust in client-client adviser relationships, but also to ask for further explana-

tions of vague responses and to give further clarification if an interviewee had difficulty under-

standing a question (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In the interviews, clients and client-advisers

of banks answered open-ended as well as closed-ended questions to generate INT-MM data. A

general interview guide approach was chosen for interviewing, in which topics and issues were

defined in advance. The sequence and wording of open-ended questions differed in the course

of the interview and according to the interviewee (Patton, 2002). As Patton (2002: p. 348) ex-

plains, open-ended items “force respondents to express their own understanding in their own

terms”.
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Thus, clients and client-advisers in the interview study had the chance to express their own

thoughts about how they defined the construct of trust and to give examples of situations in

which they strongly perceived either very high or very low levels of trust. As a contrast to open-

ended questions, one question with closed-ended items was added. These questions forced cli-

ents and client-advisers to fit their knowledge, experiences, and feelings about the construct of

trust into predefined categories (Patton, 2002) – more precisely, into a 5-point Likert scale.

Interviews took place either face-to-face or via phone (see also Crichton & Kinash, 2003).

Clients were interviewed by means of two different interview schemes. Each differed

slightly depending on whether the client had a bank account with only a conventional or with a

conventional and a sustainable/Christian banking institution. The different forms are explained

briefly in the following.

INT-MM CC: Clients who had a bank account only at a conventional bank

INT-MM CS: Clients who had a bank account at a conventional and at a sustainable bank/Chris-

tian bank

Different interview approaches were chosen because changing to another institution might

have occurred if a person had experienced one or several negative critical incident situations

(CIS). In contrast, the reason for staying might have been the occurrence of one or several

positive CIS. By addressing each of the two groups, the researcher was able to draw an objective

picture of the phenomenon of trust and take into consideration positive as well as negative

incidents. The MM interview question guide is given in Appendix B, Table 0–1.

Critical-Incident-Technique (CIT) – As explained in study 1, the CIT aims at summarizing

and analysing data efficiently to make it useful, particularly for practical purposes. As this work

intends to derive implications not only for theory but also for practice, this method was very

useful (Flanagan, 1954).

To apply the CIT successfully in study 2, the following five steps were taken during the

interview sessions. First, the researcher gave a brief introduction stating the purpose of the

study22 to each client or client-adviser. Interviewees were told that it was the researcher’s in-

tention to find out more about the phenomenon of trust in client-client adviser relationships –

that is to say, through which antecedents trust appears and disappears. Second, the reasons for

having chosen the interviewee were stated. Each client or client-adviser was not selected for

22 Please refer to 1.2 to gain more information about the primary aim of this research study.
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any special reason but rather they were chosen because their participation would inform the

research topic about trust. Third, reference was made to ethical issues and it was emphasized

that the investigator was well aware that each incident contained highly personal information

so the researcher made sure that anonymity was guaranteed for each participant and for the

persons and firms mentioned during the CIS. Names, places of residence, and actual and former

employers of participants were anonymized to ensure that no research results would lead to any

negative publicity for any of the participants, persons or firms mentioned in the dataset. The

aspect of the interview of the greatest interest was step four of the CIT: asking the interviewee

to describe a CIS dealing with the phenomenon of either a high or a low level of trust. Thus,

the investigator asked for situations of extreme behaviour, either outstandingly effective or in-

effective with regard to trust in a client-client adviser relationship. The instructions for each

interview partner were made as specific as possible regarding the standards to be used in eval-

uating and classifying the phenomenon of trust. Each participant was asked:

“In which business situation have you experienced a very high and a very low level of trust?

Please refer to one of the following stakeholders: a client or a client-adviser.”

Lastly, the conversation with the interviewee avoided asking leading sub-questions after the

general main question. If the main question was not understood correctly, it was repeated and

made more specific. During the conversation, the investigator made sure that each participant

referred to the following five criteria while describing the incident: First, that the actual behav-

iour had been reported by the interviewee; second, that the behaviour had been clearly observed

by himself; third, that all critical factors of the incident were described by the interviewee;

fourth, that the interviewee made an explicit judgment regarding how critical the behaviour

was; and last that the interviewee made clear why he believed that the behaviour was critical.

If the descriptions of the observer were rather imprecise, the researcher asked the following

sub-questions to gather more details on the place, the persons, the conditions and the activities

in each case.

- “Which services did you talk about during the conversation?” (activities)

- “Where did the conversation take place?” (place)

- “Why did you think there should be trust in that critical situation?” (condition)

- “When did the critical situation occur? For example, at the beginning of the business rela-

tionship, in due time, at the end etc.” (condition)

- “How did you react?” (activities)
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- “How did you perceive the trust situation? Positively or negatively?” (condition)

- “Has your basis of trust changed towards the trustee over time?” (condition)

Concerning the questioning-technique, this study additionally relied on the approach of Lap-

idot et al. (2007) and asked each trustor to describe an event that had strengthened or reduced

their trust in a client-client adviser relationship. An example of a typical CIS is that given by

interview partner Noel (INT-MM-CC22), a client, who told us:

“I remember one situation where I invested in a banking product at my local bank. The bank

adviser ensured me that the product would offer a profitable return within the next half year.

But unfortunately, half a year later, I had a significant loss. So, I complained about it. Although

we didn’t have any written record of my previous conversation, the client-adviser promised me

that the bank would pay compensation. So that was really great.”

At the end of each CIS, interviewees were asked to mark their individual trust level using a

5-point scale. Noel answered: “Well, I had a high degree of trust in my client-adviser – so I

choose a 5.” Of the 410 responses that were obtained, 131 (32%) were responses such as: “I

didn’t experience any CIS concerning that trustee.” Such responses were not included in the

analysis. Using this method, the researcher received 279 CIS.

When being prepared for data analysis the CIS were sorted along the following sampling

scheme. By applying stratified sampling, cases were clustered along stakeholder groups to de-

tect possible differences in the stakeholder-specific nature of trust (Harris & Wicks, 2010; Pir-

son & Malhotra, 2011; Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Of the total, 58% referred to the client-

client adviser relationship and 42% focused on the client adviser-client relationship. Based upon

critical case sampling, 53% were identified as extreme cases. Of these, 25% referred to a very

low level of trust (Likert scale 1) and a further 28% focused on a very high level of trust (Likert

scale 5). Furthermore, 47% were identified as informative cases as they referred to trust levels

2 (16%), 3 (8%) and 4 (23%).

In the following, the second data collection procedure, the self-developed questionnaire for

client-advisers and clients, is explained.

QUAN-questionnaires − 

In the second step of data-collection process the investigator relied on questionnaires. Ques-

tionnaires were distributed to clients and client-advisers after the interview process.
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Questionnaires themselves are well suited to gaining clients’ self-reports about their atti-

tudes, beliefs and feelings towards the phenomenon of trust in client-client adviser relation-

ships. A QUAN questionnaire containing solely closed-ended QUAN questions was used (Ted-

dlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Every question was therefore rated either on a 5-point Likert scale

(Likert, 1932) or by a numeric indication.

Six forms of client questionnaire were distributed depending on whether the client was a

private, business or an institutional client of a conventional or, additionally, of a sustaina-

ble/Christian banking institution.

QUEST-QUAN PCC: Private clients of conventional banks

QUEST-QUAN BCC: Business clients of conventional banks

QUEST-QUAN ICC: Institutional clients of conventional banks

QUEST-QUAN PCS: Private clients now or in the past, of a sustainable/Christian bank

QUEST-QUAN BCS: Business clients now or in the past, of a sustainable/Christian bank

QUEST-QUAN ICS: Institutional clients now or in the past, of a sustainable/Christian bank

The questionnaire for clients is given in Appendix B in Table 0–2.

Data were collected predominately from the German banking sector. Participants were re-

cruited via business social networking services such as Xing and LinkedIn. Data collection took

place from December 2014 to April 2016. The response rate totalled 67%. Out of 121 partici-

pants, 56 participants were interviewed as clients and a further 65 were interviewed as client-

advisers. Participants were informed that participation was voluntary and that, based upon eth-

ical research criteria, all names of the participants as well as the banking institutions’ names

were anonymized. By using cluster sampling, clients and client-advisers were grouped in one

of three banking clusters.

From the 56 clients, 57% were interviewed as private clients, 30% as business clients and

13% were interviewed as institutional clients. Based on the 56 client interviews, 54% had a

bank account at a conventional bank while 46% had a bank account at both a sustainable/Chris-

tian and a conventional bank. The average client respondent was male, aged between 46 and 50

years old and had had a bank account at their local bank for about 16 years. Of the clients, 35%

worked in consultancy, 29% in the financial services and insurance industry and 13% worked

in the community. The average client was married, had children and possessed a net household

income of more than 4001 €.
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Out of 65 client-advisers, 64% worked in a conventional bank, 36% were employed in a

sustainable/Christian banking institution, 31% had changed from a conventional to a sustaina-

ble/Christian bank and 17% had changed from a sustainable/Christian to a conventional bank-

ing institution. The average client-adviser was male, aged between 36 and 40 years old, had

worked in the banking industry for about 19 years and had worked for their current bank for

about 10 years.

As study 2 is a mixed-methods study, measurement scales are both QUAL and QUAN

scales. Similarly to study 1, QUAL measurement scales were used to establish a coding scheme

─ a necessary precondition to prepare for ongoing qualitative content analysis. As the re-

searcher aimed to finally compare the results of all three studies, measurement scales differ

only slightly between the three studies. For example, in study 1 the theme ‘leadership’ was

analysed to discover how different leadership styles influence an individual’s trust in a super-

visor-subordinate relationship. In study 2, leadership styles are of less interest when the focus

is on an individual’s trust within a client-client adviser relationship. Therefore in study 2 the

theme ‘leadership’ was replaced by ‘ethical product and services offerings’. To establish a de-

ductive coding scheme for study 2, validated scales from top-tier journals were used to discover

relevant text passages in the interviews’ QUAL part. QUAL-scales are differentiated according

to the following QUAL themes: ethical climate, sustainability, risk, ethical product and service

offerings, and trustworthiness. QUAN measurement scales were used to assess an individual’s

trust level using a 5-point Likert scale.

QUAL measurement for continuing QUAL-content analysis

Five organizational areas in banks were analysed so they could act as potential antecedents

of trust, based on premise 1 of the research model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009).

Trustworthiness – As in study 1 and to measure trustworthiness in banks, the “widely used

measurement scale” (Dietz, 2011, p. 215) of Mayer & Davis (1999) was used. As explained in

the literature review, trustworthiness consists of three dimensions: ability, benevolence and in-

tegrity (ABI) dimensions. Ability and integrity were measured on a 6-item scale and benevo-

lence on a 5-item scale. Thus, each of the 17 items expressing one form of trustworthiness was

included in the coding scheme, which is a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

Climate – To analyse ethical climate in a bank, the measurement scales of the ECQ were

used, based on the work of Victor & Cullen (1987) and Smart & Sherlock (1985). As noted
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previously, ethical climate consists of three main dimensions, which in turn include nine sub-

dimensions: self-interest, company profit and efficiency, friendship, team interest and social

responsibility, personal morality, laws and professional codes, rules, standards and operating

procedures. Each of the nine sub-dimensions consisted of a 4-item scale. Thus, 36 items repre-

senting forms of ethical climate were included in the coding scheme and are a prerequisite for

continuing QUAL analysis.

Sustainability – To analyse sustainability this study relied, as did the first study, on the triple

bottom line approach of Elkington (2004), including social, economic and ecologic sustainabil-

ity. Using the main categories of Elkington (2004), the scale was adapted to banks, using, sub-

items of OekomResearch (2015) – a German sustainability rating agency for measuring sus-

tainability in banks. In total 31 items comprising 14 social sustainability items, seven economic

sustainability items and a further 10 ecologic sustainability items were included in the coding

scheme and serve as a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

Risk – Based upon recent risk literature regarding banks, risks were divided into two dimen-

sions, FRs and NFRs (Jackson, 2015; Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016). From six items,

three items concerning FRs and three items referring to NFRs formed part of the QUAL coding

scheme.

Products and services – The scale of the American Marketing Association (AMA) (AMA,

1986) was used to explore this category. In line with the work of Forsyth (1980), Forsyth (1992)

and Vitell, Rallapalli, et al. (1993) the scale aims at identifying marketing ethics and ethical

guidelines in client-client adviser relationships. The scale is composed of five dimensions: Price

and distribution standards (PDNs) consisting of a 6-item scale, information and contract stand-

ards (ICNs) composed of 6 items, product and promotion standards (PPNs) containing 5 items,

obligation and disclosure standards (ODNs) comprising 4 items and general honesty and integ-

rity (GHI) composed of 4 items. Thus in total 25 items were included in the coding scheme and

serve as a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

QUAN measures for continuing multiple mediation modelling

Trust − Similarly to study 1, each participant was asked to report a critical situation of high

and low trust. For the researcher to find out more about the participant’s trust level as perceived

in a critical situation a 5-point Likert scale was used in which ‘1’ represents a very low level of

trust and ‘5’ represents a high level of trust.
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3.2.3 Analysis

The same steps were used for data analysis as in study 1. These are depicted in Figure 3–5

and explained in the following.

Figure 3–5: Steps for MM-analysis concerning study 2

Step 1 – Research question and theoretical background: From the very beginning it is the

research question driving this study. The explanatory RQ is:

“How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-client

adviser business relationship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both

the micro (ABI components) and the macro level (OTR components) in banks?

Based on this RQ, the researcher scanned the trust literature and searched for antecedents of

trust, particularly themes in which the micro and macro level of trust were affected. Ihe inves-

tigator decided to address five themes a priori, based on theory and extensive research findings.
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Two models were used: the ABI model of Mayer et al. (1995) affecting the individual level of

trust and the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) affecting the organizational level of trust

analysis. The OTR model refers to trust antecedents leading either to an enhancement or to a

reduction in organizational trust. These antecedents23 are the following: climate; sustainable

strategy; risks and products and services. By applying the similarity principle, the investigator

could understand which units of information taken out of the QUAL dataset could be included

under “cover terms”, that is to say ABI, climate, sustainable strategy, risk and products and

services. Thus the similarity principle guided the thematic process of the study to detect com-

monalities in the QUAL dataset.

Step 2 – Definition of categories: In order to answer the exploratory RQ, as in study 1, each

antecedent of trust represents one main coding category. In this way all codings are linked to

trust literature and are grounded in theoretical arguments for influencing levels of trust in cli-

ent-client adviser relationships. Thus, this study applies the approach of analytic induction (see

for instance Berg, 2004; Denzin, 1989; Patton, 2002). Furthermore, the coding categories are

grouped in a nominal way. Thus, categories consist of a list of independent variables belonging

to one structuring dimension; e.g. main category: A: climate and sub-categories: A1: egoistic

climate, A2 benevolent climate, A3 principled climate (Davis & Smith, 2005).

Step 3 – Coding guideline: The coding guideline aimed to guarantee transparency and va-

lidity in coding at all times in study 2. The guidelines shown in Appendix D - Table 0–2 have

been applied to this study. Referring, for instance, to trustworthiness, the coding scheme of

Mayer et al. (1995) and Mayer & Davis (1999) was used. The items that have been used were

validated in top-tier journals to help ensure high-quality results. Each of the aggregated dimen-

sions was given a definition founded on research. Next, most of the aggregated dimensions

were divided into sub-categories24. Sub-categories represent the journals’ item scales. The

reader is provided with a permanent example in the results section, 3.3.

For example, the following CIS25 was coded while allocating the code benevolence partic-

ularly to its first-order category: “Needs and desires are very important to x”. A client, Ashley

(INT-MM-CC26), in describing a CIS refers to his client-adviser thus:

23 The antecedents of trust taken from the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) have been slightly adapted for the
banking environment.

24 Sub-categories may also be defined as first-order categories in some journals, e.g. AMJ.
25 According to Flanagan (1954) a critical situation in the banking context focuses on either high or low trust
including one trustor and one trustee. The trust level in each critical incident situation is rated on a 5-point
Likert scale.
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“This is a situation when I had a lot of trust in a client-adviser. We wanted to

buy a building site and needed finance. I had the impression that the client-

adviser was well qualified as he was able to answer all the questions and

showed us different possibilities for financing. In addition, he always paid

attention to my needs. So my trust level towards him was a 5.”

Step 4 – Coding process: As in study 1, the coding process was started by applying a cate-

gorical strategy breaking down narrative data into parts: that is to say CIS out of the raw ma-

terial – a unique QUAL dataset26. Afterwards, the material was coded from its beginning on-

wards. During the coding process each of the first-order categories of the ABI and OTR model

was checked to see if it could be allocated to the qualitative material.

In the case of a prototypical text passage representing an aggregate dimension, the passage

was added to the coding guideline and presented in the results section. The qualitative material

was coded twice. A graduate student served as the second coder. As in study 1, the second

coder was introduced to the overall aim of the study and to the coding process to ensure a

general understanding of the coding approach at all times.

Step 5 – Revision: Each of the two coders completed the coding process on his own. Only

important problems were discussed during this process, e.g. difficulties with the coding alloca-

tion or problems of general understanding. At the very end the coding results were compared.

Cohen’s kappa – a measure of inter-rater reliability was used. Cohen’s kappa was calculated

for each code. A kappa value higher than κ > 0.75 is an indicator of excellent data quality 

(Cohen, 1960; Cohen, 1968). All codes that have been used for data analysis exceed κ > 0.75. 

In addition, all codings were checked for their usefulness with regard to the main RQ (face

validity). Codings that did not serve the overall objective of this study, namely to “build an

effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-client adviser relationship while

taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and macro level” were

deleted.27

Step 6 – Final workthrough: At the end of the coding process the researcher made sure that

the allocation of codes is equivalent to the allocation of codes at the very beginning of the

26 The raw material is composed of interviews (studies 1 and 2), AR, SR and HRR (study 3).
27 Those codings that were referring to consequences of a CIS or the awareness of either a definition or a CIS

were deleted. Those codings can be used for ongoing studies.
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coding process. Several cross checks were made to guarantee the validity of the coding guide-

lines at all times.

Step 7 – Presenting QUAL data: Data have been presented using an effect matrix (see Table

3–1) to highlight important QUAL data results. The matrix mainly addresses the QUAL com-

ponent (themes of ABI, risk, sustainable business approach, products and services) and inte-

grates the QUAN part of the dataset (numeric indices about the frequency of each coding cat-

egory).

Step 8 – Transforming QUAL data into QUAN data by means of a conversion mixed design:

Step 8 bridges the gap between QUAL and QUAN data analysis and is the unique characteristic

of an MM data analysis (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). This study follows Onwuegbuzie &

Leech (2004: p. 784) in assuming that “statistical analysis fosters the interpretation of qualita-

tive themes”. Thus, a conversion mixed design has been applied in this study. Therefore, each

sub-item within the first-order categories is treated as a dichotomous variable in which the

statements are assessed either as applicable when the sub-item equals 1 or not applicable when

the sub-item equals 0. The sum of the first-order categories constitutes the variables.

Step 9 – Continue with QUAN-analysis: In the third step study 2 relied, as did study 1, on

SPSS 24 and PROCESS to analyse the research model (Hayes, 2013) presented in Figure 3–2.

As a first step, a correlation analysis was conducted to assess whether the examined variables

were correlated or not. Thus, associations could be numerically quantified between the depend-

ent variable Y and independent variables Xi. Following the most popular approaches that quan-

tify linear associations between Y and Xi, it is referred to as Pearson’s r. In a second step, a

parallel multiple mediation approach was applied (Preacher & Hayes, 2008; Hayes, 2013). A

parallel multiple mediator model allowed us to test mediating effects of ABI simultaneously

and to apply bootstrapping, the most powerful and reasonable research method for obtaining

confidence intervals for indirect effects (Briggs, 2006; Williams & MacKinnon, 2008). Thus it

was possible to find out if the potential antecedents of trust of the OTR model were influencing

an individual’s trust level in a client-client adviser relationship indirectly through three media-

tors: ability, benevolence and integrity.

In the following, the reader is provided with the results that support or do not support the

main hypotheses.
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3.3 Results

The results section is structured as follows. First, the outcome derived from the QUAN ques-

tionnaire and from quotes taken out of the MM interviews is highlighted. It shows that trust

between client and client-adviser in banks is a topic of high importance. Next, the main research

question underlying this work is addressed:

“How can we build an effective trust concept for banks and in particular for the client-client

adviser business relationship while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both

the micro and macro level in banks?

Reference is made to the MM interview results being divided into a QUAL and QUAN section.

Both parts aim to focus on the interplay between the micro and macro level and how those

levels affect trust in the client-client adviser relationship. Content analysis themes are presented

in the QUAL section to present coding and typical critical incidents taken from the transcripts.

Third, and within the QUAN section, descriptive statistics and correlations are highlighted be-

fore moving on to the parallel multiple mediator model. In addition the results address the moral

and ethical aspects of legitimacy theory because the coding guideline addresses ethical aspects,

particularly in regard to the moral aspects of leadership, ethical work climate and sustainability

issues. As this dataset contains information not only about conventional banks but also about

Christian and sustainable banks, it can be used to find how far legitimate actions are influencing

trust in banks and to discover whether sustainable and Christian banks are acting more legiti-

mately and are more trusted than are conventional banks. Quantitative results from the overall

multiple mediator model can be seen in Figure 3–10.

Trust – a construct of high importance in banks: As the research of Román (2003); Saparito

et al. (2004); Gill et al. (2006) and Saeednia & Abdollahi (2012) indicates, trust in the client-

client adviser relationship is a topic of high importance. The MM interviews and the QUAN

questionnaires confirmed empirically that trust is a topic of high importance in banks, especially

in the client-client adviser relationship. Using a 5-point scale (mean = 4.67; sd = 0.72) 78% of

clients indicated that trust is of high importance, while 14% stated that trust is important in the

client client-adviser relationship. Only 1% of clients stated that trust would not be important at

all. Client Noel (INT-MM-CC22) highlights how important it is to have trust in his client-ad-

viser:
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“To have trust in a client-adviser is very important for me. I expect him to be an expert in

the financial markets and to have very good knowledge of banking products so he is always

informed about risks and chances and will give me a call if my financial investment deterio-

rates.”

Second, client-advisers were asked how important it was to have trust in their clients. Using

a 5-point scale (mean = 4.78; sd = 0.60) 85% of the client-advisers indicated that trust is of high

importance, while 10% stated that trust is important. None of the client-advisers stated that

having trust in clients is not important at all. The importance of having trust in clients is exem-

plified by the words of interview partner Gregory (INT-MM-ESC10):

“To have trust in your client is very important. A trusting relationship develops over time

and is characterized by continuity. When you trust your client you can do business in a different

way. For instance, you can make a contract without the client’s signature and the client signs

the contract a month later. Or if you trust your client, you are more willing to grant credit even

if the client’s financial background is not great. Sometimes it is a challenge to retain that trusting

relationship. For example, if the client complains it is important to take action as soon as pos-

sible. If bigger problems occur it is necessary to have a face-to-face conversation with the client

– sometimes even board members are present. Otherwise clients might decide to leave the bank-

ing institution.”

In the following, the MM interview results particularly highlight content analysis themes,

descriptive statistics and results of the parallel multiple mediator model grouped by the quali-

tative themes of climate, sustainability, risk and ethical product and service offerings. The focus

is on the interplay between micro and macro levels and how these levels affect trust in the

client-client adviser relationship. In addition, ethical aspects, particularly in regard to the moral

aspects of ethical work climate, sustainability issues and ethical products and services are high-

lighted. In addition, the results could show whether sustainable and Christian banks are more

legitimate and trusted than conventional banks are.

Climate −The investigator will now turn to the interrelationship between climate and ABI. 

In Table 3–1 content analysis themes are shown. Based on the approach of Smart & Sherlock

(1985) climate was separated into its three sub-dimensions: egoistic, benevolent and principled

climate. In the second column, the coding categories that were used in QUAL content analysis

are described. In the third column the investigator shows the frequencies of codings, the per-

centage value within each sub-theme in relation to CIS and inferences around each climate type
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and ABI. Codings reveal that in a critical trust situation climate type is important because the

three sub-themes could all be allocated to the dataset. The type of climate is perceived by both

clients and client-advisers in one CIS.

The most common form of climate in client-client adviser relationships is principled climate,

for which, out of 279 CIS, 140 codings (50%) could be allocated. Second, for a benevolent

climate the investigator was able to allocate 120 (43%) codings to the CIS. Egoistic climate

was the least common in the dataset but nevertheless totalled 82 codings (29%). Descriptive

statistics reveal a first impression of the interrelationship between a climate type and ABI.

When first focusing on ‘ability’ the researcher found that a benevolent climate (90 codings; 32

%) is most interlinked with the characteristic ‘ability’. In contrast, an egoistic climate and abil-

ity are least interrelated (12 codings; 4%). For benevolence, the highest interrelationship in the

codings was detected with a benevolent climate (98 codings; 35%) and the least with an egoistic

climate (11 codings; 4%). A benevolent climate and a principled climate are most interlinked

with integrity as the two sub-dimensions together included 82 codings which accounted for

29%. An egoistic climate is hardly dependent on integrity (14 codings; 5%). As it was assumed

that ABI fosters trust in client-adviser client relationship, this study concludes that a benevolent

climate is most effective when the aim is to create a trusted client-client adviser relationship.

On the other hand, an egoistic climate seems to be less favourable for attaining trust within

client-client adviser relationships in banks.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
eg

o
is

ti
c

cl
im

at
es

- people concerned for themselves
- no room for personal morals
- people protect their own interest
- what is best for themselves
-further company’s interest
-hurts company’s interest
-concern with the company’s interest
-view decisions in terms of profit
- consider efficiency first
- efficient way is always the right way
- expected to work efficiently
- efficient solutions sought

- egoistic climates 82 (29%)

Relationships:
- egoistic climates and ability 12
(4%):
- egoistic climates and benevo-
lence 11 (4%)
- egoistic climates and integrity
14 (5%)

Liv (INT-MM-CC18) tells us: “Well,
sometimes I experienced conversations
with client-advisers which were and com-
pletely opposite to my needs. That was be-
cause the products didn’t fit my require-
ments. The risk profile was completely dif-
ferent from the products the client-adviser
offered me. Thus, the client-adviser
wanted to sell me funds, but in my view
the risk was too high for me as the fund
was composed only of shares. Normally I
use only term deposit. I really think that
the client-adviser only wanted to maximise
his own profit. Trust towards the client-ad-
viser was really low. I choose a 1.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could not be coded.

b
en

ev
ol

en
t

cl
im

at
es

- look out for each other’s good
- concern for what is best for others
- primary concern is for the organisation
- care for each individual
- concern for all the people
- what is best for everyone
- view team spirit as important
- what is best for employees
- do what is right for the customer
- strong responsibility to the community
- concerned about customer’s interest
- customer is primary concern

- benevolent climates total 120
(43%)

Relationships:
- benevolent climates and ability
90 (32%)
- benevolent climates and benev-
olence 98 (35%)
- benevolent climates and integ-
rity 82 (29%)

Ashley (INT-MM-CC26) states: “This is a
situation when I had great trust in a client-
adviser. We wanted to buy a building site
and needed a financing. I had the impres-
sion that the client-adviser was well quali-
fied as he was able to answer all the ques-
tions and showed us different possibilities
for financing it. In addition, he always paid
attention to my needs. So the trust level to-
wards him was a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be coded.

p
ri

n
ci

pl
ed

cl
im

at
es

- follow personal beliefs
- decide for themselves what is right
- each person’s sense of right and wrong
- guided by their own beliefs
- does decision violate any law
- comply with the law
- strictly follow legal standards
- law is a major consideration
- follow company’s rules
- stick to company rules
- successful people go by the book
- obey company rules

- principled climates total 140
(50%)

Relationships:
- principled climate and ability
72 (26%)
- principled climate and
benevolence 76 (27%)
- principled climates and
integrity 82 (29%)

Robyn (INT-MM-CS15) says: “I trust the
client-adviser because I can rely on the
bank’s procedures. For instance, I was able
to open an account quite quickly. Pro-
cesses were well established and minimal.
Of course, it was because I was able to use
post ident procedure. Afterwards, I re-
ceived the bank card quickly. I never had
anything to complain about. So my trust
level towards the client-adviser was a 4.“

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be coded.

Table 3–1: Content analysis themes for CIS, external – Climate and ABI

In a second step, the researcher could draw inferences about the relationships between the

dimensions of ABI and each climate type. Bivariate correlations were used followed by parallel

multiple mediator models.

Correlations – Table 3–2 points out bivariate correlations for ABI and the organizational

climate in client adviser-client relationships. Correlations may show significant relationships

within the following three dimensions: (1) climate and an individual’s trust level, (2) ABI and

an individual’s trust level and (3) climate and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relationships between climate and individual trust level – The results demonstrate that a

benevolent climate (r = .61, p<.001) is positively related to individual trust level while an ego-

istic climate is negatively related (r = -.42, p<.001). This study could not show a significant

relationship between a principled climate and individual trust level.
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Relationships between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r = .66, p<.001), benevolence (r = .72, p<.001) and integrity (r = .76, p<.001) are positively

related to individual trust level.

Relationships between climate and ABI – The investigator generally observed that a benev-

olent (ability: r = .54, p<.001; benevolence: r = .60, p<.001; integrity: r = .59, p<.001) and a

principled (ability: r = .20, p<.01; benevolence: r = .20, p<.01; integrity: r = .20, p<.01) climate

were positively linked to ABI. Further, it was detected that an egoistic climate (ability: r = -.36,

p<.001; benevolence: r = -.39, p<.001; integrity: r = -.42, p<.001) was negatively connected to

ABI.

It was concluded that only a benevolent and an egoistic climate were suitable for parallel

mediation modelling as there was no significant relationship between a principled climate and

individual trust level.

Table 3–2: Descriptive statistics and correlations for climate and ABI using CIS, external

The models for egoistic and benevolent climate were tested by means of 10000 bootstrap

samples and a 95% confidence interval. The statistical diagrams for the parallel multiple medi-

ator model are given in Figure 3–6.

Egoistic climate – In the following R-squared, total effect c, and indirect effects of an ego-

istic climate on trust level as well as the total direct effect.

The R-squared values revealed more than half of the variance, 62.8%, of building external

trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators

ABI and the awareness of an egoistic climate.
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The total effect c = -0.296 (p<.001) – measures trust level from an egoistic climate alone. As

the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero [-0.366 to -0.225], it sup-

ports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that an egoistic climate (X) negatively influences

trust level (� ). Thus, hypothesis H1a is supported.

When observing indirect effects, it is confirmed that an egoistic climate influences trust level

through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals sup-

port, with 95% confidence, the assumption that an egoistic climate (X) influences individual’s

trust level (� ) negatively, indirectly through ability [-0.061 to -0.004], benevolence [-0.127 to

-0.045] and integrity [-0.170 to -0.075] as all intervals do not contain zero. As the normal the-

ory-based Sobel test shows, an egoistic climate (X) influences individual’s trust level ( � ) neg-

atively, which is significant from zero through either ability (Z = -2.154, p<.05), benevolence

(Z = -4.010, p<.001) or integrity (Z = -5.006, p<.001) Thus, the results support hypotheses

H1a � � and H1a � � . No evidence was found that an egoistic climate has a positive influence on

ability as a1 = -0.382, p<.001. Hence, this study did not support hypothesis H1a � � .

The total indirect effect analyses the total indirect effect of an egoistic climate (X) on indi-

vidual’s trust level ( � ) summed across all mediators – ABI. The 95% confidence interval con-

firms statistically that the total indirect effect of an egoistic climate (X) through all three medi-

ators is between -0.279 and -0.192. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and

negatively mediate the effect of an egoistic climate on trust. The finding is accordance with

hypothesis H5� � .

As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete mediation has been detected and the result provides maxi-

mum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI lowers the relationship between an egoistic

climate and individual trust level to close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Benevolent climate – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects and total

direct effect are explained.

The R-squared values revealed more than half of the variance, 63.8%, of building external

trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators

ABI and the awareness of a benevolent climate. The total effect c = 0.456 (p<.001) measures

trust level from a benevolent climate alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval

does not include zero [0.372 to 0.557], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that a

benevolent climate (X) positively influences trust level ( � ). Thus, hypothesis H1b is supported.
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When observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that a benevolent climate influences

trust level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence in-

tervals support with 95% confidence the assumption that a benevolent climate (X) influences

individual’s trust level (� ) positively, indirectly through ability [0.002 to 0.093] benevolence

[0.049 to 0.190] and integrity [0.105 to 0.257] as the three intervals do not contain zero. The

Sobel test shows that a benevolent climate (X) influences individual’s trust level ( � ) positively,

which is significant from zero through benevolence (Z = 3.147, p<.001) and integrity (Z = 4.383

p<.01). The Sobel test shows that the indirect effect of ability and the impact of a benevolent

climate on trust (Z = 1.862, p<.1). are not significant. Therefore the results from the bootstrap

confidence intervals and the Sobel test are contradictory. As bootstrap confidence intervals take

into account the irregularity of the sampling distribution for the indirect effect and lead to an

inference that is stronger than the Sobel test (Williams & MacKinnon, 2008; Hayes, 2013) the

investigator has relied on the results of the bootstrap confidence intervals. Thus, the study sup-

ports hypotheses H1 � � � , H1� � � and H1 � � � .

When an analysis of the total indirect effect of a benevolent climate (X) on trust level (� )

summed across all mediators – ABI – is made, the 95% confidence interval confirms statisti-

cally that the total indirect effect of a benevolent climate (X) through all three mediators is

between 0.253 and 0.435. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate

the effect of a benevolent climate on trust. The finding is accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As

c’< c and c’≠ 0, a partial mediation has been detected. Thus, ABI accounts for some, but not all 

of the interrelationship between a benevolent climate and individual trust level. Partial media-

tion implies that there is not only a significant relationship between ABI and individual trust

level, but also some direct relationship between benevolent climate and individual trust level

(Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Figure 3–6: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for climate and ABI
using CIS external

Sustainability − Content analysis themes are given in Table 3–3. The three dimensions are 

based on the work of Elkington (2004) who divides a sustainable business approach into three

categories: social, economic and ecologic business alignment. In the second column, the coding

categories used for QUAL content analysis are described. In the third column the frequencies

of the codings, the percentage value in each sub-theme in relation to CIS and inferences of each

sustainability dimension and ABI are given.

Codings reveal that in a critical trust situation social and economic sustainability are partic-

ularly important as the two sub-themes could be allocated to the dataset. The most common

form of sustainability in client-client adviser relationships is economic sustainability (141 cod-

ings, 51%). Second is social sustainability for which the researcher was able to add 79 (28%)

codings to the CIS. Ecologic sustainability is of less importance in client-client adviser rela-

tionships in banks as only 13 codings (5%) could be allocated to the dataset. With so few cod-

ings, the interrelationship between ecologic sustainability and ABI was not compared. Descrip-

tive statistics examine only the interrelationship between social and economic sustainability

and ABI. Economic sustainability (106 codings; 38%) is most interlinked to the characteristic,

ability, while social sustainability and ability are less related (58 codings; 21%). For benevo-

lence, the highest relationship in codings is detected with economic sustainability (116 codings;
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42%) and there are fewer links with social sustainability (58 codings; 21%). For integrity, eco-

nomic sustainability was related to integrity (84 codings; 44%) whereas social sustainability

was less dependent on integrity (60 codings; 22%). For trust enhancement and assuming that

ABI fosters trust in the client-client adviser relationship, economic sustainability is regarded as

most effective while social sustainability seems to be less effective than economic sustainability

in enhancing trust in the client-client adviser relationship in banks.

To find relationships between the dimensions of ABI and each sustainability type, bivariate

correlations and a parallel multiple mediator model were used.

QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

so
ci

al
su

st
ai

n
ab

il
it

y

- sustainable risk management
- creating a cultural diversity combined
with personal freedom
- creating cultural diversity
- securing jobs
- responsibility for workplaces
- corportate social responsibility
- diversity
- women occupy positions in manage-
ment boards, supervisory boards
- reconciliation of interests between
stakeholder groups
- reconciliation of family and work life
- sustainable investments having a so-
cial impact
- observance of human rights
- prevent corruption
- stick to public law system

- social sustainability 79
(28%)

Relationships:
- social sustainability and
ability: 52 (19%)
- social sustainability and
benevolence: 58 (21%)
- social sustainability and
integrity: 60 (22%)

Casey (INT-MM-CC28) tells us: “I trust my client-ad-
viser because he works for a bank that takes responsi-
bility for society. They invest a portion of their reve-
nue in social projects. The bank adviser sometimes
tells me the latest news about those social projects. Ac-
tually, they are financing the local animal park. My
trust level towards my client-adviser is a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be al-
located.

ec
on

o
m

ic
su

st
ai

n
ab

il
it

y

- sustainable achievement of future
earnings
- long-lasting client relationship
- shareholder value
- stakeholder value
- responsible management
- fostering a stable financial market
- data security

- economic sustainability
total 141 (51%)

Relationships:
- economic sustainability
and ability: 106 (38%)
- economic sustainability
and benevolence: 116
(42%)
- economic sustainability
and integrity: 121 (43%)

Orlando (INT-MM-EC33) explains:
“This situation happened a few years ago when I was
responsible for giving advice to a client. The client was
very wealthy and used to regularly talk to one of the
board members. Former advisers told me that he was
very demanding and often changed his opinion. So I
was sure that this task would be really challenging. But
I sensed that we understood each other perfectly. We
discovered that we grew up in the same city and went
to the same school. This was the beginning of a really
trusting relationship. I have given him advice for a few
years and I am really happy that I was able to establish
a long-lasting client relationship. Trust level towards
the client was a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be al-
located.

ec
ol

o
gi

c
su

st
ai

na
bi

li
ty

- sustainable investments
- to foster a vibrant ecosystem
- investing in renewable energies
- environmental reporting
- climate protection strategy
- ecological impact of investment and
credit portfolio
- reuse of resources
- green information systems
- green building
- paperless office

- ecologic sustainability to-
tal 13 (5%)

Relationships:
- ecologic sustainability
and ability: 10 (4%)
- ecologic sustainability
and benevolence: 11 (4%)
- ecologic sustainability
and integrity: 13 (5%)

Omar (INT-MM-CS06) tells us: “As a client I think
it’s great that the client-adviser offers me the possibil-
ity of investing in sustainable products. Thus, I have
the opportunity to support projects that encourage en-
vironmental protection. So, the trust towards my cli-
ent-adviser is a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be al-
located.

Table 3–3: Content analysis themes for CIS, external – Sustainability and ABI

Correlations – Table 3–4 shows bivariate correlations for ABI and forms of sustainability

that appear in client-client adviser relationships in banks. Correlations looked for significant
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relationships between: (1) sustainability and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust

level and (3) sustainability and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relationship between sustainability and individual trust level – The results indicate that so-

cial (r = .29, p<.001), economic (r = .59, p<.001) and ecologic (r = .18, p<.01) sustainability

are positively related to individual trust level.

Relationship between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r = .66, p<.001), benevolence (r = .72, p<.001) and integrity (r = .76, p<.001) are positively

related to individual trust level.

Relationship between sustainability and ABI – The investigator observed that social (ability:

r = .25, p<.001; benevolence: r = .26, p<.001; integrity: r = .29, p<.001), economic (ability: r =

.59, p<.001 benevolence: r = .52, p<.001; integrity: r = .62, p<.001) and ecologic (ability: r =

.16, p<.01 benevolence: r = .16, p<.01; integrity: r = .13, p<.05) sustainability are positively

linked to ABI.

Thus, the dimensions of social, economic and ecologic sustainability can be used for parallel

mediation modelling.

Table 3–4: Descriptive statistics and correlations for sustainability and ABI using CIS, external

The three models for social, economic and ecologic sustainability were tested by means of

10.000 bootstrap samples and a 95% confidence interval. Statistical diagrams of the parallel

multiple mediator model are given in Figure 3–7.

Social sustainability – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of c on

trust level as well as the total direct effect.
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The R-squared values revealed more than half the variance, 62.5%, of building external trust

in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI

and the awareness of socially sustainable banking practices. The total effect c = 0.498 (p<.001)

measures trust level from social sustainability alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence

interval does not contain zero [0.344 to 0.652], it supports with 95% confidence the assumption

that social sustainability (X) positively influences trust level ( � ). This gives support to hypoth-

esis H2a. When observing the indirect effects, the investigator could confirm that social sus-

tainability influences trust level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected boot-

strap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the assumption that social sustaina-

bility (X) influences individual’s trust level ( � ) positively, indirectly through ability [0.009 to

0.121], benevolence [0.060 to 0.274] and integrity [0.130 to 0.327] as all intervals do not con-

tain zero. The Sobel test shows that social sustainability (X) influences individual’s trust level

(� ) positively, which is significant from zero, through both benevolence (Z = 2.724, p<.01) and

integrity (Z = 4.214, p<.001). The Sobel test does not give significant results for the indirect

effects of the mediator ‘ability’. As bootstrap confidence intervals take into account the irregu-

larity of the sampling distribution for the indirect effect and lead to an inference that is stronger

than the Sobel test (Williams & MacKinnon, 2008; Hayes, 2013) the investigator has relied on

the results of the bootstrap confidence intervals. Thus, the results support hypotheses H2 � � � ,

H2� � � and H2 � � � .

The total indirect effect analyses the effect of social sustainability (X) on trust levels in the

client-client adviser relationship (� ) summed across all mediators – ABI. The 95% confidence

interval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of social sustainability (X) through all

three mediators is between 0.272 and 0.582. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and

positively mediate the effect of social sustainability on trust. The finding is in accordance with

hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete mediation is detected, which provides maxi-

mum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI drops the relationship between social sus-

tainability and individual trust level to close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Economic sustainability – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect and the total

direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed more than half the variance, 63.5%, of externally building trust

in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI

and the awareness of economic sustainability The total effect c = 0.663 (p<.001) measures the
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trust level from economic sustainability alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence in-

terval does not include zero [0.529 to 0.797], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption

that economic sustainability (X) positively influences the trust level ( � ). Thus, hypothesis H2b

is supported. For the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that economic sustainability influences

the trust level through benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals

support, with 95% confidence, the assumption that a benevolent climate (X) influences individ-

ual’s trust level (� ) positively, through benevolence [0.101 to 0.287] and integrity [0.148 to

0.368] as intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test gives similar results, showing that eco-

nomic sustainability (X) influences individual trust level (� ) positively, which is significant

from zero, through benevolence (Z = 3.846, p<.001) and integrity (Z = 4.423 p<.001). Thus,

hypotheses H2 � � � and H2� � � are supported.

Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals [-0.018 to 0.134] and the Sobel test (Z = 1.372,

p = 170) for the indirect effect of ability and the impact of economic sustainability on trust are

not significant for the mediator ‘ability’. Thus, hypothesis H2� � � could not be confirmed. The

total indirect effect analyses the total indirect effect of economic sustainability (X) through all

three mediators on individual’s trust level ( � ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence inter-

val confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of economic sustainability (X) through all

three mediators is between 0.378 and 0.611. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and

positively mediate the effect of economic sustainability on trust. Thus, hypothesis H5� � is sup-

ported. As c’< c and c’ ≠ 0, a partial mediation has been detected. In this way ABI accounts for 

some, but not all of the interrelationship between economic sustainability and individual trust

level. Partial mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship between ABI and

individual trust level, but also some direct relationship between economic sustainability and

individual trust level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Ecologic sustainability – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects and

total direct effect are explained. As the R-squared values revealed, more than half the variance,

62.6%, of building trust externally in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted

for by the proposed mediators, ABI and awareness of ecologic sustainability. The total effect c

= 1.280 (p<.01) measures trust level from ecologic sustainability alone. As the bias-corrected

bootstrap confidence interval does not include zero [0.481 to 2.080], it supports, with 95% con-

fidence, the assumption that ecologic sustainability (X) positively influences trust level (� ),

which gives support to hypothesis H2c. When observing the indirect effects, it is confirmed that

awareness of ecologic sustainability influences trust through ability, benevolence and integrity.
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Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support with 95% confidence the assumption that

awareness of ecologic sustainability (X) influences individual’s trust level ( � ) positively,

through ability [0.013 to 0.343], benevolence [0.088 to 0.684] and integrity [0.173 to 0.799] as

intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that awareness of ecologic sustainability (X)

influences individual’s trust level (� ) positively, which is significant from zero through benev-

olence (Z = 2.170, p<.05) and integrity (Z = 2.268, p<.05). The Sobel test does not point to

significant results for the indirect effects of the mediator ‘ability’ (Z = 1.672, p = .095). Thus

results from bootstrap confidence intervals and the Sobel test are contradictory. As bootstrap

confidence intervals take into account the irregularity of the sampling distribution for the indi-

rect effect and lead to an inference that is stronger than the Sobel test (Williams & MacKinnon,

2008; Hayes, 2013) the investigator has relied on the results of the bootstrap confidence inter-

vals. Thus, the results support hypotheses H2 � � � , H2� � � and H2 � � � .

The total indirect effect analyses the total indirect effect of ecologic sustainability (X)

through all three mediators on individual’s trust level (� ) summed across ABI. The 95% confi-

dence interval confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of ecologic sustainability (X)

through all three mediators is between 0.440 and 1.412. Hence, it is confirmed that ABI simul-

taneously and positively mediate the effect of awareness of ecologic sustainability on trust. The

finding is in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete mediation has

been detected, which implies maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI lessens

the relationship between the awareness of ecologic sustainability and individual trust level to

close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Figure 3–7: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for sustainability and
ABI using CIS external

Risk − Content analysis themes include FRs and NFRs and are shown in Table 3–5. The 

second column describes the coding categories of QUAL content analysis and the third column

shows the frequencies of codings, the percentage value within each sub-theme in relation to

CIS, and the inferences for risk and ABI. Codings reveal that in a critical trust situation NFRs

were particularly important as sub-themes and could be allocated to the dataset (88 codings,

31%). Fewer codings (38 codings, 14%) in relation to FRs were identified. Descriptive statistics

show that although the researcher allocated 88 codings to NFRs and 38 codings to FRs for the
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CIS almost none of those codings related to ABI. Seven codings (3%) of NFRs were related to

ability, 9 (3%) were allocated to benevolence and 8 (3%) were related to integrity. The investi-

gator noticed the same phenomenon when analysing FRs, for which 6 codings (2%) were re-

lated to ability, 8 (3%) to benevolence and 6 (2%) to integrity. Referring to trust enhancement

and assuming that ABI fosters trust in client-client adviser relationships, both NFRs and FRs

are regarded as lessening trust in client-client adviser business relationships in banks.

QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

fi
n

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s

- liquidity risks
- credit risks
- market risks

- financial risk 38 (14%)

Relationships:
- financial risk and ability: 7 (3%)
- financial risk and
benevolence: 9 (3%)
- financial risk and
integrity: 8 (3%)

Kiowa (INT-MM-CS20) tells me: “It was when we were nego-
tiating credit with the bank. We were in a bad position but we
had had a trusting relationship with the client-adviser for sev-
eral years. And indeed, trust strengthened our position as we
were able to speak about difficult issues. The client-adviser
helped us to find solutions for our problems, so my trust level
towards the client-adviser was a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI could be allocated.

n
on

-f
in

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s

- operational risks
- reputational risks
- strategic risks

- non-financial risk total 88 (32 %)

Relationships:
- non-financial risk and ability: 6
(2%)
- non-financial risk and benevo-
lence: 8 (3%)
- non-financial risk and integrity: 6
(2%)

Rupert (INT-MM- EC02) explains: “The situation happened six
months ago. I spoke to a client who didn’t want to conclude an
agreement on investments in construction. This situation hap-
pens quite often and is of course not a surprise. But I asked the
client why he didn’t want to do business with the institution. He
replied that it would have been because of the bad image the
bank possesses. And secondly, he wasn’t very sure that the in-
stitution would still exist in 20 years time. Trust level towards
the client was a 3.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ability and integrity could
not be allocated.

Table 3–5: Content analysis themes for CIS, external – risk and ABI

Next, inferences were drawn about the relationship between the dimensions of ABI and risk.

Bivariate correlations and parallel multiple mediator models were used.

Correlations – Table 3–6 gives bivariate correlations for ABI and forms of risk appearing in

client-client adviser relationships in banks. Correlations are aimed at discovering significant

relationships within: (1) risk and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust level and

(3) risk and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relations between risk and individual trust level – The results indicate that FRs (r = -.20,

p<.01) and NFRs (r = -.53, p<.001) are negatively related to individual trust level.

Relationship between ABI and individual trust level – All three dimensions, namely ability

(r =. 66, p<.001), benevolence (r = .72, p<.001) and integrity (r = .76, p<.001) are positively

related to individual trust level.

Relationship between risk and ABI – FRs (ability: r = -.18, p<.01; benevolence: r = -.17,

p<.01; integrity: r = -.18, p<.01) and NFRs (ability: r = -.40, p<.001; benevolence: r = -.43,

p<.001; integrity: r = -.46, p<.001) are negatively linked to ABI.
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Thus both FRs and NFRs are suitable for parallel mediation modelling.

Table 3–6: Descriptive statistics and correlations for risk and ABI using CIS, external

The two models for risk were tested using 10.000 bootstrap samples and a 95% confidence

interval. Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model are given in Figure 3–8.

Financial risk –In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of FRs on trust

level as well as the total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed that more than half the variance, 62.4 per cent, of building

external trust in client-client adviser relationship in banks is accounted for by the proposed

mediators ABI and the awareness of FRs. The total effect c = -0.536 (p<.001) measures trust

level from FRs alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero

[-0.824 to -0.249], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that FRs (X) negatively

influence trust level ( � ). Thus, the results give support to hypothesis H3a. When observing the

indirect effects, it is confirmed that FRs influence trust level through ability, benevolence and

integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the as-

sumption that FRs (X) influence individual trust level ( � ) negatively, indirectly through ability

[-0.139 to -0.008], benevolence [-0.251 to -0.052] and integrity [-0.364 to -0.076], as all inter-

vals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that FRs (X) influence individual’s trust level

(� ) negatively which is significant from zero through both benevolence (Z = -2.768, p<.01) and

integrity (Z = -2.913 p<.01). The Sobel test does not give significant results for the indirect

effects of the mediator ‘ability’ (Z = -1.869, p = .062). Thus results from bootstrap confidence

intervals and the Sobel test are contradictory. As bootstrap confidence intervals take into ac-

count the irregularity of the sampling distribution for the indirect effect and lead to an inference

that is stronger than that from the Sobel test (Williams & MacKinnon, 2008; Hayes, 2013) the

investigator has relied on the results of the bootstrap confidence intervals. Thus the results sup-

port hypotheses H3 � � � , H3� � � and H3� � � . Total indirect effect analyses the total indirect effect

of FRs (X) on individual’s trust level ( � ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval
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confirms statistically that the total indirect effect of FRs (X) through all three mediators is be-

tween -0.603 and -0.166. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and negatively mediate

the effect of FRs on trust. Thus, hypothesis H5� � is supported. As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete

mediation has been detected and there is maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of

ABI lowers the relationship between FRs and individual trust level to close to zero (Baron &

Kenny, 1986).

Non-financial risks – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect effects of NFRs

on trust level and the total direct effect are explained.

R-squared showed that more than half the variance, 65.6%, of building external trust in cli-

ent-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and

the awareness of NFRs. The total effect c = -1.216 (p<.001) measures trust level from NFRs

alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero [-1.475 to -

0.956], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that NFRs (X) negatively influence

trust level (� ). Thus, the results give support to hypothesis H3b. When observing the indirect

effects, it can be confirmed that NFRs influence trust level through ability, benevolence and

integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the as-

sumption that NFRs (X) influence individual trust level ( � ) negatively, indirectly through ability

[-0.195 to -0.011], benevolence [-0.405 to -0.130] and integrity [-0.556 to -0.208], as all inter-

vals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that NFRs (X) influence individual trust level

(� ) negatively, which is significant from zero through ability (Z = -2.015, p<0.05), benevolence

(Z = -3.569, p<.001) and integrity (Z = -4.298, p<.001). Thus the results support hypotheses

H3� � � , H3 � � � and H3 � � � . Total indirect effect analyses the effect of NFRs (X) on individual

trust level ( � ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically that the

total indirect effect of NFRs (X) through all three mediators is between -0.915 and -0.495.

Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and negatively mediate the effect of NFRs on

trust. Thus hypothesis H5� �  is supported. As c’< c and c’≠0, a partial mediation has been de-

tected. Thus ABI accounts for some, but not all of the relationship between NFRs and individual

trust level. Partial mediation implies that there is not only a significant relationship between

ABI and individual trust level, but also some direct relationship between NFRs and individual

trust level (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Figure 3–8: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for risks and ABI us-
ing CIS external

Products and services – In the following content analysis, themes for the sub-dimensions of

product and services are: price and distribution standards (PDNs); information and contract

standards (ICNs), product and promotion standards (PPNs), obligation and disclosure standards

(ODNs) and general honesty and integrity (GHI), as shown in Table 3–7. In the second column,

the coding categories of QUAL content analysis are described. In the third column the frequen-

cies of codings, the percentage value within each sub-theme in relation to CIS, and relationships

between products and services and ABI are shown. In a critical trust situation occurring in a

client-client-adviser relationship, products and services are a theme of importance. All five

main sub-themes could be allocated to the dataset. The most common sub-theme was ICNs.

Out of 279 CIS, 120 codings (43%) were allocated to ICNs. The second most coded dimension

of products and services was GHI. Out of 279 CIS, 115 codings (41%) were allocated. ODNs

and PDNs were the least common in the dataset. Out of 279 CIS, 39 codings (14%) were allo-

cated to ODNs and 26 codings (9%) referred to PDNs. Descriptive statistics reveal a first im-

pression of the interrelationship between products and services and ABI. Focusing first on ‘abil-

ity’ showed that ICNs (87 codings; 31%) and GHI (78 codings; 28%) were most linked with

the characteristic ‘ability’. In contrast, PDNs (25 codings; 9%) and ODNs (33 codings; 12%)

were least linked with ability. For benevolence, the highest interrelationship in the codings was

seen in the sub-theme ICNs (94 codings; 34%) and the second highest in GHI (86 codings,

31%). The fewest interrelationships were found for ODNs (33 codings, 12%) and PDNs (24

codings, 9%). In the category integrity, the most interrelationships were with ICNs (101 cod-

ings; 36%) and GHI (89 codings, 32%) while the fewest were with ODNs (36 codings, 13%)
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and PDNs (26 codings, 9%). As it is assumed that ABI fosters trust in client-client adviser

relationships, it can be concluded that ICNs and GHI are most effective in creating a trusting

relationship while PDNs and ODNs are less effective in creating trust between clients and client

advisers in banks.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
p

ri
ce

an
d

d
is

tr
ib

ut
io

n
st

an
da

rd
s

- all extra-cost added features should be iden-
tified.
- one should not manipulate the availability
of a product for the purpose of exploitation
- coercion should not be used within the mar-
keting channel
- undue influence should not be exerted over
the resellers' choice to handle a product
- one should not engage in price fixing
- predatory pricing should not be practised

- price and distribution standards
total 26 (9%)

Relationships:
- price and distribution standards
and ability: 25 (9%)
- price and distribution standards
and benevolence 24 (9%)
- price and distribution standards
and integrity: 26 (9%)

Richard (INT-MM-ECS17) tells us:
“I talked to a client about terms for credit.
Separately, the client told me that he would
consider raising a loan at his local savings
bank, so I asked him to tell me more about
the saving bank’s terms. Based on his in-
formation I could tell him more about the
institution’s conditions. In the end, the
terms were more expensive for the client
but nevertheless the client raised a loan at
the institution. This is an example of a re-
ally trusting client-client adviser relation-
ship. The trust level towards the client was
a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be allocated.

in
fo

rm
at

io
n

an
d

co
nt

ra
ct

st
an

d
ar

d
s

- information regarding all substantial risks
or contract components associated with prod-
uct or service usage should be disclosed.
- any product component substitution that
might materially change the product or im-
pact on the buyer's purchase decision should
be disclosed.
- outside clients and suppliers should be
treated fairly.
- confidentiality and anonymity in profes-
sional relationships should be maintained
with regard to privileged information.
- obligations and responsibilities in contracts
and mutual agreements should be met in a
timely manner
- the practice and promotion of a professional
code of ethics must be actively supported

- information and contract stand-
ards total 120 (43%)

Relationships:
- information and contract stand-
ards and ability: 87 (31%)
- information and contract stand-
ards and benevolence: 94 (34%)
- information and contract stand-
ards and integrity: 101 (36%)

Scott (INT-MM-CC29) says: “I wanted to
raise a loan at this institution. The client-
adviser told me that he needed more time
for my case as internal scorings and ratings
showed that I was not creditworthy. Dur-
ing conversation we tried to collect more
information that could be helpful to raise a
loan. The client-adviser tried to find a solu-
tion that was independent of the internal
scoring system. He did his very best to find
the best solution for me. So the trust to-
wards that adviser was a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be allocated.

p
ro

d
uc

t
an

d
p

ro
m

o
ti

on
st

an
d

ar
d

s

- products and services offered should be safe
and fit for their intended uses.
- communications about products and ser-
vices offered should not be deceptive.
- false and misleading advertising should be
avoided.
- high pressure manipulations or misleading
sales tactics should be avoided
- sales promotions that use deception or ma-
nipulation should be avoided.

- product and promotion stand-
ards total 100 (40 %)

Relationships:
- product and promotion stand-
ards and ability: 75 (27%)
- product and promotion stand-
ards and benevolence: 83 (30%)
- product and promotion stand-
ards and integrity: 85 (30%)

Raymond (INT-MM-CC27) describes: “I
wanted to transfer money to another bank-
ing institution. It was a very large amount
of money – in the high six-figures. The
very next day the client-adviser called me
and asked me if I really wanted to transfer
that large amount of money. For me that
was really positive because I sensed that
somebody cared about my financial affairs.
My trust towards that adviser and in this
situation was a 4.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be allocated.

o
bl

ig
at

io
n

an
d

d
is

cl
o

su
re

st
an

da
rd

s

- one should discharge one's obligations, fi-
nancial and otherwise, in good faith
- the full price associated with any purchase
should be disclosed.
- selling or fund raising under the guise of
conducting research should be avoided.
- research integrity should be maintained by
avoiding the misrepresentation and omission
of pertinent research data.

- obligation and disclosure stand-
ards total 39 (14%)

Relationships:
- obligation and disclosure stand-
ards and ability: 33 (12%)
- obligation and disclosure stand-
ards and benevolence: 34 (12%)
- obligation and disclosure stand-
ards and integrity: 36 (13 %)

Calum (INT-MM-CC01) tells us:
“As a client I am able to figure out what a
client-adviser earns when selling a product.
In general, all processes at this institution
are transparent and that’s why I have trust
towards the client-adviser. The trust to-
wards him is a 5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be allocated.
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g
en

er
al

h
on

es
ty

an
d

in
te

g
ri

ty
- one should always adhere to all applicable
laws and regulations
- one should always accurately represent
one's education, training and experience.
- one must always be honest in serving con-
sumers, clients, employees, suppliers, distrib-
utors and public.
- one should not knowingly participate in a
conflict of interest without prior notice to all
parties involved.

- general honesty and integrity
total 115 (41%)

Relationships:
- general honesty and integrity
and ability: 78 (28%)
- general honesty and integrity
and benevolence: 86 (31%)
- general honesty and integrity
and integrity:89 (32%)

Juan (INT-MM-EC-19) says: “I was re-
sponsible for a client whom I advised for
several years, but I never talked with him
about personal issues. So I didn’t know an-
ything about his family etc. One day, he
came to the office and told me that he had
some problems with his family because of
his father’s will. Normally I am not an ex-
pert in inheritance law. So I did my very
best to look out for a law firm that special-
ized in this issue. In addition, we consulted
an expert working for the institution. This
was the beginning of a really trusting rela-
tionship. I really appreciated that the client
trusted me and told me about his personal
problems. So trust level towards him was a
5.”

Note: Within this CIS the codings of ABI
could be allocated.

Table 3–7: Content analysis themes for CIS, external – Products and services and ABI

Next, inferences were drawn about the relationship between the dimensions of ABI and

products and services. First a bivariate correlation was used before moving on to parallel mul-

tiple mediator models.

Correlations – Table 3–8 shows bivariate correlations for ABI and products and services. In

this way not only are inferences drawn about the dimensions of ABI and sub-themes of products

and services but preconditions for multiple mediation are also checked. To apply multiple me-

diation modelling, significant relationships are required within three dimensions: (1) products

and services and individual trust level, (2) ABI and individual trust level and (3) products and

services and ABI (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Relationship between products and services and individual trust level – The results indicate

that PDNs (r = .31, p<.001), ICNs (r = .56, p<.001), PPNs (r = .45, p<.001), ODNs (r = .37,

p<.001) and GHI (r = .46, p<.001) are positively related to individual trust level.

Relationship between ABI and individual trust level – As Table 2–2 shows, ability (r =. 66,

p<.001), benevolence (r = .72, p<.001) and integrity (r = .76, p<.001) are positively related to

individual trust level.

Relationship between products and services and ABI – It is generally observed that PDNs

(ability: r = .46, p<.001; benevolence: r = .32, p<.001; integrity: r = .36, p<.001), ICNs (ability:

r = .56, p<0.001; benevolence: r = .55, p<.001; integrity: r = .63, p<.001), PPNs (ability: r = .45,

p<.001; benevolence: r = .46, p<.001; integrity: r = .43, p<.001), ODNs (ability: r = .47, p<.001;

benevolence: r = .35, p<.001; integrity: r = .37, p<.001) and GHI (ability: r = .44, p<.001; benev-

olence: r = .52, p<.001; integrity: r = .51, p<.001) are positively linked to ABI.
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Thus, it is concluded that all sub-themes of products and services are suitable for parallel

mediation modelling.
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Table 3–8: Descriptive statistics and correlations for products and services and ABI using CIS, external
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The five models for products and services were tested by means of 10.000 bootstrap samples

and a 95% confidence interval. Statistical diagrams for the parallel multiple mediator model are

shown in Figure 3–9.

Price and distribution standards (PDNs) – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the

indirect effects of PDNs on trust level as well as the total direct effect are explained.

R-squared showed more than half the variance, 62.9%, of building external trust in client-

client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed mediators ABI and ethical

price and distribution standards. The total effect c = 1.491 (p<.001) measures trust level from

PDNs alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero [1.156

to 1.825], it supports with 95% confidence the assumption that PDNs (X) positively influence

trust level ( � ). Thus the hypothesis H4a is supported. When observing the indirect effects, it

was confirmed that PDNs influence trust level through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-

corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95% confidence, the assumption that

PDNs (X) influence individual’s trust level ( � ) positively, indirectly through ability [0.023 to

0.575], benevolence [0.248 to 0.814] and integrity [0.500 to 1.050] as all intervals do not con-

tain zero. The Sobel test shows that PDNs (X) influence individual trust level ( � ) positively,

which is significant from zero through ability (Z = 2.058, p<.05), benevolence (Z = 3.591,

p<.001) and integrity (Z = 5.167, p<.001). Thus, the results support hypotheses H4 � � � , H4 � � �

and H4 � � � . An analysis of the total indirect effect of PDNs (X) on trust level within the client-

client adviser relationship ( � ) summed across ABI with a 95% confidence interval confirms

statistically that the total indirect effect of PDNs (X) through all three mediators is between

1.150 and 1.913. Hence, it is assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate the effect

of PDNs on trust. The finding is in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a

complete mediation has been detected, giving maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion

of ABI lowers the relationship between PDNs and individual trust level to close to zero (Baron

& Kenny, 1986).

Information and contract standards (ICNs) – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the

indirect effects and total direct effect are explained.

The R-squared value showed more than half of the variance, 62.9 per cent, of building ex-

ternal trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed me-

diators ABI and the awareness of ethical information and contract standards.
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The total effect c = 0.863 (p<.001) measures trust level from ICNs alone. As the bias-cor-

rected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero [0.706 to 1.020], it supports, with

95% confidence, the assumption that ICNs (X) positively influence trust level ( � ). Thus, hy-

pothesis H4b is supported.

When observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that ICNs influence trust level

through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals sup-

port, with 95% confidence, the assumption that ICNs (X) influence individual’s trust level ( � )

positively, indirectly through ability [0.001 to 0.202], benevolence [0.134 to 0.397] and integ-

rity [0.228 to 0.541] as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that ICNs (X)

influence individual trust level ( � ) positively, which is significant from zero through both be-

nevolence (Z = 3.771, p<.001) and integrity (Z = 4.778, p<.001). The Sobel test does not give

significant results for the indirect effects of the mediator ‘ability’ (Z = 1.880, p = .060). Thus,

the results from bootstrap confidence intervals and the Sobel test are contradictory. As bootstrap

confidence intervals take into account the irregularity of the sampling distribution for the indi-

rect effect and lead to an inference that is stronger than the Sobel test (Williams & MacKinnon,

2008; Hayes, 2013) the investigator has relied on the results of the bootstrap confidence inter-

vals. Thus, the results support hypotheses H4 � � � , H4� � � and H4 � � � .

The total indirect effect analyses the effect of ICNs (X) on trust level in the client-client

adviser relationship (� ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically

that the total indirect effect of ICNs (X) through all three mediators is from 0.563 to 0.916.

Hence, the researcher proved that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate the effect of ICNs

on trust and in this way give support to hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete

mediation has been detected, giving maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of ABI

lowers the relationship between ICNs and individual trust level to close to zero (Baron &

Kenny, 1986).

Product and promotion standards (PPNs) – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the

indirect effects and total direct effect of PPNs on trust level are explained.

The R-squared value showed more than half of the variance, 62.8 per cent, of building ex-

ternal trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed me-

diators ABI and the awareness of ethical product and promotion standards. The total effect c =

0.434 (p<.001) measures trust level from PPNs alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confi-

dence interval does not contain zero [0.327 to 0.542], it supports, with 95% confidence, the
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assumption that PPNs (X) positively influence trust level (� ). Thus, hypothesis H4c is sup-

ported.

When observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that PPNs influence trust level

through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals sup-

port, with 95% confidence, the assumption that PPNs (X) influence trust level (� ) positively,

indirectly through ability [0.001 to 0.104], benevolence [0.065 to 0.206] and integrity [0.106 to

0.259] as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that PPNs (X) influence indi-

vidual trust level ( � ) positively, which is significant from zero through both benevolence (Z =

3.545, p<.001) and integrity (Z = 4.505, p<.001). The Sobel test does not give significant results

for the indirect effects of the mediator ‘ability’ (Z = 1.790, p = .074). Thus, the results from

bootstrap confidence intervals and the Sobel test are contradictory. Again, the investigator re-

lied on the results of the bootstrap confidence intervals. Thus, the results support hypotheses

H4� � � , H4� � � and H4 � � � .

The total indirect effect analyses the effect of the awareness of PPNs (X) on trust level in the

client-client adviser relationship (� ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval con-

firms statistically that the total indirect effect of PPNs (X) through all three mediators is between

0.252 and 0.453. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate the

effect of PPNs on trust. The finding is accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a

complete mediation has been detected, which implies maximum evidence for mediation. The

inclusion of ABI lowers the relationship between PPNs and a person’s trust level to close to

zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Obligation and disclosure standards (ODNs) – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the

indirect effects and total direct effect of ODNs on trust level are explained.

The R-squared value showed more than half of the variance, 62.5 per cent, of building ex-

ternal trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed me-

diators ABI and the awareness of ODNs. The total effect c = 1.526 (p<.001) measures trust

level from ODNs alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence interval does not contain

zero [1.168 to 1.885], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption that ODNs (X) posi-

tively influence trust level (� ). Thus, hypothesis H4d is supported.

When observing the indirect effects, it is confirmed that ODNs influence trust level through

benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals support, with 95%
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confidence, the assumption that ODNs (X) influence individual trust level (� ) positively, indi-

rectly through benevolence [0.229 to 0.743] and integrity [0.363 to 0.943] as all intervals do

not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that ODNs (X) influence individual trust level ( � ) posi-

tively, which is significant from zero through both benevolence (Z = 3.478, p<.01) and integrity

(Z = 4.302, p<.001). The results support hypotheses H4� � � and H4� � � . Bootstrap confidence

intervals [-0.039 to 0.462] and the Sobel test (Z = 1.489, p = .136) do not give significant results

for the indirect effects of the mediator ‘ability’. Thus, hypothesis H4 � � � cannot be confirmed

statistically.

The total indirect effect analyses the effect of the awareness of ODNs (X) on trust level in

the client-client adviser relationship (� ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval con-

firms statistically that the total indirect effect of ODNs (X) through all three mediators is be-

tween 0.847 and 1.717. Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively me-

diate the effect of ODNs on trust. The finding is in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c

and c’ = 0, a complete mediation has been detected, which implies maximum evidence for

mediation. The inclusion of ABI lowers the relationship between ODNs and a person’s trust

level to close to zero (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

General honesty and integrity (GHI) – In the following R-squared, total effect c, the indirect

effects and total direct effect of GHI on trust level are explained.

The R-squared value showed more than half of the variance, 62.2 per cent, of building ex-

ternal trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks is accounted for by the proposed me-

diators ABI and the awareness of general honesty and integrity. The total effect c = 0.660

(p<.001) measures trust level from GHI alone. As the bias-corrected bootstrap confidence in-

terval does not contain zero [0.514 to 0.806], it supports, with 95% confidence, the assumption

that GHI (X) positively influences trust level ( � ). Thus, hypothesis H4e is supported.

When observing the indirect effects, it can be confirmed that GHI influences trust level

through ability, benevolence and integrity. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals sup-

port, with 95 % confidence, the assumption that GHI (X) influences individual trust level ( � )

positively, indirectly through ability [0.014 to 0.160], benevolence [0.127 to 0.349] and integ-

rity [0.199 to 0.457] as all intervals do not contain zero. The Sobel test shows that GHI (X)

influences individual trust level ( � ) positively, which is significant from zero through ability

(Z = 2.082, p<.05), benevolence (Z = 3.769, p<.001) and integrity (Z = 4.861, p<.001). Thus,

the results support hypotheses H4 � � � . H4� � � and H4 � � � .
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The total indirect effect analyses the awareness of GHI (X) on trust level in the client-client

adviser relationship (� ) summed across ABI. The 95% confidence interval confirms statistically

that the total indirect effect of GHI (X) through all three mediators is between 0.487 and 0.768.

Hence, it can be assumed that ABI simultaneously and positively mediate the effect of GHI on

trust. The finding is in accordance with hypothesis H5� � . As c’< c and c’ = 0, a complete me-

diation has been detected, which implies maximum evidence for mediation. The inclusion of

ABI lowers the relationship between GHI and a person’s trust level to close to zero (Baron &

Kenny, 1986).
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Figure 3–9: Statistical diagrams of the parallel multiple mediator model for product and services and ABI using CIS external
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Figure 3–10: Results for multi-level research model for CI-study, external
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In this section results underlying this study have been presented. In the next section, findings

are discussed with regard to the main research question: How far can we build an effective trust

concept for banks and in particular for the client-client adviser business relationship while tak-

ing into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?

In addition, findings are compared to those described in the current literature and inferences are

drawn from QUAL and QUAN data. QUAN results are accentuated by qualitative quotes taken

from the interviews to gain a holistic understanding of the nature of trust.

3.4 Discussion

This study provides an answer to the question: How far can we build an effective trust con-

cept for banks and in particular for the client-client adviser business relationship while taking

into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro (ABI components) and the macro

level (OTR components) in banks?

First, and similarly to study 1, the results section focused on the interplay between micro

and macro levels and how those levels affect trust in client-client adviser relationship. The con-

cept of interrelationship comes from the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), who argue that there

is a connection between the organizational antecedents of trust in the OTR model developed by

them, the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI, based on the approach of Mayer et al.

(1995), and individual trust. The results show the following.

With regard to the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), the results prove that on the

macro level there are four organizational antecedents of trust in banks: ethical work climate,

sustainability, risks, and products and services. Unlike in study 1, leadership aspects could not

be coded in study 2. The dimension awareness of ‘ethical products and services’ becomes more

important when clients and client-advisers are doing business.

In addition, the results showed that the organizational antecedents of trust from the OTR

model have a direct influence on trust in client-client adviser relationships. When they have

such an influence, having a benevolent climate, social, economic and ecologic sustainability

and PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs, and GHI there is a positive effect on trust in client-client adviser

relationships in banks. On the other hand, the results show that an egoistic climate and the

occurrence of financial and non-financial risk have a negative influence on trust in client-client

adviser relationships.
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Further, this study shows that there is an interrelationship at the micro and macro level be-

cause a multiple mediator model could be established for all organizational antecedents of trust

except for a principled climate. Thus this study shows that by linking micro and macro levels it

is possible to present a more effective trust concept. In so doing, this study confirms empirically

that most organizational antecedents of trust directly influence individual trust levels while be-

ing mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness: ability, benevolence and integrity. All

organizational antecedents of trust are most strongly affected by the mediator, integrity, with

the second strongest effect being through the mediator, ability.

Second, legitimate actions drive the behaviour of client-advisers and clients in banks. This

can be stated because dimensions of ethical work climate, sustainability and ethical products

and services were seen in most of the CIS. These results confirm the work of Jepperson (1991)

and Meyer & Rowan (1991) and indicate that the concept of legitimacy is regarded as an effec-

tive instrument to build a respected, reliable and trusted bank. This is because a benevolent

climate, and social, economic and ecologic sustainability together with PDNs, ICNs, PPNs,

ODNs, and GHI positively influence trust in client client-adviser business relationships in

banks.

Trust a construct of high importance in banks –

From using 114 QUAN questionnaires and input from the 114 MM interviews, this study

confirms that trust matters when clients and client advisers are doing business. Both study 1

and study 2 confirmed empirically that trust is a topic of high importance at the individual level

of trust analysis. Thus trust matters both in vertical business relationships and in client-client

adviser relationships. Study 2 provides a meaningful supplement to the works of Román (2003);

Saparito et al. (2004); Gill et al. (2006) and Saeednia & Abdollahi (2012).
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The existence of organisational antecedents of trust in banks –

Climate – The study showed, by means of qualitative content analysis, that three forms of

ethical work climate exist in banks: egoistic, benevolent and principled climates. The results

confirm that the dominant ethical work climate is a principled climate. Out of 279 CIS, 44%

referred to a CIS in which the trustor perceived a business atmosphere of a principled climate.

The second most common climate type is a benevolent climate, which accounted for 43% of all

the CIS. The least common was an egoistic climate, which occurred in 29% of 279 CIS. These

results support the work of Arnaud & Schminke (2012) and Simha & Cullen (2012), who argue

that in the financial industry an egoistic climate is very likely to occur because there is intense

competition and high volatility. Nevertheless, the results confirm the work of Victor & Cullen

(1987), Smart & Sherlock (1985) and Cullen et al. (2003) that all three forms of an ethical work

climate may exist in a banking institution, but often one is dominant. In this case, a principled

climate was dominant. Thus and in alignment with the work of Barnett & Vaicys (2000), com-

mon ethical standards that enable both client-advisers and clients to distinguish right from

wrong can drive trustors’ and trustees’ behaviour. The climate results for study 1 and study 2

are very similar.

Sustainability – Qualitative content analysis shows there are two dimensions of sustainabil-

ity in banks: social and economic sustainability. The commonest form of sustainability in client-

client adviser relationships is economic sustainability (51%). Social sustainability was second,

with 79 codings (28%). It appears that ecologic sustainability hardly exists in client-client ad-

viser relationships in banks – only 13 codings (5%) could be allocated to the dataset. The results

are close to those of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick & Hockerts (2002), where the authors em-

phasise that social, economic and ecologic sustainability are not viewed as separate constructs

but are overlapping and joined dimensions. Thus it is not possible for a banking institution to

address all three dimensions of sustainability equally. In fact, it seems as if banks focus on the

interplay of two dimensions with one dimension regarded as the main goal (economic sustain-

ability) and the other one (social sustainability) as a sub-goal. Research refers also to the term

socio-efficiency (Figge & Hahn, 2004; Hockerts, 1996; Hockerts, 1999). When compared with

those from study 1, the results from study 2 show that economic sustainability is more important

in client-client adviser relationships than it is in supervisor-subordinate relationships and that

social sustainability is less important in client-client adviser relationships. Both studies show

similar results for ecologic sustainability, which is least important in trust situations.
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Risks – The results of the qualitative content analysis reveal that NFRs are strongly linked

with trust (88 codings, 32%) in client-client adviser relationships but FRs are less strongly con-

nected to trust situations as only 38 codings (14%) could be allocated to a CIS. The results are

in line with the work of Jackson (2015); Beck et al. (2016) and Kaminski et al. (2016). Thus,

when focusing on trust issues, it is particularly NFRs and damage to its reputation that can be

difficult for a bank. In addition, client-advisers will be held accountable for misconduct or fail-

ure to comply with laws and regulations through their own fault or through if clients have de-

ceived them. There were almost twice as many risk codings in study 2 than in study 1. In both

studies, more NFRs than FRs were found.

Ethical product and service offerings – The results of the qualitative content analysis show

that there are five forms of ethical product and service offering in banks that are closely linked

to trust in the client-client adviser relationship: PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI. The main

forms were ICNs (120 codings, 43%) and PPNs (100 codings, 40%), which suggests that when

establishing a trusting client-client adviser relationship, client advisers and clients are both

looking to provide or receive honest disclosure of marketing-related information and contracts.

Thus, this study generally supports the work of Swan et al. (1988); Hawes, Mast, et al. (1989);

Sharma (1990); Henthorne et al. (1992); Hawes et al. (1993) and Ganesan (1994). In addition,

a trusting client-client adviser relationship should avoid high-pressure sales techniques and be

based on offering safe products and services with product design and advertising campaigns

appropriate to clients’ needs. Additionally, client-advisers should avoid using manipulation and

misleading sales tactics. Former studies have shown that low-pressure selling techniques are

positively linked to trust and this study supports the work of Strutton et al. (1996) and Kennedy

et al. (2001). In contrast, PDNs were the least common in the dataset as from 279 CIS only 26

codings (9%) referred to PDNs. It is concluded that ethical pricing and distribution are of less

importance in creating a trusting business relationship between clients and client-advisers.

Llewellyn & Drake (1997) state that price is of less importance when it comes to trust building.

More important are non-price factors, which help to establish a relationship that is not only

trusting but also long-lasting (Wray et al., 1994), bringing higher revenue growth and an im-

proved market share (Román, 2003).

The influence of organizational antecedents of trust on individual trust level –

In alignment with study 1 and based upon the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), this study

found that organizational antecedents of trust have a direct effect on trust levels.
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Climate – It was shown empirically that certain forms of organizational climate have a direct

influence on trust in the client-client adviser relationship in banks. Interview partner Wyck

(INT-MM-CC13) referred to the bank’s climate when he told us:

“In order to trust a client-adviser I have to be sure that I can perceive a working atmosphere

where there is a good climate. For example, at my local bank I can really feel the bank’s climate.

Client-advisers are patient. There is no great rush or unfriendliness. I would definitely sense it

if the client-adviser was only looking out for his own interest or intending to maximise his own

profit.”

Wyck’s words point out that an ethical work climate is closely linked to trust in client-client

adviser relationships. Furthermore, they demonstrate that clients perceive a bank’s climate

when negotiating with their client-advisers. In both study 2 and study 1 a benevolent climate

and a principled climate both have a positive effect on individual trust level but an egoistic

climate has a negative effect on individual trust level. Further, in the client-client adviser busi-

ness relationship, benevolent and principled climates have a stronger positive effect on individ-

ual trust levels than they do in the supervisor-subordinate work relationship and the negative

effect of an egoistic climate is also greater.

Benevolent climate – This study found that a benevolent climate that focuses on a strong

team spirit and concern for others enhances trust (c = .456). The results are in alignment with

the works of Hosmer (1994a); Ruppel & Harrington (2000); Cullen et al. (2003); Mulki et al.

(2008) and Otken & Cenkci (2012). During an interview session, Harris (INT-MM-CS19)

talked about a benevolent climate. He said:

“This is a situation in which I had a lot of trust in the client-adviser. I was looking for dona-

tions for a social project. So the bank adviser – it was one of the board members – promised to

fund the project with three million €. That was amazing. In addition, they agreed to arrange a

special event to get the attention of other clients and to raise more funds. Of course, I know that

the board decided to invest in this project because it was a good opportunity to improve the

bank’s image. Engaging socially often has a positive effect on a client’s trust. Nevertheless, and

in general, my trust level towards the client-adviser was very high – a 5.”

Harris’ words confirm that a benevolent climate around the client-client adviser relationship

is closely linked to trust. Harris’ client adviser was willing to support his social project. A strong

sense of social responsibility is felt in Harris’ CIS. A benevolent climate is closely linked to
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moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985) and a general concern for others (Ferrel &

Fraedrich, 1997). That one of the board members supported Harris’ project is an indication that

a benevolent climate develops from the top down. A similar conclusion is drawn by researchers

Schneider & Reichers (1983); Aronson (2001), Schminke et al. (2005) and Neubert et al.

(2009). As Harris points out, board members can influence the climate in a banking institution,

thus affecting the success of a client’s business.

Egoistic climate – An egoistic climate maximizing self-interest in the client-client adviser

relationship negatively influences trust levels (c = -.296). The results are in alignment with the

work of Chatman & Barsade (1995), Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et al. (2003).

Interview partner Liv (INT-MM-EC17) described her feelings about an egoistic climate she

perceived in her bank:

“Well, as a client I always have the feeling that a client-adviser can tell how much you know

about banking products – and if they perceive that your knowledge is poor, they will sell you

the most expensive products just to increase their own profit. That’s a shame! So, when I sense

that this is the case in a client client-adviser conversation, I try to find another banking institu-

tion with a different philosophy. Trust level is really low towards that kind of client-adviser –

a 1.”

Liv’s words point to the fact that an egoistic climate is very likely to decrease trust in client-

client adviser relationships. In accordance with the work of Schneider & Reichers (1983), Ar-

onson (2001) and Neubert et al. (2009), Liv’s case exemplifies how an egoistic climate

grounded in self-interest can negatively influence a client’s behaviour and their feelings of trust

towards their client-adviser. Furthermore, Liv’s case demonstrates that in a client-client adviser

relationship an egoistic climate is very likely to occur because the banking environment is

highly competitive and aimed at fostering self-interested behaviour and enhancing profit (Ar-

naud & Schminke, 2012; Simha & Cullen, 2012). An egoistic climate caused Liv to leave the

banking institution. Thus, and in accordance with the work of Weeks & Nantel (1992), Mar-

chetti (1997) and Johnston & Marshall (2003) egoism leads not only to a low trust level, it also

destroys the long-term success of a client-client adviser relationship. Communication is crucial

when it comes to building trust. Liv did not see the communication in her client-client adviser

conversations as “right”, “just” or “fair”. The communications bore out the findings of

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998) that a trusted communication should be primarily

based on three factors: accurate information, explanations for decisions, and openness. In Liv’s

case, none of the three dimensions was present.
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Principled climate – Contrary to the work of Rosenblatt & Peled (2002) and Lemmergaard

(2003) this study could not confirm that a principled climate, relying on rules and principles,

has a positive effect on trust in client-client adviser relationships. Thus, this study could not

show that rules, standards and the law are for the client-adviser’s and client’s benefit. The total

effect (c = 0.077) was not significant. Further research is needed in this area.

Sustainability – It has been recognized that in line with the work of Dierickx & Cool (1989);

Ogrizek (2002) and Decker & Sale (2009) all three dimensions of sustainability have a direct

influence on trust in the client-client adviser relationship in banks. Clients are seeking a banking

institution where business is carried out in a responsible and ethical manner, as the work of

Jeucken (2001), Bhattacharya & Sen (2004); Jeucken (2004); Coupland (2006) and Bhattacha-

rya et al. (2008) highlights. Interview partner Lawrence (INT-MM-CC07) told us:

“To have trust in my client-adviser I really expect that he is paying attention to sustainability

issues. I don’t want the client-adviser to be seeking short-term gain. I expect him to follow a

long-term strategy.”

Lawrence’s words show that sustainability is closely linked to the phenomenon of trust and,

when it comes to a business relationship, clients think sustainability issues are important. These

results support the assumptions of Dierickx & Cool (1989); Ogrizek (2002) and Decker & Sale

(2009). However, client Donald (INT-MM-CC06) empasized some complications with regard

to sustainable business practices. He said:

“I consider that sustainability is an important issue, particularly when it comes to building

trust. But there is a problem. As a client, I have the feeling that when banks are carrying out

banking business sustainably, it is an excuse for almost anything. I have the impression that

sustainable banks have poor quality service and operating procedures are not well established.

But for client-advisers it’s okay, because they are just doing sustainable business. So in general

I don’t like sustainable banking if it is used as a free ticket for excusing anything.”

Donald’s words show that sustainability is an issue of importance and is linked to trust, but

he points out that many banks exploit the term ‘sustainability’ – even sustainable banks. Thus,

the use of sustainable business practices lacks authenticity and as a consequence is very unlikely

to build trust. This is also stressed in the research of Cox (2008) and Ottman (2011). Green-

washing effects are, as a consequence, very likely to occur, as the work of Lis (2012) highlights.

When comparing sustainability effects from study 2 with those in study 1, it can be seen in both
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studies that all three dimensions of sustainability have a positive effect on individual trust level.

In study 2 economic and ecologic sustainability have a stronger positive effect on individual

trust level than they do in study 1, but the effect of social sustainability on individual trust level

in the client-client adviser relationship is weaker than it is in the supervisor-subordinate rela-

tionship.

Social sustainability – This study found that social sustainability (c = .498) acts as a predictor

of trust in client-client adviser relationships. Social sustainability leads to an atmosphere in

which the interests of client and client-adviser can merge. Client-advisers prefer to sell products

that have a social impact, they treat clients fairly, stick to the law and limit risk by following

sustainable risk practices. Interview partner Scott (INT-MM-CC29) referred in his CIS to the

link between social sustainability and trust. He stated:

“I am responsible for the investment strategy of a foundation. I talked to the client- adviser

about possible investment opportunities. I sensed that the client-adviser was highly motivated

to sell me the bank’s product. Unfortunately, the bank’s product didn’t fit the investment strat-

egy of the foundation. I really appreciated that the bank adviser accepted that his offering was

not what was needed. He offered me two alternative finance strategies but accepted that I was

not willing to buy any. And that was really good as his behaviour fostered trust and made for a

long-lasting client relationship. The trust level towards the client-adviser is a 5.”

Scott stresses that social sustainability serves as a predictor of trust. The client-adviser was

selling products that could have had a social impact for Scott’s foundation but were inappropri-

ate. However, both parties – trustor and trustee – achieved a reconciliation of interests because,

although Scott was not willing to buy any products, they continued the business relationship

and the behaviour of the client-adviser led to a trusting client-client adviser relationship. The

positive relationship between social sustainability and trust in client-client adviser relationships

is emphasized by Manzi et al. (2010).

Economic sustainability – The study found that economic sustainability (c = .663) acts as a

predictor of trust in client-client adviser relationships. Economic sustainability ensures the

long-term existence of the banking institution by, for example, the achievement of sustainable

earnings, responsible client management, and striving to provide value for the client (Dyllick,

2002). Thus, having economic sustainability guarantees a long-lasting client-client adviser re-

lationship, creates safety and reduces vulnerability. Client-adviser Jerome (IMT-MM-EC05)

referred to the interrelationship between economic sustainability and trust:
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“As a client-adviser my primary function is to serve the client. In doing so, I must make sure

I disclose all the opportunities and risks associated with a product. I don’t have to show that I

know more about the bank’s products than the client does. I have to do my job as a service

provider. Only in that way, I can build a long-lasting client relationship and follow a sustainable

business approach that will finally lead to a trusting client-client adviser relationship. It is also

important to carry out relationship-based banking and not transactional-based banking. The cli-

ent-adviser should not consider just the signing of the client’s agreement, a client-adviser should

ask himself if the product fits the client’s needs and if the client feels comfortable with the

service provided by the bank.”

Jerome refers to two important issues when talking about the interrelationship of economic

sustainability and trust. His statement shows that responsible client management and enhancing

value for the client are linked to a sustainable banking business model and to a trusting client-

client adviser relationship and his words echo the findings of researchers Idowu & Leal Filho

(2009) and Epstein & Buhovac (2014). Secondly, Jerome refers to the fact that having a good

relationship with a client is very likely to lead to a successful business relationship − an im-

portant factor in times of increasing competition.

Ecologic sustainability – The study found that ecologic sustainability (c = .845) acts as a

predictor of trust in client-client adviser relationships as clients see that client-advisers are pay-

ing attention to preserving natural ecosystems and to investing in sustainable products (Dyllick,

2002). Interview partner Eric (INT-MM-ES03), a client-adviser, referred to the relationship

between ecologic sustainability and trust:

“Well, to build a successful relationship with clients, I have to give advice to clients with

whom I have common values. That means that I can’t give advice to someone who is not at-

tending to social, moral, and ecologic investment criteria. If that is the case I recommend that

the client should switch to a different banking institution with different values. For example, I

gave advice to a client who wanted to invest money in Nestlé. Nestlé is, of course, not a business

that follows ecologic criteria as the firm is not known for caring for the environment. So I

explained to the client that if he wanted to invest in Nestlé he would have to go elsewhere. In

general we hold ethical values more highly than clients’ needs. Trust towards that client was

low – a 1.”

Eric’s words show that it is important that a client and he have common values, otherwise

he is very unlikely to build a trusting client-client adviser relationship. In this case the client
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did not understand the concept of ecologic sustainability, which prevented the building of a

trusting client-client adviser relationship.

Risk – It is recognized that risk has a direct negative influence on trust within the client-

client adviser relationship in banks. Non-financial risk has the strongest negative effect. Inter-

view partner Lee (INT-MM-CC09) stressed the negative interrelationship. He explained:

“I really appreciate being a client of a sustainable banking institution. The bank does not

invest in every risky business to make money. Client-advisers follow strict rules. They only

invest if they judge the investment as not being risky. For me, a low level of risk has a positive

impact on trust in the client-client adviser relationship.”

Lee’s case exemplifies that the constructs of risk and trust are opposed to each other. The

more risk that is felt by a client, the less he is willing to trust his client-adviser. The negative

influence of risk on trust is also stressed in the research works of Mayer et al. (1995) and

Schoorman et al. (2007). In both study 2 and study 1 FRs and NFRs have a negative effect on

individual trust level. NFRs have a stronger negative effect on individual trust level in study 2

than they do in study 1. However, the effect of FRs on individual trust level in supervisor-

subordinate relationships is stronger than it is in client-client adviser relationships.

Financial risks – In the first part of the analysis it was found that FRs are directly and neg-

atively related to trust (c = -.536) in client-client adviser relationships. The negative influence

of FRs on trust has also been pointed out by Yousafzai et al. (2005); Grabner‐Kräuter & Faullant

(2008) and Luo et al. (2010). Interview partner Kiowa (INT-MM-CS20) stressed the negative

interrelationship of FRs and trust in banks that occurred especially in client-client adviser busi-

ness relationships:

“In this situation I had very little trust in my client-adviser. I had the impression that we were

not welcome at that banking institution. The client-adviser expected us to fulfil conditions that

we couldn’t meet. I really didn’t have a good impression of that institution. In general, I believe

that the board had some trouble. The bank was not very profitable. In my view, that was one

reason why it was so difficult for us to get credit, particularly as the firm was facing limited

liquidity. Trust in that client-adviser is still very low – I choose a 1.”

Kiowa’s statement points out that she was confronted with a situation of high uncertainty

because she was not sure if she would be given credit. In addition, her client adviser didn’t trust

her because the firm’s liquidity was low so the bank was forced to tighten the terms of credit.
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Thus Kiowa’s case points out that increased risk is very likely to lessen trust in the client-client

adviser relationship.

Non-financial risks – The results confirm the work of Eceiza et al. (2017) in showing that

NFRs have an even greater negative influence on trust level (c = -1.216) in client-client adviser

relationships than FRs. The negative influence of NFRs on trust in banks is also stressed in the

work of Jackson (2015); Beck et al. (2016), Kaminski et al. (2016), and Mackenzie (2007).

Interview partner Ayanna (INT_MM_EC15) stressed the connection between NFRs and trust

in banks that occurs especially in the client-client adviser relationship:

“I am really disappointed about the service at this banking institution. My client-adviser

offered me products that didn’t fit my needs. I only intended to have a look at the account

statements, but the client-adviser told me that I should use a bank card. So, I agreed to use the

new card. At the end of the year I realized that I had to pay an annual fee for the card. Nobody

had told me that I had to pay a fee. And additionally, I realized that I could only use online

banking, so the whole service was opposite to what I needed. Unfortunately, I also have credit

at that bank – otherwise I would switch to another banking institution at once. For me, this

institution has a bad reputation. I have never again spoken positively about this bank and I

wouldn’t recommend it either. Trust towards the client-adviser is a 2.”

Ayanna refers to a situation in which a client-adviser offered her a service that was the op-

posite of her needs, so the trust level between client and client-adviser became less. This situa-

tion highlights that misleading sales techniques can damage a bank’s reputation. Risks to repu-

tation might not only lessen trust in the client-adviser, but may also lead to an increase in client

turnover. Additionally, a bank’s bad reputation may mean that fewer new clients join the bank.

Hence, profit and competitive strength may be weakened.

Products and services – The five types of ethical product and service offerings have a direct

positive influence on trust. Thus, and in alignment with the research work of Devlin et al.

(1995); Beckett et al. (2000) and Román (2003) it is found that clients pay more attention to

ethical criteria in product and service offerings. Out of the five sub-types, ODNs have the

strongest positive direct effect (c = 1.526) on individual trust level. Interview partner Brad

(INT-MM-CC05) stressed the positive interrelationships between the bank’s product and ser-

vice offerings and trust. He explained:
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“If I am to have trust in the client-adviser his appearance is not very important. I am more

concerned about how products are presented, so I expect the client-adviser to explain details of

the products to me in a fair and transparent way. As a client I want to be informed about all

costs and risks.”

Brad explains that the way products and services are presented is connected to a trusting

client-client adviser relationship. Brad particularly desires fair and transparent communication.

The work of Harrison et al. (2006) and Eisingerich & Bell (2007) shows that most clients de-

pend on their client-adviser’s knowledge and fair treatment. As Howe et al. (1994) and Sunikka

et al. (2010) point out, client-advisers must respond to their clients’ financial questions to min-

imize risk.

Price and distribution standards – The results from PDNs support the work of Hawes et al.

(1993) and confirm a positive relationship between ethical pricing and customer trust. Interview

partner John (INT-MM-CC32) stressed the connection between PDNs and trust in banks, espe-

cially in client-client adviser relationships:

“It’s important that I can trust my client-adviser because the bank does not offer any in-

house products. They can offer every investment with very good conditions, but what’s more

important is transparency in pricing. We have an agreement that I can see what every client-

adviser earns when selling a product. My client-adviser makes sure that I don’t buy any products

that will lead to higher costs than expected. So clear communication is important for a trusting

client-client adviser relationship. My trust level towards my client-adviser is a 5.”

John highlights that ethical pricing is important in creating a trusting client-client adviser

relationship. Clients have to be sure that they are treated fairly and that no higher costs will

occur after having purchased the product. Thus and in accordance with the work of Hosmer

(1994b), pricing should be perceived as “right”, “just” and “fair” in client-client adviser rela-

tionships.

Information and contract standards – It was found that this dimension directly influences

trust (c = .863) in client-client adviser relationships. The honest disclosure of marketing-related

knowledge and contractual obligations is important in creating trust. The results support the

work of Swan et al. (1988), Hawes, Mast, et al. (1989), Sharma (1990), Henthorne et al. (1992),

Hawes et al. (1993) and Ganesan (1994). Interview partner Ashley (INT-MM-CC26) said:
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“There was a situation when we wanted to buy a building site and we needed credit. Our

client-adviser knew a lot about contracts and I saw that he treated us fairly and behaved profes-

sionally. He spent a lot of time explaining everything about credit differences to us and he

answered all our questions. Additionally, he took our personal situation into consideration. I

generally sensed that he would never have sold us any products that didn’t fit our needs. So

trust level towards him was a 5.”

Ashley points to the fact that she trusted her client-adviser as he provided her with all nec-

essary information concerning the contract’s clauses. Additionally, she perceived the environ-

ment as professional and fair. The professional code of ethics was actively supported, which

led to a trusting client-client adviser relationship.

Product and promotion standards − This dimension directly influences trust (c = .434) in

client-client adviser relationships. In accordance with the work of Strutton et al. (1996) and

Kennedy et al. (2001) it is found that this dimension is very likely to build trust as it fosters the

offering of safe products and services appropriate to the clients’ needs. Additionally, manipu-

lation and misleading sales tactics are avoided. This conclusion is supported by interview part-

ner Casey (INT-MM-CC28) who said:

“As I said before, I bought funds at this bank but in my view the funds were not very profit-

able so I wanted to sell them. That’s why I talked to my client-adviser. He replied that the funds

were a bit complicated to understand and that he understood that the funds were profitable. He

additionally explained to me why they were a good investment and how they worked. Of course,

I was a little bit sceptical and at home I did some calculations to make sure that his arguments

were correct. I realized that he was right and that indeed the funds were profitable. Really great.

Trust level towards the client-adviser increased because of this incident so I choose a 5 – I really

have high trust in him personally and I am thinking about investing more money at this bank.”

In Casey’s case her client-adviser offered her some products that were safe, profitable and

appropriate to her needs. Casey’s calculations proved that his statements were not deceptive.

The client-adviser’s recommendation to buy and maintain the funds was not misleading. Thus,

it may be concluded that no high-pressure manipulation tactics were driving the banker’s sales

behaviour. The client-adviser’s actions led to a trusting relationship between him and Casey

that induced her to broaden her product portfolio.
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Obligation and disclosure standards – The results show that having ethical obligation and

disclosure standards that reveal suitable information, directly and positively influences trust (c

= 1.526). This category had the strongest direct effect on trust in the client-client adviser rela-

tionship. The results support the work of Swan et al. (1988), Hawes et al. (1993), Ganesan

(1994) and Doney & Cannon (1997) and prove that offering true claims and communicating

honestly leads to trust. This is supported by bank employee James (INT-MM-EC28). He said:

“I can remember a situation in which a client came to my office and told me that he was in

trouble with his family. The client was quite affluent and much older than me. He could have

gone to any banking institution, but he came to me and that was fantastic. He communicated

very openly with me and explained everything about his problems, saying that I would be the

only person to know about his problems. Jointly, we were able to find a solution. I saw that this

client really trusted me. Because of his openness and transparent communication, I also had

very high trust in this person. I choose a 5.”

James’s words show how the client’s disclosure of suitable information, the offering of true

claims and honest communication led to a trusting client-client adviser relationship.

General honesty and integrity − The results prove that GHI directly and positively influence

trust (c = .660) and the results support the work of Swan et al. (1985), Swan et al. (1988), Beatty

et al. (1996) and Doney & Cannon (1997). This is supported by bank employee Ryan (INT-

MM-EC25). He explained:

“I work in the investment-banking department of a large banking institution. Of course, the

image of investment banking is not a good one, but this department relies on fairness and hon-

esty. So, for example, if a client gives me an amount of money, he expects that I will do my

best to make a profit for him. I have to take my profession seriously and I will do my very best

to fulfil the client’s expectations. Only in that way is a client able to trust me.”

Ryan points to the need for honesty and integrity as very important constructs when devel-

oping a trusting client-client adviser relationship. They seem to be of even greater importance

when risk and uncertainty increase. The investment department of a bank tackles particularly

complex financial issues, including those carrying high risk. The requirement for honesty and

integrity is also shown by the research of Howe et al. (1994) and Sunikka et al. (2010). Further-

more, Ryan’s words express that clients doing business in an investment department pay more
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attention to general in product and service offerings, which supports the work of Devlin et al.

(1995); Beckett et al. (2000) and Román (2003).

The mediating effect of ABI and its impact on the relationship between organizational

antecedents of trust and individual trust level –

The results of the multiple mediator model confirm the assumption of Gillespie & Dietz

(2009: p. 130) that “each of the six system components (…) sends cues about the organisation’s

ability, benevolence, integrity, and these cues influence, either positively or negatively, indi-

vidual’s perceived organisational trustworthiness.” This study showed that there is an interre-

lationship between micro and macro levels leading to an effective trust concept for client-client

adviser relationships in banks. More precisely, this study found that ABI act as a mediator be-

tween the organizational antecedents of trust and individuals’ perceived trust level in client-

client adviser relationships. In addition, the results showed that the influence of a benevolent

and egoistic climate, social, economic and ecologic sustainability, FRs and NFRs and PDNs,

ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI on individual trust level were mediated predominately by the

mediator ‘integrity’. Furthermore, the results showed that the influence of benevolent and ego-

istic climate, social, economic and ecologic sustainability, FRS and NFRs, and PDNs, ICNs,

PPNs, ODNs and GHI on individual trust level were secondly mediated by the mediator ‘be-

nevolence’. When comparing study 2 with study 1, both studies show that there is an interrela-

tionship between the micro and macro level leading to an effective trust concept for internal

and external stakeholders in banks. More precisely, in both studies ABI act as a mediator be-

tween the organizational antecedents of trust and individuals’ perceived trust level. Further, in

both study 1 and 2 OTR system components were predominately influenced by the mediator

‘integrity’. However, the two studies produced contradictory results when referring to the sec-

ond strongest mediator. In study 2 the relationship between OTR system components and indi-

vidual trust level was mediated secondly by the mediator ‘benevolence’, while in the first study

the second-strongest mediator was ‘ability’.

In the following, each of the five models is analysed separately to interpret the mediating

effects of ABI on individual trust level.

Climate – The effect of an egoistic and a benevolent climate on individual trust level is

mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI, in client-client adviser relationships.

All three climate types had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the

second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. In both study 1 and study 2 an
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egoistic climate had a negative effect on individual trust level when mediated by the perceived

factors of trustworthiness, with the effect being even stronger in study 2. In both studies a be-

nevolent climate had a positive influence on individual trust level while being mediated by the

factors of ABI. This effect was stronger in study 2. It was not possible to establish a multiple

mediator model for study 2 concerning a principled climate.

Egoistic climate, ABI and individual trust level – For egoistic climate the results give support

to the work of Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et al. (2003) and provide proof that an

egoistic climate is the least effective climate type for creating trust in client-client adviser rela-

tionships in banks. Integrity showed the strongest mediator effect. Thus, and in alignment with

the work of Mayer et al. (1995), a lack of integrity develops if the client believes that his prin-

ciples and values are not in alignment with those of the client-adviser and vice versa. The trus-

tee’s values are judged as being unacceptable. These thoughts were supported by Liv (INT-

MM-CC17) when she explained:

“Well, I would never become a client of this bank because the board has no morals. They

earn high bonus fees and force client-advisers to sell to clients without paying attention to the

clients’ needs. They use misleading sales tactics which are unfair and are only to promote profits

and margins. I have the feeling that at this banking institution something is going completely

wrong. I would never do any business with a client-adviser here. So trust towards a client-

adviser is very low – a 1.”

Liv explains that she connects the banking institution with an egoistic climate and unfair

sales practices. Although she is not a client of the bank, she has very little trust in its client-

advisers. Thus it may be concluded that an egoistic climate and a lack of high standards of

integrity lead to lower levels of trust in the client-client adviser relationship. Liv’s example

points out that having an egoistic climate can prevent the bank’s success – Liv is a perfect

example of a client who is not willing to get advice from a client-adviser working in a bank

were there is an egoistic climate and low standards of integrity. Having an egoistic climate

increases the risk that clients will be vulnerable to lying and cheating. Thus it may be concluded

that the bank will be less likely to succeed as it will be difficult for it to get new clients. Liv’s

input also shows that climate is likely to develop from the top down – it is the board that sets

the standards for morals and ethics in the bank. These conclusions are in alignment with the

work of Wimbush & Shepard (1994); Elangovan & Shapiro (1998); Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard

& Werner (1998); Jones & George (1998); Cohen et al. (2013); Abrams et al. (2003) and Vla-

chos et al. (2009).
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Benevolent climate, ABI and individual trust level – For a benevolent climate the results

support the work of Hosmer (1994a), Ruppel & Harrington (2000), Cullen et al. (2003), Martin

& Cullen (2006) and Otken & Cenkci (2012) and prove that a benevolent climate is the most

effective type for creating trust in client-client adviser relationships. Clients and client-advisers

in banks should keep in mind that the capability ‘integrity’ is the most effective to mediate the

relationship between a benevolent climate and individual trust level. Thus trust levels may rise

in a benevolent climate if the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to a set of principles that the

trustor finds acceptable. The finding confirms the work of Mayer et al. (1995). Interview partner

Cate (INT-MM-CC10) referred to such a situation and told us:

“I have great trust in my client-adviser because he parallels the whole philosophy of my

banking institution – and I appreciate the bank’s philosophy. The philosophy fits my own val-

ues. I really like the fact that the bank is very determined in its approach to sustainability issues

and its employees have strong concern for the community. And I really feel that a great team

spirit guides employees’ behaviour. Trust level towards my client-adviser is a 5.”

Cate’s words stress that having a benevolent climate in a banking organisation impacts trust

in client-client adviser relationships. Cate perceives that employees working for the bank seek

corporate social sustainability and display a good team spirit, which means that Cate’s values

are in alignment with those of her client-adviser, so Cate trusts him. Thus, Cate’s case exem-

plifies that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between a benevolent

climate and individual trust level. In addition, Cate’s words show that she feels committed to

the banking institution. The results support the research of Jones & George (1998), Whitener,

Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998), Eisenberger et al. (2001), Rhoades & Eisenberger (2002),

Abrams et al. (2003), Shanock & Eisenberger (2006) and Vlachos et al. (2009).

Sustainability – The investigator showed that the influence of social, economic and ecologic

sustainability on individual trust level was mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness

ABI. The three sustainability dimensions had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator

‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. The results are

close to the ideas of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick & Hockerts (2002) who argue that social,

economic and ecologic sustainability are not viewed as separate constructs; in fact they are

overlapping and joined dimensions. Thus, not all three sustainability dimensions can be equally

fulfilled by a banking institution. In fact, it seems as if banks focus on the interface of two

dimensions. While one dimension is regarded as a main goal (ecologic sustainability) the other
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(economic sustainability) is defined as a sub-goal of the organization. Researchers also use the

term eco-effectiveness (Figge & Hahn, 2004; Hockerts, 1996 and Hockerts, 1999).28

When sustainability effects from study 2 are compared with those from study 1 it is found

in both that social and economic sustainability have a positive effect on individual trust level

while being mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness. For both forms of sustaina-

bility the effect is stronger in study 2. It was not possible to establish a multiple mediator model

for ecologic sustainability in study 1.

Social sustainability, ABI and individual trust level – Turning first to social sustainability

this study found that the results are in alignment with the work of Waldman et al. (2006),

Aguilera et al. (2007) and Guerci & Pedrini (2014). It was shown that social sustainability is an

effective instrument for creating trust in client-client adviser relationship while applying the

capabilities ABI. The capability ‘integrity’ is most effective in mediating the relationship be-

tween social sustainability and individual trust level. Thus and in alignment with the work of

Mayer et al. (1995), the trustor expects the trustee to adhere to a set of principles that he finds

acceptable. The results are exemplified in the interview with Rami (INT-MM-CC33):

“I am responsible for managing the investment strategies of several foundations. When in-

terest rates are falling that is a challenge. The client-adviser does a lot to foster a trusting client-

client adviser relationship; for example he arranges regular meetings for me with the manage-

ment board. In addition, he has meetings with the foundations’ management team to gain greater

insight into their strategies and all operating procedures. The client-adviser is always well pre-

pared and acts in my interest. I like his principles. So trust towards him is a 4.”

Rami explains that he appreciates how the client-adviser is willing to make sustainable in-

vestments to finance the various foundations. Rami judges the principles of the client-adviser

to be fair and honest, which enables him to develop a trusting client-client adviser relationship.

The results point to the need for a good social working atmosphere to be conveyed to assist

trust levels in client-client adviser relationships. Rami’s words exemplify how the mediator

‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between social sustainability and individual

trust level. The conclusion is in alignment with the work of Waldman et al. (2006) and Aguilera

et al. (2007).

28 This conclusion is based upon our results of the comparison of the total indirect effect between ecologic
(1.284) and economic sustainability (.485).
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Economic sustainability, ABI and individual trust level – When the effects of economic sus-

tainability on individual trust level through ABI are analysed the results support the work of

Waldman et al. (2006), Aguilera et al. (2007) and Guerci & Pedrini (2014). The investigator

showed that economic sustainability leads to trust in client-client adviser relationships while

using the capabilities benevolence and integrity. As before, the capability ‘integrity’ is most

effective in mediating the relationship between economic sustainability and individual trust

level. Thus and in alignment with the work of Mayer et al. (1995), the trustor appreciates the

trustee’s principles. Interview partner Guy (INT-MM-ES01) told us:

“I advised a client who began as a new client but has become a regular client. The client

wanted to buy some basic products, but I noticed that he made some mistakes concerning his

future investment strategy. We signalled in a conversation that his decisions were somehow

incorrect and we were not able to offer him the standard products. Later, when he developed a

successful strategy and trusted me as a fair and honest client-adviser we were able to sell him

further banking products. This is a very good example of a long-lasting client relationship. Trust

level towards this client is a 5.”

The CIS shows how the client-adviser made use of a responsible management strategy. His

behaviour created value not only for the client but also for himself and ensured a continuing

business relationship with the client. In this case (and in alignment with the work of Whitener,

Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998)) the client-adviser provided the client with accurate information

and explained why he was not able to sell him a product in the first instance. Communication

with the client was what researcher Hosmer (1994b) perceived as “right”, “just” and “fair”.

Hence, both parties were enabled to speak about bad decisions that had occurred in the past,

which ensured long-term continuation of the client’s business. The client-adviser was at first

not willing to sell products to his client but guaranteed the long-term success of the client-client

adviser relationship by acting honestly and fairly at all times, so in the end the client-adviser

was able to sell even more products. In this way Guy’s case bears out that the mediator ‘integ-

rity’ effectively mediates the relationship between economic sustainability and individual trust

level. The conclusion is in alignment with the work of Waldman et al. (2006) and Aguilera et

al. (2007).

Ecologic sustainability, ABI and individual trust level – When the effects of ecologic sus-

tainability on individual trust level through ABI are analysed the results support the work of

Waldman et al. (2006) and Aguilera et al. (2007) and show that ecologic sustainability leads to
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trust in client-client adviser relationships through the capabilities ability, benevolence and in-

tegrity. As before the capability ‘integrity’ is most effective in mediating the relationship be-

tween ecologic sustainability and individual trust level. Thus and in alignment with the work

of Mayer et al. (1995), the client appreciates the client-adviser’s principles. Interview partner

Tyson (INT-MM-CS22) told us:

“I was head of a social welfare project and was responsible for 50 employees. I wanted to

extend a building and so I needed finance. The head of the local bank must have noticed that

we had planned this project because he came to me and offered his support. That was really

great, because I sensed that we had common principles and that he was willing to invest in a

social project. Trust level towards the client-adviser was very high – a 5.”

Tyson’s experience shows that he was able to build trust in his client-adviser because he

realized that the client-adviser was willing to support his social project, which showed that they

both shared the same principles and values. The conclusion is in alignment with the work of

Waldman et al. (2006) and Aguilera et al. (2007).

Risk – This study shows that the influence of FRs and NFRs on individual trust level is

negatively mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. The two risk dimensions

had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect

through the mediator ‘benevolence’. Non-financial risks were found to have a negative impact

on individual trust level through ABI in both studies but the effect was stronger in study 2. It

was not possible to establish a multiple mediator model for FRs in study 1.

Financial risk, ABI and individual trust level – This study was able to show that the influence

of FRs on individual trust level was mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI.

Financial risks had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second

strongest effect through the mediator ‘ability’. The results support the work of Jackson (2015),

Beck et al. (2016) and Kaminski et al. (2016) and provide proof that FRs need to be controlled

by banks because they can have a negative impact on individual trust levels. It was noticed that

if client-client adviser relationships lack the capability ‘benevolence’, trust is further weakened.

Thus, this study gives support to the work of Mayer et al. (1995). Interview partner Dominic

(INT-MM-CC34), a client-adviser, stated:

“I advised a client who wanted to obtain a loan. To me he appeared trustworthy – so I gave him

the loan. Unfortunately it turned out that this client had only a temporary residence permit and,
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without a word, left the country. I never got the money back. Of course, when such an incident

happens you become more cautious and suspicious, particularly in respect of new clients. Trust

level towards the client was the lowest I ever saw – a 1.”

Dominic’s words confirm that taking on credit risk is incompatible with a trusting relationship.

In addition, Dominic confirmed that the behaviour of the client was not in alignment with his

own principles and values and he judged it to be highly dishonest. These results show that the

mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between FRs and individual trust

level.

Non-financial risks, ABI and individual trust level – This study proves that the influence of

NFRs on individual trust level is mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI.

NFRs had the strongest indirect effect through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest

effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. The results support the works of Jackson (2015),

Beck et al. (2016) and Kaminski et al. (2016) and provide proof that NFRs need to be controlled

by banks because they can have a tremendous negative impact on individual trust levels. If

client-client adviser relationships lack the capability ‘integrity’, trust is further weakened. Thus

the study supports the work of Mayer et al. (1995). Interview partner Laurent (INT-MM-CS05)

said:

“Actually I do not have very much trust in my client-adviser and that’s because I hear a lot of

negative things in the media. So many strategy shifts have taken place and often they were

opposed to clients’ needs. I also have the impression that some clients are more equal than

others, and that’s not fair. My client-adviser’s intention is just to push his quarterly results.

There is no concern for my needs. That’s a pity. Trust level towards my client-adviser is a 1.“

Laurent shows that the behaviour and decisions of his client-adviser led to reputational risks

from being opposed to clients’ personal values and principles, leading to a lessening of trust

between clients and client-advisers. Laurent’s case exemplifies how the mediator ‘integrity’

effectively mediates the relationship between NFRs and individual trust level.

Ethical product and service offerings, ABI and individual trust level – The study showed

that ethical product and service offerings influence trust in client-client adviser relationships

and are mediated through ABI. All dimensions had the strongest indirect effect through the

mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. The

strongest indirect effect was shown by the dimension, PDNs.
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Price and distribution standards, ABI and individual trust level – The study found that the

influence of PDNs on individual trust level in a client-client adviser relationship was mediated

by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. PDNs had the strongest indirect effect through

the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’.

The relationship between PDNs and integrity was confirmed by Kantsperger & Kunz (2010)

and Swan et al. (1985). In addition, Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) underlined that it was a positive

relationship that existed between PDNs and integrity. As integrity is most effective in mediating

the relationship between PDNs and individual trust level, a common understanding of shared

values and principles is most important in creating trust in client and client-adviser relation-

ships. As interview partner Cameron (INT-MM-CC11) stated:

“This was a situation in which I wanted to raise a mortgage. I discussed different funding

models with the client-adviser and was given a very clear overview of different opportunities.

Trust towards the client-adviser was a 5. Nevertheless, although I appreciated the advice from

the client-adviser I decided not to buy any more products from this bank.”

Cameron’s words show that, in alignment with the work of Hawes et al. (1993), ethics in

pricing led to a trusting client-client adviser relationship. In addition, Cameron’s words indicate

that he perceived the conversation as fair and just, so they exemplify how the mediator ‘integ-

rity’ effectively mediates the relationship between PDNs and individual trust level. However,

Cameron did not intend to buy more products. As the work of Wray et al. (1994) shows, price

factors alone are not enough to achieve a long-lasting client-client adviser relationship.

Information and contract standards, ABI and individual trust level – It was found that the

influence of ICNs on individual trust level in client-client adviser relationships was mediated

by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. ICNs were mediated first through the mediator

‘integrity’ and second through the mediator ‘benevolence’. A positive relationship between

ICNs and integrity is shown in the work of Aponte Vega (2015), Gefen & Straub (2004) and

Gregg & Datta (2015). A positive relationship between ICNs and benevolence has been con-

firmed empirically by Gefen & Straub (2004) and Lin & Wang (2008), providing proof that a

common understanding of shared values and principles is most important in creating trust in

client-client adviser relationships. This conclusion is supported by interview partner Norman

(INT-MM-CC04). He said:
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“I trust my client-adviser because he told me that he needed more information about the

background [to my enquiry] – otherwise he wouldn’t be able to give me fair and good advice.

Trust level towards the client-adviser is a 4.”

Norman’s words show that he trusted his client-adviser because the client-adviser asked for

all the information needed to provide fair advice, which shows that a professional code of ethics

was being adhered to by the client-adviser. Norman’s words show how the mediator ‘integrity’

effectively mediates the relationship between ICNs and individual trust level.

Product and promotion standards, ABI and individual trust level – It was found that the

influence of PPNs on individual trust level in client-client adviser relationships was mediated

by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. PPNs had the strongest indirect effect through

the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. A

positive relationship between PPNs and integrity is highlighted by Lin & Wang (2008) and

Swan et al. (1985) and a positive relationship between ICNs and benevolence has been con-

firmed empirically by Lin & Wang (2008). As integrity is most effective in mediating the rela-

tionship between ICNs and individual trust level, a common understanding of shared values

and principles is most important in creating trust in client and client-adviser relationships. A

client-adviser, Gideon (INT-MM-ESC02), stated:

“Top management determined that sales procedures should meet ethical standards. The cli-

ent is at the centre of the business, so before we think of our own profits, we fulfil the needs

and wishes of our clients. The key business concept is to foster trust.”

Gideon’s statement shows that products are traded in a fair and ethical manner. Thus it is not

the intention of the client-adviser to use false, misleading sales techniques since clients’ needs

and wishes are more important than achieving high company profits. Together with the research

of Strutton et al. (1996) and Kennedy et al. (2001), this statement shows that using low-pressure

sales techniques is positively linked to trust. In addition, the statement illustrates that the medi-

ator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship between ICNs and individual trust level.

Gideon’s words show that sales developed from transaction-based marketing to relationship

marketing and were aimed at putting the client at the centre of the business.

Obligation and disclosure standards, ABI and individual trust level – This study showed that

the influence of ODNs on individual trust level in client-client adviser relationship was medi-

ated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. ODNs had the strongest indirect effect
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through the mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevo-

lence’. A positive relationship between ODNs and integrity is highlighted by researchers

Aponte Vega (2015) and Dasgupta (2009) and a positive relationship between ODNs and be-

nevolence has been confirmed empirically by Hill et al. (2009), Swan et al. (1985), and Mackie

(1981). As integrity is most effective in mediating the relationship between ODNs and individ-

ual trust level, a common understanding of shared values and principles is most important in

creating trust in client-client-adviser relationships. A client-adviser, Richard (INT-MM-

ECS17), states:

“I gave advice to a client who was interested in obtaining credit and he told me that he had

asked about the price of credit at a different banking institution, so I asked him about the com-

petitor’s conditions. He talked very honestly and fairly about the conditions he had received at

the other banking institution. I trusted that the client was giving me the correct information and

I was able to make a good offer. I don’t believe that the institution offered a lower price. I guess

that the client accepted the offer because he trusted us. So trust towards the client was a 5.”

Richard says that the client accepted his offer because the client trusted his client-adviser. In

addition, it is recognized that both parties made use of fair and transparent communication, so

Richard’s statement illustrates that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively mediates the relationship

between ODNs and individual trust level. Once again, this study points out that, in alignment

with the works of Devlin et al. (1995), Beckett et al. (2000), and Román (2003) price is of less

importance than ethical product and service offerings. Furthermore, the statement helps to con-

firm that relationship marketing is an important factor in building a trusting client-client adviser

relationship.

General honesty and integrity, ABI and individual trust level – The study showed that the

influence of GHI on individual trust level in client-client adviser relationships was mediated by

the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. GHI had the strongest indirect effect through the

mediator ‘integrity’ and the second strongest effect through the mediator ‘benevolence’. A pos-

itive relationship between GHI and integrity is highlighted by Dasgupta (2009), Lin & Wang

(2008) and Swan et al. (1985) and a positive relationship between GHI and benevolence has

been confirmed empirically by Swan et al. (1985). Because integrity is most effective in medi-

ating the relationship between GHI and individual trust level, a common understanding of

shared values and principles is most important in creating trust in client and client-adviser re-

lationships. A client, Donald (INT-MM-CC06) states:
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“It is very important to me that the client-adviser communicates openly with me – I want to

understand what he is getting at. I also expect that I can ask questions at any time. In addition I

have to be sure that client-advisers do not change any previous conditions, because I can get

quite upset if a client-adviser is not cautious enough concerning financial aspects. Only with

open communication I can trust my client-adviser.”

In alignment with the work of Simon (2009) Donald’s statement shows that financial issues

can evoke powerful emotions when they are put in jeopardy. Thus general honesty and fairness

between client and client-adviser is very important in creating a trusting client-client adviser

relationship. Furthermore, the statement illustrates that the mediator ‘integrity’ effectively me-

diates the relationship between GHI and individual trust level.

The impact of legitimacy on a trusted client-client adviser relationship

This study has researched the core ideas of legitimacy theory and in particular moral legiti-

macy based on the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991).

Study 1 showed that legitimate behaviour crosses strategic levels. Thus, in a critical situation

leaders and followers base their behaviour on moral behaviour and ethics. In particular, forms

of transformational and consultative leadership, benevolent and principled work climate, and

social and economic sustainability drive the behaviour of leaders and followers alike. Study 2

also affirmed that in a business situation clients and client-advisers rely on moral behaviour and

ethics. In contrast to study 1, it was shown that legitimate behaviour crosses both the operational

and the strategic level. On the strategic level, a benevolent and principled climate, as well as

social, economic and ecologic sustainability are grounded in legitimate and moral behaviour.

At the operational level, PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI follow legitimate actions. Results

indicate that components on both the strategic and operational level foster trusting stakeholder

relationships. In the following, the relationship between OTR components and legitimate be-

haviour is explained in more detail.

Climate – The ethical climate framework serves as a psychological mechanism through

which ethical issues can be controlled. Thus, it is the main framework that allows banks to

control legitimate actions and improve ethical behaviour within the client-client adviser rela-

tionship (Cullen et al., 1989; Cullen et al., 2003). An ethical work climate positively impacts

employee’s concern for clients (Schminke et al., 2007). In addition, research has revealed that

a bank's long-term success with clients is grounded in the clients' ethical understanding of the
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bank (Gundlach & Murphy, 1993; Babin et al., 2004; Schwepker & Hartline, 2005). Therefore

client-advisers, as representatives of the bank, should act in a way that is based on the principles

of ethical behaviour to guarantee the success of the institution. Thus, a benevolent and princi-

pled climate fosters legitimate actions. A benevolent climate is rooted in utilitarian principles

of moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock, 1985). Thus client advisers share a general concern

about clients’ welfare (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). Further, a principled climate leads to legiti-

mate behaviour grounded in personal morality and guided by internal rules and standards as

well as the law (Victor & Cullen, 1988). In contrast, this study assumes that an egoistic climate

does not lead to legitimate actions because egoism is defined as consideration of the needs and

preferences of oneself (Victor & Cullen, 1988). Thus, clients and client-advisers are concerned

rather for themselves and protect their own interests first. In the study’s dataset, out of 279 CIS,

50% referred to a principled climate. Second, within a benevolent climate 43% of all codings

could be allocated to CIS. An egoistic climate, referring rather to unethical behaviour, was the

least common in the dataset totalling only 29% of all codings. Besides, the results show that a

benevolent climate positively influences trust level. In addition to that, a benevolent climate

influences trust levels in client-client adviser relationships and is mediated by the perceived

factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Thus, it can be concluded that a benevolent climate is grounded

in moral and ethical behaviour and is an effective instrument to build a respectful and reliable

client-client adviser business relationship.

Sustainability – From the WCED (1987: p. 8) sustainability is defined as the: “(…) devel-

opment which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future gen-

erations to meet their own needs”. In general, sustainability refers to the term ‘moral legitimacy’

as a sustainable business development takes into consideration moral behaviour. All three di-

mensions, social, economic and ecologic sustainability are grounded in legitimate behaviour in

which the client-adviser takes into consideration the needs of the client. For social sustainabil-

ity, legitimate actions foster a reconciliation of interests between client and client-adviser. Cli-

ent-advisers grounding their behaviour in legitimate actions favour selling products that have a

positive social impact, they treat clients fairly as there is strong concern for sticking to the law,

and they limit risky behaviour by following sustainable risk practices. Economic sustainability

stands in close connection to legitimate and ethical business behaviour as client-advisers foster

a long-lasting client-client adviser relationship through, for example, achieving sustainable

earnings, responsible management and enhancing value for clients. Furthermore, ecologic sus-

tainability follows moral and ethical business guidelines as business decisions do not harm the

environment and foster a vibrant ecosystem. This is particularly important at the operational
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level, where rethinking of banking products and services takes place to foster sustainable in-

vestments, and investment and credit portfolios aim to have an ecological impact. Out of 279

CIS, 51% referred to economic sustainability, 28% of the overall codings referred to social

sustainability and a further 5% referred to ecologic sustainability. Besides, the outcome empha-

sises that social, economic and ecologic sustainability do not just positively influence trust level

but are also mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Thus, it can be con-

cluded that all forms of sustainability defined by the triple-bottom-line concept of Elkington

(2004) are grounded in moral and ethical behaviour and are effective instruments with which

to build a respected, trusting client-client adviser business relationship.

Product and service offerings – As competition increases in the banking industry, clients are

paying more attention to ethical criteria in product and service offerings (Devlin et al., 1995;

Beckett et al., 2000; Román, 2003). The criteria are changing as interest rates are put into the

background (Llewellyn & Drake, 1997) and legitimate actions play a major role. Gundlach &

Murphy (1993) argue that ethics require client-advisers to behave according to the rules of

moral philosophy. Various attempts have been made to develop a standards scale to target mar-

keting activities in particular (for instance that of Mayo & Marks, 1990). This study shows that

behaviours and actions in client-client adviser relationships are guided by marketing ethics and

ethical guidelines. In particular, many critical trust situations refer to ethical price and distribu-

tion standards (PDNs), information and contract standards (ICNs), which provide honest dis-

closure of marketing related knowledge and contractual concurrences, product and promotion

standards (PPNs), which are intended to offer safe products and services fitting the clients’

needs and avoiding manipulation and misleading sales tactics, obligation and disclosure stand-

ards (ODNs), referring to ethical obligations and the disclosure of suitable information, and

general honesty and integrity (GHI) assessing fair dealing between client and client-adviser.

Having ethical product and service offerings takes place at the operational level of a bank

and encourages a rethinking of traditional banking products and services. In the study’s dataset

of 279 CIS, 40% referred to PPNs, 43% could be allocated to ICNs, 41% could be allocated to

GHI, 14% were allocated to ODNs and 9% referred to PDNs. The outcome emphasises that

PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI do not just positively influence trust level but are also

mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. As a consequence, it can be con-

cluded that all forms of ethical product and service offerings are grounded in moral and ethical

behaviour and are an effective instrument to build a respectful and trusting client client-adviser

business relationship.
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The concept of legitimacy is regarded as most successful when it is integrated at both stra-

tegic and operational levels to be an effective instrument to build a respected, reliable and

trusted bank. In the first instance and on the strategic level, client-advisers should build their

behaviour on moral and ethical values, by, for instance, working within forms of benevolent or

principled climate, or adhering to the principles of social and economic sustainability when

doing business with clients. In the second instance, and on the operational level, legitimacy

requires a rethinking not only of banking products and services but also of socially accepted

procedures, structures and techniques. Thus client-advisers should rethink traditional product

and service offerings and focus on ethical products that have an ecologic impact. Sustainable

and Christian banks declare that they do business based on legitimate actions at both the strate-

gic and operational level because they follow an integrated sustainable business approach. Alt-

hough this study first assumed that, based on the banks’ integrated sustainable business concept,

sustainable and Christian institutions are more trusted than conventional banks, no such effect

could be detected as control variables were not significant. Study 2 provided the same results

as were found in study 1. Thus it seems to be of greater importance that all stakeholders, from

supervisors to subordinates and clients and client-advisers, act sustainably rather than just main-

taining they are part of a “Christian/sustainable banking institution”.

In the following, the strengths and limitations underlying this study are addressed. Then, and

to address the limitations of studies 1 and 2, the third study “Enhancing trust in banks over

time” is introduced.

3.5 Conclusion

The following sets out the strengths underlying this study.

First study 2 shows identical results as in study 1 while using the same theoretical assump-

tion of Bachmann and Zaheer (2013), De Cremer (2015), Gillespie and Hurley (2013) and Hur-

ley et al. (2014). Thus, also in study 2 trust is a theme of importance in client-client adviser

relationship in banks.

Second, and as already proved in study 1, study 2 shows interconnections between the mod-

els of Gillespie and Dietz (2009) and Mayer et al. (1995). In this way study 2 additionally

proved that OTR components directly influence individual trust level but are mediated by ABI

factors. From this finding it was possible to establish a holistic concept of trust that could en-

hance and stabilize trust in client-client adviser relationships in banks.
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Third, study 1 and study 2 follow the work of Jepperson (1991) as well as Meyer and Rowan

(1991) and work within the core ideas of legitimacy theory and in particular moral legitimacy

at both the strategic and the operational level. Study 2 proved that legitimate actions can have

a positive influence on trust levels. So far, there has been no research investigating if sustainable

and Christian banks are more trusted than are conventional banks. Both studies 1 and 2 have

made clear that legitimate behaviour is more important than just stating that you are either a

sustainable or a Christian bank when fostering trust between individuals.

Fourth, and in comparison with study 1, study 2 shows that, in accordance with the stake-

holder theory approach of Donaldson and Preston (1995), trust-enhancing mechanisms vary

across stakeholder groups. Thus, to develop an effective trust concept, different trust mecha-

nisms must be applied in order to build trusting stakeholder relationships. Study 1 and 2 together

provide a holistic view of mechanisms that are effective in creating bonds of trust inside and

beyond the boundaries of the banking organization.

However, some limitations in study 2 inevitably remain which are similar to the ones of study

1.

First, the research approach – As in study 1, the findings are based on a cross-sectional

study. Thus, no development of trust and its antecedents over time can be shown, although this

is an issue of importance (Rossmann, 2010).

Second, the theories that are used – The theories underlying study 2 are consistent to the

ones having applied in study 1 and are particularly suited to stressing the links between OTR

factors and ABI. As study 2 is also concerned with trust between two parties in an exchange,

client and client-adviser, the researcher could have additionally stressed the impact of social

exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Clark & Mills, 1979; Keller & Dansereau, 1995; Fulmer & Gel-

fand, 2012) and social identity theory (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Kramer, 1999b; Hogg, 2001)

on trust in client-client adviser relationships.

Third, deductive derived hypotheses – In both study 1 and 2, a limitation is publication bias

(i.e. ‘file drawer problem’). Future research may try to overcome this bias by using conference

proceedings and other grey literature to formulate hypotheses and to find coherences. In this

way one may assess significant and non-significant empirical results on which to base future

research (Swan et al., 1999).
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Fourth, the sampling approach – In alignment with study 1, also in study 2 more men were

interviewed than women. More precisely, the study’s respondents comprised 14 per cent

women and 86 per cent men. A higher number of women could have led to different statistical

results. As in study 1 an equal number of responses from women and from men have been given

to balance the low proportion of women in the dataset.

Fifth, the data-collection approach – Concerning data collection approach study 1 and 2

underlie equivalent limitations. Interviews in particular may stress the subjective views of the

participants. Statements and evaluations might be influenced by the physical comfort and any

external stressors of the participants. As in study 1 CIT was used. Thus, the investigator asked

for critical trust situations an interviewee had experienced. As CIS had occurred in the inter-

viewee’s past, not all information might be called to mind during the interview situation. Thus

incorrect information or missing details might have occurred (Nerdinger et al., 2014). Therefore

this study tried to stick to the advice of Flanagan (1954) whereby the investigator made sure

that when a participant reported a CIS, the actual behaviour and all the incident’s decisive fac-

tors were described and had been clearly observed by the interviewee. In addition, an explicit

judgment regarding how important the behaviour was, was made and the participant made clear

why he believed the behaviour to be important. If parts were missing, further sub-questions

were asked.

Sixth, the data analysis – For data analysis a qualitative content analysis was used based on

the approach of Mayring (2001) and Mayring (2014). As in study 1 this method includes some

weaknesses. As addressed previously the researcher might ignore striking text passages and

details that are important for trust research concerning client-client adviser relationships (Flick

et al., 2003). Additionally, the potential antecedents of trust provided by Mayer et al. (1995)

and Gillespie and Dietz (2009) are not a definitive list and there might be further components

that effectively enhance trust in client-client adviser relationships. With regard to the coding

process, coding is always subjective. As in study 1 complications were avoided by calculating

inter-rater reliability and using Cohen’s kappa. In addition, each coder was introduced to the

coding process and provided with a code book including definitions and anchor examples of all

codes. Finally, cross-checks were done to guarantee that coding procedure was consistent

throughout the dataset.

Lastly, results – As the dataset contains only 279 CIS study 2 like study 1 did not apply

SEM. Hence, no inferences could be drawn between the OTR system components: climate,

sustainability, risk, and products and services. While using a parallel multiple mediator model
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a more effective trust concept for use in practice could be established. Like in study 1, there

was no discrepancy in trust level between conventional, sustainable and Christian banks. Alt-

hough different questionnaires were used for each of the three groups so that employees’ and

clients’ changes from one banking business model to another could be taken into consideration,

controls were not significant. One reason might be how each participant was interviewed. As

in study 1, during the interviews, participants were asked for a positive and a negative CIS. As

most of the participants were able to illustrate positive and negative incidents concerning their

bank, the results may not have discovered any differences between the business alignments of

banks.

The limitations of this study open avenues for future research and build the foundation for

the third study “Enhancing trust in banks over time”.

First, in study 1 and study 2 the construct of trust was defined as a dependent variable, which

leads to the assumption that trust is a state. Several researchers agree that this assumption is

wrong, because the phenomenon of trust is dynamic in nature (Nooteboom & Six, 2003). When

defining trust as a dynamic construct, the trustor’s past (Good, 1988; Ensminger, 2001) and

future expectations (Coleman, 1990; Uzzi, 1997; Gambetta, 2000; Tyler, 2001) become im-

portant. Therefore, study 3 addresses this issue and defines trust as a process, using a longitu-

dinal research approach. In this way this dissertation has been able to obtain a more compre-

hensive understanding of trust and its antecedents.

Second, based on the multi-level-theory approach, actions at multiple levels have to take

place to rebuild and maintain a highly trusted bank. Researchers Gillespie & Dietz (2009) as-

sume that an effective trust concept might be build while addressing both the micro and the

macro level of an organization. The previous two studies of this thesis addressed the micro level

at the individual level of analysis while analysing the individual’s degree of trust in interper-

sonal referents. Study 3 addresses the macro level of trust in banks in which the organizational

level of trust analysis is focused on by deciding how far the organization is building trust to-

wards the interpersonal referent, that is, employees and clients. To do so, from 743 banking

reports, 805 objectives were collected over a ten-year period. As its contribution to trust litera-

ture study 3 shows that trust is a dynamic construct varying over time and of high importance

for banks.

Third, if the dimensions that lead both to a trusting supervisor-subordinate work relationship

and to a trusting client-client adviser relationship are part of a bank’s future goals, the bank can
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send out signs to its stakeholders that it is trustworthy and by doing so, show that it is a highly

trusted bank. Taking all three studies together, this dissertation researches the phenomenon of

trust across levels while using a multi-level design approach to show that trust in banks is re-

garded as a complex and multi-dimensional phenomenon which runs from the individual to the

organizational level of trust analysis (Luhmann, 1988; Hitt et al., 2007; Khodyakov, 2007).

Last, the previous two studies have researched legitimacy theory solely between individuals.

Study 1 found that supervisors and subordinates build trusting relationships when applying so-

cio-efficiency. Economic sustainability was defined as a first goal and social sustainability was

specified as a second goal.29 In contrast, study 2 shows that in the client-client adviser relation-

ship, trust is established by applying eco-effectiveness. In that relationship the first goal is eco-

logic sustainability and the second objective is economic sustainability.30 As both socio-effi-

ciency and eco-effectiveness are effective mechanisms to build trust between individuals, they

might also promote trust at the organizational level. Study 3 looks at whether those mechanisms

drive a bank’s goals to effectively become a highly trusted banking institution.

29 The results are based upon the outcome of a multiple mediator model. Trust level was mostly influenced by
social and economic sustainability and mediated through ABI.

30 The results are based upon the outcome of a multiple mediator model. Trust level was mostly influenced by
ecologic and economic sustainability and mediated through ABI.
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4. ENHANCING TRUST IN BANKS OVER TIME

In its annual report for 2011 the Commerzbank stated, regarding trust: “Damit aus Vertrauen

Erfolg wird – und anspruchsvolle Ziele erreicht werden” (This will result in confidence – and

ambitious goals being met) (Commerzbank, 2011, p. 2).Thus trust appears to be a necessary

precondition to reaching the bank’s goals.

Employees and clients operating in the banking context rely on the effectiveness and success

of the whole banking organization (Parry, 1976). The bank’s effectiveness and success are

demonstrated by the attainment of corporate goals. The bank can continue its business through

the fulfilment of its aims. While studies 1 and 2 researched how trust is created and maintained

between individuals, study 3 analyses the phenomenon of trust at the organizational level in

banks. To do this, 805 objectives over a ten-year period were collected from 743 banking re-

ports. Thus taking all three studies into consideration, the phenomenon of trust has been re-

searched across levels to finally provide profound implications for theory and practice. To en-

sure all three studies are comparable, study 3 uses identical measurement criteria to those used

in studies 1 and 2, namely the dimensions of ABI and OTR. In so doing, this dissertation looks

at trust between individuals and between the banking organization and its stakeholders. If mech-

anisms for building trust found in studies 1 and 2 can also be found as part of a bank’s goals,

the bank can send out signals about trust to its stakeholders and show itself a trustworthy bank.

Using all three studies, this dissertation presents the phenomenon of trust across levels using a

multi-level design approach.

When analysing a bank’s corporate goals across a ten-year period, trust is, in contrast to

studies 1 and 2, no longer defined as a ‘state’ but rather as a dynamic construct, varying over

time. Therefore study 3 uses longitudinal data and defines trust as a ‘process’, which allows

this dissertation to research a more comprehensive understanding of trust and its antecedents.

In alignment with studies 1 and 2, this study enhances the understanding of trust in banks, par-

ticularly in business relationships, so study 3 is focused on the bond of trust between the bank-

ing organization and its stakeholder groups. This relationship is rather impersonal. Even when

considering the bank’s board as a representative of the banking institution, stakeholders share

business relationship with the board.
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This aspect makes it even harder to build a bond of trust between the organization, represented

by the management board, and its stakeholders.

Hence study 3 aims to find out how far trust can be defined as a dynamic construct and

through what mechanisms a bank can build an effective concept of trust while taking into con-

sideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level.

To understand the overall aim of this study, its underlying theory and hypotheses are first

presented. A systematic literature review is provided in Appendix C, Table 0–3.

4.1 Theory and hypotheses

Trust as a process – Trust is often defined as an independent or dependent variable, which

leads to the assumption that trust is a state. Some researchers agree that this assumption is

wrong, because the phenomenon of trust is dynamic in nature (Nooteboom & Six, 2003). In this

approach, the trustor’s past (Ensminger, 2001; Good, 1988) and the trustor’s future expectations

(Coleman, 1990; Gambetta, 2000; Tyler, 2001; Uzzi, 1997) are important. Hence trust as a

process includes all three temporal properties: past, present and future impact the formation,

growth and maintenance of trust. This definition sees trust viewed as a form of agency.

Emirbayer & Mische (1998) argue that agency has three components: iteration, projectivity and

practical evaluation. Iteration refers to former patterns of behaviour established through habits,

practices and schemata, while projectivity concerns the trustor’s anticipation of his future,

whereby the trustor thinks about his hopes, fears, anxieties, wishes and intentions (Khodyakov,

2007). Projectivity additionally includes risks which might occur when trusting a trustee (Gam-

betta, 2000; Luhmann, 1988; Solomon & Flores, 2003). Practical evaluation refers to the trus-

tor’s alternative options for action, based on his actual information, behavioural norms and

moral standards. Thus this dimension refers to the time when the trustor decides to trust or not

to trust. Khodyakov (2007: p. 126) defines trust as a process:

“Trust is a process of constant imaginative anticipation of the reliability of the other party’s

actions based on (1) the reputation of the partner and the actor, (2) the evaluation of current

circumstances of action, (3) assumptions about the partner’s actions, and (4) the belief in the

honesty and morality of the other side.”

Hence it is assumed that, based on the concept of organizational trust, stakeholders operating

in the banking context are relying on the effectiveness and success of the whole banking organ-
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ization (Parry, 1976). That effectiveness and success is demonstrated by the fulfilment of cor-

porate goals. Through reaching the bank’s goals the institution is able to continue its business.

Further, having trust in an organization happens in the present but is based on the trustor’s past

experiences and his future expectation of possible rewards. In the trust process, the unpredict-

able future inspires the trustor to rely not only on the bank’s ability but also on its honest and

moral behaviour (Khodyakov, 2007). Thus if a bank reaches goals which are in close alignment

with trust-enhancing mechanisms – OTR and ABI – the bank upholds the social process of

trusting (Bachmann & Inkpen, 2011; Zucker, 1986). As Luhmann (1979: p. 62) puts it: “Who-

ever wants to win trust must take part in the social life and be in a position to build the expec-

tations of others in his own self-presentations.”

Connecting the bank’s goals with the antecedents of trust can be understood as signalling

trustworthiness to the bank’s stakeholders (Burchell & Wilkinson, 1997; Lane & Bachmann,

1996). Hence by looking at changes in the social process of trusting over a period of time,

changes in trust level towards even such an abstract actor as a banking organization can be

explained (Möllering, 2013).

Organizational trust − Research on trust at the organizational level of analysis is an area 

under development. Thus far scientists have addressed team referents and organizational refer-

ents. Since there has been hardly any focus on the interpersonal referent at the organizational

level of analysis, this issue is targeted in ongoing studies (Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012).

Organizational trustworthiness is a far more complex construct than individual trustworthi-

ness, mainly because organizational trustworthiness is affected by multiple antecedents of trust

operating at multiple organizational levels (Galford & Drapeau, 2003; Nooteboom, 2002).

Gillespie & Dietz (2009) argue that the organizational and the individual levels of trust anal-

ysis are connected because an organization cannot display trustworthiness; only its members

can do so by showing certain behaviours and interactions. Following this assumption, organi-

zational trustworthiness is defined as a “meso” concept (Rousseau et al., 1998), combining mi-

cro-level psychological processes and group dynamics with macro-level organizational and in-

stitutional forms (Gillespie & Dietz, 2009). Before trust is created in a banking organization,

the people belonging to the organization have to trust each other (Almond & Verba, 1965; Fu-

kuyama, 1995; Fukuyama, 1999). In addition, organizational trust can foster or hinder the cre-

ation of trust at the individual level, because people do not know every individual of the organ-

ization well enough and tend to rely on the effectiveness and success of the whole banking
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organization (Parry, 1976). The effectiveness might be represented by the fulfilment of the

bank’s corporate objectives. Thus creating trust in the banking organization depends on the

bank’s ability to successfully reach its goals. Having trust in an institution is regarded as of

greater importance than having trust in individuals because the banking organization has more

resources to help employees and clients reach their goals (Khodyakov, 2007). Therefore trust

in the overall banking organization depends on the bank’s perceived legitimacy, its competence

and its ability to fulfil its responsibilities in an efficient manner. Gillespie and Dietz (2009, p.

128) define organizational trust as “(…) a collective construct – a sense-making heuristic orig-

inating at the level of individuals’ perceptions but that, in the aggregate of collective impres-

sions, can operate as a shared reputation in the organization.”

The work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 132) exemplifies how organizational trustworthi-

ness is built towards stakeholders in the banking sector. The authors state:

“Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the five

system components [leadership, climate, sustainability, risk, products and services] identified

in Figure 1 sends cues about the organization’s ability, benevolence, integrity, and these cues

influence, either positively or negatively, employees’ perceived organizational trustworthi-

ness.”

To best compare the results of study 3 with the outcomes of studies 1 and 2, study 3 concurs

with the ABI model of Mayer et al. (1995) and the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and

assumes that these research models are interlinked and well suited to establishing a holistic

trust concept for banks. For the OTR model, study 3 researches all antecedents of trust and

does not distinguish between internal and external stakeholders as do studies 1 and 2. The ef-

fects of all the following antecedents of trust are analysed: leadership, sustainable strategy,

ethical climate, risks, and ethical product and service offerings (see Gillespie & Dietz, 2009)

and ABI (see Mayer et al., 1995), as depicted in Figure 4–1.
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Figure 4–1: Interrelationships between system components and ABI factors at the organiza-
tional level

The author will highlight how these antecedents of trust connect with a bank’s success, that

is, with the fulfilment of the bank’s objectives. The antecedents of trust do not refer only to the

bank’s capabilities but also to ethical and moral behaviour, which should affect the trustor’s

trust level (Khodyakov, 2007). To better understand the dynamic nature of trust, this work

analyses objectives of German banks over a ten-year period.

In this way, study 3 focuses on the following research questions: “How far can trust be

defined as a dynamic construct? How far can we build an effective concept of trust for banks

while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level?

Next, the relationships between the antecedents of organizational trust and the trustee’s

trustworthiness are laid down to formulate the hypotheses underlying this work.

Hypotheses

The interrelationships between OTR and ABI components help to formulate the hypotheses.
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Based on the work of Hitt et al. (2007) the following hypotheses take into consideration the

organizational level of analysis and the interpersonal referent. For the level of analysis, the

organizational level is emphasized. The level is defined as the aggregated degree of trust shared

among members of an organization, either employees or clients. When researching trust in a

referent, the target of trust has a focus, that is, the trustee. This can either be an employee or a

client.

In accordance with the stakeholder theory approach of Donaldson & Preston (1995) it is

assumed that effective trust mechanisms vary across stakeholder groups, so the following hy-

potheses emphasise trust mechanisms at the organizational level to clearly distinguish them

from the hypotheses concerning the supervisor-subordinate relationship or the client-client ad-

viser relationship.

The link between organizational antecedents of trust and the characteristics of ABI

In alignment with the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) it is assumed that there is a connec-

tion between the dimensions of OTR and the characteristics of ABI. Further, if OTR factors

positively influence the factors of ABI, research shows that this relationship is very likely to

foster trust in corporate development.

Leadership – Managers are responsible for applying the leadership style in a banking insti-

tution (Smircich & Morgan, 1982). Thus employees may judge the trustworthiness of the over-

all organization according to the perceived leadership style that comes from the goals deter-

mined by senior management (Kouzes & Posner, 2006). Consequently management acts as a

role model through its own conduct (Schein, 1990).

Leadership styles may influence corporate goals and are intended to influence the individ-

ual’s trust level depending on which style is chosen by the supervisor. According to Gillespie

& Mann (2004) four leadership styles are linked with trust research, namely: (1) transforma-

tional leadership, (2) consultative leadership, (3) transactional leadership and (4) laissez-faire

leadership. Avolio and Bass (2004) agree that banks’ managers use the same four styles to lead

their banks and set objectives.’ The choice of a certain leadership style affects management’s

characteristics of ability, benevolence and integrity so if stakeholders such as employees or

clients perceive the application of a certain leadership style in the bank’s objectives, they may

judge the board’s characteristics of ability, benevolence and integrity. Nevertheless, it is ex-

pected that different leadership styles influence ABI in various ways.
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Transformational leadership is also called effective leadership (House & Shamir, 1993).

Burns (1978), Bass (1985) and Kuhnert & Lewis (1987), show that transformational leadership

motivates followers to perform beyond expectations by making them more aware of the im-

portance and value of goals and inducing them to transcend self-interest for the good of the

group or the organization. Transformational leaders also act as role models and provide indi-

vidual care to their followers (Weibler, 2012). Thus it is expected that this leadership style will

positively influence the characteristics of ABI, because goals based on a transformational lead-

ership style take into consideration the individual needs of stakeholders – so stakeholders may

judge the bank to be very capable and successful at the things it tries to do. These ideas are in

alignment with the work of Boies et al. (2015), Wang et al. (2011), Judge & Piccolo (2004) and

Waldman et al. (1990). In addition, if objectives are grounded in a transformational leadership

style and the bank is concerned about stakeholders’ welfare, stakeholders will probably believe

that the bank is better able to identify their needs and concerns, which will lead to trust in the

bank’s corporate development. These ideas are in alignment with the work of Kelloway et al.

(2012) and Zhu et al. (2013). It is further expected that objectives coming from a transforma-

tional leadership style will be about tackling important issues. Thus stakeholders may appreci-

ate principles of the bank’s corporate development. A positive relationship between transfor-

mational leadership and integrity was additionally found by Burke et al. (2007), Parry &

Proctor-Thomson (2002), MacKenzie et al. (2001) and Pillai et al. (1999). Thus, the following

hypotheses are formulated. In the bank’s corporate development:

H0� � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � : Transformational leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Second, it is believed that having a consultative leadership style positively influences the

characteristics of ABI because objectives underlying a consultative leadership style can direct

corporate development to a common goal. This behaviour underlines that the board has special-

ized skills that will increase the performance of the bank. These assumptions are in alignment

with the work of Gillespie & Mann (2004). In addition, objectives that are grounded in a con-

sultative leadership style focus on caring about stakeholders’ welfare by considering their per-

sonal wishes and concerns, leading stakeholders to believe the board cares about their welfare.

This idea was recently published in the work of Miao et al. (2014). It is further expected that

having goals that are in alignment with the needs of stakeholders encourages fairness. A posi-

tive coherence between consultative leadership and integrity was shown by Oshagbemi (2008).

Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Concerning the bank’s corporate development:
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H0� � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � : Consultative leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Third, it is believed that having a transactional leadership style positively influences the

characteristics of ABI. Goals that are set based on a transactional leadership style are focused

on controlling the activities of the bank. It is believed that through this behaviour the board uses

its skills to increase the performance of the bank. These ideas are in alignment with the works

of Doucet et al. (2015). In addition, if objectives are grounded in a transactional leadership style

they aim to offer a reward if employees’ goals are met. This could be the case if the bank offers

an attractive bonus for achievements, as stated by Elgamal (2004). It is further expected that

showing satisfaction if employees successfully achieve their goals provides proof that sound

principles guide the board’s behaviour. A positive link between transactional leadership and

integrity has been shown by MacKenzie et al. (2001). Hence, the following hypotheses are

presented. In the bank’s corporate development:

H0� � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on ability.
H0� � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on benevolence.
H0� � : Transactional leadership has a positive influence on integrity.

Last, it is believed that goals derived from laissez-faire leadership negatively influence the

characteristics of ABI. If the board makes abrupt decisions it may be a sign that the board is not

well qualified and trust in the bank’s corporate development is lessened. The work of Sosik &

Dionne (1997) affirms that laissez-faire leadership has a negative effect on a leader’s ability.

Furthermore, it is assumed that goals coming from laissez-faire leadership show less concern

for employees’ welfare than those coming from other types of leadership, because the bank’s

goals focus directly on the success of the organization. Similarly Kelloway et al. (2012) and

Skogstad et al. (2007) argue that laissez-faire behaviours negatively affect employees’ psycho-

logical well-being. It is further expected that goals coming from laissez-faire leadership do not

signal a strong sense of justice, because the goals are set hastily and without considering the

needs of subordinates. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Parry & Proctor-

Thomson (2002). Hence, the following hypotheses are presented. In the bank’s corporate de-

velopment:

H0� � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on ability.
H0� � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on benevolence.
H0� � : Laissez-faire leadership has a negative influence on integrity.
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Climate – Smart & Sherlock (1985) show that there are three variants of climate in a banking

institute: egoistic climate, benevolent climate and principled climate. It is believed that different

climate types influence ABI at the corporate level in different ways.

It is proposed that having an egoistic climate at the corporate level has a negative affect on

ABI. First, it is assumed that an egoistic climate positively influences the characteristic ‘ability’.

According to previous research, if goals are aimed at improving a company’s interests and ef-

ficiency, stakeholders might believe that the management team is very capable and qualified,

as is suggested by Colvard (2004), Davis et al. (2000) and Dirks & Skarlicki (2009). In contrast

it is assumed that an egoistic work climate negatively influences benevolence. Thus, it is ex-

pected that a bank solely following its own interests and strongly encouraging profit and effi-

ciency will show few signs of benevolent behaviour. A negative relationship between egoistic

climate and benevolence was confirmed by Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998). Fur-

thermore, it is proposed that goals focusing on profit and efficiency are less able to signal justice

and fairness towards employees and clients (Soule (1998). Thus, the following hypotheses are

presented. Concerning the bank’s corporate development:

H1� � : An egoistic climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on benevolence.
H1� � : An egoistic climate has a negative influence on integrity.

Second, it is assumed that the awareness of a benevolent climate at the corporate level fosters

the characteristics of ABI. If goals focus on improving the current situation of employees and

clients, these people may judge the bank to be more capable of performing its tasks. This theo-

rizing is in line with the ideas of Brady (2003). Moreover, it is posited that having a benevolent

climate breeds more benevolence. If goals are to spread goodwill and protect trustors against

threats, stakeholders believe the bank will look out for what is important to them and general

concern for the welfare of others arises. These assumptions are in line with the thinking of

Barczak et al. (2010), Lin (2010) and Jung et al. (2011). It is also assumed that a benevolent

climate is positively linked to integrity, because objectives around caring about others

strengthen justice and fairness. These assumptions are supported by the findings of Burris et al.

(2009), Collins (1980) and Hansen et al. (2016). In this way, the following hypotheses are for-

mulated. Concerning the bank’s corporate development:

H1� � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � : A benevolent climate has a positive influence on integrity.
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Last, it is expected that an awareness of a principled climate in the bank’s corporate devel-

opment fosters the characteristics of ABI. If the bank’s goals are in alignment with personal

morality of the trustor, the strict application of the bank’s rules, professional codes and the law,

it demonstrates to the trustor that the board is very capable of performing its job. These thoughts

are in line with those of Davidson et al. (2004) and Green & Howe (2012). In addition, it is

conjectured that a principled climate is positively correlated with benevolence, because goals

that involve sticking to rules, standards and the law are for the stakeholders’ benefit. In fact

research has shown a positive association between a principled climate and benevolence (Lin

& Leung, 2014). Furthermore it is expected that having objectives in line with personal morals,

rules, standards and the law is positively related to integrity, as such principles foster justice

and fairness in dealing with stakeholders. This assumption is in line with the opinions of Ferrin

et al. (2007), Gillespie & Dietz (2009), Mayer & Davis (1999), Schlenker (2008) and Semra-

dova (2009). Thus, the following hypotheses are presented. Regarding corporate development:

H1� � : A principled climate has a positive influence on ability.
H1� � : A principled climate has a positive influence on benevolence.
H1� � : A principled climate has a positive influence on integrity.

Legitimacy and sustainable business alignment – A bank’s stakeholders desire a banking

business that sets out goals that are to be carried out in a responsible and ethical manner

(Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; Bhattacharya et al., 2008; Coupland, 2006; Jeucken, 2004). Thus,

the bank’s goals should focus less on profit and more on sustainable business dealings (George

et al. (1996). In this way the concept of moral legitimacy becomes important and should be

integrated with the strategic and operational goals of the bank. First, within the strategic dimen-

sion the bank’s goals should be based on moral and ethical values. In this way a banking organ-

ization can become more trusted and modern.

Nowadays banks apply the concept of legitimacy by carrying out a range of activities col-

lectively referred to by the term 'corporate responsibility' (CR), which includes the three dimen-

sions described by Elkington (2004): social, economic and ecologic aspects.

However, the integration of CR concepts with banks’ goals is not totally voluntary. Driven

by regulation, banks are forced to integrate their sustainability achievements with their annual

or corporate social responsibility reports (KPMG, 2015).
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As the report from KPMG (2015) indicates, in 2015 nearly 75 per-cent of N10031 firms re-

ported on CR. The current rate of CR reporting among the G25032 is more than 90 per cent. In

Germany CR reporting still remains less than average but increased slightly from 2013 (68 per

cent) to 2015 (70 per cent). From the N100 sample, the financial-service sector slightly in-

creased its CR reporting from 78 per cent in 2013 to 80 per cent in 2015 and thus equalled the

sector average. In addition, the importance of CR reporting is stressed as organizations start to

put CR data into annual financial reports. This was the case for almost 60 per cent of companies

in 2015, compared with only 20 per cent in 2011. However, the number of companies stating

that they publish reports including CR data remains low (KPMG, 2015).

Overall it is assumed that goals leading to a sustainable business approach positively influ-

ence the characteristics of ABI.

First, it is assumed in general that social sustainability has a positive influence on ABI. It is

believed that if goals are in alignment with social sustainability the characteristic ‘ability’ is

fostered as the board, for instance, tries to find ways to create a more sociable work environment

for employees or ways to offer clients investments having a positive social impact. These

thoughts are in alignment with the work of Metcalf & Benn (2013) and O'Donohue & Torugsa

(2016). It is further expected that goals fostering social sustainability have a positive influence

on benevolence, because a sociable environment creates concern for each other’s welfare

(Blome & Paulraj (2013); Simola (2012). Furthermore, it is assumed that objectives fostering

social sustainability have a positive influence on integrity because a sociable working atmos-

phere fosters justice and fairness, for instance through acceptance and promotion of diversity,

securing jobs or preventing corruption. The assumptions are in line with the work of Hutchins

& Sutherland (2008). In this way, the following hypotheses are formulated. Referring to corpo-

rate development in banks:

H2� � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � : Social sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

This study now turns to economic sustainability. It is believed economic sustainability has a

positive influence on ABI by fostering the ability to do a good job through setting goals that

31 N100 companies operate in 16 industry sectors and are headquartered in 45 countries. In this sample 47 per
cent are located in Europe and 17 per cent operate in the financial service industry.
32 G250 firms operate in 15 industry sectors and are headquartered in 31 countries. In this sample 32 per cent
are located in Europe and 24 per cent operate in the financial service industry.
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create stakeholder value, or by targeting sustainable future earnings' (Jänicke (2012). Addition-

ally, economic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence because the bank’s objec-

tives foster concern for others when senior management acts responsibly (Dodds (1997). Lastly,

it is assumed that economic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity because its goals

are to foster a stable financial market, or to ensure data security, which in turn will foster justice

and fairness towards society and the bank’s clients (O'Rourke (2003); Seshadri (2013). In this

way the following hypotheses are formulated. Concerning the bank’s corporate development:

H2� � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � : Economic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

It is assumed in general that ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on ABI. Exam-

ples of aims related to ecologic sustainability might be finding ways to reuse resources or to

develop a sustainable climate strategy. Stakeholders will probably get the impression that the

board’s team members are very good at their jobs (Sharma & Ruud (2003). It is further expected

that goals meeting the criteria for ecologic sustainability will show concern for stakeholders’

welfare by offering and supporting sustainable investments and by offering an ecologically

sound investment and credit portfolio. This thinking is supported by the work of Chernev &

Blair (2015). Furthermore, it is assumed that ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on

integrity, as objectives concentrating on environmental awareness foster justice and fairness –

for instance through strengthening a vibrant ecosystem. The assumptions are in alignment with

the work of Garcia et al. (2016). In this way, the following hypotheses are formulated. Con-

cerning the bank’s corporate development:

H2� � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on ability.
H2� � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on benevolence.
H2� � : Ecologic sustainability has a positive influence on integrity.

Risks − As mentioned previously, risks are separated into financial risks (FRs) and non-

financial risks (NFRs). It is believed that if either FRs or NFRs occur from the bank’s objectives

there will be a negative effect on ABI (Beck et al., 2016; Jackson, 2015; Kaminski et al., 2016)

First focusing on financial risks, it is assumed that FRs have a negative influence on ABI. If

objectives are set that are accompanied by risk to liquidity, markets or credit they are likely to

have a negative influence on ability. It is believed that a trustor, either an employee or a client,

does not feel very confident about the board’s skills if financial risks occur when the bank’s

objectives are set. These thoughts are in alignment with the work of Guglielmo (2008), Ismal
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(2010), Kong et al. (2008) and Stomper (2006). It is further expected that goals with a connec-

tion to FRs have a negative influence on benevolence, because the existence of liquidity, market

and credit risks will harm the financial condition of the bank, which may hurt employees, e.g.

through job losses, and clients, through inferior service conditions. Research has not yet found

any connection between FRs and benevolence. However, it is believed that goals with a con-

nection to FRs may have a negative impact on integrity because resulting liquidity, market and

credit risks will negatively influence justice and fairness, for instance through deteriorating fi-

nancial conditions that in turn lead to savings, from, for example salary reductions or inferior

credit conditions. The thoughts are supported by the work of Petrusheva & Nikolovski (2013)

and Scholes (1996). In this way, the following hypotheses are formulated. Concerning the

bank’s corporate development:

H3� � : Financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � : Financial risks have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � : Financial risks have a negative influence on integrity.

Non-financial risks – It is expected that NFRs will have a negative influence on ABI. If goals

are connected to operational, reputational or strategic risk, stakeholders may judge board mem-

bers to be less capable in performing their jobs. For instance, stakeholders may not feel very

confident about the board’s skills if negative publicity arises. These ideas are in alignment with

the work of Caldarelli et al. (2016), Chen & Chang (2013), Drew et al. (2006), Eckert & Gatzert

(2017), Ganesan (1994), Kim et al. (2008), Knoll & Gill (2011), Loeb & McNulty (2014), Pen-

nington et al. (2003) and Scholes (1996). It is further expected that NFRs have a negative in-

fluence on benevolence, because goals connected with operational, reputational or strategic risk

will harm the financial condition of the bank, which may hurt employees, e.g. through job losses

and salary reductions, or clients, for example through inferior credit conditions. This assump-

tion has been affirmed by the work of Burke et al. (2007). Furthermore, it is assumed that NFRs

have a negative influence on integrity, because objectives connected with operational, reputa-

tional or strategic risk will negatively impact justice and fairness, for instance through adverse

business selections which will harm employees and clients. These thoughts are in alignment

with the work of Francis & Armstrong (2003), Roy (2008), Palenchar & Heath (2007) and

Pennington et al. (2003). In this way, the following hypotheses are formulated. Concerning the

bank’s corporate development:

H3� � : Non-financial risks have a negative influence on ability.
H3� � : Non-financial have a negative influence on benevolence.
H3� � : Non-financial have a negative influence on integrity.
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Products and services – As mentioned previously, ethical product and service offerings can

be assessed based upon five dimensions: PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI (Vitell, Nwa-

chukwu, et al., 1993). It is believed that all forms of products and services can have a positive

impact on ABI.

It is certain that having ethical price and distribution standards when dealing with pricing

and distributing decisions has a positive influence on ABI. First, it is supposed that if goals are

connected to this dimension, they tend to have a positive influence on ability. If clients perceive

that the bank is striving for ethical PDNs, they may be more convinced that the bank’s capabil-

ities are increasing. This assumption is in alignment with the work of Chiou & Droge (2006),

Gregg & Walczak (2010) and Kantsperger & Kunz (2010). Second, it is expected that if objec-

tives are in close alignment with PDNs, this will have a positive impact on benevolence because

clients will feel that the bank is looking out for what is important for them and paying greater

attention to the clients’ needs and welfare (Kantsperger & Kunz (2010). Third, it is assumed

that PDNs have a positive impact on integrity. Objectives that focus on ethical PDNs are prob-

ably perceived as just and fair and therefore consistent with the client’s values. The same as-

sumption is made by Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) and Swan et al. (1985). Based upon the as-

sumptions and previous research the following hypotheses are formulated. Referring to the

bank’s corporate development:

H4� � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � : Ethical price and distribution standards have a positive influence on integrity.

It is considered that having ethical information and contract standards that foster the honest

disclosure of market-related knowledge and contractual agreements has a positive impact on

ABI. First, it is believed that if this dimension is accommodated in a bank’s goals, it will have

a positive impact on ability. If objectives actively support a code of ethics, clients are more

willing to believe that this behaviour increases their performance. This idea relates to the work

of Gefen (2002), Johnson & Grayson (2005), Kennedy et al. (2001) and Pennington et al.

(2003). Second, it is expected that if goals stand in connection to ethical ICNs, they will have

a positive influence on benevolence, because the continuous practise and promotion of a pro-

fessional code of ethics helps meet clients’ needs and fosters clients’ welfare. Recent research

has confirmed this, as, for instance, the work of Gefen (2002) and of Lin & Wang (2008) illus-

trates. Third, goals focusing on achieving ethical ICNs between clients and client-advisers are

intended to positively impact integrity as clients are treated fairly (Aponte Vega (2015) Gefen
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(2002) Gregg & Datta (2015). Thus, the following hypotheses are formulated. Concerning the

bank’s corporate development:

H4� � : Ethical information and contract norms have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � : Ethical information and contract norms have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � : Ethical information and contract norms have a positive influence on integrity.

It is expected that having ethical product and promotion standards positively influences ABI

because it will foster the provision of safe product and service offerings, appropriate to clients’

needs. Additionally it will be the general aim of the board to avoid manipulation and misleading

sales tactics. Hence it can be concluded that clients will be confident that the board or client-

advisers have good skills (Kennedy et al. (2001) Swan et al. (1985). Second, it is assumed that

if goals are built around ethical product and promotion standards they will have a positive im-

pact on benevolence, because the board intends to pay attention to clients’ needs and welfare

while offering them suitable banking products according to their needs. The positive impact of

PPNs on benevolence was affirmed by Lin & Wang (2008). Third, this dimension strengthens

the characteristic ‘integrity’ with goals that are intended to bring about just outcomes, lead to

clear communication and avoid high-pressure manipulation and misleading sales tactics. The

same conclusion was drawn by researchers Lin & Wang (2008) and Swan et al. (1985). Based

on the assumptions and previous research, the following hypotheses are formulated. Referring

to the bank’s corporate development:

H4� � : Ethical product and promotion standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � : Ethical product promotion standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � : Ethical product promotion standards have a positive influence on integrity.

It is assumed that having ethical obligation and disclosure standards, which relate to carry-

ing out responsibilities in an ethical manner and to the disclosure of suitable information, will

have a positive impact on ABI. First, it is believed that this dimension has a positive impact on

ability because goals are set that will increase the client’s performance by providing him with

the necessary information to understand how to buy banking products. In this way client-advis-

ers show themselves as qualified and possessing certain skills so that clients are willing to trust

them. This line of argument is supported by Swan et al. (1985). Second, it is assumed that ODNs

positively influence benevolence, because goals are in alignment with the client’s desires and

needs so that with transparent and open communication customers are, for example, told correct

prices (Hill et al. (2009); Mackie (1981); Swan et al. (1985). Third, the dimension impacts

positively on integrity. If goals are set that involve striving to fulfil obligations and to provide

clients with suitable information, the bank is trying to deal fairly with its clients (Aponte Vega
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(2015) Dasgupta (2009). According to the assumptions and previous research the following

hypotheses are formulated. Regarding the bank’s corporate development:

H4� � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � : Ethical obligation and disclosure standards have a positive influence on integrity.

Finally, it is believed that general honesty and integrity have a positive influence on ABI.

First, it is supposed that this dimension has a positive effect on ability. When the bank’s goals

are focused on striving for a good customer experience the bank aims at strengthening client-

advisers’ education, training and experience, which leads to the expectation that clients will feel

confident in the client-advisers’ skills. These ideas are in alignment with the work of

Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) and Oly Ndubisi (2007). Second, it is understood that the dimen-

sion positively influences benevolence, because goals are set that motivate client-advisers to be

honest when doing business with customers, and client-advisers would probably not do any-

thing to hurt the client (Doney & Cannon (1997) Gefen & Straub (2004) Swan et al. (1985).

Third it is assumed that if goals are in alignment with GHI, integrity will be fostered because

the goals lead client-advisers to adhere to laws and regulations and involve all parties if a con-

flict arises. Thus justice and fairness are strengthened. This assumption is in alignment with the

work of Dasgupta (2009), Lin & Wang (2008) and Swan et al. (1985). Based on the assumptions

and previous studies the following hypotheses are formulated. Regarding the bank’s corporate

development:

H4� � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on ability.
H4� � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on benevolence.
H4� � : General honesty and integrity have a positive influence on integrity.

4.2 Research Design

The research design for study 3 is similar to the design for studies 1 and 2 and as shown in

Figure 4–2. Study 3 correspondingly follows the compatibility thesis of Howe (1988) and the

work of Newman et al. (2003). Thus study 3 is based on mixed methods research (MMR). The

reasons for conducting mixed methods research in Study 3 come first from the overall explor-

atory33 research questions: How far can trust be defined as a dynamic construct? How far can

33 Exploratory research refers to investigations concerned with generating information about the unknown as-
pects of a phenomenon. QUAL research is typically but not always, exploratory in nature (Teddlie &
Tashakkori, 2009, p. 335).
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we build an effective trust concept for banks while taking into consideration moral and ethical

aspects at both the micro and the macro level?

This broad research question can be answered by posing the confirmatory34 RQs (hypothe-

ses) presented in chapter 4.1.

Exploratory RQs are linked to QUAL research and aim to gain more information about an

unknown construct such as trust. Thus by first posing an exploratory question, this study can

illustrate why and how the predicted relationship actually happens (Teddlie & Tashakkori,

2009). In contrast, confirmatory RQs are linked to QUAN research and test theoretical propo-

sitions (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In doing this, this study can confirm that an independent35

variable has a predicted effect on a dependent36 variable, in this case, trust. From the use of both

exploratory and confirmatory RQs, the reader is given a holistic understanding of the complex

construct of trust at the organizational level in banks.

As with studies 1 and 2, study 3 is addressed using a conversion mixed design. The design

is depicted in Figure 4–2. A conversion mixed design refers to a multistrand parallel design in

which QUAN and QUAL components are intermixed. Thus the data are quantitized. Later, the

investigator can analyse the data using qualitative and quantitative research methods (Tashak-

kori & Teddlie, 2003). In this study unobtrusive mixed-method measures are used for both

thematic and statistical analysis. In the thematic analysis the study refers to the dimensions of

ABI and OTR presented above. For statistical analysis study 3 uses a stepwise regression based

on the work of Field (2013). Study 3 particularly emphasizes the dynamic nature of trust, using

a longitudinal analysis in which the dimensions of ABI and OTR from 2006 to 2015 are ana-

lysed to show how they vary over time. By applying a conversion mixed design, this study

follows the approach of Onwuegbuzie & Leech (2004: p. 784) in assuming that statistical anal-

ysis fosters the interpretation of qualitative themes.

Taking all three studies together, this dissertation follows a multi-level conversion mixed

design approach with a mixture of two approaches: “multilevel” and “conversion”. This design

was chosen because it is well suited to answer the overall deductively derived research question

underlying the dissertation: How far can we build an effective trust concept for banks and their

34 Confirmatory research refers to investigations aimed at testing propositions typically based on theory or a
conceptual framework. QUAN research is mostly confirmatory in nature (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 331).
35 An independent variable refers to a variable (often shown by an x) that is presumed to influence or affect a
dependable variable (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 336).
36 A dependent variable refers to a variable (often shown by a y) that is presumed to be affected by an inde-
pendent variable (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, p. 333).
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most relevant stakeholders while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the

micro and the macro level in banks? The approach is in alignment with the work of Johnson &

Onwuegbuzie (2004: p. 20) who state that MM-researchers “mindfully create designs that ef-

fectively answer their RQs”. In addition the multi-level design links all three studies of this PhD

work. A ‘multi-level design’ refers to an approach in which at one level of analysis (in this

work the individual level of analysis, studies 1 and 2) data are collected and in a second stage

data are collected at a different level (in this work the organizational level of analysis, study 3).

Finally, it is possible to make multiple types of inference across levels. Meta-inferences are

highlighted in chapter 5. It is assumed that meta-inferences will lead to strong implications for

both theory and practice. Implications are highlighted in chapter 6.
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Figure 4–2: Conversion mixed-method design for study 3
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4.2.1 Research sampling

As shown in Figure 4–3, the sampling method for study 3 is similar to the research sampling

approach of studies 1 and 2 in that study 3 also uses sequential MM sampling in which, after

applying multiple probability techniques, a single purposive technique is used. Two multiple

probability techniques were applied: material and stratified sampling.

First, material sampling (Flick, 2009) was carried out. As previously explained, in studies 1

and 2 employees and clients of banks provided examples of critical incidents (CI) by referring

to a situation with a very high or a very low level of trust. Each critical incident situation was

from a single banking institute. From the employee dataset 289 CIS were extracted and from

the client dataset 279 CIS were extracted. Based upon the 568 CIS, 79 banks for use in study 3

were identified. From these banks, annual reports (AR) and (if available) sustainability reports

(SR) as well as HR reports were collected for the years 2006 to 2015. In doing so, material

sampling was carried out. As explained in studies 1 and 2, the banks belong to one of the fol-

lowing three groups: conventional, sustainable and Christian banks. The group “conventional

banks” is divided into five sub-groups: universal, private, state, savings and cooperative banks.

Next, stratified sampling was used while identifying the banks’ objectives. An objective was

defined as a three-dimensional construct indicating information about its content, its extent and

its time reference (Adam, 1996). In a consecutive step, a purposive sampling technique, typical

case sampling, was applied. In this way the investigator selected those objectives that were

most illustrative of individual (ABI) and organizational trustworthiness (OTR).
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Figure 4–3: Sequential mixed methods sampling approach for study 3
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4.2.2 Data collection strategy

Unobtrusive measures were used for QUAL and QUAN data collection.

Pilot study –

Similarly to studies 1 and 2, the data collection approach for study 3 began with a pilot study

that laid the foundation for future data collection processes. For the pilot study the investigator

collected the public reports from one bank to assess whether they were well suited for analysing

the phenomenon of trust over time. The intention was to collect only a very small amount of

data but enough to lead to the identification of possible problems in the subsequent data-collec-

tion process. Researchers such as Van Teijlingen et al. (2001) and Van Teijlingen & Hundley

(2002) mention several reasons for doing a pilot study that go beyond solely justifying the

methods used. There were five primary reasons for carrying out a pilot study for study 3, which

are closely aligned with the reasons given for studies 1 and 2. First, it was to find out if future

research methods, more precisely analysing public reports, were adequate and feasible and thus

would lead to a better understanding of the construct of trust at the organizational level. Second,

it was to find out how difficult it would be to get access to public reports. Third, the investigator

was able to assess if the sampling approach, that is, critical case sampling in study 3, was ef-

fective. Fourth, completing qualitative studies as a whole is very time consuming. Thus, the

involvement of graduate students and student research assistants for help in transcribing and

guaranteeing inter-rater reliability was considered. Last, and above all, it was possible to learn

about the realization of all methodological steps concerning a longitudinal research study.

In the following the data-collection process is explained.

MM – unobtrusive measures

In contrast to using the measures described for studies 1 and 2, using unobtrusive measures

to collect data leads to a better whole-of-research study when combined with MM interviews

and QUAN questionnaires, because doing so compensates for the weaknesses inherent in inter-

views and questionnaires. More precisely, with unobtrusive measures investigator effects are

very unlikely to occur; the results are more objective and not affected by individual subjective

opinion (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Furthermore, studies 1 and 2 built on data that were

collected on a specific date. However, some research phenomena are detectable only by study-

ing the issue over a period of time. This assumption is confirmed by Kondratieff (1925: p. 575),

who states:
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“The reasons for this attitude are to be found first in the nature itself of economic phenomena,

which are always changing, perpetually in a state of flux. As a result, the static conception,

however perfect in itself, is unable to give a complete explanation of economic realities and to

satisfy the craving for their scientific analysis and understanding. In addition, with the general

rise in the level of culture and technique, the pace of economic development tends to increase,

and the changes acquire a growing importance.”

Many researchers (for example, Khodyakov, 2007; Mayer et al., 1995; Möllering, 2013)

regard the phenomenon of trust as dynamic, varying over time. Study 3 addressed this ‘charac-

ter trait’ of trust by using unobtrusive measures to collect data from 79 banks over a ten-year

period, from 2006 till 2015, using longitudinal analysis.

In the first QUAN analysis, using unobtrusive measures, public reports were collected from

70 banks and their key performance indicators for 2006–2015 were researched. The data ob-

tained included employee and client data and data derived from rating agencies such as

Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and Fitch, which provided an objective view of the bank’s

creditworthiness for borrowers, using standardized rating scales that predict expected investor

loss in case of default (see Fitch, 2016; Moody, 2016; S&P, 2016). Furthermore, QUAN data

from sustainability agencies were added. These data measure the sustainability alignment of a

bank. For this dissertation, sustainability ratings from leading international sustainability rating

agencies oekom research and RobecoSAM (Rob-Sam) were used. The RobecoSAM index dis-

tinguishes between economic, social and ecologic criteria (oekomResearch, 2016;

RobecoSAM, 2016). Appendix C Table 0–1 provides a collection of unobtrusive QUAN data

concerning Germany’s largest bank, based on its balance sum (statista, 2016b).

In the second instance, QUAL data were collected from the public reports of banks, using

unobtrusive measures. The researcher’s focus was on the corporate development of the banks

for the years 2006 to 2015. In doing this the banks’ objectives were identified.

The following example illustrates the data-collection process. The data from Germany’s

largest bank is used, based on its balance sum (statista, 2016b).

In 2013 the following objective was set:

“The division's strategic initiatives aim to deliver solid results as the basis for reaching its

IBIT target [content] for its operating business of approximately €1.7 billion [extent] in 2015

[time], and to set the foundation for sustainable growth.” (DeutscheBank, 2013)
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For the years until 2015 the objective’s progress was traced. In 2014 the bank stated that it

was working on meeting the objective, as the following shows:

“In 2014, PBC generated income before income taxes (IBIT) of € 1.3 billion (2013: € 1.6

billion).” (DeutscheBank, 2014)

In 2015 the annual report revealed that the target had been met successfully, as expressed by

the statement:

“With respect to deferred awards scheduled to be delivered in the first quarter of 2016, the

Management Board has confirmed that the performance conditions relating to Group-wide and

divisional IBIT for the Financial Year 2015 have been met.” (DeutscheBank, 2015)

Appendix C, Table 0–2 gives a collection of unobtrusive QUAL data for Germany’s biggest

bank based on its balance sum (statista, 2016b). The researcher particularly wanted to find out

more about entrepreneurial changes in the years after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC).
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QUAL measurements for continuing QUAL-content analysis

To best compare the results of the three research studies, identical methods of measurement

to those used in studies 1 and 2 were used in study 3. The methods mostly follow the work of

Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and Mayer & Davis (1999).

Trustworthiness – Trustworthiness is often defined as a dynamic construct which varies over

time as the relationship between trustor and trustee develops (Aubert & Kelsey, 2003; Schoor-

man et al., 2007). To assess trustworthiness in banks the measurement scale of Mayer & Davis

(1999) was used. Trustworthiness consists of three dimensions: ability, benevolence and integ-

rity. The coding scheme is a requirement for continuing QUAL analysis.

Leadership – To help analyse leadership styles this study relied on the work of Gillespie &

Mann (2004), who refer to four different leadership styles: transformational, consultative, trans-

actional and laissez-faire leadership. Transformational, transactional and laissez-faire leader-

ship were previously analysed by Avolio & Bass (2004) and Bass (1985) and summarized in

their psychometric instrument, the MLQ-5X, (Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, Form

5X).

The MLQ measures nine leadership dimensions: five transformational leadership dimen-

sions (inspirational motivation, idealised influence, individualised consideration, intellectual

stimulation, attributed charisma), three transactional leadership dimensions (contingent reward;

active and passive management by exception), and one avoidant leadership dimension (laissez-

faire). Additionally, consultative leadership was measured using Yukl (1994). Taken together,

29 items, namely 10 items of transformational leadership, 10 items underlying a consultative

leadership style, six items measuring transactional leadership, and a further three items referring

to laissez-faire leadership formed part of the QUAL coding scheme and are a prerequisite for

continuing QUAL analysis.

Climate – To analyse ethical climate in banks, the measurement scales of the Ethical Climate

Questionnaire (ECQ) were used, based on the work of Victor & Cullen (1987) and Smart &

Sherlock (1985). As previously noted, ethical climate consists of three main dimensions, which

in turn include nine sub-dimensions: self-interest, company profit and efficiency, friendship,

team interest and social responsibility, personal morality, laws and professional codes, rules,

standards and operating procedures. Each of the nine sub-dimensions was measured on a four-
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item scale. Thus, 36 items representing forms of ethical work climate were included in the

coding scheme and are a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

Sustainability – To analyse sustainability, study 3 relied, as did studies 1 and 2, on the triple

bottom line approach of Elkington (2004), whose three main categories, social, economic and

ecologic sustainability, were adapted for the banking business. In doing so, the sub-items of

OekomResearch (2015) were used. oekomResearch is a German sustainability-rating agency

that measures sustainability in banks. Thus a total 31 items, comprising 14 social sustainability

items, seven economic sustainability items and a further 10 ecologic sustainability items, were

included in the coding scheme and serve as a prerequisite for continuing QUAL analysis.

Risk – Based on recent literature regarding risk in banks, risks were divided into two dimen-

sions, financial (FRs) and non-financial (NFRs) (Beck et al., 2016; Jackson, 2015; Kaminski et

al., 2016). A six-item scale was used with three items concerning FRs and three items referring

to NFRs. The scale forms part of the QUAL coding scheme.

Products and services – This study applied the scale of the AMA (AMA, 1986). With addi-

tions from the work of Forsyth (1980), Forsyth (1992) and Vitell, Rallapalli, et al. (1993) the

scale is composed of five dimensions: price and distribution standards (PDNs) consisting of a

six-item scale, information and contract standards (ICNs), with six items, product and promo-

tion standards (PPNs) containing five items, obligation and disclosure standards (ODNs) com-

prising four items, and general honesty and integrity (GHI), composed of four items. Thus in

total 25 items were included in the coding scheme and serve as a prerequisite for continuing

QUAL analysis.
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4.2.3 Analysis

This study proceeds by using a retrospective longitudinal analysis, to gain deep understanding

of the organizational phenomenon of trust. The phenomenon of trust was analysed in such a

way that its processes could be identified and empirically documented (Hassett & Paavilainen-

Mäntymäki, 2013; Miller & Friesen, 1982). Thus, as explained above, QUAL objectives over

a ten-year period were collected. Researchers believe that a longitudinal analysis is not so much

about length as about the “why” and “how” (Hassett & Paavilainen-Mäntymäki, 2013; Petti-

grew et al., 2001). Hence, using a longitudinal analysis, the changes in a bank’s goals and the

antecedents of trust could be measured and an explanation for the change could be given. Data

analysis started from 2006, the year before the GFC was announced and the crisis of trust in

banks began.

For data analysis, nine steps were used as shown in Figure 4–4. They are largely similar to

the steps in studies 1 and 2.
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Figure 4–4: Steps for MM analysis concerning study 3

Step 1 – Research question and theoretical background: As in studies 1 and 2, it is the re-

search question that drives this study. The explanatory RQs are:

“How far can trust be defined as a dynamic construct? How far can we build an effective

concept of trust for banks while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both the

micro and the macro level?”

Based on these RQs, the researcher scanned the trust literature and searched for antecedents

of trust, particularly themes in which the micro and macro level of trust were affected. From

doing so, the investigator decided to address five themes a priori based on theory and extensive

research findings. To best compare the results of study 3 with the outcomes of studies 1 and 2,
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study 3 also accepted the ABI model of Mayer et al. (1995) and the OTR model of Gillespie &

Dietz (2009). For the OTR model, study 3 researched all trust antecedents and did not distin-

guish between internal and external stakeholders, as did studies 1 and 2. Thus study 3 re-

searched the following antecedents37: leadership; climate; sustainable strategy; risks and prod-

ucts and services. By applying the similarity principle, the investigator could understand which

units of information taken out of the QUAL dataset could be included under “cover terms”,

that is to say, ABI, leadership; climate; sustainable strategy; risks and products and services.

In doing this the similarity principle guided the thematic process of the study to detect com-

monalities in the QUAL data set.

Step 2 – Definition of categories: In order to answer the exploratory RQs and as in the

previous studies, each antecedent of trust represents one main coding category. In this way all

codings are linked to trust literature and are grounded in theoretical arguments for influencing

levels of trust in banks. Thus, this study applies the approach of analytic induction (see for

instance Berg, 2004; Denzin, 1989; Patton, 2002). Further, the coding categories are grouped

in a nominal way so that categories consist of a list of independent variables belonging to one

structuring dimension; e.g. main category A: sustainability, and sub-categories A1, economic

sustainability, A2, social sustainability, and A3 ecologic sustainability (Davis & Smith, 2005).

Step 3 – Coding guideline: Similar to studies 1 and 2, the coding guideline aimed to guar-

antee transparency and validity in the coding process at all times in the study. The guidelines

shown in Appendix D - and Table 0–2 have been applied to this study. Codings were separated

into their aggregated dimension and subcategories. In addition, the reader was provided with

an anchor example in the results section. For instance, the following objectives were coded

while using the aggregated dimension integrity, in particular by means of its subcategory:

“Sound principles seem to guide x behavior”. Using these codes, the following anchor example

was chosen:

Bank_08 (2014): The bank has initiated a home office concept. Until mid-2015,

37 employees will gain experience of this new concept.

Bank_08 (2015): Since autumn 2014, 38 participants have tested the new home

office arrangements.

37 The antecedents of trust taken from the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) have been slightly adapted for the
banking environment.
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Step 4 – Coding process: The coding process was started by applying a categorical strategy

breaking down narrative data into parts: more precisely breaking objectives out of the raw ma-

terial – a unique QUAL dataset38. Afterwards, the material was coded from its first occurrence

onwards. During the coding process each of the first-order categories of the ABI and OTR

model was checked to see if it could be allocated to the qualitative material.

In the case of a prototypical text passage representing an aggregate dimension, the passage

was added to the coding guideline and presented in the results section. The qualitative material

was coded twice. A graduate student served as the second coder. The second coder was intro-

duced to the overall aim of the study and to the coding process to ensure a general understand-

ing of the coding approach at all times.

Step 5 – Revision: In alignment with studies 1 and 2, each of the two coders completed the

coding process on his own. Only important problems were discussed during this process; e.g.

difficulties with the coding allocation, or problems of general understanding. At the very end

the coding results were compared. To do so, Cohen’s kappa, a measure of inter-rater reliability,

was used. Cohen’s kappa was calculated for each code. A kappa value higher than κ > 0.75 is 

an indicator of excellent data quality (Cohen, 1960; Cohen, 1968). All codes that have been

used for data analysis exceed κ > 0.75. In addition, all codings were checked for their usefulness 

with regard to the main RQ (face validity). In doing so, codings were deleted39 if they did not

serve the overall objective of this study.

Step 6 – Final workthrough: At the end of the coding process the researcher made sure that

the allocation of codes was equivalent to the allocation of codes at the very beginning of the

coding process. In doing so, several cross checks were made to guarantee the validity of the

coding guidelines.

Step 7 – Presenting QUAL data: Data have been presented using an effect matrix (see Table

4–1) to highlight important QUAL data results. The matrix mainly addresses the QUAL com-

ponent (QUAL themes: ABI, leadership, risk, sustainable business approach, products and ser-

vices) and integrates the QUAN part of the dataset (numeric indices about the frequency of

each coding category).

38 The raw material is composed of interviews (studies 1-2), AR, SR and HRR (study 3).
39 I crossed out those codings referring to consequences of a CIS or the awareness of either a definition or a

CIS. I will use those codings for ongoing studies.
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Step 8 – Transforming QUAL data into QUAN data by means of a conversion mixed design

– Step 8 bridges the gap between QUAL and QUAN data analysis and is the unique character-

istic of an MM data analysis (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Doing so follows Onwuegbuzie &

Leech (2004: p. 784) in assuming that “statistical analysis fosters the interpretation of qualita-

tive themes.” Thus, a conversion mixed design has been applied in this study. Each sub-item

within the first-order categories is treated as a dichotomous variable in which the statements

are either assessed as applicable (when the sub-item equals 1) or not applicable (when the sub-

item equals 0). The sum of the first-order categories constitutes the variables. In study 3 the

same transformation process was used as in studies 1 and 2 to best be able to compare the results

in chapter 5.

Step 9 – Continue with QUAN-analysis: This study relied on SPSS 24 to analyse the longitu-

dinal data. For quantitative analysis, quantitative predictor and outcome variables were used

unbounded. As a first step a correlation analysis was conducted to assess whether the examined

variables were correlated. Thus associations could be numerically quantified between the de-

pendent variable Y and the independent variables Xi. Following the most popular approaches

that quantify linear associations between Y and Xi, it is referred to as Pearson’s r (Field, 2013).

In a second step to test the hypothesized relationships between the variables, a regression anal-

ysis was conducted in which the processes linking the independent variables to the dependent

variable were analysed to discover which inputs should be ignored when attempting to explain

the variation in the output variable. More precisely, by applying a multivariate regression anal-

ysis, particularly a stepwise regression, it is possible to find out if the potential antecedents of

trust of the OTR model are influencing ABI (Backhaus et al., 2016).

In the following, the reader is provided with the results that support the main hypotheses.

4.3 Results

The results section is divided into a QUAL and a QUAN section. In the QUAL section con-

tent analysis themes are presented, which aim at presenting coding and showing the typical

objectives of banks from 2006 to 2015. In addition, the degree of correlation between OTR and

ABI codings is highlighted. In the QUAN section descriptive statistics and correlations are

shown before moving on to the multiple regression results.

The aim of both the QUAL and the QUAN analysis is to focus on the interplay between the

micro and the macro level and how those levels affect trust in banks. In addition, the results
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focus on aspects of legitimacy theory, in particular the moral and ethical aspects, because the

coding guideline addresses such moral aspects as ethical leadership, ethical work climate, sus-

tainability issues, and ethical product and service offerings. As this dataset contains information

not only about conventional banks but also about Christian and sustainable banks, it can be

researched to see how far legitimate actions influence trust in banks, or, more precisely, if sus-

tainable and Christian banks are acting legitimately and are accordingly more trusted than con-

ventional banks.

As recent research from Wälti (2012), Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), Hurley et al. (2014) and

De Cremer (2015) indicates, trust in the banking organization is a topic of high importance.

From 738 banking reports, the word “trust” was mentioned 4,065 times. The importance of trust

is stressed by Josef Ackerman:

“It is frequently said that banks have moved into a parallel world and no longer add value

to the real economy, the community and people. At Deutsche Bank we take such criticism very

seriously, because it has a negative impact on general trust in banks and is therefore very rele-

vant for the business, as no industry is more reliant on trust than the financial industry. A public

opinion of this kind also includes the risk that lawmakers will introduce increasingly more re-

strictive and potentially dysfunctional rules for banking. For me it is clear: We can only be and

remain successful over the long term if people have trust in us. We have to earn that trust day

in day out by acting and behaving responsibly.” (DeutscheBank, 2011, p. 6)

Figure 4–5 illustrates 805 objectives over the years 2006 – 2015. The chart highlights when

the bank’s objectives were successfully met. This study found that during a ten-year period 41%

of the banks’ objectives were met. In addition, it was found that during the time of the GFC and

afterwards, particularly in 2007 and 2009, fewer objectives were fulfilled successfully. The

chart also shows that 18% of the bank’s objectives could not be met successfully, but the failure

was not communicated to the banks’ stakeholders. In the years of crisis, particularly in 2008,

this category reached its highest level. In contrast, the non-fulfilment of objectives and an open

communication of failure accounted for only 3% of the objectives.

In Figure 4–6 the codings referring to the banks’ fulfilled objectives for the years 2006 to 2015

are displayed. ‘Ability’ received the most codings (15% of the overall codings), followed by

‘economic sustainability’ (15%) and ‘integrity’ (13%). Having an egoistic climate still received

12% of the overall codings. Additionally it was shown that during the years of crisis the codings

representing the antecedents of trust were fewer than in the years after the GFC.
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Figure 4–5: Longitudinal view of banks’ objectives for the years 2006 – 2015
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Figure 4–6: Longitudinal view of the codings representing antecedents of trust with reference to the banks’ fulfilled objectives for the years 2006 –
2014
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Leadership –

As shown in Table 4–1, leadership was separated into transformational, consultative, trans-

actional and laissez-faire leadership. In the second column, the coding categories for QUAL

content analysis are described. The third column shows the coding frequencies, the percentage

value within each sub-theme in relation to objectives, and the inferences for each leadership

type and ABI. Codings reveal that the type of leadership is connected to the bank’s objectives.

The most common form of leadership associated with the banks’ objectives for the years 2006

to 2015 is transformational leadership (38%, 127 codings of 331 objectives). The second most

common form is consultative leadership (36%, 121 codings). No codings could be allocated to

laissez-faire leadership. Descriptive statistics reveal a relationship between leadership and ABI.

Transformational leadership (38%, 127 codings) is most linked to the characteristic ‘ability’

while transactional leadership and ability had the fewest relationships with ability (5%, 15 cod-

ings). Benevolence is mostly related to a transformational leadership style (9%, 31 codings)

and less to a transformational leadership style (2%, 7 codings). Finally, both a transformational

leadership style and a consultative leadership style are related most to integrity (35%, 115 cod-

ings), while a transactional leadership style is hardly linked with integrity (5%, 15 codings).

Considering the assumption that ABI fosters trust in banks, this study concludes that transfor-

mational leadership is most effective in creating trusted corporate development. Conversely, a

transactional leadership style is least favourable for attaining trust (as illustration, see the right-

hand column of Table 4–1).
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Categories Frequency of antecedents of trust referring to
fulfilled goals
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
tr

an
sf

o
rm

at
io

na
l

le
ad

er
sh

ip

- leader supports employees' development
- leader tries to build on employees'
strengths
- leader identifies individual needs, objec-
tives and abilities of employees
- employee learns to consider problems
from different perspectives
- leader suggests alternative ways of per-
forming a job
- leader talks with enthusiasm about what
has to be done
- leader is very positive about the future
- leader makes clear that it is important to
stand up for certain things
- leader communicates openly about im-
portant values
- leader can set his own interests aside for
the good of the group

- transformational leadership total:
127 (38%)

Relationships:
- transformational leadership and ability 127
(38%):
- transformational leadership and benevo-
lence 31 (9%)
- transformational leadership and integrity
115 (35%)
,

Bank41_2011:
We aim to reach an annual employee's quality index of at least 4.0 (70%). Therefore, we aim to invent a con-
cept for team-pedagogic measures as well as sustainable personnel development.
Bank41_2012:
The aim is to reach a value of 4.0. The value "4.0" expresses that the expectations of employees are completely
fulfilled. For the years from 2010 till the present the values clearly lie about the pre-defined goal (in 2010:
4.13; in 2011: 4.24; in 2012 to Sept: 4.21). These values are continuously determined in employees’ perfor-
mance reviews and with the help of an EDP system. The conduct of the performance reviews is determined in
advance. In addition, the employees have the right to assess themselves at the end, which grants a last assess-
ment right to the employee.
Bank41_2013:
We have the general aim of having a quality of employees that meets the requirements. In addition, we use an
employees’ quality index, which is based on each average employee assessment rated by their leaders. The aim
is to reach a value of 4.0. The value 4.0 expresses that expectations are completely fulfilled. For the previous
years from 2010 till present the values exceed the pre-defined aims (in 2010: 4.1; in 2011: 4.2; in 2012: 4.2).
These values are continuously determined within employees’ performance reviews and with the help of an
EDP system. The conduct of the performance reviews is determined in advance. In addition, the employees
have the right to finally assess themselves. In the last report of the year 2011 we had planned the measure “7.1
team-pedagogic measures”. Due to cost and capacity reasons this measure cannot be fulfilled until the year of
2014. Instead, a concept will be provided till the end of 2013 to further develop leaders. This issue was addi-
tionally listed in the sustainability program.
Bank41_2014:
It remains the primary goal to have a quality of employees that meets the requirements. In addition, we use an
employees’ quality index, which is based on each average employee assessment rated by their leaders. The aim
is to reach a value of 4.0. The value 4.0 expresses that expectations are completely fulfilled in the employees.
For the years from 2010 till the present the values clearly lay about the pre-defined aim (in 2010: 4.1; in 2011:
4.2; in 2012: 4.2). These values are continuously determined around employee's judgement talks and with the
help of an EDP system. The conduct of the performance reviews is determined in advance. In addition, the em-
ployees have the right to finally assess themselves .
Bank41_2014:
It remains the primary goal, to have a quality of employees which meet the requirements. In addition, we use
an employees’ quality index which is based on each average employee assessment rated by their leaders. The
aim is to reach a value of 4.0. The value 4.0 expresses that the expectations are completely fulfilled in the em-
ployees. For the years of 2010 till present the values clearly lay about the pre-defined aim (in 2010: 4.1; in
2011: 4.2; in 2012: 4.2). These values are continuously determined about employee's judgement talks and with
the help of an EDP system. The conduct of the performance reviews is determined in advance. In addition, the
employees have the right to assess themselves in the final end. Currently this approach is introduced to the
bank branch in Kiel. In the sustainability report of 2014 the goal was to foster sustainable HR development and
the continuation of the insights-analyses (for department managers). This issue is of importance for all execu-
tives for the bank branch in Kiel. We also presented the concept for executives’ development. The trainee pro-
gram is offered to applicants.
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co
n

su
lt

at
iv

e
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- leader develops a team spirit among the
employees
- leader directs the group towards a com-
mon goal
- leader encourages employee to act as a
team player
- leader supports solidarity in the group
- wishes and concerns of employees are
considered
- leader asks for the opinions of the em-
ployees
- leader includes employees in decision-
making processes
- actions of the leader are not opposed to
the needs of the employees
- leader cares about the well-being of his
employees
- leader shows an interest in the personal
wishes of the employees

- consultative leadership total:121 (36%)
Relationships:
- consultative leadership and ability 121
(36%):
- consultative leadership and benevolence 33
(10%)
- consultative leadership and integrity 115
(35%)

Bank_05 (2011): At the end of 2012 we will move into a newer and bigger building in Frankfurt so that we
can increase the staff from 50 to 200.

Bank_05 (2012): At the end of 2012 the team in Frankfurt moved into a new building. Thus, Frankfurt is the
fourth-largest bank branch in Germany.

tr
an

sa
ct

io
na

l
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- leader does not act until failures emerge
- leader focuses on failures/ complaints
- failures are tracked before they emerge
- leader controls responsibilities of his
employees
- leader shows satisfaction if the employ-
ees meet the requirements

- transactional total 15 (5%)
Relationships:
- transactional leadership and ability 15
(5%):
- transactional leadership and benevolence 7
(2%)
- transactional leadership and integrity 15
(5%)

Bank_46_(2012): The general aim for the HR department and for all other departments at the bank is to in-
crease efficiency in 2013. We will therefore use integrated software solutions and group-wide standardization
of processes.

Bank_46_(2013): In 2013 we used a more efficient software solution for the HR department. This year the
software was used for salary settlement, time recording, travel accounting, educational administration and for
the complete management of applicants.

la
is

se
z-

fa
ir

e
le

ad
er

sh
ip

- important questions are answered imme-
diately
- employees perform their jobs inde-
pendently
- leader makes decisions directly and
without hesitation

- Laissez-faire total 0 (0%) n.a.

Table 4–1: Content analysis themes for leadership and ABI using longitudinal data from the years 2006 – 2015
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This study first examined the descriptive statistics and correlations shown in Table 4–2. First,

the value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given for every pair of variables and second,

the significance of each correlation is shown. It can be seen that ability is most correlated with

a transformational leadership style (r = 0.14, p<.01) while benevolence (r = 0.43, p<.001) and

integrity (r = 0.38, p<.001) are most correlated with a consultative leadership style. Thus it is

assumed that a transformational leadership style is most likely to be associated with ability,

whereas a consultative leadership is most likely to be associated with benevolence and integrity.

Third, the number of cases, more precisely the bank’s fulfilled goals, contributing to this cor-

relation is N = 331. The correlation matrix additionally shows that there is no hint of multicol-

linearity as there is no correlation with r >.09 between the predictors (Field, 2013).

Table 4–2: Descriptive statistics and correlations for leadership and ABI using longitudinal data
for the years 2006 – 2015

In the following a stepwise regression analysis is used to explore which leadership predictors

have a positive effect on ABI factors. Overall results are presented below in Table 4–3.

Exploring antecedents for ability – A stepwise regression was used to explore which lead-

ership predictors had a positive effect on ability. The model summary of Table 0–4 in Appendix

C shows that only transformational leadership is well suited to increasing the characteristic

‘ability’. In addition, R-squared values show how much of the variability in the outcome is ac-

counted for by the predictor. In this case only transformational leadership was included in the

regression analysis. For this model R-squared is 0.029, which means that transformational lead-

ership accounts for 2.9% of the variation in ability. Stepwise regression did not include the

predictors consultative leadership and transactional leadership since there would have been no

positive change in R-squared. The adjusted R-squared gives an impression of how well the

model generalizes and ideally it should be very close to R-squared (Field, 2013).40 For this

dataset a difference of 0.003 (which is quite small) was discovered. This shrinkage exemplifies

40 We can also apply Stein’s formula to get some idea about the likely value in different samples.
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that if the model were derived from the population rather than a sample it would account for

approximately 0.3% less variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-validity of this model is very

good. Lastly, reference is made to the Durbin-Watson statistic. This statistic shows whether the

assumption of independent error is tenable (Field, 2013). The Durbin-Watson value should not

be less than 1 and not be greater than 3. In the model the value is 0.685, which does not meet

statistical requirements.

Next the ANOVA depicted in Table 0–5 in Appendix C is further explained. ANOVA tests

whether the model is significantly better at predicting the outcome than using the mean as a

‘best guess’. In particular, the F-ratio indicates the ratio of the improvement in prediction that

results from fitting the model, relative to the inaccuracy that still exists in the model (Field,

2013). The F-ratio is considered to be the division of the average improvement in prediction by

the model and the observed data. If the improvement due to fitting the regression model is much

greater than the inaccuracy within the model, then the value of F will be greater than 1 and the

exact probability of obtaining the value of F by chance is gained. This model shows that

F(1.329) = 9.685 with p<.01. Thus, having a transformational leadership style significantly im-

proved the capability to predict ability.

Coefficients are described in Table 0–6 in Appendix C. Coefficients show the contribution

of variables to the regression model. Standardized beta values give the importance of each pre-

dictor and are directly comparable as they are measured in standard deviation units. Since there

has been a check that no multicollinearity has occurred in the regression model, the VIF value

is used. First using standardized beta coefficients, it is possible to examine the strength of the

effect of transformational leadership on ability. The higher the absolute value of the beta coef-

ficient, the stronger the effect (Freedman, 2009). For this model transformational leadership has

positive beta coefficients with β = .169 (t(329) = 3.11, p<.01) and therefore show a positive, 

significant effect on ability. The VIF values specify that no collinearity is in the data because

the first VIF value is not greater than 10 (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990; Myers, 1990) and the

tolerance statistics are all above 0.02 (Menard, 1995). In addition, the average VIF41 is not

greater than 1.

Lastly, visual graphs are explained. Histograms, P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots 

of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for leadership and ability present a random array of dots, so that

41 The formula for the average VIF is to add the VIF values for each predictor and to divide it by the number

of predictors k. � � �� � � � � =
∑ � � � �
�
� � �

�
(Field, 2013)
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it can be concluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled.

Histogram and P−P plots additionally show a normal distribution. 

Exploring antecedents for benevolence – Again a stepwise regression was used, to explore

which leadership predictors have a positive effect on benevolence. The model summary from

Table 0–7 shows that consultative leadership is the only style of leadership well suited to in-

crease the characteristic of benevolence, so only consultative leadership was included in the

regression analysis. For this model R-squared is 0.187, which means that consultative leader-

ship accounts for 18.7% of the variation in benevolence. Stepwise regression did not include

the predictors transformational leadership and transactional leadership since there would have

been no positive change in R-squared. The adjusted R-squared gives an impression of how well

the model generalizes and ideally it should be very close to R-squared (Field, 2013). The shrink-

age of 0.003 exemplifies that if the model were derived from the population rather than a sample

it would account for approximately 0.3% less variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-validity

of this model is very good. For the Durbin-Watson statistic in the model the value is above 1,

more precisely, 1.587, which meets statistical requirements. For ANOVA, in Table 0–8 Appen-

dix C the model shows that F(1.329) = 75.45 with p<.001. Thus consultative leadership signif-

icantly improved the capability of predicting benevolence. Coefficients are illustrated in Table

0–9 in Appendix C. Using standardized beta coefficients, it is possible to examine the strength

of the effect of consultative leadership on benevolence. For this model consultative leadership

has positive beta coefficients with β = .432 (t(329) = 8.69, p<.001) and therefore has a positive, 

significant effect on benevolence. The VIF values specify that no collinearity is in the data

because the first VIF value is 1 and therefore not greater than 10 (Bowerman & O'Connell,

1990; Myers, 1990). The tolerance statistic shows a value of 1 and so is well above 0.02

(Menard, 1995). In addition the average VIF is not greater than 1. With regard to histograms,

P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for leadership and 

benevolence, standard residuals against standard predicted residuals present a random array of

dots, so that it can be concluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are

fulfilled. Histogram and P−P plots show a normal distribution. 

Exploring antecedents for integrity – Again a stepwise regression was used to explore which

leadership predictors have a positive effect on integrity. The model summary of Table 0–10 in

Appendix C shows that both consultative leadership and transactional leadership are well suited

to increase the characteristic of integrity. For the first predictor, consultative leadership, R-

squared is 0.144, which means that consultative leadership accounts for 14.4% of the variation
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in integrity. Stepwise regression also included transactional leadership, which accounts for

1.3%. If both predictors, consultative leadership and transactional leadership, are included in

the model, R-squared totals 0.157, which means that the two predictors account for 15.7% of

the variation in integrity. Stepwise regression did not include any further predictors as there

would have not been a positive change in R-squared. This shrinkage between R-squared and

the adjusted R-squared in model 2 is 0.005 and shows that if the model were derived from the

population rather than a sample it would account for approximately 0.5% less variance in the

outcome. Thus the cross-validity of this model is very good. Finally, the Durbin-Watson statis-

tic for model 2 has a value above 1 at 1.146, which meets statistical requirements. ANOVA is

depicted in Table 0–11 of Appendix C. Model 2 shows that F(2.328) = 30.59 with p<.001. Thus,

consultative leadership and transactional leadership significantly improved the ability to predict

integrity. Coefficients are shown in Table 0–12 of Appendix C. With the standardized beta

coefficients, the strength of the effect of consultative and transactional leadership on integrity

can be compared. From model 2, both consultative leadership with β = 0.338 (t(328) = 6.27, 

p<.001) and transactional leadership with β = 0.121 (t(328) = 2.25, p<.05) have positive beta 

coefficients and therefore a positive, significant effect on benevolence. The VIF values specify

that there is no collinearity in the data. This is because the first VIF value for model 2 is 1.13

and hence not greater than 10 (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990; Myers, 1990). The tolerance

statistic for model 2 shows a value of 0.882 and so is well above 0.02 (Menard, 1995). In addi-

tion, the average VIF is 1.13 and therefore not substantially greater than 1. Finally, the graph

for standard residuals against standard predicted residuals presents a random array of dots, so

that it can be concluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled.

Histogram and P−P plots show a normal distribution. 

Table 4–3: Stepwise regression analysis for the effect of leadership styles on ABI

Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3

Intercept
2.449***

(0.061) - -

0.059

(0.053) - -

0.973***

(0.057)

0.975***

(0.056) -

Predictors

Lead.Transf.
0.169**

(0.038) - - - - - - - -

Lead.Consul.
- - -

0.432***

(0.037) - -

0.380***

(0.040)

0.338***

(0.041) -

Lead.Transac.
- - - - - - -

0.121*

(0.192) -

Overall model R² 0.029 - - 0.187 - - 0.144 0.157 -

No. of observations 331 - - 331 - - 331 331 -

Note. Above reported coefficients for predictor variables are standardized. Standard errors are reported in parantheses.

*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

Dependent Variable

Ability Benevolence Integrity
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Climate –

As shown in Table 4–4, climate is separated into the sub-dimensions egoistic, benevolent

and principled climate. In the second column, the coding categories in the QUAL content anal-

ysis are described. The third column shows the coding frequencies, the percentage value within

each sub-theme in relation to objectives, and the inferences for each climate type and ABI.

Codings reveal that the type of climate is connected to the bank’s objectives. The most common

form of climate in the bank’s objectives for the years 2006 to 2015 is an egoistic climate (82%,

271 codings of 331 objectives). The second form is a benevolent climate (36%, 118 codings).

Principled climate is the least common form in the data set (29%, 97 codings). Descriptive

statistics reveal an interrelationship between climate and ABI. Egoistic climate (82%, 270 cod-

ings) is most interlinked with the characteristic ‘ability’. In contrast, a principled climate and

ability had the fewest interrelationships (29%, 96 codings). Benevolence is mostly interrelated

to a benevolent climate (10%, 32 codings) and has fewest links with a principled climate (5%,

18 codings). Finally, an egoistic climate is interrelated most with integrity (35%, 115 codings),

while a transactional leadership style is hardly dependent on integrity (75%, 248 codings). Con-

sidering the assumption that ABI fosters trust between individuals, this study concludes that an

egoistic climate is most effective for creating a trusted corporate development. Conversely, a

principled climate style is least favourable for attaining trust (for illustration, see the right-hand

column of Table 4–4).
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QUAL
Themes

Categories, Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

eg
o

is
ti

c
cl

im
at

es

- people concerned for themselves
- no room for personal morals
- people protect their own interest
- what is best for themselves
-further company’s interest
-hurts company’s interest
-concern with the company’s interest
-view decisions in terms of profit
- consider efficiency first
- efficient way is always the right way
- expected to work efficiently
- efficient solutions sought

- egoistic climates 268 (81%)

Relationships:
- egoistic climate and ability 270 (82%):
- egoistic climate and benevolence 20 (6%)
- egoistic climate and integrity 248 (75%)

Bank_42 (2009):
It is the intention to reduce the number of staff until 2012 by
about 2,000 employees from 19,000 employees.

Bank_42 (2012):
At the end of 2010, the bank employed18599 full-time em-
ployees, which was 345 fewer than on the 31st of December
2011.

b
en

ev
ol

en
t

cl
im

at
es

- look out for each other’s good
- concern for what is best for others
- primary concern is for the organization
- care for each individual
- concern for all the people
- what is best for everyone
- view team spirit as important
- what is best for employees
- do what is right for the customer
- strong responsibility to the community
- concerned about customer’s interest
- customer is primary concern

- benevolent climates total 116 (35%)

Relationships:
-benevolent climate and ability 12 (4%):
-benevolent climate and benevolence 11 (4%)
-benevolent climate and integrity 14 (5%)

Bank_08 (2014):
The bank has initiated a home office concept. Until mid 2015,
37 employees will gain experience of this new concept.

Bank_08 (2015):
Since autumn 2014, 38 participants have tested the new home
office arrangements.

p
ri

n
ci

pl
ed

cl
im

at
es

- follow personal beliefs
- decide for themselves what is right
- each person’s sense of right and wrong
- guided by their own beliefs
- does decision violate any law
- comply with the law
- strictly follow legal standards
- law is a major consideration
- follow company’s rules
- stick to company rules
- successful people go by the book
- obey company rules

- principled climates total 95 (29%)

Relationships:
- principled climate and ability 12 (4%):
- principled climate and benevolence 11 (4%)
- principled climate and integrity 14 (5%)

Bank_69 (2006):
We aim to reach the following equity ratio / BIZ-quote in the
following periods of time:
2006-2009: 11-13%; in and after 2010: 12-14%; in and after
31.12.16: 13.6%
Bank_69 (2007): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 13.1%.
Bank_69 (2008): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 12.9%.
Bank_69 (2009): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 14.1%.
Bank_69 (2010): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 14.1 %
Bank_69 (2011): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 13.4%.
Bank_69 (2013): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 15.2% -
Bank_69 (2014): We reached an EKQ/BIZ of 13.4 %.

Table 4–4: Content analysis themes for climate and ABI using longitudinal data for the years 2006 – 2015
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In the following, the descriptive statistics and correlations highlighted in Table 4–5 are ex-

plained. First, the value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given for every pair of variables

and secondly the significance of each correlation is shown. Thus, ability (r = -.41, p<.001), be-

nevolence (r = -.33, p<.001) and integrity (r = -.25, p<.001) are most and negatively correlated

with an egoistic climate. Thus, it is assumed that an egoistic climate style will best predict a

lack of ability, benevolence and integrity. Third, the number of cases, more precisely the bank’s

fulfilled goals, contributing to this correlation is N = 331. The correlation matrix additionally

shows that there is no hint of multicollinearity as there is no correlation with r >.90 between the

predictors (Field, 2013).

Table 4–5: Descriptive statistics and correlations for ABI and climate using longitudinal data for
the years 2006 – 2015

A stepwise regression analysis was used to explore which climate types have a positive effect

on ABI factors. Overall results are presented below in Table 4–6.

Exploring antecedents for ability – A stepwise regression was used to explore which climate

predictors have a positive effect on ability. The model summary of Appendix C in Table 0–13

illustrates that only an egoistic climate affects ability and the effect is a negative one. In addi-

tion, R-squared explains how much the variability in the outcome is accounted for by the pre-

dictor. For this model R-squared is 0.167, which means that having an egoistic climate accounts

for 16.7% of the variation in ability. Stepwise regression did not include the predictors benev-

olent and principled climate, since there would have been no positive change in R-squared. The

adjusted R-squared gives an impression of how well the model generalizes and ideally it should

be very close to R-squared (Field, 2013).42 This dataset contains a difference of 0.002, which

is quite small. This shrinkage exemplifies that if the model were derived from the population

rather than a sample it would account for approximately 0.2% less variance in the outcome.

Thus the cross-validity of this model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistic explains

whether the assumption of independent error is tenable (Field, 2013). The Durbin-Watson value

42 We can also apply Stein’s formula to get some idea of the likely value in different samples.
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should not be less than 1 and not greater than 3. As is observed in the model, the value is 0.941,

which is very close to 1, so there should be no great concerns.

This model shows that F(1.329) = 66.17 with p<.001. Thus, having an egoistic climate sig-

nificantly improved the prediction of the characteristic ‘ability’.

The standardized beta coefficients show the strength of the effect of egoistic climate on abil-

ity. The higher the absolute value of the beta coefficient, the stronger the effect (Freedman,

2009). For this model egoistic climate has negative beta coefficients with β = -.409 (t(329) = -

8.14, p<.001) and therefore a significant negative effect on ability. The VIF values specify that

no collinearity is in the data because the first VIF value is 1 and therefore not greater than 10

(Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990; Myers, 1990) and the tolerance statistic is 1 and therefore

above 0.02 (Menard, 1995). In addition, the average VIF is 1 and therefore not greater than 1.

With regard to the histograms, P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots of *ZRESID against 

*ZPRED for climate and ability, standard residuals against standard predicted residuals present

a random array of dots, so that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are ful-

filled. Histograms and P−P plots show a normal distribution. 

Exploring antecedents for benevolence – Again a stepwise regression was used to explore

which climate predictors have a positive effect on benevolence. The model summary in Table

0–16 in Appendix C illustrates that all ethical climate types are well suited to increase the char-

acteristic of benevolence. For model 3, R-squared is 0.181, which means that climate accounts

for 18.1% of the variance in benevolence. The shrinkage between R-squared and the adjusted

R-squared is 0.008, which shows that if the model were derived from the population rather than

a sample it would account for approximately 0.8% less variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-

validity of this model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistic gives a value of 1.49, which

meets statistical requirements.

ANOVA, in Table 0–17 of Appendix C shows that F(1.327) = 24.01 with p<.001. Thus all

forms of ethical work climate significantly improved the ability to predict benevolence. Coef-

ficients are illustrated in Table 0–18 of Appendix C. From the standardized beta coefficients,

the strength of the effect of ethical climate on benevolence can be explained. For model 3,

egoistic climate with β = -.261 (t(327) = -5.021, p<.001) and principled climate with β = -.435 

(t(327) = -4.558, p<.001) have negative beta coefficients and therefore a significant negative

effect on benevolence. In contrast a benevolent climate with β = .510 (t(327) = 5.275, p<.001) 

has positive beta coefficients and therefore has a significant positive effect on benevolence. The
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VIF values show that no collinearity is in the data because the first VIF value is 3.632 and not

greater than 10 (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990; Myers, 1990) and the tolerance statistic has a

value of 0.275 and is thus above 0.02 (Menard, 1995). In addition, the average VIF is not sub-

stantially greater than 1. With regard to the histograms, P−P plots of distributed residuals and 

plots of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for climate and benevolence, the graph for standard resid-

uals against standard predicted residuals presents a random array of dots, so that it can be con-

cluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled. Histograms and

P−P plots show a normal distribution. 

Exploring antecedents for integrity – Again a stepwise regression was used to explore which

climate predictors have a positive effect on integrity. The model summary in Table 0–19 Ap-

pendix C shows that having an egoistic climate decreases the characteristic of integrity. For

egoistic climate R-squared is 0.061. Stepwise regression did not include any further predictors

as there would have been no positive change in R-squared. The shrinkage between R-squared

and adjusted R-squared is 0.003 and shows that if the model were derived from the population

rather than a sample it would account for approximately 3% less variance in the outcome. Thus

cross-validity of this model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistical value is close to 1,

more precisely, 0.956, which nearly meets statistical requirements.

ANOVA, is shown in Table 0–20 in Appendix C The model shows that F(2.329) = 21.47

with p<.001. Thus, having an egoistic climate significantly improved the ability to predict in-

tegrity. Coefficients are illustrated in Table 0–21. For the model, egoistic climate with β = -.247 

(t(328 ) = -4.633, p<.001) has negative beta coefficients and therefore has a negative, significant

effect on integrity. The VIF value shows that no collinearity is in the data because the first VIF

value for the model is 1.00 and hence, not greater than 10 (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990;

Myers, 1990). The tolerance statistic for the model shows a value of 1.00 and thus is above 0.02

(Menard, 1995). In addition, the average VIF is 1.00 and therefore is not substantially greater

than 1. With regard to histograms, P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots of *ZRESID 

against *ZPRED for climate and integrity, the graph for standard residuals against standard

predicted residuals presents a random array of dots, so that it can be concluded that the assump-

tions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled. Histograms and P−P plots show a 

normal distribution.
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Table 4–6: Stepwise regression analysis for the effects of ethical climate on ABI

Sustainability –

Table 4–7 shows sustainability separated into social, economic and ecologic sub-dimen-

sions. In the second column, the coding categories for the QUAL content analysis are described.

The third column shows the coding frequencies and the percentage value within each sub-theme

in relation to the objectives and the inferences for each sustainability type and ABI. Codings

reveal how the type of sustainability is connected to the banks’ objectives. The most common

form of sustainability in the banks’ objectives for the years 2006 to 2015 is economic sustain-

ability (97%, 322 codings of 331 objectives). The second most common form is social sustain-

ability (69%, 228 codings). Ecologic sustainability is the least common form in the dataset (9%,

31 codings). Descriptive statistics reveal inferences between sustainability and ABI. This study

found that economic sustainability (97%, 321 codings) is most interlinked with the characteris-

tic ‘ability’. Ecologic sustainability and ability had the fewest interrelationships (9%, 31 cod-

ings). For benevolence, most interrelationships were detected with economic sustainability

(11%, 38 codings) and fewest with ecologic sustainability (3%, 9 codings). Finally, economic

sustainability is interrelated most with integrity (85%, 280 codings), while ecologic sustaina-

bility is least (9%, 30 codings). Considering that ABI fosters trust at the corporate level, it can

be concluded that economic sustainability is most effective for creating a trusted corporate de-

velopment. Conversely, ecologic sustainability is least effective for attaining trust.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Intercept

Predictors

3.208***

(0.093)
- -

0.828***

(0.094)

0.751***

(0.098)

0.618***

(0.099)

1.599***

(0.100)
- -

Egoistic Climate
-0.409***

(0.031)
- -

-0.333***

(0.032)

-0.311***

(0.031)

-0.261***

(0.031)

-0.247***

(0.033)
- -

Benevolent Climate - - - -
0.135***

(0.0.13)

0.510***

(0.025)
- - -

Principled Climate _ - - - -
-0.435***

(0.014)
_ - -

Overall Model R2

No. of obversations

0.167

331
- -

0.111

331

0.128

331

0.181

331

0.061

331
- -

--
Ability Benevolence Integrity

Dependent Variable

Note: Above reported coefficients for predictor variables are standardized. Standard errors are reported in parantheses.

*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001
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QUAL Themes Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units
so

ci
al

su
st

ai
n

ab
il

it
y

- sustainable risk management
- creating cultural diversity combined with personal freedom
- creating cultural diversity
- securing jobs
- responsibility for workplaces
- corporate social responsibility,
- diversity
- women occupy positions on management boards, supervi-
sory boards
- reconciliation of interests between stakeholder groups
- reconciliation of family and work life
- sustainable investments having a social impact
- observing human rights
- preventing corruption
- sticking to public law system

- social sustainability 228 (69%)
Relationships:
- social sustainability and ability 227
(69%):
- social sustainability and benevolence
25 (8%)
- social sustainability and integrity 206
(62%)

Bank_82 (2006):
ING Chances for Children is a company-wide program aimed at giving children in Brazil,
Ethiopia and India access to primary education. In 2006, we raised enough funds for some
52,000 children’s education for one year. As a result of this success, ING decided to raise
the target to 115,000 children by 2007 year-end and is encouraging each employee to
sponsor one child financially.

Bank_82 (2007):
This initiative was received with enthusiasm and at the end of 2007 around 125,000 chil-
dren could be sent to school for a year.

ec
on

o
m

ic
su

st
ai

n
ab

il
it

y

- sustainable achievement of future earnings
- long-lasting client relationships
- shareholder value
- stakeholder value
- responsible management
- fostering a stable financial market
- data security

- economic sustainability total 322
(97%)

- economic sustainability and ability
321 (97%):
- economic sustainability and benevo-
lence 38 (11%)
- economic sustainability and integrity
280 (85%)

Bank_41 (2009): With the quality campaign and process offensive launched in the year
under review, DekaBank is permanently securing its competitiveness in a fundamentally
changing market environment. More than 400 individual steps are aimed at improving
process quality and reducing administrative costs throughout the Group by 2011.

Bank_41 (2010): More than 400 individual measures are intended to improve the process
quality and limit the administrative burden. Key measures were successfully completed by
the end of 2010 and further activities are scheduled for 2011.

Bank_41 (2011): At the end of 2011 we were able to terminate QPO prematurely, as the
defined milestones were almost fully achieved.

ec
ol

o
gi

c
su

st
ai

na
bi

li
ty

- sustainable investments
- to foster a vibrant ecosystem
- investing in renewable energies
- environmental reporting
- climate protection strategy
- ecological impact of investment and credit portfolio
- reuse of resources
- green information systems
- green building
- paperless office

- ecologic sustainability total 31 (9%)

- ecologic sustainability and ability 31
(9%):
- ecologic sustainability and benevo-
lence 9 (3%)
- ecologic sustainability and integrity 30
(9%)

Bank_44 (2012): Reduction of annual waste per employee by 10% compared to 2010.

Bank_44 (2013): Concerning this parameter (-8.1%) the goal of reduction is almost
reached.

Bank_44 (2014): Looking at the Bank as a whole, it becomes clear that we have achieved
the target of a 10% reduction from 2010 for 2013 at 11.8%.

Table 4–7: Content analysis themes for sustainability and ABI using longitudinal data of the years 2006-2015.
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In the following, the descriptive statistics and correlations highlighted in Table 4–8 are ex-

plained. First, the value of Pearson’s correlations coefficient is given for every pair of variables

and second the significance of each correlation is shown. Thus ability (r = -.24, p<.001) is most

and negatively correlated with social sustainability. Benevolence (r = -.27, p<.001) is most and

negatively correlated with economic sustainability while integrity (r = -.16, p<.01) is most and

negatively correlated with economic sustainability. Third, the number of cases, more precisely

the bank’s fulfilled goals, contributing to these correlations is N = 331. The correlation matrix

additionally shows no sign of multicollinearity as there is no correlation with r >.90 between the

predictors (Field, 2013).

Table 4–8: Descriptive statistics and correlations for ABI and sustainability using longitudinal
data for the years 2006 – 2015

In the following a stepwise regression analysis is used to explore which sustainability types

have a positive effect on ABI factors. Overall results are presented below in Table 4–9.

Exploring antecedents for ability – A stepwise regression was used to explore which sus-

tainability predictors have a positive effect on ability. The model summary in Table 0–22 in

Appendix C illustrates that both social and economic sustainability affect ability negatively. In

addition, R-squared explains how much the variability in the outcome is accounted for by the

predictor. For this model, R-squared is 0.084, which means that social and economic sustaina-

bility account for 8.40% of the variation in ability. Stepwise regression did not include the

predictor ecologic sustainability since there would have been no positive change in R-squared.

The adjusted R-squared gives an impression of how well the model generalizes and ideally it

should be very close to R-squared (Field, 2013).43 For this dataset there was a difference of

0.005, which is quite small. This shrinkage exemplifies that if the model were derived from the

population rather than a sample it would account for approximately 0.5% less variance in the

outcome. Thus the cross-validity of this model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistical

43 We can also apply Stein’s formula to get some idea about the likely value in different samples.
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value should not be less than 1 and not greater than 3. In the model the value is 0.890, which is

very close to 1, so there should be no great concerns.

ANOVA is shown in Table 0–23 in Appendix C. Model 2 shows that F(1.328) = 15.11 with

p<.001. Thus, social and economic sustainability significantly improved the ability to predict

‘ability’.

Coefficients are illustrated in Table 0–24. For this model social sustainability β = -.241 

(t(328) = -4.56, p<.001) and economic sustainability β = -.158 (t(328) = -2.99, p<.01) have 

negative beta coefficients and therefore have a negative, significant effect on ability. The VIF

values specify that there is no collinearity in the data. In addition, the average VIF is 1 and thus

not greater than 1. With regard to histograms, P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots of 

*ZRESID against *ZPRED for sustainability and ability, the graph for standard residuals

against standard predicted residuals presents a random array of dots, so that it can be concluded

that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled. Histograms and P−P 

plots show a normal distribution.

Exploring antecedents for benevolence – A stepwise regression was used to explore which sus-

tainability predictors have a positive effect on benevolence. The model summary in Table 0–

25 shows that both economic and social sustainability are well suited to increase the character-

istic of benevolence. For model 2, R-squared is 0.09 which means that sustainability accounts

for 9.0% of the variation in benevolence. The shrinkage between R-squared and the adjusted

R-squared of 0.005 exemplifies that if the model were derived from the population rather than

a sample it would account for approximately 0.5% less variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-

validity of this model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistical value is 1.51, which meets

statistical requirements.

ANOVA is shown in Table 0–26 in Appendix C. The model shows that F(1.328) = 16.26 with

p<.001. Thus economic and social sustainability significantly improved the ability to predict

benevolence. Coefficients are illustrated in Table 0–27. For model 2, economic sustainability,

with β = -.274 (t(328) = -5.211, p<.001) has negative beta coefficients and therefore has a neg-

ative, significant effect on benevolence. In contrast social sustainability with β = .127 (t(328) = 

2.411, p<.05) has positive beta coefficients and therefore has a positive, significant effect on

benevolence. The VIF values show that there is no collinearity in the data. In addition, the

average VIF is not substantially greater than 1. With regard to histograms, P−P plots of distrib-

uted residuals and plots of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for sustainability and benevolence, the
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graph for standard residuals against standard predicted residuals presents a random array of

dots, so that it can be concluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are

fulfilled. Histograms and P−P plots show a normal distribution. 

Exploring antecedents for integrity – Again a stepwise regression was used to explore which

sustainability predictors have a positive effect on integrity. The model summary in Table 0–28

in Appendix C shows that ecologic and social sustainability increase the characteristic ‘integ-

rity’. For both ecologic and social sustainability R-squared is 0.051, which means that both

predictors account for 5.1% of the variation in integrity. Stepwise regression did not include

any further predictors as there would not have been a positive change in R-squared. The shrink-

age between R-squared and adjusted R-squared is 0.005 and shows that if the model were de-

rived from the population rather than a sample it would account for approximately 0.5% less

variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-validity of this model is quite good. The Durbin-Wat-

son statistical value is 1.044, which nearly meets statistical requirements.

ANOVA is shown in Table 0–29 in Appendix C. The model shows that F(2.328) = 8.90 with

p<.001. Thus ecologic and social sustainability significantly improved the ability to predict

integrity. Coefficients are illustrated in Table 0–30 in Appendix C. From the model, ecologic

sustainability with β = .215 (t(328) = 3.954, p<.001) and social sustainability, β = .111 (t(328) 

= 2.041, p<.05) have positive beta coefficients and therefore have a positive, significant effect

on integrity. The VIF value shows that no collinearity is in the data. In addition, the average

VIF is not substantially greater than 1. With regard to histograms, P−P plots of distributed re-

siduals and plots of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for sustainability and integrity, the graph for

standard residuals against standard predicted residuals presents a random array of dots, so that

it can be concluded that the assumptions homogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled.

Histograms and P−P plots show a normal distribution. 
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Table 4–9: Stepwise regression analysis for the effect of sustainability on ABI

Risks − 

As shown in Table 4–10 risks are separated into FRs and NFRs. In the second column, the

coding categories for the QUAL content analysis are described. The third column shows the

coding frequencies and the percentage value within each sub-theme in relation to the objectives

and the inferences for each risk type and ABI. Codings reveal that the type of risk is not con-

nected to the banks’ objectives, because FRs are connected to the banks’ objectives only three

times (<1% of 331 objectives) and NFRs are connected to goals no more than five times (2%

of 331 objectives). As there are very few codings of FRs and NFRs those dimensions are not

compared with ABI. Considering the assumption that ABI fosters trust at the corporate level, it

can be concluded that neither form of risk is effective in creating a trusted corporate develop-

ment.

QUAL
Themes

Categories Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

fi
n

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s

- liquidity risks
- credit risks
- market risks

- financial risk 3 (1%)

Relationships:
- FRs and ability 227 (69%):
- FRs and benevolence 25 (8%)
- FRs and integrity 206 (62%)

Bank_96 (2012): The bank will revise and adjust its limit
structure and risk measurement methods in 2013. The con-
version to the value-at-risk method for the measurement of
market price risks as well as the significantly increased eq-
uity position is taken into account by the conclusion of the
joint venture with the Avaloq Group.
Bank_96 (2013): During the period under review, the bank
implemented conversion to the value-at-risk method for
measuring market price risks and a measurement method for
equity risks.

n
on

-f
in

an
ci

al
ri

sk
s - operational risks

- reputational risks
- strategic risks

- non-financial risk total 5 (2 %)

Relationships:
- NFRs and ability 5 (2%):
- NFRs and benevolence 1 (0%)
- NFRs and integrity 4 (1%)

Bank_46 (2014): The internal control system is to be ex-
panded further in 2015. A further focus is on the revision of
risk assessments from an OpRisk perspective. The introduc-
tion of a new operational risk database is intended to im-
prove the possibilities for analysis.

Bank_46 (2015): The OpRisk claims suffered during the fi-
nancial year were systematically recorded in a data bank.

Table 4–10: Content analysis themes for risk and ABI using longitudinal data for the years
2006 – 2015

Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3

Intercept
2.773***

(0.069)

3.100***

(0.128) -

0.857***

(0.117)

0.751***

(0.125) -

1.146***

(0.053)

1.041***

(0.073) -

Predictors

Sust.Social
-0.244***

(0.037)

-0.241***

(0.037) - -

0.127*

(0.036) - -

0.111*

(0.038) -

Sust.Econ.

-

-0.158**

(0.032) -

-0.272***

(0.031)

-0.274***

(0.031) - - - -

Sust.Ecol.
- - - - - -

0.199***

(0.047)

0.047***

(0.215) -

Overall model R² 0.059 0.084 - 0.074 0.090 - 0.039 0.051 -

No. of observations 331 331 - 331 331 - 331 331 -

Ability Benevolence Integrity

Note. Above reported coefficients for predictor variables are standardized. Standard errors are reported in parantheses.

*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

Dependent Variable
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Descriptive statistics and correlations are shown in Table 4–11. Correlation shows, as ex-

pected, a weak and insignificant relationship between risk and ABI. This finding confirmed that

pursuing regression analysis was unreasonable. The investigator therefore did not carry out

secondary analysis.

Table 4–11: Descriptive statistics and correlations for ABI and risks using longitudinal data
for the years 2006 – 2015

Products and services –

As shown in Table 4–12, products and services are separated into the following five sub-

dimensions: PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI. In the second column, the coding categories

for the QUAL content analysis are described. The third column shows the coding frequencies

and the percentage value within each sub-dimension in relation to the objectives and the infer-

ences for each product and service category and ABI. Codings reveal that the QUAL theme

‘products and services’ is connected to the banks’ objectives. The most common form of prod-

ucts and services in the banks’ objectives for the years 2006 to 2015 is PPNs (15%, 48 codings

of 331 objectives). The second most common form is GHI (11%, 38 codings). PDN is the least

common in the dataset (2%, 7 codings). Descriptive statistics reveal a weak relationship be-

tween products and services and ABI. For ability, this study found that PPNs (15%, 48 codings)

were most interlinked with the characteristic ‘ability’. In contrast, PDN and ability were least

interrelated (2%, 7 codings). Benevolence is most related to ICNs (11%, 36 codings) and has

no links with ODNs (<1%, 0 codings). PPNs are most interrelated with integrity (13%, 42 cod-

ings), while PDN is slightly linked with integrity (1%, 3 codings). Considering the assumption

that ABI fosters trust in organizations, it can be concluded that PPNs are most effective for

creating a trusted corporate development. PDNs are least effective for attaining trust.
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QUAL
Themes

Categories, Frequency
(Percentage)

Example of coded text units

p
ri

ce
an

d
d

is
tr

ib
u

-
ti

o
n

st
an

d
ar

d
s

- all extra-cost added features should be identified
- one should not manipulate the availability of a product for the
purpose of exploitation
- coercion should not be used in the marketing chain
- undue influence should not be exerted over the resellers' choice
to handle a product
- one should not engage in price fixing
- predatory pricing should not be practised

- price and distribution norms total 7 (2%)

Relationships:
- PDN and ability 92 (28%)
- PDN and benevolence 16 (5%)
- PDN and integrity 83 (25%)

Bank_44 (2013): Satisfaction concerning the annual consul-
tancy quality should exceed 75% within the next year.
Bank_44 (2014): Customer satisfaction reached 85.7% in
2012/2013.

in
fo

rm
at

io
n

an
d

co
nt

ra
ct

st
an

da
rd

s

- information regarding all substantial risks or contract components
associated with product or service use should be disclosed
- any product component substitution that might materially change
the product or impact on the buyer's purchase decision should be
disclosed
- outside clients and suppliers should be treated fairly
- confidentiality and anonymity in professional relationships
should be maintained with regard to privileged information
- obligations and responsibilities in contracts and mutual agree-
ments should be met in a timely manner
- the practice and promotion of a professional code of ethics must
be actively supported

- information and contract norms total 36 (11%)

Relationships:
- ICN and ability 36 (11%):
- ICN and benevolence 12 (4%)
- ICN and integrity 31 (9%)

Bank_42 (2012): 80% of the mail communication should be
more understandable and more customer-friendly in 2012.

Bank_42 (2013): By the end of 2012, approximately 80% of
the bank's mail output has been revised by specially trained em-
ployees.

p
ro

d
uc

t
an

d
p

ro
m

o
-

ti
o

n
st

an
d

ar
d

s

- products and services offered should be safe and fit for their in-
tended use
- communications about products and services offered should not
be deceptive
- false and misleading advertising should be avoided
- high-pressure manipulation or misleading sales tactics should be
avoided
- sales promotions that use deception or manipulation should be
avoided

- product and promotion norms total 48 (15 %)

Relationships:
- PPN and ability 48 (15%)
- PPN and benevolence 7 (2%)
- PPN and integrity 42 (13%)

Bank_82 (2011): Customers expect flawless service, and tech-
nology can help deliver that, especially in internet and mobile
banking. In response to these developments, retail NL an-
nounced redundancies – approximately 2,000 internal FTEs
and 700 external FTEs. These redundancies will take effect in
2012–13.

Bank_82 (2012): So far, staff numbers have been reduced by
2,900 FTEs.

o
bl

ig
at

io
n

an
d

d
is

cl
o

su
re

st
an

da
rd

s

- one should discharge one's obligations, financial and otherwise,
in good faith
- the full price associated with any purchase should be disclosed
- selling or fund raising under the guise of conducting research
should be avoided.
- research integrity should be maintained by avoiding the misrepre-
sentation and omission of pertinent research data

- obligation and disclosure norms total 11 (3%)

Relationships:
- ODN and ability 11 (3%):
- ODN and benevolence 1 (0%)
- ODN and integrity 8 (2%)

Bank_13 (2012): By the end of 2013, a private customer base
of 2.7 million will be achieved. To this end, service and cus-
tomer communication are further developed and added-value
services are expanded.

Bank_13 (2013): The number of customers is 2.8 million.
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g
en

er
al

h
on

es
ty

an
d

in
te

g
ri

ty

- one should always adhere to all applicable laws and regulations
- one should always accurately represent one's education, training
and experience
- one must always be honest in serving consumers, clients, em-
ployees, suppliers, distributors and the public
- one should not knowingly participate in a conflict of interest
without prior notice to all parties involved

- general honesty and integrity 38 (11%)

Relationships:
- GHI and ability 38 (11%):
- GHI and benevolence 8 (2%)
- GHI and integrity 34 (10%)

Bank_82 (2008): The TÜV-Proficert seal for security and ser-
vice orientation is awarded for a period of three years, in which
the independent TÜV auditors carry out a review of the defined
service and service standards once a year. The first review will
take place in the autumn of 2009.

Bank_82 (2009): After its implementation, the comfort and
service orientation was successfully certified by an independent
expert - TÜV Hessen.

Bank_82 (2010): We have therefore received the TÜV-Pro-
ficert seal for comfort and service orientation for another year.
The successful second review in the autumn of 2010 shows that
the comfort and service orientation of employees continues to
improve. Following two successful years of certification, the
bank_82 has decided to give instructions for recertification by
this independent expert.

Bank_82 (2011): The comfort and service orientation was re-
viewed last year by an independent expert - TÜV Hessen. In
addition to service quality, we have also had the advisory qual-
ity in the financial and private banking centres certified.
Bank_82 (2012): The comfort and service orientation was
checked by an independent expert - TÜV Hessen. In addition,
we have also had the advisory quality in the financial and pri-
vate banking centres checked. The successful review shows
that the comfort and service orientation of the employees is
maintained at a high level and the consulting instruments are
used well.

Bank_82 (2013): The comfort and service orientation was
checked by an independent expert - TÜV Hessen. In addition,
we have also certified the advisory quality in the financial and
private banking centres. The successful review shows that the
comfort and service orientation of the employees is maintained
at a high level and the consulting instruments are used in a
qualitative manner

Table 4–12: Content analysis themes for product and services and ABI using longitudinal data of the years 2006-2015
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Descriptive statistics and correlations for ABI and products and services are given in Table

4–13. This study found that ability (r = .12, p<.01) is mostly and positively correlated with

PDNs. Thus it is assumed that PDNs will best predict ability. In addition, it was found that in

the sample of 331 goals there was no significant link between either of the dependent variables,

benevolence and integrity, and products and services items. This finding confirmed that pursu-

ing a regression analysis would only be reasonable for the dependent variable of ability. The

researcher therefore did not carry out a secondary analysis for benevolence and integrity. The

correlation matrix additionally shows that there is no sign of multicollinearity as there is no

correlation with r >.90 between the predictors (Field, 2013).

Table 4–13: Descriptive statistics and correlations for ABI and products and services us-
ing longitudinal data for the years 2006 – 2015

In the following a stepwise regression analysis is used to explore which product and service

predictors have a positive effect on ability. Overall results are presented below in Table 4–14.

Exploring antecedents for ability – A stepwise regression was used to explore which product

and service predictors have a positive effect on ability. The model summary in Table 0–31 in

Appendix C shows that only PDNs influence ability. The influence is a positive one. For this

model, R-squared is 0.013, which means that PDNs account for 1.3% of the variation in ability.

Stepwise regression did not include further predictors as there would have been no positive

change in R-squared. For this dataset a small difference of 0.003 was discovered. This shrinkage

indicates that if the model were derived from the population rather than a sample it would ac-

count for approximately 0.3% less variance in the outcome. Thus the cross-validity of this

model is very good. The Durbin-Watson statistical value of 0.780 does not meet statistical re-

quirements.

For ANOVA in Table 0–32 in Appendix C, is explained. The model shows that F(1.329) =

4.477 with p<.05. Thus PDNs significantly improve the ability to predict the characteristic

‘ability’.
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With regard to coefficients, for this model PDNs with β = .116 (t(329) = 2.116, p<.05) have 

positive beta coefficients and therefore a positive, significant effect on ability. The VIF values

specify that there is no collinearity in the data. The first VIF value is 1 and thus not greater than

10 (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990; Myers, 1990) and the tolerance statistic is 1 and hence above

0.02 (Menard, 1995). In addition, the average VIF is 1 and thus not greater than 1. Histograms,

P−P plots of distributed residuals and plots of *ZRESID against *ZPRED for products and 

services and integrity are shown. The graph for standard residuals against standard predicted

residuals presents a random array of dots, so that it can be concluded that the assumptions ho-

mogeneity of variance and linearity are fulfilled. Histograms and P−P plots show a normal 

distribution.

Table 4–14: Stepwise regression analysis for products and services on ABI

In the previous section the results from this study were presented. In the next section the

findings are discussed with regard to the main research questions as stated in the discussion

below. In addition, findings are related to current literature and inferences from QUAL and

QUAN data are drawn. QUAN results are supported by qualitative data from the interviews to

gain a holistic understanding of the nature of trust.

4.4 Discussion

This study provides an answer to the questions: How far can trust be defined as a dynamic

construct? How far can we build an effective concept of trust for banks while taking into con-

sideration moral and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level?

First, the results prove that trust can be regarded as a dynamic construct varying over time.

Taking a longitudinal view of the antecedents of trust, it can be seen that, particularly in the

years of the GFC, few trust-building antecedents were seen in banks’ objectives. This work

Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3 Model 1 Model2 Model3

Intercept
2.540***

(0.051) - - - - - - - -

Predictors

PDNs
0.116*

(0.352) - - - - - - - -

ICNs - - - - - - - - -

PPNs - - - - - - - - -

ODNs - - - - - - - - -

GHI - - - - - - - - -

Overall model R² 0.013

No. of observations 331 - - - - - - - -

Note. Above reported coefficients for predictor variables are standardized. Standard errors are reported in parantheses.

*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

Dependent Variable

Ability Benevolence Integrity
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therefore concludes that the missing antecedents of trust could be one indicator to explain why

the level of trust in banks in the years of the GFC was lower than before and after the GFC.

Second, this study shows, in alignment with studies 1 and 2, that micro and macro levels are

interlinked. That such an interrelationship existed was suggested by the assumption in the work

of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) that there is a connection between the organizational antecedents

of trust of the OTR model and the perceived factors of trustworthiness, ABI. Starting from that

assumption, and in alignment with studies 1 and 2, this study confirms empirically that most of

the organizational antecedents of trust directly influence the perceived factors of trustworthi-

ness: ability, benevolence and integrity. In this regard, the following results were obtained.

Concerning the OTR model of Gillespie & Dietz (2009), the results proved that on the macro

level there are five organizational antecedents of trust found in banks: leadership, an ethical

work climate, sustainability, risks, and products and services. In contrast to study 1, study 3

was able to allocate codings to the dimension ‘ethical products and services’, and unlike study

2, study 3 was able to allocate codings to the dimension ‘leadership’.

By establishing a multiple regression model it was shown that the organizational antecedents

of trust of the OTR model (such as transformational, consultative and transactional leadership,

having a benevolent climate, ecologic sustainability and high price and distribution standards)

positively influence the perceived factors of trustworthiness. In contrast, an egoistic climate, a

principled climate, and economic sustainability negatively influence the dimensions of ABI.

Social sustainability showed contradictory results. While that independent variable had a posi-

tive effect on benevolence and integrity, it had a negative impact on ability. Based on the work

of Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and Mayer et al. (1995) it is assumed that if a positive connection

between OTR and ABI components exists, it is possible to have a positive influence on trust at

the corporate level. If this occurs transformational, consultative and transactional leadership, a

benevolent climate, ecologic sustainability and high price and distribution standards are capable

of having a positive effect on trust at the corporate level in banks. However, this study found

that the relationship between OTR and ABI factors was not as strong as expected. Thus, in their

public reports banks are not sending out enough signs to their stakeholders that the banks are

trustworthy in defining and achieving their goals. This could offer one suggestion as to why the

banks’ corporate development is less trusted than expected and why in general trust in banks is

seen to be low.

Third, this study discovered that legitimate actions drive the behaviour of banks. Most of the

banks’ objectives contain aspects that relate to transformational and consultative leadership,
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benevolent and principled climate, sustainability, and ethical products and services. These re-

sults are in alignment with the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991) and indi-

cate that the concept of legitimacy is regarded as an effective instrument for building a re-

spected, reliable and trusted bank.

Trust a construct of high importance in banks –

By using word frequencies and additional statements from 738 banking reports Study 3

confirmed that trust is a topic of high importance at the organizational level in banks. The find-

ings are in alignment with the works of Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), De Cremer (2015), Hurley

et al. (2014) and Wälti (2012). In alignment with studies 1 and 2, study 3 confirmed that the

construct of trust matters across levels in banks and can therefore be defined as a complex and

multi-dimensional phenomenon which runs from the individual to the organizational level of

trust analysis (Hitt et al., 2007; Khodyakov, 2007; Luhmann, 1988).
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The longitudinal view of the effect of the organizational antecedents of trust at the cor-

porate level in banks –

Leadership - First, it has been shown, by means of qualitative content analysis, that the only

trust-enhancing leadership styles at the corporate level in banks are transformational (38%),

consultative (36%) and transactional leadership (36%). No codes could be allocated to trust-

reducing laissez-faire leadership. Further, the results show that the most effective trust-building

leadership style – transformational leadership (Antonakis et al., 2003; Bass & Riggio, 2010;

Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999; Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; House & Shamir, 1993, Podsakoff et al., 1990;

Sosik & Dinger, 2007; Tichy & Devanna, 1986) – is dominant in the banks’ objectives, whereas

the most ineffective leadership style for trust enhancement, laissez-faire leadership, is non-ex-

istent in the dataset. Concerning the longitudinal view of leadership factors, it was found that,

particularly in the years of the GFC, trust-building leadership styles were less frequent in the

bank’s objectives. There were fewer trust-reducing leadership styles in study 3 than in study 1.’

Climate – The qualitative content analysis shows three forms of ethical work climate in the

banks’ objectives for the years 2006 to 2015. The results affirmed that egoistic climate is the

dominant form of climate in banks (82%,). The second most dominant form is benevolent cli-

mate (36%) and the least frequent form is principled climate (29%). The results confirm the

work of Simha & Cullen (2012), who argue that in the financial industry an egoistic climate is

very likely to occur because of the intense competition and high volatility in the industry. Nev-

ertheless, as shown in the literature review previous research has also confirmed that an egoistic

climate is very unlikely to guarantee trust in banks and preserve the long-term success of the

bank. In contrast, a benevolent climate, a dimension that is more effective in trust building, still

totalled 36% of the overall codings. According to current literature (Cullen et al., 2003; Hosmer,

1994a; Martin & Cullen, 2006; Otken & Cenkci, 2012; Ruppel & Harrington, 2000), a benev-

olent climate is more effective in building trust. However, it is not well enough represented in

the banks’ objectives for the years 2006 to 2015. When this study focused on a longitudinal

view of climate factors, it found that in the years of the GFC very few objectives related to a

benevolent climate were mentioned. This could be one reason why the trust level in banks in

the years of the GFC was lower than before and after the GFC. Whereas studies 1 and 2 achieved

an almost similar coding structure when referring to an ethical climate in banks, study 3 differed

from the previous two studies. This was mainly because studies 1 and 2, referring to the indi-

vidual level of trust analysis, had the fewest codings concerning an egoistic climate while study

3 achieved the highest codings for this category. Thus it can be concluded that, particularly at
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the organizational level, having an egoistic climate is a major factor in impeding the trust-build-

ing process in banks.

Sustainability – As shown by means of qualitative content analysis, there are three forms of

sustainability in banks: social, economic and ecologic sustainability. The most common form

of sustainability in the banks’ objectives for the years 2006 to 2015 was economic sustainability

(97%) second was social sustainability (69%) and ecologic sustainability was the least common

in the data set (9%). The results are in alignment with the work of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick

& Hockerts (2002). The authors foreshadow these results’ when arguing that social, economic

and ecologic sustainability are not viewed as separate constructs, but are overlapping and joined

dimensions. Thus, not all three sustainability dimensions can be achieved in equal parts by a

banking institution. In fact, it seems as if banks focus on the interaction of two dimensions.

While one dimension is regarded as a main goal for example economic sustainability the other

for example social sustainability is defined as a sub-goal of the organization. When comparing

study 3 to the previous two studies, it can be seen that study 3 follows the second study and

focuses on the interface of socio-efficiency. As in the first two studies, ecologic sustainability

is scarcely linked at all to the banks’ objectives.

Risks – The results of the qualitative content analysis reveal that hardly any form of risk is

mentioned in the banks’ objectives. Neither financial risks (<1% of 331 objectives) nor non-

financial risks (2%) are connected to banks’ goals. As signs of risk are very likely to lessen trust

at the corporate level it seems a good thing that hardly any form of risk could be identified in

the dataset. With few indications of risk, the bank is better able to send signs to its stakeholders

that it is trustworthy. With so few codings, no precise statement about a longitudinal view of

risk factors can be made. FRs and NFRs were found much more frequently in study 2 than in

study 3.

Ethical product and service offerings – Lastly, and based on qualitative content analysis,

there are five forms of ethical product and service offering in banks at the corporate level which

are closely linked to trust: PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI. The results affirmed that prod-

uct and promotion standards (PPNs) are dominant (15%). The second most common form is

GHI (11%). PDN is the least common in the dataset (2%). First, if objectives are based on

having high product and promotion standards the bank will avoid high-pressure sales techniques

and offer safe products and services. Furthermore, the objective will be to offer product design

and advertising campaigns appropriate to clients’ needs. The work of Strutton et al. (1996) and

Kennedy et al. (2001) shows that PPNs are positively linked to trust. In addition, if GHI is part
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of a bank’s objectives then the board is striving for honest disclosure of marketing related

knowledge and contractual agreements. The work of Swan et al. (1988), Hawes, Mast, et al.

(1989), Sharma (1990), Henthorne et al. (1992), Hawes et al. (1993) and Ganesan (1994) shows

that this dimension is very likely to build trust. PDNs are the dimension least commonly men-

tioned in the banks’ objectives. Indeed, as Llewellyn & Drake (1997) state, price is less im-

portant when it comes to trust building. More decisive are non-price factors (Wray et al., 1994),

leading to higher revenue growth and an improved market share (Román, 2003). The category

‘products and services’ was coded almost four times less in study 3 than in study 2. The biggest

difference was seen in the coding category ODN. Whereas in study 3 only 3% of the overall

codings could be allocated to ODN, in study 2, 39% could be assigned to ODN.

The effect of OTR factors on ABI dimensions –

As Mayer & Davis (1999) note: “In a larger, more complex organization (…) the organization

may take on a life of its own (…) as a referent of trust (…).” Therefore there are several dimen-

sions that lead to a bank being highly trusted. Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 130) state: “Each of

the six system components [sustainable strategy, climate, leadership, risk, products and ser-

vices] (…) sends cues about the organization’s ability, benevolence, integrity, and these cues

influence, either positively or negatively”, trustworthiness for the banking organization. Hence

the stepwise regression analyses aimed to explore whether OTR components had an influence

on ABI. If OTR components had a positive direct influence on ABI there would be a strong

inference of a positive influence on trust in banks and effectively the creation of a highly trusted

bank.

Similar QUAL themes to those in studies 1 and 2, namely leadership, climate, sustainability,

risks, and products and services, were analysed to finally interpret the regression effects of OTR

on ABI.

Leadership − The influence of transformational, consultative, transactional and laissez-faire 

leadership on ABI were identified. Leadership styles are most connected with integrity.

Transformational leadership and ABI – The regression analysis showed that transforma-

tional leadership has a positive and significant effect on ability. Thus (and in alignment with

the work of Boies et al. (2015), Wang et al. (2011), Judge & Piccolo (2004) and Waldman et

al. (1990)) an overall transformational leadership style in a bank leads to a greater ability to

carry out the bank’s responsibilities while fostering employees’ development and building on
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subordinates’ strengths. In the interview dataset, this relationship was exemplified by Bank61.

In 2008 the bank set the following objective:

“The HR objective is to promote education and training. In 2009/10 we aim to offer at least

one training session or further training program for 70% of the employees.”

In 2009 the bank reached its aim and stated:

“Although the training budgets were reduced due to a group-wide cost optimization, training

intensity continued and was shifted to more cost-effective training measures. These included

e.g. the intensified use of internal rather than external coaches, the intensification of eLearning

and the replacement of international with local training programs. The adjustment of the train-

ing allowed 79 per cent of employees to participate in at least one further training in the report-

ing year.”

In 2010 the bank reported:

“The new consolidated, group-wide training offer includes ‘the best of both worlds’; the

most attractive seminars from Bank61 International and Bank 61. It includes a large selection

of seminars and personality training courses for employees at all locations. The main focus of

the training is based on the company's strategy and the current challenges we face in the mar-

ket.”

Bank61 stresses that the bank’s objectives are characterized by a transformational leadership

style, which fosters employees’ development and builds on subordinates’ strengths. As a con-

sequence, employees of the bank are better able to fulfil their responsibilities, which will finally

increase the bank’s performance. Additionally, they are better able to cope with the current

challenges the bank is facing. It is assumed that this form of corporate development might lead

to trust.

Consultative leadership and ABI – Using a stepwise regression analysis this study found that

consultative leadership has a positive and significant effect on benevolence and integrity. The

findings give support to the work of Gillespie & Mann (2004) and Miao et al. (2014). By ap-

plying a consultative leadership style, the bank’s objectives are focused on directing the team

towards an overall goal. In addition, the workforce is involved in major decisions. Thus objec-

tives fostering a consultative leadership style focus additionally on employees’ welfare by con-

sidering their personal wishes and concerns. In addition, objectives tend to be fair and are not
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opposed to the needs of the employees. This assumption is exemplified by Bank46, which set

the following objective in 2014:

“The human resources team will focus on human resource development and occupational

health promotion in 2015. In addition, the evaluation of psychological stress in the workplace

will be continued. Focus groups will deal with various aspects of the BGF and create [appro-

priate] measures.”

In 2015 the bank was able to fulfil its objective of the previous year and thus communicated:

“As a result of the survey on the topic of ‘psychological stress in the workplace’ measures

were developed in special health circles to reduce psychological stress.”

Bank46’s objective exemplifies a consultative leadership style as a team was directed to a

shared goal of “developing measures for evaluating psychological stress in the workplace”. In

addition, this example clearly indicates that a consultative leadership style focuses on the wel-

fare of employees. Lessening psychological stress in the workplace is one factor that will in-

crease the well-being of employees and lessen poor working conditions which would otherwise

lead to feelings of unfairness. As a consequence it is assumed that this type of corporate devel-

opment might lead to employees’ trust in the bank.

Transactional leadership and ABI – From the stepwise regression analysis this study dis-

covered that transactional leadership has a positive and significant effect on integrity.44 As cur-

rent research indicates, objectives grounded in a transactional leadership style are more about

controlling the responsibilities of the company, but this behaviour might also be perceived as

fair and displaying integrity. The results are supported by the work of MacKenzie et al. (2001).

This result is exemplified by Bank46, which set the following objective in 2012:

“The general aim for the HR department, but also for all other departments at the bank, is to

increase efficiency in 2013. We will therefore use integrated software solutions and group-wide

standardization of processes.”

In 2013 the objective could be successfully met:

44 Therefore transactional leadership was entered as a second predictor in model 2 following by the first pre-
dictor, consultative leadership (.338, p<.001)
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“In 2013 we used a more efficient software solution for the HR department. This year the

software was used for salary settlement, time recording, travel accounting, educational admin-

istration as well as for the complete management of applicants.”

The statement shows that the bank, particularly the HR department, was starting to control

the tasks of the bank’s employees. The general aim behind this objective was to increase effi-

ciency. As this objective was put into action by using software solutions and standardized pro-

cesses it can be assumed that this process was judged as fair by all employees and might lead

to trust.

– When the influence of egoistic, benevolent and principled climates on ABI was identified

it was found that these climate styles were most connected to benevolence.

Egoistic climate and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that egoistic climate

has a negative and significant effect on ability, benevolence and integrity. More precisely, in

contrast to the hypothesis of egoistic climate, self-interest behaviour, achieving high company

profits and a general focus on efficient work negatively influences the capability of the banking

institute in the eyes of employees and clients. Thus the results are in contrast to the works of

Colvard (2004), Davis et al. (2000) and Dirks & Skarlicki (2009). In addition it was found that

an egoistic work climate negatively influences benevolence. Thus, objectives in which consid-

eration is given only to following the banking institution’s interests and considering efficiency

first are less likely to be linked with benevolent behaviour. Because the needs and interests of

employees and clients are less important, it is believed that (in close alignment with the work

of Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Werner (1998)) this behaviour is less favourable to building

trust. Furthermore, it appears that organizations focusing on objectives based on profit and ef-

ficiency are assessed as being less just and fair. Thus (and in accordance with the work of Soule

(1998)) such behaviour is very unlikely to build a highly trusted bank. Indeed, it is noticed again

that an egoistic climate is ineffective when it comes to building trust. This study therefore gives

support to the work of Ruppel & Harrington (2000) and Cullen et al. (2003). Unfortunately, in

the dataset an egoistic climate was counted in 81% of the objectives that could be successfully

fulfilled. The category was dominant each year, from 2006 to 2015. Thus, an egoistic climate,

in accordance with the work of Simha & Cullen (2012), is very likely to occur in the financial

service industry. These thoughts are in alignment with the statement from Bank02 in announc-

ing the following goal in 2012:
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“The target for Central and Eastern Europe is to achieve stable growth in its value contribu-

tion to the Group, with a return on equity before taxes of more than 15% and a cost/income

ratio of less than 55% in 2016.”

In 2013 the bank’s objective were met. The bank stated:

“The cost/income ratio was 53.5% compared with 57.8% in 2012.”

This objective of Bank02 exemplifies that the bank was valuing profitability and efficiency.

Although the objective might sustain the continued existence of the bank’s business there is, at

a first glance, little value for employees and clients. How the bank reached its aim was not

mentioned. Nevertheless, it can be imagined that reducing costs might be brought about by a

decrease in labour costs or shrinkage in service offerings. As a consequence, employees and

clients would judge the bank as not very capable, less benevolent and less fair. Thus, it can be

imagined why an egoistic climate is very unlikely to build a highly trusted bank.

Benevolent climate and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that a benevolent

climate has a positive and significant effect on benevolence. Thereby it can be proved that a

benevolent climate fosters benevolence because it is the intention of the bank to spread goodwill

and protect e.g. its employees and clients from risk. Consequently, a concern for their welfare

is fostered. This understanding is in alignment with the work of Barczak et al. (2010), Lin

(2010) and Jung et al. (2011). Thus it is probable that the positive impact of a benevolent climate

on benevolence will lead to trusted corporate development. The findings and further assump-

tions in trust building are exemplified by the following example from Bank46, which an-

nounced in 2012:

“The stabilization and further development of the management platform is planned through

a multi-part management development program, which focuses on the strengthening of leader-

ship competence and the development of a common management understanding.”

In 2013 the bank had successfully met the objective:

“A multi-part management development program consisting of management appraisals as

well as four further modules was developed and successfully launched for department co-ordi-

nators, department managers and managing directors.”
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The current example shows that a benevolent climate cares for employees and looks out for

their good, in this case by establishing a coaching program for managers. In addition the pro-

gram aimed at improving leadership style, which might have been a successful move to create

a better team spirit among employees. It therefore seems plausible that this type of climate is

likely to foster trusted corporate development as the needs and wishes of employees are taken

into consideration.

Principled climate and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that a principled

climate has a negative and significant effect on benevolence. Notably, the result stands in con-

tradiction to the hypotheses and the previous research of Lin & Leung (2014) who predict that

there is a positive correlation between a principled climate and benevolence. Thus, rules, stand-

ards and the law are solely for employees’ and clients’ benefit. This relationship is exemplified

by Bank02’s objective:

“We held the key liquidity under Principle II – from January 2008 the standardized approach

under the Liquidity Regulation – constantly at a comfortable level throughout 2007, and we aim

to do the same in 2008. The target corridor for Bank02’s key liquidity is between 1.08 and

1.15.”

In 2008 Bank02 met the following objective:

“The key liquidity ratio according to the standardized approach under the Liquidity Regula-

tion – known until the end of 2007 as Principle II – was constantly maintained throughout the

year at a comfortable level between 1.06 and 1.21.”

The bank’s objective is grounded in a principled climate and is aimed at pursuing a stand-

ardized key liquidity. Although this aim is important to guarantee the long-term existence of

the bank, it does not immediately affect employees’ and clients’ well-being at a personal level.

In fact, maintaining a standardized liquidity ratio might be brought about by cost reductions,

from, for instance, reducing labour costs or service offerings. Apart from that an increase in

efficiency might be beneficial to reduce costs and these changes might have a negative effect

on the well-being of employees and clients. As a consequence it is assumed that this relationship

is very unlikely to create a highly trusted bank.

As this study identified the influence of social, economic and ecologic sustainability on ABI

it found that sustainability styles are most connected with benevolence.
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Social sustainability and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that social sus-

tainability has a negative and significant effect on ability, a positive and significant effect on

benevolence and a positive and significant effect on integrity. The negative relationship be-

tween social sustainability and ability does not support the pre-defined hypotheses. As R-

squared is very small, it is assumed that this result is not very meaningful. Thus this study relies

instead on the literature of Metcalf & Benn (2013) and O'Donohue & Torugsa (2016) and in

general the belief that social sustainability has a positive influence on ability. In addition, a

positive relationship between social sustainability and benevolence, as well as social sustaina-

bility and integrity has been found. Some results in alignment with those of Blome & Paulraj

(2013), Simola (2012) and Hutchins & Sutherland (2008) have been detected. In addition, and

with a focus on the statements from banks, it can be shown that in general there is a positive

interrelationship between social sustainability and the factors of ABI. For instance, Bank82

(2006) told us:

“ING Chances for Children is a company-wide programme aimed at giving children in Bra-

zil, Ethiopia and India access to primary education. In 2006 we raised enough funds for some

52,000 children’s education for one year. As a result of this success, ING decided to raise the

target to 115,000 children at 2007 year-end and is encouraging each employee to sponsor one

child financially.”

In 2007 the bank announced that its pre-defined aim was met:

“This initiative was received with enthusiasm and at the end of 2007 around 125,000 children

could be sent to school for a year.”

Bank82 aims to foster social sustainability as it is investing in socially sustainable invest-

ments that have a social impact for children’s education in Brazil, Ethiopia and India. In this

way the positive impact on children’s education shows that top managers are very capable in

performing their jobs, because they are caring for the welfare of society. Therefore it is likely

that stakeholders appreciate the bank’s values. In doing so, positive relationships between social

sustainability and benevolence and social sustainability and integrity are very likely to foster a

trusting corporate development.

Economic sustainability and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that eco-

nomic sustainability has a negative and significant effect on ability and a positive and signifi-
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cant effect on benevolence. Contrary to the hypothesis, the results indicate a negative relation-

ship between economic sustainability and ability as well as economic sustainability and benev-

olence. As R-squared is very small (ability model 2: R² = 8.4%; benevolence model 2: R² =

9.0%), it is assumed that this result is not very meaningful. Thus, this study relies on the findings

of Jänicke (2012) and follows the belief that in general there is a positive interrelationship be-

tween economic sustainability and ability as well as between economic sustainability and be-

nevolence. The statements from banks confirm these relationships and give support to the work

of Dodds (1997). For instance, Bank46 announced in 2011:

“For the human resources team, the focus is on the optimization of activities for 2012. The

first step is to carry out a customer satisfaction analysis throughout the Group, which will ad-

dress both internal and external customers.”

In 2012 this aim was successfully met as the bank announced:

“For the first time, uniform customer satisfaction analyses were carried out across the

Group, with both internal and external customers.”

The previous statement shows an objective with a focus on economic sustainability, because

the main aim of a customer-satisfaction analysis is to achieve a long-lasting client relationship,

leading to sustainable realization of the bank’s earnings and thus enhancing its value not only

to clients but also to the bank’s shareholders. In this way it is thought that a trustor will believe

the top managers are very capable at performing their jobs. In addition, the board signals that it

cares for its employees and clients because satisfied clients will stay at the banking institution,

guaranteeing incoming revenues that will secure the employees’ places of work. Thus these

relationships are believed to have a positive effect on trust.

Ecologic sustainability and ABI – The results from stepwise regression indicate that ecologic

sustainability has a positive and significant effect on integrity. The results are in alignment with

the pre-defined hypothesis and the work of Garcia et al. (2016). From these results this study

assumes that objectives that aim to care for the ecosystem are in alignment with trustors’ values

and principles and lead to trust in corporate development. For instance, Bank61 announced in

2012:

“For the Vienna location, all new office spaces will be converted to 100% green electricity

by 2015.”
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In 2014, Bank61 was able to successfully reach its aim and state:

“Banks 61 group's locations in Vienna are using green electricity.”

This objective was set by the board to foster an environmental-protection strategy for the

Vienna office that was in alignment with the employees’ values and principles. Probably a pos-

itive relationship between ecologic sustainability and integrity will foster trust in the bank’s

corporate development.

When the influence of PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI on ABI was identified it was

found that only PDNs have a positive influence on ability. In the eyes of a client, transparent

pricing has a positive effect as it shows the board’s ability to govern its profession successfully.

Thus an objective containing the predictors PDNs and ability is likely to foster trust in corporate

development. In addition, this result is in alignment with the pre-defined hypotheses and the

work of Gregg & Walczak (2010).

For example, Bank44 set the following goal in 2013: “In 2014, satisfaction concerning the

quality of the annual consultancy should exceed 75%.” In 2014 the bank was able to success-

fully meet this objective and state: “Customer satisfaction reached 85.7%.” This example shows

that a transparent pricing strategy might be one reason for good quality consultancy, which

leads to the assumption that the bank is highly capable of conducting its business. It is assumed

that the positive impact of PDNs on ability is likely to strengthen trust in corporate develop-

ment.
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The impact of legitimacy on the bank’s corporate development

This study explored the core ideas of legitimacy theory, in particular moral legitimacy, based

on the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991).

In alignment with study 2, study 3 confirms that the banks’ objectives are related to moral

behaviour and ethics. Legitimate actions cross both the strategic and the operational level. Study

3 confirms that forms of ethical leadership, ethical work climate, sustainability issues and eth-

ical products and services are connected to the banks’ goals.

Leadership – Using the MLQ-5X scale based on the research of Avolio & Bass (2004) and

Bass (1985) as well as the leadership scale of Yukl (1994), the investigator was able to detect

several items based upon moral behaviour. Transformational and consultative styles of leader-

ship in particular are grounded in ethics and moral actions, since transformational leaders inte-

grate creative insight, persistence, energy, intuition and sensitivity in attending to the needs of

their followers. Objectives around using the behaviours of moral and ethical leadership foster

the leader’s support of employees' development, building on employees' strengths and identi-

fying individual needs, objectives and abilities. A consultative leadership style is grounded in

moral and ethical behaviour, as objectives are preliminary set to make it possible for subordi-

nates to voice their opinions, needs and concerns. Thus employees have greater influence and

control over their work environment, which in turn acts to reduce their feelings of risk and

uncertainty. Objectives from consultative leadership also foster the leader’s respect for and val-

uing of team members’ views and input (Gillespie & Mann, 2004). Thus it can be concluded

that such objectives are based on legitimate principles. In contrast, objectives that are aligned

with transactional and laissez-faire leadership may not lead to legitimate actions. Transactional

leaders develop reciprocity and agreements with their subordinates, pointing out what the fol-

lowers will receive if they do something right as well as wrong. They work within the existing

culture, framing their decisions and actions on the operative standards and procedures that char-

acterize their respective organizations (Bass & Avolio, 1993). But if the organization itself does

not follow legitimate principles, objectives will be related to decisions and actions based on the

current company standards. In addition, objectives will focus on minimizing failures and com-

plaints. Laissez-faire leadership is characterized as an absence of leadership. Objectives based

on the principles of laissez-faire leadership do not encourage leaders to motivate their subordi-

nates or to take on responsibilities, behaviour which is the opposite of legitimate and moral

action.
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From 331 objectives, 38% expressed a variation of transformational leadership while 36%

referred to a consultative leadership style. Leadership variations referring to such unethical be-

haviour as that which can be part of transactional and laissez-faire leadership were seldom seen.

Transactional and laissez-faire leadership were the least common in the dataset with only 5%

allocated to transactional leadership and no codings referring to laissez-faire leadership. In ad-

dition, transformational and consultative leadership are linked to the perceived factors of trust-

worthiness, ABI. Gillespie & Dietz (2009) and Mayer et al. (1995), argue that if a positive

connection between OTR and ABI components exists, it is possible to positively influence trust

at the corporate level. Thus it can be concluded that transformational and consultative leader-

ship styles in particular do not rely only on moral and ethical behaviour for their effect but in

themselves act as effective instruments in building a respected, reliable bank.

Climate – The ethical climate framework serves as a psychological mechanism through

which ethical issues can be controlled, since it is the main framework that allows banks to

control legitimate actions and improve ethical behaviour (Cullen et al., 1989; Cullen et al.,

2003). Therefore objectives should consider the principles of ethical behaviour to guarantee the

success of the institution. Both a benevolent and a principled climate foster legitimate actions.

A benevolent climate is rooted in utilitarian principles of moral philosophy (Smart & Sherlock,

1985) and thus the objectives of banks that have a benevolent climate tend to consider the wel-

fare of stakeholders (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997). Further, objectives from a principled climate

lead to legitimate behaviour grounded in personal morality, internal rules, standards and the

law (Victor & Cullen, 1988). In contrast, this study assumes that objectives based on an egoistic

climate do not lead to legitimate actions because the criterion for egoism is consideration of the

needs and preferences of the bank itself (Victor & Cullen, 1988) so that the bank often and

robustly protects its own interests first. In the study’s dataset of 331 objectives, 29% referred

to a principled climate while 10% referred to a benevolent climate. However, an egoistic climate

(relating rather to unethical behaviour) was the most common in the dataset, totalling 82% of

all codings. Thus it can be concluded that an egoistic climate particularly drives banks’ objec-

tives. It seems that with regard to issues around climate, banks are little concerned about be-

having legitimately in order to send signs to their stakeholders that they are trustworthy. What

is more, banks are primarily commercial enterprises, putting a focus on profit, margins and

growth and less on trust even though the word ‘trust’ is often used in public reports.

Sustainability – Based on the WCED (1987: p. 8) ‘sustainability’ is defined as the: “(…)

development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
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generations to meet their own needs”. In general sustainability relates to the term ‘moral legit-

imacy’ when sustainable business development takes into consideration moral behaviour. All

three dimensions, social, economic and ecologic sustainability are grounded in legitimate be-

haviour, and objectives around sustainability should meet the needs of both employees and

clients. First focusing on social sustainability, legitimate actions foster a reconciliation of inter-

ests between the bank and its stakeholders, such as employees and clients. Banking organiza-

tions basing objectives on legitimate actions prefer to create a work culture of diversity, have

secure jobs, offer products having a social impact, and treat clients fairly, as they are concerned

about staying within the law and reducing risky behaviour by following sustainable risk prac-

tices. Additionally, economic sustainability stands in close connection to legitimate and ethical

business behaviour as banks, while developing their objectives, create value for both employees

and clients through, for example, responsible management and the achievement of sustainable

earnings. Furthermore, ecologic sustainability follows moral and ethical business guidelines as

corporate objectives do not harm the environment and foster a vibrant ecosystem. In this way

the operational level in particular is addressed as a rethinking of banking products and services

takes place in which sustainable investments are promoted and the investment and credit port-

folio aims to have a positive ecological impact. Out of 331 objectives, 97% referred to economic

sustainability, while a further 69% of the overall codings referred to social sustainability and

9% referred to ecologic sustainability. The outcome emphasizes that social, economic and eco-

logic sustainability positively affect most of the perceived factors of trustworthiness, namely

benevolence and integrity. Thus it can be concluded that all forms of sustainability based on

Elkington (2004) triple bottom line concept are not only grounded in moral and ethical behav-

iour but might also be effective instruments to build respected and trusted corporate develop-

ment.

Product and service offerings - As competition increases in the banking industry, clients pay

stronger attention to ethical criteria in product and service offerings (Beckett et al., 2000; Devlin

et al., 1995; Román, 2003). Thus price offerings such as interest rates are placed in the back-

ground (Llewellyn & Drake, 1997) while legitimate actions play a major role when developing

the banks’ objectives. Gundlach & Murphy (1993) argue that ethics require the bank to behave

according to the rules of moral philosophy. Various attempts have been made to develop a

standards’ scale targeting marketing activities in particular (for instance Mayo & Marks, 1990).

This study shows that banks’ objectives are guided by marketing ethics and ethical guidelines.

Thus objectives determined by banks refer to ethical price and distribution standards (PDNs),

information and contract standards (ICNs), product and promotion standards (PPNs), obligation
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and disclosure standards (ODNs) that refer to ethical obligations and the disclosure of suitable

information, and general honesty and integrity (GHI). Ethical product and service offerings

affect in particular the operational level of a bank and promote a rethinking of traditional bank-

ing products and services. In the study’s dataset, from 331 objectives, 11% could be allocated

to ICNs, a further 11% could be allocated to GHI, and only 3% were allocated to ODNs, while

2% referred to PDNs. The outcome also shows that PDNs, ICNs, PPNs, ODNs and GHI not

only positively influence trust levels but are also mediated by the perceived factors of trustwor-

thiness, ABI. As a consequence it can be concluded that all forms of ethical product and service

offerings are grounded in moral and ethical behaviour. Nevertheless, the results highlight that

reference to product and service offerings is infrequently found in the banks’ objectives. Banks

would be able to act with more emphasis on legitimate behaviour if the dimensions of ethical

product and service criteria were put into the banks’ objectives. Furthermore it was shown that

products and services have only a weak relationship with the perceived factors of trustworthi-

ness. If legitimate actions have a positive effect on trust, ethical product and service dimensions

should make more efficient use of the factors of ABI. Then these dimensions might be effective

instruments with which to build a trusted corporate development.

The concept of legitimacy is regarded as most successful when it is integrated at both the

strategic and the operational level, since legitimacy is regarded as an effective instrument to

build a respected, reliable, and trusted bank. This applies firstly at the strategic level, particu-

larly the board, but also to managers and their followers, because supervisors firstly act as role

models; often their behaviour is imitated by their subordinates. At the operational level legiti-

macy requires a rethinking not only of banking products and services but also of socially ac-

cepted procedures, structures and techniques. Thus in their objectives banks should strive to

offer ethical products that have amongst other effects, an ecologic impact. Nowadays sustaina-

ble and Christian banks declare that they do business based upon legitimate actions at both the

strategic and the operational level as they follow the principles of an integrated sustainable

business approach. Although this study first assumed that because of the banks’ integrated sus-

tainable business concept, sustainable and Christian institutions are more trusted than conven-

tional banks, no such effect could be detected, because control variables were found to be not

significant when the effect of OTR on ABI components was researched. Thus it seems to be

more important for a bank that its objectives have OTR and ABI components in alignment than

in just maintaining it is “a Christian / sustainable banking institution”.
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In the following the strengths and limitations of this study are addressed and avenues for

future research are suggested. Thereby interferences that can be taken from the three studies are

pointed out.

4.5 Conclusion

In the following, the reader is provided with the strengths underlying this study.

First, and in alignment with study 1 and 2 it is shown that based upon the theoretical as-

sumption of Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), De Cremer (2015), Gillespie & Hurley (2013) and

Hurley et al. (2014), trust is a theme of importance across levels in banks. Whereas study 1 and

2 highlighted that trust is decisive when individuals are interacting together, study 3 emphasised

that trust is crucial on organisational level.

Second, study 3 complements study 1 and 2 as the following work sheds light on the dynamic

nature of trust. While study 1 and 2 solely define trust as a state, study 3 points out clearly the

growing need to understand trust as a dynamic construct varying over time. Therefore, and in

particular process views of trusting were highlighted while analysing 743 banking reports and

about 805 objectives over a ten years’ period. In doing so, results implicated that organisational

trust is varying over time and probably too, employees’ and clients’ trust level in banks.

Third, particularly study 1 and 2 showed that while addressing both levels namely the micro

and macro level within a banking institute, it is possible to create an effective concept for cre-

ating and maintaining trust between individuals acting inside and outside the organisation. Ad-

ditionally, and while using a stepwise regression analysis, study 3 implied that ABI and OTR

components are less interrelated. The fact that banks are using less trust enhancing antecedents

when designing their goals, could be one reason why trust in banks is still perceived as low.

Fourth, all three studies follow the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan (1991)

and are researching within the core idea of legitimacy theory and in particular moral legitimacy

on both strategic and operational level. In doing so, it is possible to fulfil the main aim under-

lying this dissertation: creating an effective trust concept for banks and its most relevant stake-

holders while taking into consideration moral and ethical aspects at both micro and macro level.

A special attention was given to sustainable and Christian banks as no research works analysed

differences in trust level between divergent banking alignments. Indeed, all three studies exem-

plified that Christian and sustainable banks are more trusted by employees and clients than

conventional banks. This dissertation makes clear that a legitimate behaviour is more important
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than just pretending to be either a sustainable or Christian bank. Thus, particularly study 1 and

2 indicated that an integrated approach of legitimacy is regarded as an effective instrument to

build a respectable, reliable and trusting banking organisation. Within the first study, the results

have underlined that legitimate behaviour crosses particularly the strategic level. Thus, in a

critical trust situation leaders and followers are building their behaviour upon moral behaviour

and ethics. In the second study, legitimate behaviour crosses both operational and strategic

level. Results indicate that components on both strategic and operational level are fostering

trusting client client-adviser relations. In the third study, results have underlined that objectives

are grounded in moral behaviour and ethics. In accordance with study 1 and 2, it may be as-

sumed that legitimate actions are positively influencing trust on corporate level in banks. Nev-

ertheless, in study 3 dimensions referring to legitimate and moral actions could be more inter-

linked to the components of ABI, to successfully reach the high trusted bank.

Fifth, all three studies lead towards a holistic trust concept for banks crossing two levels.

Whereas study 1 and 2 are addressing the individual level of trust analysis, study 3 is addressing

the organisational level of trust analysis. Thus, the three research projects lead to a multi-level

design approach. In doing so, trust is understood as a complex and multi-dimensional phenom-

enon running from the individual to the organisational trust level (Luhmann, 1988; Hitt et al.,

2007; Khodyakov, 2007). In doing so, it is possible to give profound implications for theory

and practice how to create a holistic trust concept.

Sixth, by analysing trust mechanisms across levels, all three studies have proven that in ac-

cordance with the stakeholder theory approach of Donaldson & Preston (1995) there exists a

stakeholder-specific nature of trust. Consequently, each stakeholder requires divergent

antecedents of trust for building trusting business relations. Only in this way it is possible to

create the high-trusted bank.

However, some limitations inevitably remain:

Method of approach - A limitation to mention is, like in study 1 and 2, the publication bias

(i.e. file draw problem). Concerning the multivariate regression analysis, it is important to note

that a regression analysis cannot deliver a definitive identification of causality. Regression anal-

ysis only delivers results about the causality between the examined variables. Therefore, it is a

necessary but not a sufficient condition for causality (Backhaus et al., 2016).
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Results - As the data set contains solely 331 objectives, SEM could not be applied to draw

interferences between the system components: leadership, climate, sustainability and risk. Re-

searchers using SEM, advice to use about 1000 CIS to establish such a model (Joreskog et al.,

1979; Muthén, 1984; Arbuckle, 1989). In doing so, a multiple regression model was established

to detect interrelations between ABI (individual level) and OTR (organisational level) factors.

Besides, this study was not able to figure out a significant discrepancy concerning the use of

ABI and OTR dimensions between conventional, sustainable and Christian banks. Although a

lot of effort was put in analysing public reports of conventional, sustainable and Christian

banks, controls for the banking alignment were not significant. Thus, if the banking organisa-

tion just pretends to be a sustainable or either Christian bank no positive effect will occur. It

seems to be of higher importance to act sustainable to establish trust in banks. That’s why social,

economic and ecologic sustainability had predominantly a positive effect on ABI factors and

might therefore lead to a trusting corporate development in banks. Second, the multiple regres-

sion analysis showed that R-squared to be quite small for the models of both sustainability and

product and services. Particularly the results of social sustainability and ability as well as eco-

nomic sustainability and benevolence reveal a negative relation between independent and de-

pendent variable. This finding stands in contradiction to the pre-defined hypotheses and litera-

ture. A divergent data set could have led to dissimilar results. As R-squared is low, the assump-

tions of the literature are followed. Thus, it is generally assumed that there is a positive relation

between sustainability dimensions and ABI factors, which will probably lead to a trusting cor-

porate development.

The three studies offer open avenues for future research.

Theoretical foundation - Study 1 and 2 particularly used trust literature to highlight the

interrelation between the OTR model, the ABI model and individual’s trust level. Concerning

study 1 future researchers could explore the impact of leader-member-exchange theory (Diene-

sch & Liden, 1986; Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Gerstner & Day, 1997; DeConinck, 2010) on

trust in leader-follower relations. Referring both to study 1 and 2, future studies could shed light

on how social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Clark & Mills, 1979; Keller & Dansereau, 1995;

Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012; Nienaber, Romeike, et al., 2015) and social identity theory (Ashforth

& Mael, 1989; Kramer, 1999b; Hogg, 2001) impacts trust in leader-follower relations as well

as in client client-adviser relations in banks.

Research Design – All three studies target the German banking market and the Western

culture. Nevertheless, research studies proof that in divergent cultural backgrounds, people are
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building trusting relations through divergent mechanisms (Doney et al., 1998; Schoorman et

al., 2007 ; Saunders et al., 2010). Thusly, it would be of further interest if and how trust mech-

anisms change if this dissertation would have been carried out in Asian countries.

Analysis - It was addressed that in all three studies OTR system components are somehow

interrelated. Thus, future research could explore by means of structural equation modelling

(SEM) how the following dimensions namely leadership, climate, sustainability and risk are

interlinked (Joreskog et al., 1979; Muthén, 1984; Arbuckle, 1989). Besides, and concerning

study 1 and 2, this dissertation only addressed those stakeholder groups without “the bank

would cease to exist”. Of course, the researcher is well aware of the fact that there exist a

multitude of stakeholder relations in banks. It seems feasible that for each stakeholder relation

divergent mechanisms are needed to create trust. A research of interest would be how trust

develops in virtual teams as banks are developing towards the virtual banking organisation.

Trust in virtual teams has been researched by scientists in divergent industries as for instance

the studies of Donaldson & Preston (1995), Harris & Wicks (2010), Pirson & Malhotra (2011),

Hüffmeier et al. (2012), Krumm et al. (2016), Breuer et al. (2016), Breuer et al. (2016); Romeike

et al. (2016) and Nienaber et al. (2017) illustrate. As a bank is operating with other financial

enterprises, future research on organisational trust could additionally analyse how trust evokes

between organisations (Currall & Inkpen, 2002; Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012; Zaheer et al., 1998;

Zaheer & Harris, 2006). Moreover, all three studies focused on the antecedents of trust leading

to either individual or organisational trust. Ongoing studies could target the awareness of a

critical trust situation perceived by each stake. Thus, previous research found that trust can for

instance evoke autonomous (Hackman & Oldham, 1974; DeCharms, 1983; Bandura, 1988;

Wood & Bandura, 1989; Amabile, 1993; Spreitzer, 1995; Spreitzer et al., 2005) and competence

enhancing behaviour (Larson & Callahan, 1990; Baron, 1993; London & Smither, 1999). Fur-

thermore, trust can strengthen justice perceptions as interactional, procedural and distributive

justice (Adams, 1963; Austin & Walster, 1975; Folger & Konovsky, 1989; Greenberg, 1990;

Greenberg, 1993; Kim & Mauborgne, 1993; Niehoff & Moorman, 1993; Weiss et al., 1999;

Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001; Brashear et al., 2005; Holtz & Harold, 2008). In addition,

trust is believed to enhance identification with the organisation and therefore fosters organisa-

tional behaviour as participative execution, participative decision making and benevolent

minded acts (Locke & Schweiger, 1979; Eisenhardt, 1989; Bijlsma-Frankema et al., 2008;

Erturk, 2010; George & Qian, 2010; DeConinck, 2011).
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To raise new questions, new possibilities,

to regard old problems from new angles,

requires creative imagination and marks real advance in science.

(Albert Einstein)
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5. OVERALL DISCUSSION

Trust is, as the banking institution Deutsche Bank put it in an advertising slogan in 1996,

“the beginning of everything” (“der Anfang von Allem”) (Handelsblatt, 2012). Unfortunately

a decade later the slogan turned out to be nothing more than a joke. With the collapse of Lehman

Brothers and Bear Stearns in 2007 the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) began, greatly challenging

the role of trust in banks and finally ending up with a “crisis of trust” (Cohan, 2009). Employees

and clients have lost trust in banks because trusting is perceived as no longer effective and

something that can be shattered (Webb, 1995). Additionally, the GFC has made employees and

clients of banking institutions more cautious. They tend to trust banks less than they did before

the crisis and look for banking institutions whose business dealings are based on ethical and

moral standards. Indeed, creating trust after a crisis remains a challenge for every organization,

so banking institutions are forced to think about which facet of trusting is being most infringed,

and, based on their findings, to develop a strategy for enhancing trust internally and externally

(see also Möllering, 2013).

The exploratory question underlying this thesis was: How far can we build an effective trust

concept for banks and their most relevant stakeholders while taking into consideration moral

and ethical aspects at both the micro and the macro level in banks?

To fully examine this research question, the main research question has been broken down

into six exploratory research questions. From the three studies’ results the reader is now pro-

vided with related answers and findings are set in the context of the current literature. A sum-

mary in Figure 5–1 displays results for the exploratory questions.
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Figure 5–1: A theoretical framework showing empirical results for the establishment of trust in banks
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Using the first RQ, the researcher will show that trust is a construct of importance at two

levels, namely the individual and organizational level of trust analysis.

RQ1 – How far is the phenomenon of trust important at both the individual (studies 1 and 2)

and the organizational level (study 3) of trust analysis?

In its 2016 global CEO survey, PwC reported that 55% of CEOs think that a lack of trust is

a threat to their organization (Snowden & Cheah, 2016). Undeniably, the topic of trust has

reached the boardroom. The fact that trust matters has also been confirmed in the three studies

constituting this dissertation. The results are shown in Figure 5–1. With this confirmation the

thesis supports the work of Bachmann & Zaheer (2013), De Cremer (2015), Gillespie & Hurley

(2013), and Hurley et al. (2014). In addition, it has been confirmed that trust is indeed a multi-

dimensional construct crossing multiple levels and a theme of great importance at both the in-

dividual and the organizational level of trust analysis. At the individual level of analysis, this

dissertation proves empirically that trust matters both in vertical business relationships as well

as in client-client adviser relationships. In the vertical relationship, 83 per cent of supervisors

and subordinates confirmed that trust is a construct of great importance, whereas 16 per cent

stated that trust is important. For the client-client adviser relationship, 78 per cent of clients

indicated that trust is a construct of great importance, while 14 per cent claimed that trust is

important in the client-client adviser relationship. Only one per cent of the clients stated that

trust was not important at all.

Trust is vital at the organizational level, particularly when a board is communicating with its

stakeholders through public reports. In 738 banking reports from a ten-year period, the word

‘trust’ was counted 4,065 times. Conventional banks in particular used the word trust frequently

over the years. From these results it can be concluded that banks are well aware of the fact that

trust matters, at both the individual and the organizational level. Nevertheless, as trust in banks

remains low (Edelman, 2007; 2012; 2015), insufficient measures are being put into practice to

create a bond of trust inside and beyond the boundaries of banking organizations. Zak (2017)

confirms this statement and argues that most organizations have done little to increase trust,

mainly because they are not sure what to do first. Based on Zak’s assumption, this dissertation

set itself the aim of showing which antecedents are suitable for creating a bond of trust across

levels. This objective brings us to RQ2.
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Studies Results – Importance of trust across levels
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Figure 5–2: Results for exploratory research question 1 − The phenomenon of trust, an issue 
of importance in banks at three levels

RQ2 – How far do ABI and OTR components exist at the individual (studies 1 and 2) and at the

organizational (study 3) level of trust analysis?

Galford & Drapeau (2003) state: “If people think the organization acted in bad faith, they’ll

rarely forgive – and they’ll never forget.” Trust is understood as a complex and multi-dimen-

sional phenomenon. Hence, to create an effective trust concept both the individual and the or-

ganizational trust level must be addressed (Hitt et al., 2007; Khodyakov, 2007; Luhmann,

1988). From this assumption, this dissertation first investigated which trust mechanisms were

effective for enhancing trust at both the individual and the organizational level of trust analysis,

to finally build a concept for a trustworthy banking organization. Gillespie & Dietz (2009) sim-

ilarly indicated that there are trust mechanisms at both the individual and the organizational

level. The conceptual models ABI and OTR were tested empirically. Based on the findings of

the three related studies, the current work was able to confirm that ABI and OTR components
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influence both trust in stakeholder relationships and the perceived trust level of individuals in

the banking organization. Overall results are presented in Figure 5–1

At the individual level of trust analysis, study 1 analysed CIS in supervisor-subordinate re-

lationships. For the ABI components, from 326 CIS, 47 per cent referred to the characteristic

‘ability’, 45 per cent were related to the characteristic of benevolence and a further 52 per cent

were connected to the characteristic ‘integrity’. Thus, and in alignment with the work of Mayer

et al. (1995) and Mayer & Davis (1999), it can be concluded that ABI components are critical

when building trusting vertical work relationships. The stronger the three characteristics, the

more likely it is that a trustee can evoke trust and thereby induce a trusted vertical work rela-

tionship. Study 1 further points out that OTR components are very important when supervisors

or subordinates experience a critical trust situation. The data indicated that, in alignment with

Gillespie & Mann (2004) “building blocks of trust”, all types of leadership style, such as trans-

formational, consultative, transactional and laissez-faire leadership, matter when a trustor per-

ceives there is a CIS. However, from the dataset, transformational (47 per cent of all CIS) and

consultative (45 per cent) leadership are seen to play a critical role. The results reveal that ef-

fective leadership (House & Shamir, 1993) mainly takes place, which in turn is likely to foster

a trusting vertical work relationship. In contrast, transactional leadership (26 per cent of all CIS)

and laissez-faire leadership (26 per cent) styles were less frequently used or perceived by su-

pervisors or subordinates.

In addition, climate types were seen to be related to issues of trust. In the first study a prin-

cipled climate (44 per cent of all CIS) and a benevolent climate (39 per cent) were most fre-

quently experienced, while an egoistic climate was less important (31 per cent). The results

confirmed the work of Cullen et al. (1989), Cullen et al. (1993) and Cullen et al. (2003) that all

climate dimensions are important in supervisor-subordinate relationships. Although Cullen et

al. (1989) and Cullen et al. (1993) show that in the financial service industry an egoistic climate

is very likely to occur, results showed that benevolent and principled climates can be found in

vertical work relationships. In general, when referring to issues of trust, this is a positive sign.

If a benevolent climate influences a vertical work relationship, supervisors and subordinates

share a general concern for the welfare of others (Ferrel & Fraedrich, 1997), which in turn is

likely to foster trust. Although the literature provides contradictory results concerning the ef-

fects of a principled climate on trust, this dissertation follows the assumption that a principled

climate has a positive effect on trust in vertical work relationships, mainly because leaders and

followers adhere to common ethical standards and are able to distinguish right from wrong
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(Barnett & Vaicys, 2000). In times of continuing banking scandals, having a principled climate

is likely to protect the bank from experiencing future scandals and unethical behaviour. In this

way not only is trust likely to be built, but also moral and ethical behaviour can be established

in supervisor-subordinate relationships.

With regard to sustainability issues, study 1 showed that social sustainability (51 per cent of

all CIS) and economic sustainability (35 per cent) are particularly important in a CIS. Ecologic

sustainability was much less important as only two per cent of all CIS referred to ecologic

issues. Although researchers such as Andersson et al. (2005), Benn et al. (2006) and Armitage

et al. (2009) state that there is a positive link between ecologic sustainability and trust, it seems

likely that ecologic sustainability does not foster trust in vertical work relationships, because,

while ecologic sustainability helps with environmental protection it does not place the employee

to the fore by improving his well-being. In addition it was proven that, in alignment with the

work of Elkington (2004) and Dyllick & Hockerts (2002), social, economic and ecologic sus-

tainability are not separate constructs, but rather are overlapping and joined dimensions, alt-

hough banks cannot realize all dimensions equally. Thus, in study 1, a strong focus on social

and economic sustainability (socio-effectiveness) was detected.

When analysing risk in CIS it was seen that NFRs (22 per cent of all CIS) occur more often

than FRs (seven per cent). The outcomes confirm the reports of Jackson (2015), Beck et al.

(2016), and Kaminski et al. (2016) and prove that NFRs in particular need to be controlled by

banks as standards for compliance and conduct are tightened. Handling risks not only becomes

an issue of importance for strengthening trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships, but how

risks are handled is also expected to become a differentiating factor among banks. Thus it is

assumed that the risk departments in banks have to be transformed in the near future to handle

multiple risks.

Next, antecedents affecting trust in the client-client adviser relationship are discussed.

Similarly to study 1, study 2 confirmed that ABI components are important in client-client

adviser relationships, particularly in critical trust situations. Out of 279 CIS, 42 per cent referred

to the characteristic ‘ability’, 47 per cent were related to benevolence and a further 49 per cent

were connected to integrity. In alignment with study 1, it can be concluded that in a CIS ex-

change occurring between two parties, ABI components are very likely to form a continuum,

which is a prerequisite to foster trust (Mayer et al., 1995). Client-advisers should be aware that

integrity is crucial to forming a trusting relationship. At a later stage benevolence becomes more
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important. Study 2 additionally points out that OTR components are critical when clients or

client-advisers experience a critical trust situation. As mentioned above, leadership is not so

important when a CIS refers to an external audience, such as clients.

Turning to climate issues, study 2 shows that a principled climate is dominant (50 per cent

of all CIS). In contrast, an egoistic climate was the least common type (29 per cent). It can be

confirmed that in alignment with the work of Cullen et al. (1989), Cullen et al. (1993) and

Cullen et al. (2003), there are three ethical work climates possible for the client-client adviser

relationship. Although the literature assumes that in the financial service industry an egoistic

climate is very likely to occur, this study was able to prove that in client-client adviser relation-

ships a business relationship is based more on personal morality, company rules and procedures,

and the law and professional codes. In this regard study 2 obtained similar results to study 1. A

possible explanation might be that a business climate develops from the top down. As Schneider

& Reichers (1983), Aronson (2001), Schminke et al. (2005), and Neubert et al. (2009) claim,

board members can influence the climate in a banking institution, thus affecting the success of

a client’s business. Clients also sense the same climate type that is perceived by supervisors and

subordinates.

Concerning sustainability issues, it was found that in contrast to study 1, economic sustain-

ability (51 per cent of all CIS) is most important when talking about trust issues in client client-

adviser relationships. Social sustainability is less important (28 per cent). As in study 1, in study

2 ecologic sustainability was hardly detected at all: only five per cent of all CIS could be allo-

cated to this type of sustainability. This outcome seems reasonable, because employees build

trusting relationships more through social sustainability than through ecologic sustainability.

Social sustainability aims at putting the employee in the centre. By means of social sustainabil-

ity secure workplaces are sustained, diversity is strengthened and reconciliation of family and

work life is enabled. In general, these are factors that improve the working conditions of em-

ployees and therefore are likely to foster trust.

Referring to risk, it was found that in client-client adviser relationships NFRs (32 per cent

of all CIS) were coded twice as often as FRs (14 per cent). Recent risk literature confirms that

there has been an increase in NFRs over the last 20 years. This is particularly the case when

referring to fines, damages, and the legal costs of operational and compliance risks. The data

show that twice as many codings referred to the dimension ‘risk’ in the client-client adviser

relationship as in the supervisor-subordinate relationship. Possibly risks occur more frequently

in the client-client adviser relationship because doing business with clients affects risk in a
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number of ways; through, for example, the process of taking a client on, procedures such as

‘Know Your Client’, and the credit process (Härle et al., 2016).

Lastly, products and services did not play a role in internal relationships but products and

services are important when clients are doing business with the client-advisers of banks. Deci-

sive factors in a trust situation are ICNs (43 per cent of all CIS), GHI (41 per cent), PPNs (40

per cent) and ODNs (39 per cent ). PDNs were less important as only nine per cent of all CIS

were coded using this category. The findings confirm the work of Vitell, Rallapalli, et al.

(1993). In general, clients want honest disclosure of marketing-related knowledge and contrac-

tual agreements. Client-advisers should keep in mind that clients expect to be offered safe prod-

ucts and services and to be provided with advertising material appropriate to their needs. Thus

it can be concluded that non-price factors are not so important; what is important is for client-

advisers to foster a client-centric approach in which they consider clients’ welfare. It is therefore

evident that client-advisers should avoid high-pressure sales techniques.

There was a difference concerning ABI dimensions in study 3 as compared with studies 1

and 2. In the latter all ABI dimensions were coded, but in study 3 only the dimensions of ability

(99 per cent of all objectives) and integrity (87 per cent) were coded while benevolence was

not, because benevolence occurred in only 12 per cent of the dataset. Results from study 3

indicate that a banking institution could send more indications of trustworthiness to stakehold-

ers if goals were also based on the dimension ‘benevolence’. Goals demonstrate both that a

bank is capable of performing its job and that its objectives come from a set of principles that

stakeholders value. Nevertheless, goals do not usually take into consideration the needs and

desires of stakeholders. Hence, boards should have a general feeling for what is important for

stakeholders when defining goals. For example, bank _08 established such a goal in 2014 when

stating: “The bank has initiated a home office concept. Until the middle of 2015, 37 employees

will gain experience of this new concept.” By stating this goal, the bank was considering the

needs and well-being of all employees so that its employees could combine work and family

life.

In contrast to study 1, leadership dimensions were less frequently found in the banks’ objec-

tives in study 3. Whereas board members frequently used trust-building leadership styles such

as transformational leadership (38 per cent of all objectives) and consultative leadership (36 per

cent), trust-reducing leadership styles such as transactional leadership (five per cent of all ob-

jectives) and laissez-faire leadership (zero per cent) were used less frequently to define goals.

As shown by Gillespie & Mann (2004) this sends a good signal for building trust to the bank’s
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stakeholders because transformational and consultative leadership rebuild stakeholders’ trust

whereas transactional and laissez-faire leadership tend to reduce stakeholders’ trust. In fact lais-

sez-faire leadership, the leadership style that most reduces trust, was not used at all.

There was another unusual finding with regard to climate issues. It was previously men-

tioned that according to Cullen et al. (1989), Cullen et al. (1993) and Cullen et al. (2003) an

egoistic climate is very likely in the financial service industry. Indeed, banks’ objectives and

their future development are closely linked to an egoistic climate as 81 per cent of all objectives

refer to have links with an egoistic climate. As previously mentioned, objectives closely related

to an egoistic climate are very likely to send signals to the stakeholders of banks that will lessen

trust. When it comes to trust issues this large proportion is not favourable. It seems striking that

at the individual level of analysis an egoistic climate was less frequently seen, while corporate

goals have links with an egoistic climate. Thus, one gets the impression that banks are more

concerned about their own interests, first considering efficiency and increasing company prof-

its. Certainly this outcome is in alignment with the study’s first results, which indicate that

benevolence is of little importance when defining banks’ goals. Therefore it can be assumed

that if banks want to gain trust, they should be more concerned about the welfare of their stake-

holders rather than solely addressing their own interests.

Concerning sustainability issues, objectives in study 3 tended to be mainly concerned with

economic sustainability (97 per cent of all objectives). As in study 2, social sustainability was

mentioned rather less (69 per cent) and ecologic sustainability (9 per cent of all objectives) is

hardly not linked at all to the bank’s objectives . Thus, as does study 2, study 3 focuses on socio-

efficiency and it can be concluded that at both the individual and the organizational level of trust

analysis ecologic sustainability is least important. Recent reports on ecologic sustainability and

banks confirm that the banking industry is far behind in paying attention to ecologic sustaina-

bility (Kruft & Schöll, 2015; Guardian, 2012). In study 2, 33 per cent of the participants claimed

that how the money they invested would be used was very important to them. A further 31 per

cent said that the use of their money was important while 22 per cent stated that the use was

neither important nor unimportant. Seven per cent of the participants indicated that the use was

not important at all. The results point to the fact that most clients expect their money to be used

for a good cause. It can therefore be expected that clients would appreciate it if their money had

a positive ecological impact.

Further, it can be seen that in study 3 risks, more precisely FRs (one per cent of all objectives)

and NFRs (two per cent) are less important than they are in studies 1 and 2. In general this is a
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good sign, because risks are not very likely to foster trust. Nevertheless, it can be imagined that

risks have a negative connotation. As a bank is more concerned with defining goals that cast a

positive light on the institution, it seems unlikely that risks will be spelt out into the goals. This

might be one reason why the dimension of risk scores so low.

The category, products and services, was found less frequently in study 3 than in study 2.

Thus banks see this category as less important when defining their objectives. The most com-

mon forms of products and services in study 3 were PPNs (15 per cent of all objectives), ICNs

(11 per cent) and GHI (11 per cent) while ODNs (3 per cent) and PDNs (2 per cent) were hardly

mentioned. Having ethical product and service offerings particularly affects the operational

level of a bank and fosters a rethinking of traditional banking products and services. Further-

more, if goals were to refer more to ethical products and services, the bank could better apply

a client-centric approach and so pay more attention to clients’ needs and welfare.

Study 1, 326 CIS
Enhancing trust inside the banking in-

stitution

Study 2, 279 CIS
Enhancing trust outside the banking

institution

Study 3, 331 objectives
Enhancing trust over time

A
B

I  ability: 47%
 benevolence 45%
 integrity: 52%

 ability: 42%
 benevolence 47%
 integrity: 49%

 ability: 99%
 benevolence 12%
 integrity: 87%
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 transformational leadership: 47 %
 consultative leadership: 45%
 transactional leadership: 26%
 laissez-faire leadership: 26% n.a.

 transformational leadership: 38 %
 consultative leadership: 36%
 transactional leadership: 5%
 laissez-faire leadership:0%

C
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m
at

e  egoistic climate 31%
 benevolent climate: 39%
 principled climate 44%

 egoistic climates 29%
 benevolent climates total 43%
 principled climates total 50%

 egoistic climate 81%
 benevolent climate: 35%
 principled climate 29%
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 social sustainability: 51%
 economic sustainability: 35%
 ecologic sustainability: 2%

 social sustainability 28%
 economic sustainability 51%
 ecologic sustainability 5%

 social sustainability 69%
 economic sustainability 97%
 ecologic sustainability 9%

R
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s

 FRs: 7%
 NFRs: 22%

 FRs: 14%
 NFRs: 32%

 FRs: 1%
 NFRs: 2%
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n.a.

 price and distribution standards
total 9%

 information and contract stand-
ards total 43%

 product and promotion stand-
ards total 40 %

 obligation and disclosure stand-
ards total 39%

 general honesty and integrity
41%

 price and distribution standards to-
tal 2%

 information and contract standards
total 11%

 product and promotion standards
total 15%

 obligation and disclosure standards
total 3%

 general honesty and integrity 11%

Table 5–1: Results for exploratory research question 2 − ABI and OTR components at the 
individual (studies 1 and 2) and organizational level (study 3) of trust analysis
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The last research question has highlighted that there are a great many antecedents of trust at

both the individual and the organizational level. As the conceptual studies of Mayer et al. (1995)

and Gillespie & Dietz (2009) set out, these antecedents are likely to build trust between stake-

holders and at the organizational level. Additionally, and based on the research of Gillespie &

Dietz (2009) it is assumed that there is a connection between the ABI and OTR components.

By combining the two models, it is possible to build a more effective trust concept. The effect

of OTR on ABI factors is discussed in the next research question.

RQ3 – How far do OTR components influence ABI components at the individual (studies 1

and 2) and at the organizational (study 3) level of trust analysis?

Based on the work of Gillespie & Dietz (2009: p. 132) it is assumed that there is a connection

between ABI and OTR components. Those authors state:

“Each subsection that follows supports the first foundational premise that each of the six

system components [leadership, climate, sustainability, risk and products and services] identi-

fied in Figure 1 sends cues about the organisation’s ability, benevolence, integrity (…)”

From these three related studies this assumption is proved true as the results show that the

OTR and ABI models are linked in all three studies. The results for explorative RQ3 are pre-

sented in Table 5–2. There is significant consistency in both models, particularly in the CIS in

supervisor-subordinate relationships and client-client adviser relationships In contrast, in study

3, which refers to banks’ goals, it can be seen that ABI and OTR components are not strongly

connected. Only the dimensions egoistic climate and social sustainability are fully connected

with ABI. While consultative leadership is related to benevolence and integrity, economic sus-

tainability is connected to ability and benevolence. Furthermore, several OTR dimensions, such

as transformational leadership, benevolent and principled climate, ecologic sustainability and

PDNs are related to only one ABI dimension. The remaining OTR factors are not connected to

any ABI dimension. Thus, if the connection between ABI and OTR components is somehow

trust-enhancing, study 3 would indicate that management boards of banks are not sending

enough trust signals out to their stakeholders when defining and fulfilling their goals. Could

this be one hint as to why stakeholders have less trust in the bank’s corporate development and

why in general trust in banks is perceived as low? To answer this question, RQ4 will emphasize

inferences about connections between OTR, ABI and individual trust levels.
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1Results of multiple mediation analysis. Numbers including an a support the assumption with 95% confidence that an independent variable (X) positively
influences trust level (Y) as bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals do not contain zero.

2Results of multiple regression analysis. Reported predictor variables are standardized.

Table 5–2: Results for exploratory research question 3 – OTR components influencing ABI
components at the individual (studies 1 and 2) and at the organizational (study 3) level of trust
analysis

RQ2 highlighted that there are many antecedents of trust crossing both the individual and the

organizational level. As the conceptual studies of Mayer et al. (1995) and Gillespie & Dietz

(2009) set out, these antecedents are likely to build trust between stakeholders and at the organ-

izational level. Based on this assumption, these three related studies aimed to prove empirically

QUAL-themes sub-categories ability benevolence integrity ability benevolence integrity ability benevolence integrity

transformationa

l leadership 0.092 ͣ 0.065 ͣ 0.123 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.169 ͣ n.a. n.a.

consultative

leadership 0.073 ͣ 0.078 ͣ 0.114 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.432 ͣ 0.338 ͣ

transactional

leadership n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.121 ͣ

laissez-faire

leadership -0.144 ͣ -0.124 ͣ -0.191 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

egoistic climate -0.054 ͣ -0.044 ͣ -0.063 ͣ -0.030 ͣ -0.082 ͣ -0.121 ͣ -0.409 ͣ -0.261 ͣ -0.247 ͣ

benevolent

climate 0.069 ͣ 0.063 ͣ 0.090 ͣ 0.044 ͣ 0.114 ͣ 0.174 ͣ n.a. 0.510 ͣ n.a.

principled

climate 0.023 ͣ 0.019 ͣ 0.043 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.435 ͣ n.a.

social

sustainability 0.093 ͣ 0.078 ͣ 0.113 ͣ 0.051 ͣ 0.138 ͣ 0,210 -0.241 ͣ 0.127 ͣ 0.111 ͣ

economic

sustainability 0.179 ͣ 0.105 ͣ 0.182 ͣ 0,052 0.180 ͣ 0.253 ͣ -0.158 ͣ -0.274 ͣ n.a.

ecologic

sustainability n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.125 ͣ 0.308 ͣ 0.412 ͣ n.a. n.a. 0.047 ͣ

FRs n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.058 ͣ -0.136 ͣ -0.205 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

NFRs -0.185 ͣ -0.146 ͣ -0.211 ͣ -0.091 ͣ -0.250 ͣ  -0.364 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

PDNs n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.292 ͣ 0.490 ͣ 0.737 ͣ 0.116 ͣ n.a. n.a.

ICNs n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.093 ͣ 0.254 ͣ 0.379 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

PPNs n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.045 ͣ 0.126 ͣ 0.172 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

ODNs n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.189 ͣ 0.447 ͣ 0.616 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

GHI n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.076 ͣ 0.229 ͣ 0.316 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

Study 1, 326 CIS

Enhancing trust in supervisor-subordinate

relationship¹

Study 2, 279 CIS

Enhancing trust in client client-adviser

relationship¹
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Study 3, 331 objectives

Enhancing trust in banks over time²

¹ Reuslts of multiple mediation analysis. Numbers including an  ͣ  support the assumption with 95 % confidence that an
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which antecedents are most effective for building both trusting stakeholder relationships and

trust at the organizational level. The results are discussed in RQ4.

RQ4 − How far do both ABI and OTR components influence trust between individuals as well 

as between the organization and its stakeholders?

As Freiman et al. (1987) noted, trust always originates from an individual perspective. There-

fore trust between individuals (studies 1 and 2) was first analysed before examining trust at the

organizational level of analysis, namely between the banking organization and its stakeholders

(study 3). An interview partner from study 1 stressed the interrelationship between levels; Dom-

inic (INT-MM-EC34) states:

“Well, the whole banking business is based on trust. Credit is derived from the Latin word

credere, which means trust. But before I can trust a banking organization, I first have to trust

the person working in the organization.”

Unfortunately, it was possible to measure trust levels only at the individual level of analysis,

because public reports from banks do not contain an annual trust index. But as studies 1 and 2

were able to show which mechanisms of OTR and which ABI components lead to trust between

individuals, this thesis can make a guess as to whether trust-building mechanisms can be suc-

cessfully applied at the organizational level of analysis. The results are shown in Table 5–3.

Once again, it was presumed that OTR system components may either enhance or lessen an

individual’s trust level but are affected by the components of ABI. As Gillespie & Dietz (2009:

p. 132) argue:

“(…) each of the six systems identified in Figure 1 sends cues about the organization’s ability,

benevolence, integrity, and these cues influence, either positively or negatively, employees’

perceived organizational trustworthiness.”

For study 1, enhancing trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships, the research found that

while using a multiple-mediator model, transformational and consultative, a benevolent and a

principled climate, and social and economic sustainability, positively influence an individual’s

trust level while being mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness. In addition, it was

found that the mediator ‘integrity’ had the strongest effect in nearly every dimension. Thus, it

was possible not only to detect which mechanisms lead to trust but also to show through which

mechanism the relationship is influenced. Leaders can create a trusting vertical work relation-

ship if they adhere to a set of principles that the subordinate finds acceptable. Thus a supervisor
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should act in a way that is consistent with the subordinate’s values (Mayer & Davis, 1999).

Some organizations have recognized that an integrity-based approach not only creates a trusting

bond between stakeholders but can also bring about moral and ethical behaviour, which seems

crucial in times of ongoing banking scandals. Strategies around integrity all aim to point out

firms’ guiding values, objectives, and patterns of thought and conduct. In everyday business an

integrity strategy can help prevent the damage caused by ethical lapses (Paine, 1994). Addi-

tionally it seems to be important that top management act as ‘corporate ethics officers’, because

values, objectives, and patterns of thought are very likely to develop from the top down (Teal,

1996).

Similar results were achieved in study 2, which looked at trust in the client-client adviser

relationship. Again, using a parallel multiple-mediator model, it was shown that having a be-

nevolent climate, social, economic and ecologic sustainability and all forms of ethical product

and service offerings has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level, while being medi-

ated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness. Again, it was proved that the mediator integrity

had the strongest effect. The literature reveals that an integrity strategy might be beneficial in

shaping organizational ethics and in reinforcing the client-business relationships and good rep-

utation on which the bank’s success depends. Therefore taking a similar approach might be a

good way to create and maintain consumer trust (Paine, 1994).

Comparing the effects of studies 1 and 2, the following similarities and differences were

detected: First, comparing the climate effects for both studies, in both an egoistic climate has a

negative effect on individual trust levels while being mediated by the perceived factors of trust-

worthiness, an effect that is even stronger in study 2. Thus it can be concluded that in a client-

client adviser relationship in which both parties to the exchange are looking after their own

interests while, for instance, maximizing their own profit, such behaviour has a negative impact

on the individual’s trust. What seems to be of greater importance is finding a client-centric

approach and putting the client at the centre of the business. Creating an emotional connection

to customers goes far beyond thinking about products and how to sell them and is more about

client-advisers taking into consideration changing customer expectations (Dietz et al., 2015).

This assertion also underlies the results concerning a benevolent climate. In both studies, a

benevolent climate has a positive influence on an individual’s trust level while being mediated

by the factors of ABI, with the effect being even stronger in study 2. Once again it can be

confirmed that the clients’ interests should be the primary concern of the client-adviser, to fi-

nally create an emotional connection. In fact, most client-advisers provide their clients with all
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service offerings, which is certainly cost-intensive for the bank and not necessarily helpful to

the client. A client-centric approach provides clients with the right set of services to meet their

wants in a cost-efficient manner (Dietz et al., 2015).

When comparing sustainability effects between study 2 and study 1 it was found in both

studies that social and economic sustainability have a positive effect on individual trust levels

while being mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness. For both the effect was

stronger in study 2. Research indicates that banking institutions should focus on sustainable

development, which includes basically new offerings and business models, rather than just new

features not appropriate to the needs of the client (Dietz et al., 2015). Banks must still progress

towards transforming themselves into sustainable institutions (Daruvala et al., 2012).

When comparing types of risk in study 2 with those in study 1 it was found that NFRs have

a negative impact on individual trust levels through ABI in both studies. The effect is stronger

in study 2. It is generally believed that there are certain mechanisms that are well suited to

mitigate NFRs. The first is the digitalization of core processes, for example a bank’s credit

process. Using digitization can reduce end-to-end processing time and costs for opening a dig-

ital current account and help to reduce the risk of financial crime. Further, people dealing with

risk should start to experiment with analytics, for instance machine learning, because algorithms

can significantly improve credit decisions by making it easier to identify risky clients. Banks

should also invest in enhanced risk reporting, in which paper-based reports are replaced by

interactive tablet programs that can perform root-cause analyses for risk departments. Adding

this procedure to banks’ performance management systems would produce improved reports

that would enable banks to make decisions faster, based upon more transparent and consistent

data. Furthermore, real-time risk reporting would enable banks to identify potential risks even

sooner and allow a more timely response. In addition, banks should develop a ‘risk culture’ that

will enable them to ensure the successful identification of risk in the future. A risk culture

should include having values and standards that the bank can use to manage and mitigate risk

(Härle et al., 2016).

In contrast to study 1, benevolence acts as the second strongest mediator in study 2. Thus it

is once again confirmed that an emotional connection becomes important when trying to aug-

ment trust in the client-client adviser relationship and it is more important to pay attention to

the client’s needs than to offer a wide variety of products and services.
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When comparing all three studies, some hints were found as to why trust in banks is still

perceived as low. Study 3 points to the fact that the antecedents of trust as predictors for trust-

building relationships were less identified during the GFC, a time when trust in banks was at

its lowest. In addition, study 3 showed an interrelationship between ABI and OTR factors but

this relationship was not as strong as in studies 1 and 2. Based on the results of studies 1 and 2,

it can be concluded that management boards of banks would be better able to have a highly

trusted bank if the antecedents for rebuilding trust were more frequently used and if the com-

ponents of ABI and OTR were to be better connected when defining their banks’ corporate

development.

1Results of multiple mediation analysis. Numbers including an a support the assumption with 95% confidence that an independent variable (X) positively
influences trust level (Y) as bias corrected bootstrap confidence intervals do not contain zero.

2Results of multiple regression analysis. Reported predictor variables are standardized.

Table 5–3: Results for exploratory research question 4 – OTR and ABI components’ influence on
trust level between individuals and between the organization and stakeholders

QUAL-themes sub-categories ability benevolence integrity Trust Level ability benevolence integrity Trust Level ability benevolence integrity

transformationa

l leadership 0.092 ͣ 0.065 ͣ 0.123 ͣ 0.280 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.169 ͣ n.a. n.a.

consultative

leadership 0.073 ͣ 0.078 ͣ 0.114 ͣ 0.265 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.432 ͣ 0.338 ͣ

transactional

leadership n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.121 ͣ

laissez-faire

leadership -0.144 ͣ -0.124 ͣ -0.191 ͣ -0.460 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

egoistic climate -0.054 ͣ -0.044 ͣ -0.063 ͣ -0.161 ͣ -0.030 ͣ -0.082 ͣ -0.121 ͣ -0.233 ͣ -0.409 ͣ -0.261 ͣ -0.247 ͣ

benevolent

climate 0.069 ͣ 0.063 ͣ 0.090 ͣ 0.222 ͣ 0.044 ͣ 0.114 ͣ 0.174 ͣ 0.331 ͣ n.a. 0.510 ͣ n.a.

principled

climate 0.023 ͣ 0.019 ͣ 0.043 ͣ 0.086 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.435 ͣ n.a.

social

sustainability 0.093 ͣ 0.078 ͣ 0.113 ͣ 0.284 ͣ 0.051 ͣ 0.138 ͣ 0,210 0.399 ͣ -0.241 ͣ 0.127 ͣ 0.111 ͣ

economic

sustainability 0.179 ͣ 0.105 ͣ 0.182 ͣ 0.466 ͣ 0,052 0.180 ͣ 0.253 ͣ 0.485 ͣ -0.158 ͣ -0.274 ͣ n.a.

ecologic

sustainability n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.125 ͣ 0.308 ͣ 0.412 ͣ 1.280 ͣ n.a. n.a. 0.047 ͣ

FRs n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.058 ͣ -0.136 ͣ -0.205 ͣ -0.398 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

NFRs -0.185 ͣ -0.146 ͣ -0.211 ͣ -0.542 ͣ -0.091 ͣ -0.250 ͣ  -0.364 ͣ -0.704 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

PDNs n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.292 ͣ 0.490 ͣ 0.737 ͣ 1.519 ͣ 0.116 ͣ n.a. n.a.

ICNs n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.093 ͣ 0.254 ͣ 0.379 ͣ 0.727 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

PPNs n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.045 ͣ 0.126 ͣ 0.172 ͣ 0.343 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

ODNs n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.189 ͣ 0.447 ͣ 0.616 ͣ 1.251 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

GHI n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.076 ͣ 0.229 ͣ 0.316 ͣ 0.620 ͣ n.a. n.a. n.a.

Study 1, 326 CIS

Enhancing trust in supervisor-subordinate relationship¹

Study 2, 279 CIS

Enhancing trust in client client-adviser relationship¹
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Study 3, 331 objectives

Enhancing trust in banks over time²

¹ Reuslts of multiple mediation analysis. Numbers including an  ͣ  support the assumption with 95 % confidence that an independent variable (X) positively
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As explained previously, the banking industry is frequently affected by banking scandals

that have a negative effect on trust at the individual and the organizational level. Therefore, this

thesis had the aim of researching how far moral and ethical aspects might be beneficial in cre-

ating bonds of trust inside and also outside the bank.

RQ5 − How far does the concept of legitimacy influence both the individual and the organ-

izational trust level?

Before and after the GFC, management boards of banks used business practices that were

contrary to moral and ethical standards. In this way they increased profit and growth tremen-

dously (Lanchester, 2010; McDonald & Robinson, 2009; Tett, 2009) by enforcing high-risk

trading, such as over-leveraging and having poor underwriting standards (Frankel, 2006; Gil-

lespie & Hurley, 2013; Turbeville, 2010). Subordinates who did not behave responsibly were

not penalized by their supervisors and the resulting risks were not controlled appropriately (Zin-

gales, 2009). Furthermore, members of executive boards gained millions in bonuses for making

money that turned mainly into nothing more than write-offs. As a consequence employees were

faced with the loss of their jobs and the worsening of their financial situation. For instance, the

former CEOs of investment banks Merrill Lynch, Lehman Brothers, and Bear Stearns (Stan O’

Neal, Dick Fuld, and Jimmy Cayne) earned more than $500 million in bonuses before the banks

declared bankruptcy. Reasons for the organizational failure were, in particular, the infringement

of rules and standards of fairness. Decision-making was simplistic, focusing on short-term gains

and on achieving bonus payments. A culture of high risk and profit-orientation was not in align-

ment with moral and ethical standards and instead betrayed the interests of internal and external

stakeholders (Cohan, 2009; Gillespie & Hurley, 2013; Lewis, 2010; McDonald & Robinson,

2009; Paulson Jr., 2010; Sorkin, 2010).

Banking scandals arose because the boards’ practices encompassed a lack of fairness and a

weak sense of justice. Deception and fraud were often part of accounting practices; for example,

Citibank was using off-balance-sheet financing. Hence investigators had difficulty working out

true leverage ratios. Furthermore, intricate transactions moved the risk and covered the decreas-

ing value of assets (Stiglitz, 2008). Clients of Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch and Lehman Brothers

believed their management to be in excellent condition. In fact it turned out that management’s

assertions were deceptive (McDonald & Robinson, 2009; Paulson Jr., 2010; Sorkin, 2010).
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One might think that the GFC was a turning point for unethical and irresponsible bank man-

agement. Unfortunately, Figure 5–3 shows that banking scandals also occurred after the crisis

years. The illustration shows that most scandals came through universal and investment banks.
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Figure 5–3: Overview of banking scandals for the years 2007 – 201645

45 Sources of figure Figure 5–3: HSBC - 2007: NYT (2012), Reuters (2012); LBBW – 2007: (2012); Spiegel (2012); KfW – 2008: NYT (2008b); Guardian (2008a); Apo-
Bank – 2009: Handelsblatt (2010), Welt (2010); Pax Bank 2009: (2009), TAZ (2009); Idafix manipulations: Stempel (2016), n-tv, 2013; Deutsche Bank – 2009: Süddeutsche
(2016b), (2015b); Haspa – 2010: Süddeutsche (2011), Spiegel (2010); High investments in nuclear weapons - 2010:CoFR (2010), NYT (2015); JP Morgan - Reuters
(2013).CNNM (2013); LIBOR scandal: (2012a), Handelsblatt (2015a), Süddeutsche (2012b); Deutsche Bank I - 2012: (2013), (2013); Deutsche Bank II - EO (2013), (2014);
S&K fonds – 2013: (2013), ManagerMagazin (2017b); Cum-Ex-Fraud -2013: FAZ (2016), Süddeutsche (2016c); Manipulations of exchange rates – 2014: Welt (2014),
Independent (2014); Deutsche Bank – 2014: NYT (2014b), Handelsblatt (2016); Excessive bonus payments – 2014: NYT (2014a), (2014); Commerzbank – 2015: (2015a);
Süddeutsche (2016a); Deutsche Bank I – 2015: Reuters (2015b), Telegraph (2015); Deutsche Bank II – 2015: (2017); NYT (2017a); Offshore scandal - 2016: Guardian (2016).
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The previous development of banks and current research points out that banks should focus

on sustainable development while offering new business models (Dietz et al., 2014). That is

why special attention in this thesis was given to sustainable and Christian banks purporting to

apply a fully integrated sustainable concept. It was questioned whether these banks are acting

more legitimately than conventional banks. Although the three studies first assumed that, based

on the banks’ integrated sustainable business concept, sustainable and Christian institutions are

more trusted than conventional banks, no such effect could be detected as correlations between

control variables were not significant when researching the effect of OTR on ABI components.

It seems to be more important to act in a way that is based on legitimate principles than to just

maintain that a bank is a Christian or sustainable banking institution. This statement is sup-

ported by the data from the QUAN questionnaire that was used for study 2. Clients said that

they were generally interested in banks that based their business practices on sustainable prin-

ciples. Using a 5-point scale (mean=4.02; sd=1.33), out of 56 participants, 50 per cent said that

the use of sustainable banking practices was very important to them, 30 per cent indicated that

sustainable banking practices were important and only 12 per cent said that they were not in-

terested at all in sustainable banking practices.

Thus it can be concluded that the state of affairs in banks requires stronger moral and re-

sponsible management, which is why this study has researched how moral and ethical practices

can be applied successfully in banks while strengthening trust levels between individuals and

trust in the banking institution. In accordance with the work of Jepperson (1991) and Meyer &

Rowan (1991) this work has used, in particular, the idea of organizational legitimacy theory.

The outcomes indicate that it is of greater importance to act sustainably (Eccles & Serafeim,

2013) than to make an unsupported claim to be either a Christian or a sustainable banking in-

stitution. Integrating the approach of legitimacy has proven to be an effective instrument in

rebuilding a respected, reliable and trusted bank.

In the first study, the results showed that legitimate behaviour passes from the strategic level

so that in a critical trust situation leaders and followers base their actions on moral behaviour

and ethics. In particular the first study affirmed that forms of transformational and consultative

leadership, benevolent and principled work climate and social and economic sustainability

drive leaders’ as well as followers’ behaviour. These factors of influence are additionally suit-

able for creating a trusting leader-follower relationship.
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In the second study, legitimate behaviour passes from both the operational and the strategic

level. On the strategic level having a benevolent and principled climate, as well as social, eco-

nomic and ecologic sustainability, is grounded in legitimate and moral behaviour. At the oper-

ational level, having ethical standards of price and distribution, information and contracts, prod-

ucts and promotions, and obligations and disclosure as well as general honesty and integrity

brings about legitimate actions. Results indicate that components on both the strategic and the

operational level foster trusting stakeholder relationships.

In the third study, results have underlined that objectives are based on moral behaviour and

ethics because forms of transformational and consultative leadership, benevolent and principled

work climate, social, economic and ecologic sustainability, and ethical products and services

drive the banks’ objectives. In accordance with studies 2 and 3, it may be assumed that legiti-

mate actions positively influence trust at the corporate level in banks. Nevertheless, dimensions

linked to legitimate and moral actions could be more interlinked with the components of ABI

to successfully become highly trusted banks.

In order to rebuild highly trusted banks, it is important not only to understand which mech-

anisms lead to either high or low levels of trust but also to understand that there is a stakeholder-

specific nature to trust – more precisely, different stakeholder groups may require different

antecedents of trust to build trusting relationships with either a person or the whole institution.

RQ6 is based on stakeholder theory and is discussed in the next section.

RQ6 − Which antecedents form and rebuild trust in supervisor-subordinate relationships 

and in client-client adviser relationships?

This dissertation confirms the work of Donaldson & Preston (1995) in showing that there is

a stakeholder-specific nature to trust. This dissertation also confirms that trust is a complex

construct that needs to be analysed in detail; different stakeholder relationships require different

antecedents of trust to build successful business relationships. In addition, the dissertation uses

the normative dimension of stakeholder theory in aiming to identify ethical and philosophical

guidelines at both the management and the operational level. In so doing, this work researches

the antecedents of trust based on moral and ethical behaviour, an approach that follows previ-

ously described legitimacy theory.

While study 1 examines trust mechanisms in supervisor-subordinate relationships, study 2

analyses trust mechanisms in client-client adviser relationships. In addition, the studies look at
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whether ethical criteria are a suitable foundation for trusting stakeholder relationships. Ethical

climate criteria, sustainability standards and ethical product and service standards are high-

lighted. The results46 derived from studies 1 and 2 and summarized in Table 5–3 confirm the

work of Donaldson & Preston (1995) and confirm that different stakeholder relationships re-

quire different antecedents of trust if they are to be established successfully. The biggest differ-

ences were identified in leadership styles and in ethical product and service offerings. Trans-

formational and consultative leadership styles foster trust in supervisor-subordinate relation-

ships, while all forms of ethical product and service offerings, such as PDNs, ICNs, PPNs,

ODNs and GHI, strengthen trust in client-client adviser relationships. As a consequence, trans-

formational and consultative leadership can be defined as internal trust mechanisms that create

a trusting supervisor-subordinate relationship, while ethical products and services are stated to

be external trust mechanisms enhancing trust in client-client adviser relationships.

Concerning climate issues, the antecedent ‘climate’ affects trust levels both between super-

visor and subordinate and between client and client-adviser. Based on the multiple mediation

results, egoistic climate has a negative influence, whereas a benevolent climate has a positive

influence on individual trust levels. The influence of an egoistic climate in the client-client

adviser relationship is stronger than in the supervisor-subordinate relationship and a benevolent

climate has a stronger positive influence in the client-client adviser relationship than in the

leader-follower relationship. A principled climate was shown to have only a weak positive im-

pact on leader-follower trust in the supervisor-subordinate relationship and no effect in the cli-

ent-client adviser relationship.

All three sustainability dimensions (social, economic and ecologic sustainability) had a

stronger positive impact in client-client adviser relationships. For ecologic sustainability, no

impact on leader-follower trust could be detected.

When turning to the bank’s risks, a stronger negative influence on client-client adviser trust

was found. In study 1 no impact of FRs on leader-follower trust was found. Again the results

confirm the work of Jackson (2015), Beck et al. (2016), and Kaminski et al. (2016) in showing

that when it comes to trust relationships, NFRs have a greater negative influence on stakehold-

ers’ trust than do FRs.

46 The results are based on the outcome of a multiple-mediator model. Trust level was influenced by OTR
factors and mediated through ABI. The model controlled for virtual business relationships.
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This chapter has demonstrated that the phenomenon of trust is important across levels, es-

pecially at the individual and the organizational level. There are certain mechanisms that are

very effective in strengthening trust in stakeholder relationships and building a highly trusted

bank. The antecedents of trust seem to be interlinked and based on moral and ethical behaviour.

These mechanisms appear not only to create bonds of trust between internal and external stake-

holders and at the corporate level, but also to be suitable for creating more legitimate banking

organizations through which banking scandals might be avoided.

In the following chapter implications for theory are presented and how far the implications

might provide a basis for future research is discussed. In addition, special attention is given to

recommendations for actions banks might take to create trust in banking institutions.
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6. OVERALL IMPLICATIONS

The previous chapter provided the reader with an overall discussion of the three related stud-

ies and the results were embedded in the theoretical framework of chapter 1.2. The following

chapter gives implications for theory and research from the studies’ results and then points out

actions recommended for banks to take as they rebuild as highly trusted banks.

6.1 Implications for Theory and Research

The three studies contribute to theory in a number of ways but still provide avenues for future

research.

First, this work contributes to trust literature and shows empirically that trust is a matter of

importance across levels. On the individual level of trust analysis earlier works, such as those

of Rotter (1967), Mayer et al. (1995), McAllister (1995) and Rousseau et al. (1998) have shown

from a theoretical point of view that trust matters. Later, trust issues gained importance in banks

particularly as banking scandals emerged (Bachmann & Zaheer, 2013), which is the reason

researchers such as Gillespie & Hurley (2013) and Hurley et al. (2014) showed that trust in

banks matters. As previous researchers’ approaches are rather conceptual, this work addresses

the importance of trust across levels from an empirical point of view. To do so, in studies 1 and

2 in total 213 interview partners were questioned about the importance of trust while in study 3

frequency analysis was used to count the occurrence of the word ‘trust’ in 743 public reports.

Results of all three studies confirmed that trust is a matter of importance in banks.

In alignment with the work of Gillespie & Hurley (2013) and Mayer et al. (1995), this thesis

has proven that particular antecedents can effectively enhance trust at the individual and at the

organizational level. While studies 1 and 2 showed that trust is often regarded as a state, study

3 highlighted that trust is a dynamic construct, varying over time. There are indications in the

analysis of all three studies that OTR system components are somehow interrelated. Thus future

research could explore, by means of structural equation modelling (SEM), how the dimensions

of leadership, climate, sustainability and risk are interlinked (Arbuckle, 1989; Joreskog et al.,

1979; Muthén, 1984). Researchers using SEM advise using about 1,000 CIS or objectives to

establish such a model (Arbuckle, 1989; Joreskog et al., 1979; Muthén, 1984). As the dataset

in all three studies was smaller than 1.000, studies 1 and 2 used a parallel multiple mediator

model and study 3 relied on stepwise-multiple regression to detect interrelationships between

OTR and ABI components.
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Second, this dissertation contributes to multi-level theory, based on the approach of Hitt et

al. (2007) and argues that trust is often a multi-level phenomenon. To establish a highly trusted

bank, interventions have to take place at multiple levels. As Freiman et al. (1987) noted, trust

has to be built first at the individual level before the organizational level of trust can be reached.

This work therefore began at the individual level of trust analysis. By applying a uni-dimen-

sional approach, it was possible to discover in which business situations trust between two par-

ties might be enhanced or reduced, and through which mechanisms trust enhancement or trust

reduction took place.

Furthermore, this dissertation addresses only how trust develops at the individual and the

organizational level – the team level has not been analysed. It would be of interest to show that

trust is important for teams, and to demonstrate how trust develops in virtual teams as banks

move towards becoming virtual banking organizations (Bataev, 2017). Trust in virtual teams

has been investigated by scientists in different industries, as, for instance, the studies of

Donaldson & Preston (1995), Harris & Wicks (2010), Pirson & Malhotra (2011), Hüffmeier et

al. (2012), Krumm et al. (2016), Breuer et al. (2016); Romeike et al. (2016) and Nienaber et al.

(2017) illustrate. In addition, because a bank operates with other financial enterprises, future

research on organizational trust could investigate how trust is evoked between organizations

(Currall & Inkpen, 2002; Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012; Zaheer et al., 1998; Zaheer & Harris, 2006).

All three studies focused on the antecedents of trust that lead to either individual or orga-

nizational trust. Ongoing studies could target the awareness of a critical trust situation as per-

ceived by each stakeholder. Previous research found that trust can, for instance, evoke autono-

mous behaviour (Amabile, 1993; Bandura, 1988; DeCharms, 1983; Hackman & Oldham, 1974;

Spreitzer, 1995; Spreitzer et al., 2005; Wood & Bandura, 1989) and competence-enhancing

behaviour (Baron, 1993; Larson & Callahan, 1990; London & Smither, 1999). Trust can also

strengthen perceptions of justice, such as interactional, procedural and distributive justice (Ad-

ams, 1963; Austin & Walster, 1975; Brashear et al., 2005; Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001;

Folger & Konovsky, 1989; Greenberg, 1990; Greenberg, 1993; Holtz & Harold, 2008; Kim &

Mauborgne, 1993; Niehoff & Moorman, 1993; Weiss et al., 1999 ). In addition, trust is believed

to enhance identification with the organization and therefore fosters organizational behaviour

such as participative execution, participative decision-making and benevolently minded acts

(Bijlsma-Frankema et al., 2008; DeConinck, 2011; Eisenhardt, 1989; Erturk, 2010; George &

Qian, 2010; Locke & Schweiger, 1979).
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All three studies use data from the German banking market and Western culture, but research

shows that in different cultural backgrounds people build trusting relationships through differ-

ent mechanisms (Doney et al., 1998; Saunders et al., 2010; Schoorman et al., 2007). Therefore

it would be of further interest to find out if and how trust mechanisms would change if the work

for this dissertation were to be carried out in Asian countries.

Third, this work shows how legitimacy theory, based on the approach of Suchman (1995), and

in particular sustainability issues, affect trust in banks. Jepperson (1991) and Meyer & Rowan

(1991) suggest that the approach of legitimacy is an effective instrument with which to rebuild

a respected, reliable and trusted bank. The thesis’s results indicate that banks solely stating that

they are sustainable are not more trusted than conventional banks. What become crucial predic-

tors of trust are actions based on legitimate criteria. In particular, while using the concept of

pragmatic legitimacy, the analysis aimed at finding out which mechanisms are well suited both

to consider the needs and well-being of the bank’s stakeholders and to foster trust. The results

emphasise that it is important to act in a responsible manner in order to establish trust, which

denotes the term moral legitimacy, through which stakeholders of banks should base their be-

haviour on moral and ethical values. All three studies indicated that in a critical trust situation,

stakeholders’ behaviour is based on legitimate action. In addition, it was noticed that when

banks defined their goals, objectives were based on legitimate behaviour, and in all three studies

it was noticed that legitimate actions cross both the strategic and the operational level.

This work has mentioned the term ‘greenwashing’ several times. There are very few definitions

of greenwashing so most scholars (Furlow, 2010; Gillespie, 2008; Ramus & Montiel, 2005;

Vos, 2009) rely on the Oxford English Dictionary, in which greenwashing is defined as “disin-

formation disseminated by an organisation so as to present an environmentally responsible pub-

lic image”. Greenwashing can have a negative effect on a bank if clients believe that sustainable

actions are used only for marketing campaigns to attract new customers. A good example is the

commercial Commerzbank ad, which has been highly criticized. Since 2012 Commerzbank has

broadcast an ad that begins: “Why do people not trust banks anymore?” (“Woran liegt es, dass

man den Banken nicht mehr vertraut?”). The ad carries the message that after the GFC Com-

merzbank learned from past failures and now takes a responsible attitude to social issues. View-

ers criticized this ad for being highly unreliable. Some of the most cited responses on Twitter

were even printed in German newspapers: “Just seen the bank’s new advertising; full of lies.”

(“Gerade die neue Werbung der Commerzbank gesehen. Die lügen wie gedruckt.”) – Carolina
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@madamebvb August 9, 2013) and: “I don’t know anything more dishonest than this Com-

merzbank advertising.” (“Ich kenne ja kaum verlogeneres als diese Commerzbank Werbung.”)

– @DavidKosename, August 9, 2013 (Dowideit, 2013). As communication agency A&B One

put it, developing a commercial ad for banks is one of the most challenging tasks. Marketing

campaigns appear to be highly unbelievable in times of continuing banking scandals (Heath &

Heath, 2008; Kunz, 2015; Sheth & Sisodia, 2015). Future research studies could analyse the

phenomenon of greenwashing more accurately. New terms have emerged, linking greenwash-

ing with ‘poorwashing’, ‘CSR washing’ and ‘bluewashing’ as well as corporate hypocrisy (Jan-

ney & Gove, 2011) and highlighting other aspects that deal with social, humanitarian, and gen-

erally non-environmental issues (Seele & Gatti, 2017). As banks have challenges relating not

only to misleading the public about environmental practices but also to being misleading re-

garding social and economic issues, researching these new terms could be an area of interest

for banks.

Fourth, this thesis demonstrates stakeholder theory. It was shown that in alignment with the

work of Freeman (1984), employees and clients are those stakeholder groups without whose

support the banking organisation would cease to exist. Based on the work of Dodd (1932) and

Donaldson & Preston (1995) this work emphasizes the normative dimension of stakeholder

theory. To do so, ethical trust-building mechanisms were identified for the supervisor-subordi-

nate and client client-adviser relationship, particularly for the supervisor-subordinate and for

the client-client adviser relationships. The results show that there is a stakeholder-specific na-

ture of trust, by which each stakeholder requires different antecedents of trust to build trusting

business relationships. In studies 1 and 2 this dissertation addressed only those stakeholder

groups without which “the bank would cease to exist”. Of course it seems evident that there are

many stakeholder relationships in banks. It seems feasible that for each stakeholder relationship

different mechanisms are needed to create trust. Future research could analyse other stakeholder

relationships, for example the relationship between the board and journalists, or the relationship

between members of the board and business partners.

Although this dissertation included three related theories – multi-level theory, legitimacy

theory and stakeholder theory – other theories could have provided the foundation for this dis-

sertation. With regard to study 1, future researchers could explore the impact of leader-member-

exchange theory (DeConinck, 2010; Dienesch & Liden, 1986; Gerstner & Day, 1997; Graen &

Uhl-Bien, 1995) concerning trust in leader-follower relationships. Referring both to study 1 and

study 2, future studies could shed light on how social exchange theory (Blau, 1964; Clark &
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Mills, 1979; Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012; Keller & Dansereau, 1995; Nienaber, Romeike, et al.,

2015) and social identity theory (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Hogg, 2001; Kramer, 1999b;) relate

to trust in leader-follower relationships and in client-client adviser relationships in banks.

This dissertation leads not only to implications for theory and research but also to implica-

tions for managerial practice. In the next chapter recommendations for managerial practice are

provided.

6.2 Implications for Managerial Practice

This dissertation aims not only to extend current research but also to encourage banks to use

the results of the three related studies to be highly trusted banks, so an integrated concept of

trust has been developed and recommendations given for its implementation that can be put

into action in banks.

Several trust initiatives derived from the empirical results of studies 1, 2 and 3 are depicted

in Figure 6–1, to help banks successfully implement an integrated concept of trust throughout

their entire organization. The initiatives are explained in more detail in the following. Actions

at the organizational level are addressed before initiatives that are important at the individual

level, particularly in supervisor-subordinate and client-client adviser relationships.
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Figure 6–1: Trust initiatives for boards of banks to create a highly trusted bank and compete in a volatile world
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Initiatives at the organizational level

To build a highly trusted bank it should be the general aim of the banking institution to

formulate corporate goals that are in line with the dimensions of ABI and OTR. To strengthen

those dimensions, a variety of trust initiatives are listed below. First, trust initiatives concerning

leadership, which might help to strengthen trust in internal stakeholder relationships, are pre-

sented. Second is a discussion as to how trust can be strengthened in external stakeholder rela-

tionships, particularly regarding product and service offerings. Third, ABI, climate and sustain-

ability which may all provide signs of trust to internal and external stakeholders of banks, are

discussed.

Internal factors and their effect on a trusting supervisor-subordinate relationship

Leadership – The literature review revealed that two forms of leadership are suitable for

strengthening trust in the bank’s corporate development: transformational and consultative

leadership. The data analysis revealed that in 38 per cent of the objectives a transformational

leadership style was evident and in 36 per cent of the bank’s corporate goals a consultative

leadership style was used. Although this is a good result, boards of banks can still look for ways

to increase the percentages.

Concerning transformational leadership banks’ objectives should stress two aspects: foster-

ing subordinates’ development and openly communicating the bank’s values. Regarding sub-

ordinates’ development, clear goals should be set to offer employees a qualification develop-

ment program that fits individual needs so the strengths of each person can be enhanced. Sec-

ondly, banks’ goals should clearly indicate the actions that will be taken to strengthen and main-

tain certain values. An example of such an objective would be: “Until 2020 every employee

should be able to take part in an annual development workshop to create a working atmosphere

of innovation and knowledge transfer.” While the first part of the goal offers subordinates the

possibility of improving their abilities, the second part of the objective openly communicates

the bank’s values: innovation and knowledge transfer.

The dimension of consultative leadership includes supervisors caring for their subordinates

and their well-being, putting the employees and the team at the centre of daily business. For

example, the general aim could be: “From next year supervisors will offer quarterly appraisal
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interviews for each employee.” In working towards this aim, supervisors are better able to con-

sider the needs, well-being and personal wishes of employees. In addition, supervisors may

directly ask their subordinates for their opinions and decisions.

External factors and their effect on clients’ trust

Product and service offerings – The literature review revealed that all forms of products and

services are suitable for strengthening trust in a bank’s corporate development. The data anal-

ysis revealed that in two per cent of the banks’ objectives PDNs were applied, in 11 per cent of

the banks’ objectives ICNs were used, in 15 per cent PPNs were used, only three per cent re-

ferred to ODNs and in 11 per cent GHI was applied. It can be concluded that having ethical

product and service standards appears seldom when goals are defined and met at a bank’s cor-

porate level. Boards of banks may need to find ways to increase this percentage, because all

categories of ethical products and services are suitable for strengthening trust in client-client

adviser relationships.

Having high price and distribution standards (PDNs) gives clients an ethical pricing structure

when using a bank’s services. Thus boards of banks could set up the following aim: “In the next

year, we will provide clients with regular transparent cost overviews of all services.” In general,

the aim should be for clients to easily understand the fees charged for banking products. Having

a transparent price structure could help to reach this aim.

To have high information and contract standards (ICNs) it should help to offer transparent

information about all the risks inherent in a product. Clients should be treated fairly. Banks

could, for example, work towards the following goal: “From the beginning of next year, clients

should be regularly informed about product risks that occur.” This objective guarantees the

practice and promotion of a professional code of ethics.

Having high product and promotion standards (PPNs) guarantees clients that no misleading

sales and marketing activities are being used and that banking products are appropriate for the

clients’ needs. To achieve this aim a bank could, for example, state the following objective:

“Every year the client-adviser should talk with the client about his needs concerning the prod-

ucts. The conversation should be fair and suited to the client’s desires.” The aim should be to

avoid misleading sales tactics and foster a client-centric approach while focusing on the client’s

requirements.
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Obligation and disclosure standards (ODNs) are intended to ensure that the bank’s obliga-

tions are discussed and full disclosure information is given when client-advisers talk to clients

about products. An objective could be: “A transparent pricing structure should be disclosed for

all products.” For example, if a client is interested in purchasing a credit card, the client adviser

should inform him about the monthly fee and usage costs.

The category ‘general honesty and integrity’ (GHI) refers to several facets, such as serving

clients in an honest and fair manner and showing the extent of one’s education, training and

experience during a client interview. For example, the following objective could be set: “In the

next year we will aim to measure the quality of our service by using an annual online customer

survey.” The goal shows that in general, the quality of the service that is provided, such as

through education, training and the client-adviser’s experience, will be assessed by each client.

If the survey results indicate a bad customer experience, improvements can be made.

Factors enhancing trust internally and externally

ABI – The literature review revealed that all dimensions of ABI are suitable for strengthening

trust in the bank’s corporate development. The data analysis revealed that in 99 per cent of the

objectives ‘ability’ was applied, with 11 per cent for ‘benevolence’ and 86 per cent for ‘integ-

rity’. It is noticeable that ‘benevolence’ was of much less importance in defining banks’ goals.

In general, benevolence denotes a positive orientation towards subordinates and clients, putting

their interests first. It should be part of the board’s intention to formulate goals that bring the

needs and desires of subordinates and supervisors to the fore. Hence, boards should have a

general feeling for what is important for stakeholders when defining goals. Using the previous

examples of goals it can be seen that the factors of ABI are often included. For example, it was

proposed above: “Every year the client-adviser should talk with the client about his needs con-

cerning the products. The conversation should be fair and suited to the client’s desires.” This is

a perfect example of a client-adviser showing signs of benevolence as he attends to what is

important for his clients.

Climate – Previous research confirmed that a benevolent climate in particular is suitable for

strengthening trust in a bank’s corporate development. Data analysis revealed that in 35 per

cent of the objectives a benevolent climate formed part of defining the banks’ goals. In contrast,

more than twice as many codings referred to an egoistic climate, which affects trust negatively.

Therefore, it is recommended that boards foster a benevolent climate, in which there is a strong

intention to care for employees and clients. For this, one objective could be: “We aim to enlarge
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the office building to offer employees and clients a better place in which to work and do busi-

ness.” This objective indicates that the bank is caring for its stakeholders as it shows general

concern for everyone.

Sustainability – The literature review showed that social and economic sustainability are

most effective in creating a trusted corporate development. Data analysis showed social sus-

tainability in 69 per cent of the banks’ objectives and economic sustainability in 97 per cent.

This result shows that banks, when defining goals, are paying much attention to socio-effi-

ciency. Both predictors may send signs of trustworthiness to the banks’ stakeholders.
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Internal trust initiatives for the supervisor-subordinate relationship

In the following, trust initiatives helpful for strengthening ABI and OTR factors are ex-

plained. Such initiatives will help to build trust in vertical work relationships. In addition prac-

tices that should be avoided are mentioned, because they are predictors of reduced trust in ver-

tical business relationships.

How trust is fostered in vertical work relationships

Fostering the characteristics of ABI – It has been shown that leaders and followers need

three primary characteristics to foster trust in the vertical work relationship: ability, benevo-

lence and integrity. Every supervisor and subordinate may have these characteristics but with

different emphases and arrangements. The stronger the three characteristics are, the more likely

it is that a trustee can evoke trust and induce a trusted vertical work relationship. So how can

those characteristics be fostered? When hiring employees, particularly people to be leaders in

top positions, it is essential to look for ABI characteristics. Recent HR practices rely on a variety

of test methods to find out about candidates’ capabilities. The following gives details of those

tests that are most effective (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Schmidt et al., 2016).

‘Ability’ can be assessed in the recruitment process by using cognitive ability tests that are

primarily designed to measure general intelligence. The tests aim to assess a candidate’s com-

petence and suitability for the profession and predict his future performance (Mead & Drasgow,

1993). However, the factor ‘benevolence’ is more difficult to assess. Recruiters can make use

of specific tests, such as personality tests (e.g. International Personality Item Pool and Pro De-

velopment assessment, Goldberg, 2005; Goldberg et al., 2006) and emotional intelligence tests

(e.g. Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test, Mayer et al., 2008; Iliescu et al.,

2013). Integrity can be assessed during the hiring process by making use of integrity tests,

which are well suited to prevent future dishonest behaviour such as theft and counterproductive

work behaviour (Alliger & Dwight, 2000; Ones et al., 1993; Ones et al., 2003; Sackett et al.,

1989).

For staff already employed, abilities might be improved by offering developmental work-

shops to strengthen skills and competencies, depending on people’s roles. Supervisors should

emphasize the importance of integrity and benevolence. Having common principles and values

and being willing to care about each other’s interests can be highlighted by the management
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board in company speeches and presentations to subordinates. In addition, integrating a com-

mon understanding of the characteristics of integrity and benevolence into the company’s code

of ethics is advised for every workplace.

Fostering transformational and consultative leadership in banks – In chapter 2.3 it was

shown that transformational leadership (largest effect) and consultative leadership have a pos-

itive impact on individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI. In

general, the results reveal that a trusted vertical work relationship is always grounded in reci-

procity and can be characterized as an empathetic exchange relationship between leader and

follower. Transformational leaders can be described as those who bring creative insight, per-

sistence and energy, intuition and sensitivity to the needs of their subordinates (Bass & Avolio,

1993). Social intercourse is necessary if a person is to be a transformational leader, because

otherwise it is hard to identify subordinates’ needs, objectives and abilities or generally to sup-

port subordinates' development and build on their strengths. A consultative leader provides sub-

ordinates with the opportunity to state their views, articulate needs and concerns and have

greater impact on and control over their work environment. There is also strong concern for

subordinates’ wishes and values (Gillespie & Mann, 2004). Based on these findings, having

regular feedback discussions and an annual appraisal interview using 360-degree feedback ses-

sions is recommended. Such measures should lead to a fair evaluation of the employee’s overall

performance while feedback sessions should leave room for discussion and provide the em-

ployee with the freedom to talk about his personal development and his needs, concerns and

wishes. In addition, integration with personal development plans is recommended, to strengthen

capabilities and thus keep track of ABI. In general it is proposed that banks follow an open-

door policy, so that concerns and complications be addressed in good time.

Results indicate that employees without any staff responsibility or who are working in lower

management do not share a personal relationship of trust with the management board. Quarterly

‘town-hall’ meetings offer the possibility of connecting all hierarchical levels of the bank and

fostering vigorous dialogue between followers and leaders. If possible, connecting supervisors

with subordinates should take place face-to-face. As workplaces become more virtual, holding

video-conferences might be preferable to using the telephone. The measures suggested offer

management boards of banks a number of benefits: they put the employee to the fore, lessen

performance pressure, foster open communication that will be seen as ‘right’, ‘just’ and ‘fair’

and offset virtual work relationships in leader-follower relationships.
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Fostering a benevolent and a principled climate in banks – In section 2.3 it was confirmed

that both a benevolent climate (largest effect) and a principled climate had a positive impact on

individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI. It is therefore rec-

ommended to foster a benevolent climate among a bank’s employees but not to neglect a prin-

cipled climate. A benevolent climate puts the employee to the fore and makes for friendship

and good collaboration between supervisor and subordinate. Relying on a principled climate

encourages adherence to rules and codes and might be essential in the banking sector (Elçi &

Alpkan, 2009) because banking scandals are often caused by flouting company standards, rules,

procedures and the law. To keep the bank in line with an ethical climate it is advised that su-

pervisors remember that they act as role models and as a consequence may have a great impact

on creating a benevolent and principled climate in banks. To bring about a change in climate it

is recommended that banks establish new standards and present improved values and principles

that are based on a benevolent and principled work climate, in company speeches and presen-

tations to subordinates. In addition, banks are advised to build a common understanding of a

benevolent and principled climate into the company’s code of ethics that is present in work-

places. For a benevolent climate, establishing opportunities for leaders and followers to period-

ically communicate with each other, strengthen friendships and undertake good collaboration

is recommended. Reducing hierarchical thinking might be another way to strengthen a benev-

olent climate. It is also believed that innovative workplace designs foster good communication.

A principled climate may be encouraged by clear and transparent communication from the

leader that stresses the importance of company rules and the law. Regular online training might

additionally help employees to develop a personal morality.

Fostering sustainable workplaces in banks – Chapter 2.3 set out that social and economic

sustainability had a positive impact on individual trust levels in vertical work relationships

while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI. Therefore banks are encouraged to become

sustainable workplaces. As Kira & Van Eijnatten (2009: p. 236) state:

“…sustainable workplaces encourage employees’ mental models and comprehension of

work to grow more complex, enable employees to take action and learn to manage various work

situations, and support employees’ sense of meaningfulness at work.”

Sustainable work systems lead to a positive work-life balance and therefore minimize job

intensity that can otherwise bring about stress symptoms, psychosomatic reactions, burnout and

self-exploitation. To move a bank towards a sustainable work system the following strategies

are recommended. First, managers must consider the long-term direction of their business.
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Making sudden changes in strategy that are not communicated in a transparent manner and are

not perceived as right, just and fair by subordinates may create an atmosphere of vulnerability

and uncertainty. Responsible management is needed that guarantees job security and sustaina-

ble earnings long term. Second, diversity should be nurtured. Different ethnic and racial back-

grounds positively impact financial performance (Hunt et al., 2015). Similarly a main objective

should be to increase the number of women in leading positions. Supervisors are strongly en-

couraged not only to recruit women for senior positions but also to offer training programs and

a personal mentor to women in high-level positions. Access to relevant networks might be help-

ful to accelerate women’s careers. Research has shown that having more women on manage-

ment boards is beneficial when banks must deal with times of crisis (Desvaux et al., 2007;

Desvaux et al., 2010). Strategies to create a work-life balance for employees might also be a

way to accelerate women’s careers. Possible strategies include offering flexible working hours

for senior leaders; home-office options; extra leave, and arrangements for qualified childcare.

In general sustainable workplaces aim to create value for both leaders and followers.

Some practices to avoid are explained in the following.

Which practices to avoid in creating trust in vertical work relationships

Avoiding laissez-faire leadership – The results reveal that laissez-faire leadership has a neg-

ative impact on individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI,

mainly because laissez-faire leaders avoid getting involved when important issues have to be

discussed in the supervisor-subordinate relationship (Gillespie & Mann, 2004). Often such a

leadership style arises because of a lack of time and interest. Leaders do not judge decisions

holistically, which may lead to errors that not only lessen trust in vertical work relationships,

but might also weaken the bank’s overall performance. As a consequence employees are forced

to perform their jobs without any help from their supervisors. As the interview set revealed,

hardly any subordinates appreciate such a way of working. Supervisors are therefore recom-

mended to take their time and listen to the needs of their followers, even in times when super-

visors are feeling performance pressure or are under psychological stress. This advice is in line

with fostering on-going dialogue that is seen as right, just and fair, to discuss important issues.

Avoiding an egoistic climate – In section 2.3 it was shown that an egoistic climate has a

negative impact on individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI.

Having an egoistic climate maximizes self-interest in vertical work relationships and brings

forward egocentric profit motives. Industries in which there is high underlying competition and
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volatility, such as the banking industry, are likely to encourage the growth of an egoistic climate

(Arnaud & Schminke, 2012; Simha & Cullen, 2012). Although a situation with underlying per-

formance pressure and psychological stress is likely to encourage self-interested behaviour, su-

pervisors and subordinates are advised to look for the tremendous benefits of a benevolent and

principled climate. While an egoistic climate is short-term orientated and solves complex issues

promptly, benevolent and principled climates ensure the long-term success of leader-follower

relationships and the bank’s performance. As management boards of banks act as role models

it is important for them to support measures such as a friendly environment, collaboration in

leader-follower relationships and an emphasis on the importance of company rules.

Avoiding NFRs – In section 2.3 it was found that non-financial risks (NFRs) such as opera-

tional, reputational, and strategic risks have a negative impact on individual trust levels while

mediated by the characteristics of ABI. Thus it should be a focus of the chief risk officer (CRO)

and the risk department to mitigate NFRs, because NFRs have a strong negative impact on trust

levels in vertical work relationships. NFRs are a large, complex issue for banks as they are

difficult to assess and measure (Beck et al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016), so the first piece of

advice is to put the topic of NFRs on the board’s agenda and define this issue as a serious

problem. It is further suggested that risk management should be in line with the first and second

lines of defence in banks to keep NFRs well controlled. NFRs, particularly operational risks,

are likely to occur in every area including IT, marketing and HR, so it is beneficial to implement

further (online) training sessions to raise the awareness of supervisors and subordinates about

NFRs; employees could perhaps be confronted with fictional business situations to show them

how to cope with NFRs as they occur. Since NFRs are so difficult to measure, experts need to

find ways how to quantify them to better keep track of them.

External trust initiatives for clients and client-advisers

In the following, trust initiatives helpful for strengthening ABI and OTR factors and thereby

helping to build trust in client-client adviser relationships are explained. Practices that should

be avoided because they are predictors of lessening trust between clients and client-advisers are

also explained.

How trust is fostered in client-client adviser relationships

Fostering the characteristics of ABI – In section 3.3 it was seen that clients and client-advis-

ers are better able to develop trusting relationships if both parties perceive that the trustee
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possesses the characteristics of ABI. For client-advisers the first step is making sure that hiring

practices identify those future client-advisers who possess many of the characteristics of ABI.

From the work of Schmidt & Hunter (1998) and Schmidt et al. (2016) there are specific test

methods that are well suited for identifying the characteristics of ABI.

‘Ability’ can be assessed in the recruitment process when using cognitive ability tests that

are primarily designed to measure general intelligence. The tests aim to assess a candidate’s

competence and suitability for the profession of client-adviser, and to predict his future perfor-

mance (Mead & Drasgow, 1993). However, the factor ‘benevolence’ is more difficult to assess.

Recruiters can make use of specific tests, such as personality tests (e.g. International Personality

Item Pool and Pro Development assessment, Goldberg, 2005; Goldberg et al., 2006) and emo-

tional intelligence tests (e.g. Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test, Mayer et al.,

2008; Iliescu et al., 2013). Integrity can be assessed during the hiring process by making use of

integrity tests, which are well suited to prevent future dishonest behaviour and counterproduc-

tive work behaviour (Alliger & Dwight, 2000; Ones et al., 1993; Ones et al., 2003; Sackett et

al., 1989). As most client-advisers are already employed, banks have to find ways to strengthen

the characteristics of ABI internally. First, there should be a general understanding that the

characteristics of ABI are important when assuming the role of a client-adviser. Self-assessment

tests might be a first step for each client-adviser to personally assess if he has enough of the

characteristics of ABI to do his job professionally. If employees get a low score, development

workshops might help to enhance those characteristics. It seems reasonable to promote to team

leader only those client-advisers who successfully pass an assessment that has a strong focus

on measuring ABI factors. Statements taken from the objectives of study 3 indicate that the

supervisory team is very likely to be aware that the characteristics of ABI are important, so

supervisors should emphasise the need to improve one’s capabilities. Having principles and

values in common, and being willing to care about each other’s interests can be emphasized by

the board in company speeches and presentations that are addressed to client-advisers. In addi-

tion, it is advisable to build a common understanding of ‘integrity’ and ‘benevolence’ into the

company’s code of ethics at each client-adviser’s workplace.

It is also recognized that a trusting client-client adviser relationship is created if the client,

as a trustee, is perceived by the client-adviser as capable, benevolent and having integrity. In

general, it should be the main job of the client-adviser to strengthen the client’s abilities. Nev-

ertheless, the dataset revealed that if clients are perceived as less capable, they are less trusted.

To address this, banks might offer information events for clients, to assist clients in ways that
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are beyond the scope of the general client-client adviser relationship. One opportunity would

be to offer road shows to keep clients updated on the latest banking trends. In addition, wide-

spread use of content marketing might be another way to keep clients informed about the bank’s

latest products, trends and legal regulations. The use of content marketing makes for an im-

proved customer experience and can include interactive product assessments – such as webinars

on banking issues.

Fostering a benevolent climate – In chapter 3.3 it was shown that a benevolent climate has

a positive impact on individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI.

Additionally, statements from banks showed that the banks’ clients could perceive an ethical

climate. It is therefore strongly advised to foster a benevolent climate, which primarily aims at

developing a friendly collaboration between client and client-adviser including a team concept

and a focus on social responsibility (Elçi & Alpkan, 2009). The statements indicated that an

ethical climate is often initiated from the top down, so management boards of banks act as role

models and can have a great impact in creating a benevolent climate. To foster a change in

climate it is recommended that client-advisers set new standards and present improved values

and principles based on a benevolent climate in company speeches, presentations and the com-

pany’s code of ethics. Regular communication by electronic device or by meetings at the bank

branch may also strengthen friendships and make for good collaboration between the parties.

Fostering a sustainable banking business – In chapter 3.3 the interview results indicate that

banks’ customers want banking business to be carried out in a responsible and ethical manner.

The strongest effect on trust was from ecologic sustainability and the second strongest effect

was from economic sustainability. With regard to ecologic sustainability, banks should have

the primary intention of offering ethical funds and loans. The interview partners wanted to buy

sustainable products that were specifically designed to be environmentally friendly. In fact,

clients were less concerned about internal ecologic practices than they were about the efficient

use of energy, and programs for resource efficiency.

The second strongest effect was from economic sustainability, which the interviews revealed

as desirable to achieve a long-lasting client-client adviser relationship. A long-lasting strategy

is influenced by several components, such as achieving high value for clients and responsible

client management. Social sustainability seems less important in heightening trust in client-

client adviser relationships although social sustainability enables client-advisers to take on re-

sponsibility for client issues. Social sustainability is more important for internal relationships,

because this dimension fosters a sustainable workplace for all banking employees. However,
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boards of banks have to be aware of the fact that when sustainability is used as a mechanism to

create trust, some clients might be sceptical, because some banks exploit the term ‘sustainabil-

ity’. They pretend to be a sustainable bank but the theory is not turned into action; in those cases

the use of sustainable business practices might lack authenticity and as a consequence be very

unlikely to build trust.

Fostering ethical product and service offerings – Results of chapter 3.3 point out that all

variants of ethical product and service offerings have a positive impact on trust while being

mediated by the perceived factors of trustworthiness. Thus the results indicate that the highly

trusted bank greatly values providing ethical product and service offerings. In a competitive

banking landscape, clients’ expectations are rising. Concerning ethical products and services,

the results showed that firstly ethical PDNs and secondly ODNs had the strongest effect on

individual trust levels. Therefore fostering a trusting client-client adviser relationship, looking

to ethics in pricing and distributing decisions, and ensuring ethical decisions are made with

regard to obligations and the disclosure of suitable information, are important factors.

The dataset revealed that boards of banks and client-advisers should avoid some practices,

presented in the following.

Which practices to avoid in order to foster trust in client-client adviser relationships

Avoiding an egoistic climate – In section 3.3 it was shown that an egoistic climate has a

negative impact on individual trust levels while being mediated by the characteristics of ABI in

client-client adviser relationships. In an egoistic climate self-interest is maximized and there

are egocentric profit motives. Industries where there is high competition and volatility, such as

the banking industry, are likely to build egoistic climates (Arnaud & Schminke, 2012; Simha

& Cullen, 2012). Client-advisers often undergo performance pressure and psychological stress,

which makes self-interested behaviour very likely to occur. Nevertheless, the results suggest

that an egoistic climate is not recommended as it has a strong negative impact on trust in client-

client adviser relationships. Instead a benevolent climate is very likely to foster trust and to

ensure the client’s loyalty. As boards of banks act as role models it is important for them to

support measures such as friendly collaboration between client and client-adviser.

Avoiding FRs and NFRs – In chapter 3.3 it was seen that NFRs in particular, but also FRs,

have a negative impact on individual trust levels in client-client adviser relationships while

being mediated by the characteristics of ABI. It should therefore be an aim of the CRO and the
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risk department to mitigate FRs and NFRs. For a highly trusted bank there should be few FRs.

New improved technology offers new ways of reducing FRs in a cost-efficient way, such as,

for example, using big data, machine learning, and crowdsourcing. Banks must be aware that

new forms of financial risk are emerging, such as model risk, cybersecurity risk and contagion

risk. The results have revealed that when FRs occur they have a negative influence on trustees’

abilities. Current studies in behavioural finance reveal that FRs occur when people feel overly

confident about their own skills (Härle et al., 2016).

NFRs are a large, complex issue for banks as they are difficult to assess and measure (Beck et

al., 2016; Kaminski et al., 2016), so the first piece of advice is to put the topic of NFRs on the

board’s agenda and define this issue as a serious problem. It is further suggested that risk man-

agement should be in line with the first and second lines of defence in banks to keep NFRs well

controlled. NFRs, particularly operational risks, are likely to occur in every area including mar-

keting, which affects client business, so it is beneficial to implement further (online) training

sessions to raise the awareness of client-advisers about NFRs; they could perhaps be confronted

with fictional business situations to show them how to cope with NFRs as they occur. Since

NFRs are difficult to measure, quantifying NFRs would help to better keep track of them. There

are special initiatives well suited to protect clients from both FRs and NFRs, such as anti-money

laundering measures, anti-terrorist-financing measures and initiatives such as ‘Know Your Cli-

ent’.
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APPENDIX A

Data collection approach (I) – MM - Interview guide for employees

The employee’s as well as the client’s questionnaire are composed of three parts: an introductory part, a section referring to sustainability

management and a unit concerning trust management.
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A- Introduction47 Sample response of an interviewee Methodological Com-
ments

I ask Juan during the interview process: “Why have
you decided to work in the banking industry?”

Juan replies: “„Well, I was 18 when I first started to work at a banking institute. Truly
speaking I went to a bank because of the parents. You know, the father always told me <
Do something solid. Become a tax consultant or a banker! > Well, of course, this idea is
totally old fashioned today. But when I grew up, this was common thinking. A solid edu-
cation was regarded to have a high value.”

open-ended question

I ask Ryan during the interview: “Why have you
decided to stay in the banking industry even after
times of GFC?”

Ryan responds: “Well, you have to understand that I am not an investment banker. I am
not the one who created these products that caused the GFC. I was always working in
corporate banking. This is a department focusing on financing tangible goods (...) And
you know, in the age it is not that easy to change the industry. The older you become, the

more difficult it becomes to get a job in another industry.”

open-ended question

- Interview A: Why have you started to work at a
conventional bank?

- Interview B: I ask Danielle “Why have you
changed from a conventional to a sustainable
bank?”

- Interview C: Why have you started to work at a
sustainable bank?

- Interview D: Why have you changed from a sus-
tainable to a conventional bank?

The interview-partner Danielle changed from a conventional to a sustainable bank. She re-
plies: “I am not under an illusion. I never thought that we would change the whole banking
industry but I wanted to be part of an impulse. Well, of course it was also about the content
- sustainability. It was an issue in which I was really interested in. A bank with a high impact
for the society. When I joined the sustainable bank, it was right in the middle of the GFC –
therefore this bank was the place to be!”

open-ended question

I ask Walter: “Please tell me something about your
daily job activities.”

Walter answers: “It is in the responsibility to look after wealthy clients but also to serve
foundations and associations. We take on all tasks referring to their capital investment.
In doing so, we also care for their heritage – so that the family wealth is passed from one
generation to another. And we develop provision schemes for instance for board manag-
ers. That’s important because the state pension is capped by law. No one can receive
more than a pension exceeding 2600 €.“

open-ended question

(continued)

47 These questions go beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, this data may be used for future research but not within this research study.
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B- Sustainability48 Response Methodological Com-
ments

What influence has sustainability on trust in the
banking sector?

Danielle responds: “Well, I believe sustainability to have a huge and positive impact on trust.
You know, nowadays banks are confronted with a massive image problem. Well, and it is their
fault that they have that image problem. This is also illustrated by the erosion of trust in banks.
Well, and I believe that the application of an integrated sustainability approach will have a
huge positive impact on trust in banks. However, it is important to apply an integrated sus-
tainability approach. You will not enhance trust level by only publishing environmental re-
ports.”

open-ended question

I ask Samuel: “Which differences have you spot-
ted between sustainable and conventional
banks?”

Samuel tells: “Well, first it is important to understand in which business situations sustaina-
bility is applied. In doing so, we clearly depict what we are doing with the revenues. So, we
are telling the clients what we are doing. A lot of bankers try to do this with key performance
indicators. I believe that you heard a lot or even read about the concept of sustainability. As
you probably know, the concept of sustainability is a normative business approach which can’t
be measured in figures. And that’s why I believe that it is decisive to tell good stories. We are
continuously applying a sustainable business approach. In addition, we also have to tell why
we are not doing certain activities like e.g. dealing with natural resources.”

open-ended question

I ask Sharon: “In how far can a trusting commu-
nication concept for a sustainable business ap-
proach be developed?”

Sharon replies: “Well, it becomes more difficult to establish a trustworthy communication
concept. This is because there is no clear definition on the concept of sustainability. It is a
high effort to communicate a sustainability concept to the bank’s stakeholders in that way
that the concept is taken seriously and being honoured. Indeed, as a sustainable bank we
have the advantage that we have applied a fully integrated business approach since the
foundation. But it is really difficult to prove that we acting sustainable at all times.”

open-ended question

(continued)

48 These questions go beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, this data is used for future research and not within this research study.
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C- Trust Response Methodological
Comments

Kenneth is asked by me during the interview:
“How do you define trust in your working environ-
ment? Please refer to one of the following stake-
holders: a member of the management board, a su-
pervisor, a subordinate, or else a client?”

Kenneth replies and tells me “First, trust for me is that the supervisor sticks to his word.
Well, and second it is important for me that the supervisor fosters employee development.
You know, I don’t wanna go to the supervisor each time and ask for the authorisation to
join a workshop or a seminar. I want that the supervisor does something for the personal
development every day. Well and last, it’s about sticking to standards: being on time, re-
liability. (…)

- Trustor: Subordi-
nate - Trustee: Su-
pervisor

- open-ended ques-
tion

How important is trust for you to have in this stake
- please indicate the importance of trust on a scale
ranging from 1 (low importance) to 5 (high im-
portance)?

Kenneth replies with a “5” closed-ended ques-
tion, ranked on a 5-
point Likert scale

Alan is asked by me during the interview:
“In which situations have you experienced very
high and very low level of trust? Please refer to
one of the following stakeholders: a member of the
management board, a supervisor, a subordinate,
or else a client.”

Alan tells me during the interview: “Every day I delegate tasks to the subordinates. I
trust the subordinates that these tasks are fulfilled correctly. Referring to a specific situa-
tion: the subordinates give advice to the clients. I expect that clients are attended in a
professional and dependable manner. I expect that if problems arise, the subordinates
will come and talk to me about that issue.”

- Trustor: Supervisor
- Trustee: Subordi-
nate

- open-ended ques-
tion

- open-ended ques-
tion by means of
CIT

After having described the trust situation I state:
“Please indicate the trust level in your CI-situa-
tion. Please judge your trust level on a scale rang-
ing from 1 (low level of trust) to 5 (high level of
trust)?”

Alan responses with a “4” closed-ended ques-
tion, ranked on a 5-
point Likert scale

Table 0–1: Integrated employee MM-interview with open-ended and closed-ended questions and example responses from participants.
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Data collection approach (II) – QUAN-questionnaire for employees

A – Introduction
Name (category) Imelda (ECS)
Bank name49: Bank 20
Please indicate your gender: □ male  female
How old are you? 31
Please indicate your highest education: Haupt-

schule50

□ 

Mittl.
Reife51

□ 

Fach-
abitur52

□ 

A-lev-
els
□ 

University


Hierarchy level w/o Lower Middle Top Specialist

MGMT
function53 MGMT54 MGMT55 MGMT56

□            □              □                □              
If you have staff responsibility, for how many em-
ployees are you responsible? No staff responsibility – 0
For how many years have you worked at this bank-
ing institute? 5

For how many years have you worked in the bank-
ing industry?

6

Do you advise clients? None - 0
How satisfied are you with your current job posi-
tion?

1 (not satisfied at all) 5 (very satisfied)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □ □ □ 
How satisfied have you been in your last job posi-
tion?

1 (not satisfied at all) 5 (very satisfied)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □ □  □ 
How important are the following statements for you
concerning your profession?
- Reputation.
- social projects.
- above average income.
- cooperation with NGOs.
- Offering fewer career opportunities but consists

of a good working atmosphere.

1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □ □  □ 

□ □ □ □ 
□  □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 

49 All banks within this data set were given an identification number to guarantee anonymity and ethical stand-
ards of research.

50 A general school or in Germany and Austria called "Hauptschule" is a secondary school, starting after 4
years of elementary schooling, which offers Lower Secondary Education (Level 2) according to the Interna-
tional Standard Classification of Education.

51 The Mittlere Reife is a school leaving certificate in Germany that is roughly comparable with the American
high school diploma or the British GCSE. It is regularly awarded after ten years of schooling.

52 In Germany and Austria a vocational baccalaureat diploma is also called Fachabitur.
53 e.g. working student, intern, apprentices, clerk
54 e.g. office manager, group leader, junior staff
55 e.g. vice president, managing director, department head, branch manager
56 e.g. executive board, partner, holders
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B – Sustainability
Please answer the following questions:

- Sustainability is a short-term trend.
- The integration of a sustainable business ap-

proach in conventional banking is greenwash-
ing.

- Sustainable and Christian banks are niche play-
ers which are not competing with conventional
banks.

1 (I do not agree at all) - 5 (I fully agree)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □  □ □ 

□ □  □ □ 

□  □ □ □ 

- How important is the topic sustainability for
your banking institute?

1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □ □ □ 
C – Digitalisation
- How important is the topic digitalisation for the

whole banking industry?
1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
1 2 3 4 5

□ □ □ □ 
Table 0–2: Integrated employee questionnaire- QUAN EC/ECS/ES/ESC with closed-ended ques-
tions.
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Results – Systematic Literature Review

Hypotheses of studies 1 show three interrelations (1) OTR and trust; (2) OTR and ABI (3) as well as ABI and trust The hypotheses are based
upon the researcher’s thoughts and current research works. In doing so, a systematic literature review was done beforehand following the works
of Bryman (2016: pp. 90-119). Results are provided in the following.

Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Transformational Leadership

Jung & Avolio (2000) Experiment with 194 student participants Transformational leadership Performance quality (A) Positive

Judge & Piccolo (2004) Meta-analysis based on 626 correlations from 87
sources

Transformational leadership Leader job performance, group or
organization performance, rated
leader effectiveness (A)

Positive

Burke et al. (2007) Qualitative statement Setting clear compelling direction Perception of leader ability (A) Positive

Sosik & Dionne (1997) Qualitative statement Transformational leadership Teamwork (B) Positive

MacKenzie et al. (2001) Questionnaires of 477 sales agents High performance expectations Sportsmanship (B) Positive

Burke et al. (2007) Qualitative statement Setting clear compelling direction View of leader benevolence (B) Positive

Pillai et al. (1999) Questionnaires of 192 and 155 matched leaders
and subordinates

Transformational leadership Procedural justice (I) Positive

Jung & Avolio (2000) Experiment with 194 student participants Transformational leadership Value congruence (I) Positive

MacKenzie et al. (2001) Questionnaires of 477 sales agents Individualized support Civic virtue (I) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Consultative Leadership

Judge & Piccolo (2004) Meta-analysis with 163 independent correlations Consideration Leader job performance, group–
organization performance, leader
effectiveness (A)

Positive

Burke et al. (2006) Meta-analysis based on 231 published and un-
published studies

Consideration behavior Perceived team effectiveness,
team productivity (A)

Positive

Carson et al. (2007) Questionnaire of 59 consulting teams comprised
of 348 MBA students

Shared leadership Team's performance as rated by
the end users of the team's work
(A)

Positive

Korsgaard et al. (1995) Experiment with 20 intact management teams of
a Fortune 500 company

Member input consideration Attachment to the group (B) Positive

Huang et al. (2006) Questionnaire of 173 employees of two Chinese
state-owned enterprises

Participative leadership Organizational commitment (B) Positive

Huang et al. (2010) Questionnaire of 527 employees from a Fortune
500 company

Participative leadership OCBO (B) Positive

Korsgaard et al. (1995) Experiment with 20 intact management teams of
a Fortune 500 company

Consideration of member input Perception of procedural fairness
(I)

Positive

Duck & Fielding (2003) Experiment with 154 first-year psychology stu-
dents

Concern for the interest of the group Fairness (I) Positive

Transactional Leadership

Hater & Bass (1988) Questionnaires of 1,580 managers and subordi-
nates

Transactional factors Individual performance, work-
group performance (A)

Negative
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Howell & Avolio (1993) Questionnaire of 78 managers representing the
top four levels of management in a large Cana-
dian financial institution

Passive and active management by excep-
tion

Unit performance (A) Negative

Howell & Avolio (1993) Questionnaire of 78 managers representing the
top four levels of management in a large Cana-
dian financial institution

Contingent reward Unit performance (A) Negative

MacKenzie et al. (2001) Questionnaires of 477 sales agents Transactional leader behavior In-role sales performance (A) No
impact

Burke et al. (2006) Meta-analysis based on 231 published and un-
published studies

Transactional leadership behavior Perception of team effectiveness
(A)

No
impact

Spinelli (2006) Questionnaire of 101 hospital managers in the US Management by exception passive Perception of the leaders’ effec-
tiveness (A)

Negative

Sosik & Dionne (1997) Qualitative statement Management by exception Teamwork (B) Negative

MacKenzie et al. (2001) Questionnaires of 477 sales agents Transactional leader behavior Salesperson's extra-role perfor-
mance (B)

No
impact

Doucet et al. (2009) Questionnaire of 1,031 hospital employees in
Canada

Management by exception passive Cognitive and relational conflict
(B)

Negative

Ball et al. (1993) Questionnaire of 79 disciplined subordinates from
19 organizations in the US

Punishment Procedural justice (I) Negative

Gavin et al. (1995) Experiment with 220 undergraduate students Manager’s control strategy Perception of interactional justice
(I)

Negative

Pillai et al. (1999) Questionnaires of 192 and 155 matched leaders
and subordinates

Transactional leadership Distributive justice (I) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Laissez-Faire Leadership

Judge & Piccolo (2004) Meta-analysis based on 626 correlations from 87
sources

Laissez-faire leadership Leader effectiveness (A) Negative

Spinelli (2006) Questionnaire of 101 hospital managers in the US Laissez-faire leadership Perception of the leaders’ effec-
tiveness (A)

Negative

Hinkin & Schriesheim (2008) Questionnaire of 62 MBA students in the US Reward omission behavior Supervisor effectiveness (A) Negative

Sosik & Dionne (1997) Qualitative statement Laissez-faire leadership Teamwork (B) Negative

Zohar (2002) Questionnaire of 411 production workers in a
metal processing plan

Laissez-faire leadership Safety climate (B) Negative

Kelloway et al. (2005) Qualitative statement Passive leadership Well-being in the workplace (B) Negative

Skogstad et al. (2007) Questionnaire of 2,273
Norwegian employees

Laissez-faire leadership behavior Conflict-levels of co-workers,
bullying (B)

Negative

Barling et al. (2008) Questionnaire of 611 senior managers who had
attended executive
development courses at a Canadian business

school

Pseudo-transformational leadership Perceptions of abusive supervi-
sion (I)

Negative

Egoistic Climate

Dirks & Ferrin (2002) Qualitative statement Authority Ability to achieve own goals (A) No
direction

Nedkovski et al. (2017) Questionnaire of 6,000 employees in six EU-
countries

Egoistic climate Resourceful organizational envi-
ronment (A)

Positive

Elangovan & Shapiro (1998) Qualitative statement Self-interest-based betrayal behavior Benevolence (B) Negative
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Jones & George (1998) Qualitative statement Conditional trust No subjugating of own needs and
egos (B)

Negative

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Egocentric and opportunistic motives Interest in employee's welfare (B) Positive

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Highly centralized, formalized, and hier-
archical focus on efficiency

Concern for the welfare of others
(B)

Negative

Peterson (2002) Questionnaire of 184 MBA students Self-interest Production deviance (B) Negative

Pellegrini & Scandura (2008) Qualitative statement Authoritarianism Benevolence (B) Negative

Simha & Stachowicz-Stanusch (2015) Questionnaire of 178 managerial employees from
seven hospitals in Poland

Egoistic climate Altruism and organizational citi-
zenship behavior (B)

Negative

Elangovan & Shapiro (1998) Qualitative statement Betrayal behavior/ self-interest Integrity (I) Negative

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Self-enhancing values Integrity (I) Negative

Abrams et al. (2003) Interviews in 20 organizations Acting without integrity/ self-interest Integrity (I) Negative

Benevolent Climate

Farris et al. (1973) Questionnaire of 296 bankers in Brazil Participative organizational climate Effectiveness and Satisfaction (A) Positive

McAllister (1995) Questionnaire of 194 managers and professionals Nature of interpersonal relationships Ability to get work accomplished
(A)

Positive

Mayer & Davis (1999) Field study experiment with three surveys includ-
ing 166, 170, and 193 employees and supervisors

Acceptable appraisal system Level of perceived ability (A) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Abrams et al. (2003) Interviews in 20 organizations Firm performance and knowledge ex-
change

Organizational social climate for
trust and cooperation (A)

Positive

Rohn (2006) Qualitative statement Perception of justice Level of performance and citizen-
ship (A)

Positive

Ruppel & Harrington (2000) Questionnaires of 111 managers Benevolent or non-self-interested climate Greater concern for others (B) Positive

Cullen et al. (2003) Questionnaires of 550 employees in two separate
studies

Concerns for the wellbeing of the organi-
zation’s various stakeholders

Likelihood of employees becom-
ing more committed (B)

Positive

Pellegrini & Scandura (2008) Qualitative statement Benevolence Repay of benevolence when situa-
tion allows (B)

Positive

Pellegrini & Scandura (2008) Qualitative statement Benevolence Commitment to the team (B) Positive

Hansen et al. (2011) Two studies with 1,116 and 2,422 employee per-
sonnel records

Social Responsibility OCB (B) Positive

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Justice principles Behavioral consistency (I) Positive

Mayer & Davis (1999) Field study experiment with three
surveys (166, 170, 193 employees
and supervisors)

Accurately and fairly measured perfor-
mance

Integrity (I) Positive

Collier & Esteban (2007) Qualitative statement Rightful decisions for local circumstances Conviction that company is re-
spectful to local customs (I)

Positive

Principled Climate

Mcknight et al. (1998) Qualitative statement Regulations, guarantees, and legal re-
course

Competence belief (A) Positive

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Consistent managerial behavior over time
and across situations

Ability to make predictions (A) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Mcknight et al. (1998) Qualitative statement Regulations, guarantees, and legal re-
course

Benevolence belief (B) Positive

Mayer & Davis (1999) Field study experiment with three
surveys (166, 170, 193 employees
and supervisors)

Accurate appraisal system Benevolence (B) Positive

Pellegrini & Scandura (2008) Qualitative statement Exercising control Benevolence (B) Positive

Elangovan & Shapiro (1998) Qualitative statement Commitment to principles Integrity (I) Positive

Mcknight et al. (1998) Qualitative statement Regulations, guarantees, and legal re-
course

Honesty belief (I) Positive

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon (1998) Qualitative statement Consistency between manager's words
and deeds

Integrity (I) Positive

Pellegrini & Scandura (2008) Qualitative statement Strong discipline and moral leader behav-
ior

Moral Integrity (I) Positive

Financial risks

Ismal (2010) Conceptual framework Liquidity risk Authority and responsibility (A) Positive

Non-financial Risks

Astakhova et al. (2017) Questionnaire survey consisting of 900 respond-
ents (equally from China, Japan and U.S.) in the
retail industry

Operational risk Demands-ability-fit (A) Negative

Roy (2008) Study on organization structure and risk types in
banking

Operational risk Motivation to share task infor-
mation (I)

Negative

Fiordelisi et al. (2014) Operational loss data collected from ALGO
OpData database (430 operational losses related
to listed companies for 163 banks)

Reputational risk Losses due to execution, delivery
and process management (A)

Negative
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Burke et al. (2007) Integrative model of trust in leadership Reputational risk Successful performance of a task
is important to the personal em-
ployability (B)

Negative

Hall et al. (2004) Analysis of leader behavior and proposition of
implications for dysfunctional leader behavior

Reputational risk Illegal behavior (I) Negative

Gillespie & Dietz (2009) Systemic, multilevel framework Reputational risk Presenting a dishonest and inaccu-
rate diagnosis (I)

Negative

Colquitt et al. (2007) Meta-analysis of 132 independent samples Strategic risk Job performance (A) Negative

Berg et al. (2017) Questionnaire to companies or institutions with
147 participants in Norway

Strategic risk Emotional carrying capacity (B) Positive

Morrison (2001) Review of ethics and the role of integrity in
global leadership

Strategic risk Demonstrating integrity (I) Negative

Kayes et al. (2007) Framework of building organizational integrity Strategic risk Organizational integrity(I) Negative

Burke et al. (2007) Integrative model of trust in leadership Strategic risk Unethical behavior (I) Negative

Table 0–3: Systematic literature review for the relation of OTR on ABI factors in supervisor-subordinate relation.
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APPENDIX B

Data collection approach (I) – MM - Interview guide for clients

In the following, examples for all questions which were raised during the client-interviews

are presented. As in the employee questionnaire, the client questionnaire is divided into three

sub-sections: an introductory part, a section referring to sustainability management and a unit

concerning trust management.
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A - Introduction57 Sample response of an interviewee Methodological
Comments

I ask Waylon: “Why have you decided to
invest your money

- Interview A: at a conventional bank?
- Interview B: at a sustainable bank?”
- Interview C: at a Christian bank?

Waylon replies: “The primary reason was that I actually work in the sustainability sector. The
enterprise offers a variety of services being interlinked to the concept of sustainability. Thus, it
is evident that we also have a cash account at a sustainable banking institute.”

open-ended
question

- Interview B: I ask Alistair “Why have
you changed from a conventional to a
sustainable bank?”

- Interview C: “Why have you changed
from a conventional to a Christian
bank?”

I asked Alistair why he changed from a conventional to a Christian banking institute: “The main
reason to change to a Christian banking institute was that I was not satisfied with the former,
conventional bank anymore. In addition, I moved to another city and then there was this spatial
distance I couldn’t cope with. Well, and third, I work at the Catholic Church. So, the account is
free of charge and I also have trust in that bank.”
Simone: „Please explain the reason for change in more detail. Why haven’t you been satisfied?“
Alistair notes: “Well, as I said it was the spatial distance. Since the childhood I had this account
and now I moved to another town. I need a bank close to the residence. Otherwise I can’t use the
service of the bank. Well, and as I said before, the bank account was not free of charge – I had
to pay high account management fees. Moreover, in sales conversation I always had the feeling
that the client-adviser was more focusing on selling their own products than offering those prod-
ucts fitting best to the needs.”

open-ended
question

(continued)

57 These questions go beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, this data is used for future research but not within the following four research study.
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B- Sustainability58 Sample response of an interviewee Methodological

Comments
I ask Harry during the interview: “Do
you own sustainable investments? If this
is the case which one and why?”

Harry responds: “Well, I have heard of sustainable banking products. But I never in-
vested.”
Simone asks: “Why didn’t you invest? Please explain the reasons. “
Harry: “Well, I am more conservative. I judge these sustainable products to be attractive.
But for me, they are not that attractive that I would invest. I know there are some sustaina-
ble banks which focus on selling them. But as I said before, they are not attractive enough
for me.”
Simone asks: “What do you mean by attractiveness?”
Harry maintains: “Amongst others it is the return. I expect it to be lower when buying sus-
tainable products”

open-ended question

Interview B: I ask Nathaniel “Do you
spot any differences between conven-
tional and sustainable banks?”
Interview C: “Do you spot any differ-
ences between conventional and Chris-
tian banks?”

Nathaniel answers: “For me, the most important difference between a conventional and a
sustainable bank is transparency. I have the feeling that sustainable banks are more trans-
parent. In addition, I don’t believe that conventional banks changed their attitude and be-
haviour positively after the GFC. Sometimes I have the feeling that they are behaving even
worse than before the crisis.”

open-ended question

(continued)

58 These questions go beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, this data is used for future research but not within this research study.
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C – Trust Response Methodological

Comments
I ask Liv, during the interview: “How do you
define trust in the banking environment? Please
refer to one of the following stakeholders: a cli-
ent-adviser or a member of the management
board.”

Liv replies while referring to the management board “I would trust the management
board, if board members are being held accountable for success but also for their
failures. For me that would be a good standard. Today it is like this: banks are led
by board members and they can do whatever they want to do. If they cause an or-
ganisational failure board members leave the bank but nonetheless they receive a
high bonus. That’s not tolerable at all. They have to be held accountable for their
decisions. Only in this way I can trust a board member”

- Trustor: client -
Trustee: manage-
ment board

- open-ended ques-
tion

I ask Liv “How important is trust for you to
have in this stake - please indicate the im-
portance of trust on a scale ranging from 1 (low
importance) to 5 (high importance)?”

Liv replies with a “5” closed-ended ques-
tion, ranked on a 5-
point Likert scale

I asked Jamie during the interview:
“In which situations have you experienced very
high and very low level of trust? Please refer to
one of the following stakeholders: a member of
the management board or a client adviser.”

Jamie tells me during the interview: “Well, I already had a bank account at this
bank as a business client. But I decided to open a bank account as a private client.
But believe me, the whole process behind it was so complicated. I explained this ob-
stacle to a member of the management board. But instead of speeding up and sim-
plifying the process he just answered: “Maybe we don’t want to have you as a pri-
vate client”. Indeed, I had the feeling that his statement was an embarrassing situa-
tion for the whole management board. Nevertheless, I draw the consequences out of
this situation and never joined the bank as a private client. I stayed at the local
bank.”

- Trustor: client
Trustee: manage-
ment board

- open-ended ques-
tion using CIT

After having described the trust situation I
state: “Please indicate the trust level in your
CI-situation: How important is trust for you to
have in this stake – please judge your trust level
on a scale ranging from 1 (low level of trust) to
5 (high level of trust)?”

Jamie responses with a “1” closed-ended ques-
tion, ranked on a 5-
point Likert scale

Table 0–1: Integrated client MM-interview with open-ended and closed-ended questions and example responses from participants.

(continued)
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Data collection approach (II) – QUAN-questionnaire for clients

In the following the client questionnaire is depicted, combining questions of six groups hav-

ing presented above: PCC, BCC, ICC, PCS, BCS, ICS

A1 - Introduction – Private Clients
Name and Category: Cam (PCS)
Please indicate your gender:  male □ female 

How old are you? _39__
Please indicate your highest education: Haupt-

schule59

□ 

Mittl.
Reife60

□ 

Fach-abi-
tur61

□ 

A-levels

□ 

University


profession: full time employed 

half time employed                                                              □ 
house wife / house husband                                                 □ 
pensioner                                                                             □ 
student                                                                                 □ 
seeking work □

industry62 agriculture                                                                           □ 
advisory                                                                     □ 
chemistry and resources □                          
craft and services                                                                 □ 
e-commerce and mail order business                                  □ 
energy and environment                                                      □ 

finance, insurance and banks 
leisure time                                                                          □ 
society                                                                                 □ 
trading and commerce                                                         □ 
internet                                                                                 □ 
consumption and FMCG                                                     □ 
media and marketing                                                           □ 
metal and electronics                                                           □ 
pharmacy and health                                                            □ 
technique and telecommunication                                       □ 
tourism and gastronomy                                                      □ 
traffic and logistics                                                              □ 
administration and  defense                                                 □ 
economics and politics                                                        □ 
other □

Hierarchy w/o Lower Middle Top Specialist
MGMT
function63 MGMT64 MGMT65 MGMT66

□               □                 □                    □                        

59 A general school or in Germany and Austria called "Hauptschule" is a secondary school, starting after 4
years of elementary schooling, which offers Lower Secondary Education (Level 2) according to the Interna-
tional Standard Classification of Education.

60 The Mittlere Reife is a school leaving certificate in Germany that is roughly comparable with the American
high school diploma or the British GCSE. It is regularly awarded after ten years of schooling.

61 In Germany and Austria, a vocational baccalaureat diploma is also called Fachabitur.
62 The industry classification was taken from statista, 2016a
63 e.g. working student, intern, apprentices, clerk
64 e.g. office manager, group leader, junior staff
65 e.g. vice president, managing director, department head, branch manager
66 e.g. executive board, partner, holders
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Please indicate the amount of your net
household income that is to say the in-
come taken together from all persons in
your household.

below € 1.000                                                               □ 
€ 1.001 - € 2.500                                                           □ 
€ 2.501 - € 3.000                                                           □ 
€ 3.001 - € 4.000                                                           □ 

€ 4.001 and above 

Please define your family status. - single                                                                            □ 
- single with children living in the household                □ 
- living together / married with children living in the household


- living together / married without children living in the house-

hold □
How was your attention drawn to this
banking institute?

- family                                                                           □ 

- friends 
- colleagues                                                                     □ 
- advertisment                                                                 □ 
- branches                                                                        □ 
- homepage                                                                      □ 

- sustainable product offerings 
- other □

A2 - Introduction for business and institutional clients
Name: n.a.67

Please indicate your gender: □ male □ female
How old are you? ___
Hierarchy w/o Lower Middle Top Specialist

MGMT
function68 MGMT69 MGMT70 MGMT71

□ □ □ □ 0 □
Responsibility CEO CFO owner other

□ □ □ □
industry agriculture                                                                           □ 

advisory                                                                     □ 
chemistry and resources □                          
craft and services                                                                 □ 
e-commerce and mail order business                                  □ 
energy and environment                                                      □ 
finance, insurance and banks                                               □ 
leisure time                                                                          □ 
society                                                                                 □ 
trad,ing and commerce                                                         □ 
internet                                                                                 □ 
consumption and FMCG                                                     □ 
media and marketing                                                           □ 
metal and electronics                                                           □ 
pharmacy and health                                                            □ 
technique and telecommunication                                       □ 
tourism and gastronomy                                                      □ 
traffic and logistics                                                              □ 
administration and  defense                                                 □ 
economics and politics                                                        □ 
other □

67 Cam was interviewed as a private client. Only the part of the questionnaire A1 was therefore used for data
collection. The part A2 was only used if business or institutional clients were interviewed.

68 working student, intern, apprentices, clerk
69 office manager, group leader, junior staff
70 vice president, managing director, department head, branch manager
71 executive board, partner, holders
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Please state the annual revenue of your
enterprise?

below € 1 Mio.                                                                      □ 
€ 5-10 Mio.                                                                            □ 
€ 10-25 Mio.                                                                          □ 
€ 25- 50 Mio. €                                                                      □ 
€ 50-100 Mio.                                                                        □ 
€ 50-100 Mio. € and above □

How was your attention drawn to this
banking institute?

competitors                                                                            □ 
colle,agues                                                                              □ 
advertisement                                                                        □ 
branches                                                                                □ 
web                                                                                        □ 
sustainable product offerings                                                □ 
other □

B- Trust Bank name72 Duration of client-bank relation-
ship in years

Bank I Bank 61 7 years

Bank II Bank 19 3 years
Bank III - -
Bank VI - -
Last Bank - -

How satisfied are you with bank 61?

How satisfied are you with bank 19?

- - (not satisfied at all) + / + (fully satisfied)

- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

As a client of bank 61 I have the impression that
- The bank-adviser is very concerned about the

well-fare.
- The bank-adviser is well qualified.
- The bank-adviser tries hard to be fair in dealing

with others.
- I never have to wonder that the bank adviser

stick to his word.
- The bank adviser is very capable of performing

his job.
- The needs and desires are very important to the

bank adviser.
- The bank-adviser would not knowingly do any-

thing to hurt me.

- - (disagree strongly) + / + (agree strongly)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

As a client of bank 1973 I have the impression that

- The bank-adviser is very concerned about the
well-fare.

- The bank-adviser is well qualified.
- The bank-adviser tries hard to be fair in dealing

with others.
- I never have to wonder that the bank adviser

sticks to his word.
- The bank adviser is very capable of performing

his job.
- The needs and desires are very important to the

bank adviser.

- - (disagree strongly) + / + (agree strongly)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ □

72 All banks within this data set were given an identification number to guarantee both anonymity and ethical
standards of research.

73 Cam explains that he is not able to judge bank 19 by means of this scale. This is because he does not have
any personal contact to a bank-adviser at bank 19, he only obtains an online account.
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- The bank-adviser would not knowingly do any-
thing to hurt me. □ □ □ □ □ 

C – General aspects, product & service offerings
How important are the following aspects for you
when dealing with a banking institution?

- reputation
- support of social projects
- return
- cooperation with NGOs
- lower personal return but money is invested in

sustainable investments
- purpose of money
- data security,

1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □  □ 

□ □ □  □ 

□ □ □ □ 
□ □  □ □ 
□ □ □ □ □  

□ □ □ □ 
□ □ □ □ 

How important are digital product service offerings
for you?

1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □  □ 
How important do you believe is the topic digitalisa-
tion for the banking industry?

1 (not important at all) 5 (very important)
- - - / + + + / +

□ □ □  □ 

- It is decisive for me to have a good access to
the bank branch.

- The extension of product offerings by coperat-
ing firms (e.g. insurance companies) is decisive
for me when choosing a bank

- It is decisive for me to have a good access to
the self-service-zone at the bank (including e.g.
ATM, statement printer)

- - (disagree strongly) + / + (agree strongly)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □  □ □

 □ □ □ □ 

 □ □ □ □ 

- It is decisive for me to have a good contact to
the client-adviser in the bank branch when
choosing a bank.

- It is decisive that the client adviser offers me to
give me a one-to-one counselling interview at
home.

- It is decisive that the client adviser offers me to
give me a one-to-one counselling interview via
video chat or voice call service.

- For me it is s,ufficient to have a personal client-
adviser whom I can call or write an email.

- I do not need any counselling interviews of the
client-adviser, I always look up information by
myself (e.g. in the internet).

- - (disagree strongly) + / + (agree strongly)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □  □ □

 □ □ □ □ 

 □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 
D- Sustainability

- I am interested in the topic of sustainability in
banks.

- I am aware of sustainable banks in the banking
sector (e.g. Triodos bank, Ethik Bank, GLS Bank
etc.)

- Sustainability is a short-term trend in the banking
sector.

- - (stimme gar nicht zu) + / + (stimme voll zu)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □ □ 

□ □ □ □ 

 □ □ □ □ 

□ □ □  □ 
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- The complete integration of a sustainable business
approach in conventional banking is Greenwash-
ing.

- Sustainable and Christian banks are niche players
which are not competing with conventional banks.

□ □ □ □ 

How important do you judge the topic of sustainability
for the banking industry?

- - (gar nicht wichtig) + / + (sehr wichtig)
- - - - / + + + / +

□ □ □ □ 
Table 0–2: Integrated client questionnaire- QUAN PCC/BCC/ICC/PCS/BCS/ICS with closed-
ended questions.
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Results – Systematic Literature Review

Hypotheses of studies 2 show three interrelations (1) OTR and trust (2) OTR and ABI (3) as well as ABI and trust. The hypotheses are based
upon the own thoughts and current research works. In doing so, the researcher did a systematic literature review beforehand following the works
of Bryman (2016: pp. 90-119). Results are provided in the following.

Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Egoistic Climate

Simha & Cullen (2012) Qualitative statement Egoistic climate Measures of personal success (A) Positive

Barnett & Schubert (2002) Questionnaires of 270 employees at two locations
of a large department store

Egoism-self interest Covenantal relationship (B) Positive

Cullen et al. (2003) Questionnaires of 550 employees in two separate
studies

Perception of an egoistic climate Organizational commitment (I) Positive

Vlachos et al. (2009) Questionnaires of 830 randomly selected residents
of major metropolitan areas in Greece

Profit-motivated giving Loyalty (I) Positive

Benevolent Climate

Pivato et al. (2008) Questionnaire survey consisting of 400 consumers
buying organic products

Perception of social orientation Product-trust (A) Positive

Swaen & Chumpitaz (2008) 54 consumer interviews and a questionnaire of 179
consumers

Social responsible activities Perceived credibility and quality (A) Positive

Vlachos et al. (2009) Questionnaires of 830 randomly selected residents
of
major metropolitan areas in Greece

CSR Benevolence-motivated giving (B) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business students and 449
general consumers in Korea

Ethical CSR practices Social benevolence trust (B) Positive

Swaen & Chumpitaz (2008) 54 consumer interviews and a questionnaire of 179
consumers

Social responsible activities Perceived integrity (I) Positive

Vlachos et al. (2009)) Questionnaires of 830 randomly selected residents
of
major metropolitan areas in Greece

CSR Moral capital (I) Positive

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business students and 449
general consumers in Korea

Ethical CSR practices Consumer's integrity trust (I) Positive

Principled Climate

Cazier et al. (2006) Experiment on 297 undergraduate
business students

Value congruence Ability (A) Positive

Jaramillo et al. (2006) Questionnaire of 138 salespeople of a large retailer
in 16 US states

Ethical climate Better job performance (A) Positive

Jaramillo et al. (2006)) Survey questionnaire of 333 US salespeople Ethical reputation Salesperson's ability (A) Positive

Luria & Yagil (2008) Questionnaires of 171 restaurant employees and
103 customers (at the same restaurant) in 20 restau-
rants

Ethical climate Employee performance (A) Positive

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business students and 449
general consumers in Korea

Legal CSR practices Company's expertise (A) Positive

Cazier et al. (2006) Experiment on 297 undergraduate
business students

Value congruence Benevolence (B) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business students and 449
general consumers in Korea

Ethical CSR practices Social benevolence trust (B) Positive

Schwepker (2001) Questionnaire of 152 salespeople in the US Ethical climate Organizational commitment (I) Positive

Cullen et al. (2003) Questionnaires of 550 employees in two separate
studies

Perceptions of a principled climate Organizational commitment (I) Positive

Cazier et al. (2006) Experiment on 297 undergraduate
business students

Value congruence Integrity (I) Positive

Mulki et al. (2006) Survey questionnaire of 333 US salespeople Ethical climate Organizational commitment (I) Positive

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business students and 449
general consumers in Korea

Legal CSR practices Integrity (I) Positive

Social Sustainability

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business school students and
449 general consumers in South Korea

Corporate social responsibility Social benevolence trust (B) Positive

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business school students and
449 general consumers in South Korea

Corporate social responsibility Consumers' integrity trust (I) Positive

Economic Sustainability

Andersson et al. (2005) Questionnaire of 33 supervisors working in a phar-
maceutical company headquartered in the U.K.

Corporate commitment to sustainability Trust (in general) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Park et al. (2014) Questionnaire of 145 business school students and
449 general consumers in South Korea

Economic CSR practices Company's expertise (A) Positive

Ganesan (1994) Questionnaire of 124 retail buyers and 52 vendors
from six regional department store chains

Perceptions of specific investments Vendor benevolence (B) Positive

Ecologic Sustainability

Chen & Chang (2013) Questionnaire of 252 Taiwanese consumers Decrease of greenwash Green trust (I) Positive

Financial Risks

Grable & Rabbani (2017) Questionnaire with nearly 100,000 participants
over age 35

Liquidity risk Engagement in the stock market (A) Positive

Ismal (2010) Conceptual framework Credit risk Ability to repay the interest (A) Negative

Ciccarelli et al. (2015) Survey in the Euro area and the U.S. about credit
market development and bank lending standards

Credit risk Ability […] to extend […] and get credit
(A)

Negative

Roy (2008) Study on organization structure and risk types in
banking

Credit risk Moral hazard and conflict of interest (I) Negative

Padilla & Pagano (2000) Analysis of the effects of information sharing be-
tween creditors

Credit risk Moral hazard (I) Negative

Grable & Heo (2017) Questionnaire to test the reactions of 35 years of
age or older investors to market volatility

Market risk Learn to predict and avoid risk (A) Negative

Non-Financial Risks

Kim et al. (2008) Questionnaire of 512 undergraduate students Perceptions of privacy protections Consumer's trust (in general) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Kim et al. (2008) Questionnaire of 512 undergraduate students Consumer's perceived risks Consumer's intention to purchase (in gen-
eral)

Negative

Pennington et al. (2003) Questionnaire of 266 potential online shoppers Perceived reputation Perceived trust vendor (in general) Positive

Ganesan (1994) Questionnaire of 124 retail buyers and 52 vendors
from six regional department store chains

Vendor's reputation Vendor's credibility (I) Positive

Chen & Chang (2013) Questionnaire of 252 Taiwanese consumers Green perceived risk Green trust (I) Negative

Saleuddin (2014) Data collected from interviews with key personal at
some of Canada’s largest financial institutions

Operational risk Expertise to judge (A) Negative

Blois & Ryan (2013) Illustration how a financial fraud can utilize the in-
terpersonal trust

Operational risk Communal sharing values (i.e. positive
feelings) (B)

Positive

Jonas & Frey (2003) Two experiments with 62 and 100 students from
the University of Munich

Operational risk To give clear and unambiguous advice and
to thus reduce uncertainty (I)

Negative

Blois & Ryan (2013) Illustration how a financial fraud can utilize the in-
terpersonal trust

Operational risk Cheating (I) Negative

Ismal (2010) Conceptual framework Reputational risk Balance […], manage […], mitigate […]
(A)

Negative

Gillespie & Dietz (2009) Systemic, multilevel framework Reputational risk Incompetence and lack of benevolence (B) Negative

Saleuddin (2014) Data collected from interviews with key personal at
some of Canada’s largest financial institutions

Reputational risk Benefit of client (I) Negative

Nguyen et al. (2016) Questionnaire of 538 clients of advisors from nine
Financial Service Council member organizations in
Australia

Strategic risk Financial knowledge and literacy (A) Negative

Salvador et al. (2013) Primary sources found in library archives in Spain
and Argentina. The focal case refers to the contract
signed and executed between the South Sea Com-
pany and Captain José de Salinas

Strategic risk Risky business practices and ethical fail-
ures (I)

Negative
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Price and Distribution Norms

Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) Questionnaires of 232 retail bank customers with
checking accounts in Germany

Reliable and successful service delivery Performance (A) Positive

Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) Questionnaires of 232 retail bank customers with
checking accounts in Germany

“Good” intentions by the company doing
the service

Benevolence (B) Positive

Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) Questionnaires of 232 retail bank customers with
checking accounts in Germany

Satisfaction with performance Acting in the interest of the customer (B) Positive

Swan & Nolan (1985) Questionnaire of 42 medical salespeople Salesperson mentions disadvantages of
his/her product

Honesty (I) Positive

Kantsperger & Kunz (2010) Questionnaires of 232 retail bank customers with
checking accounts in Germany

Credibility Loyalty (I) Positive

Information and Contract Norms

Kennedy et al. (2001) Questionnaire of 704 car buyers in the US Low-pressure selling tactics Competence (A) Positive

Gefen & Straub (2004) Two free simulation experiments in US-business
schools with 421 MBA subjects in total

Social presence Benevolence (B) Positive

Lin & Wang (2008) Interviews of 243 adolescents aged people from 12
to 18 in Taiwan

Providing information Convenience (B) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Gefen & Straub (2004) Two free simulation experiments in US-business
schools with 421 MBA subjects in total

Social presence Integrity (I) Positive

Kundu & Datta (2015) Questionnaire of 367 customers of internet banking Taking care of privacy of personal and
transactional information

Perception of security (I) Positive

Product and Promotion Norms

Kennedy et al. (2001) Questionnaire of 704 car buyers in the US Product and service quality Trust for actions of seller and service pro-
vider (A)

Positive

Lin & Wang (2008) Interviews of 243 adolescents aged people from 12
to 18 in Taiwan

Product description Convenience (B) Positive

Swan & Nolan (1985) Questionnaire of 42 medical salespeople Product quality Honesty (I) Positive

Lin & Wang (2008) Interviews of 243 adolescents aged people from 12
to 18 in Taiwan

Promotion Reliability (I) Positive

Obligation and Disclosure Norms

Nakayachi & Watabe (2005) Experiment with 198 undergraduate psychology
students in Japan

Voluntary hostage posting by organizations Ability (A) Positive

Hill et al. (2009) Questionnaire of 110 tier one suppliers of major
corporations in the US

Feelings of no psychological contract vio-
lation

Benevolence (B) Positive

Dasgupta (2009), Qualitative statement Disposition to morally or socially obey the
norm

Consistency between words and deeds (I) Positive

General Honesty and Integrity

Johnson/Rowatt/
Petrini (2011)

Questionnaire asking 269 employees of a company
providing regular assisted living support to custom-
ers

Honesty-humility Performance (A) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Swan et al. (1985) Questionnaire of 42 medical salespeople Exhibiting an attribute (e.g. honesty) that is
not typical for a particular role

Honesty (B) Positive

Dasgupta (2009) Qualitative statement Adhering to all applicable laws and regula-
tions

No reneging (I) Positive

Table 0–3: Systematic literature review for the relation of OTR on ABI factors in client client-adviser relation.
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APPENDIX C
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Data collection approach (I) – QUAN- unobtrusive measures

Table 0–1 points out the collection of QUAN – unobtrusive measures of Germany’s largest bank based upon its balance sum (statista, 2016b).
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2006 11 1 4 68849 8,55% 16776500 4,58% 1584 4 4 4 - 67 - - -

2007 11 1 4 78291 13,71% 16877300 0,60% 2020 2 5 4 - 69 - - -

2008 11 1 4 80456 2,77% 18157400 7,58% 2202 2 5 4 - 73 69 81 64

2009 11 1 4 77053 -4,23% 18885400 4,01% 1501 2 5 4 - 77 - - -

2010 11 1 4 102062 32,46% 31148100 64,93% 1906 4 5 4 7 80 - - -

2011 11 1 4 100996 -1,04% 31007000 -0,45% 2164 4 5 5 8 75 72 76 80

2012 11 1 4 98219 -2,75% 30903300 -0,33% 2012 6 5 5 8 78 67 81 91

2013 11 1 4 98254 0,04% 30605885 -0,96% 1611 6 6 5 8 72 69 76 68

2014 11 1 4 98138 -0,12% 29923800 -2,23% 1709 7 6 5 8 70 65 72 75

2015 11 1 4 101104 3,02% - - 1629 7 8 7 - - - - -

Table 0–1: QUAN- unobtrusive measures exemplified by means of Germany’s biggest bank according to its balance sum

74 conventional bank = 1 (universal bank=11, state bank=12 saving bank=13 cooperative bank =14 private bank =15 ); sustainable bank = 2; Christian bank= 3 others = 4
75 public limited company (AG) =1; partnership limited by shares (KGaA) = 2; limited company (GmbH) = 3; partnership (OHG) = 4; KG =5; GmbH & Co. KG =6;

cooperative = 7 public agency = 8
76 AR =1; AR and SR =2; AR and HRR =3; AR, SR, HRR = 4
77 Rating scale Moody: Aaa=1; Aa1=2; Aa2=3; Aa3=4; A1=5; A2=6; A3=7; Baa1=8; Baa2=9; Baa3=10; Ba1= 11; Ba2=12; Ba3=13; B1=14; B2=15; B3=16; Caa1=17;

Caa2=18; Caa3=19; Ca=20; C=21; (AAA= lowest probability of default.; RD= highest probability of default)
78 Rating scale S&P: AAA = 1; AA+=2; AA=3; AA-=4; A+=5; A=6; A-=7; BBB+=8; BBB=9; BBB-=10; BB+=11; BB=12; BB-=13; B+=14; B=15; B-=16; CCC+=17;

CCC=18; CCC-=19; CC=20; SD=21; D=22; (AAA= lowest probability of default.; RD= highest probability of default)
79 Rating scale Fitch: AAA=1; AA+=2; AA=3; AA-=4; A+=5; A=6; A-=7; BBB+=8; BBB=9; BBB-=10; BB+=11; BB=12; BB-=13; B+=14; B=15; B-=16; CCC=17;

RD=18; (AAA= lowest probability of default.; RD= highest probability of default)
80 Sustainability Rating scale oekom research: A+=1; A=2; A-=3; B+=4; B=5; B-=6; C+=7; C=8; C-=9; D+=10; D=11; D-=12; (A+= high sustainability alignment; D-=no

sustainability alignment)
81 Rob-Sam is rated on a scale from 0-100. (100= high sustainability alignment; 0=no sustainability alignment)
82 A swap designed to transfer the credit exposure of fixed income products between two or more parties. (Investopedia, 2017).
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Data collection approach (II) – QUAL-questionnaire for clients - unobtrusive measures

(continued)
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Table 0–2: QUAL- unobtrusive measures exemplified by means of Germany’s biggest bank according to its balance sum. 83

83 The number 66 indicates that an objective or the objective’s changes could not be detected in the bank’s public report.
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Results – Systematic Literature Review

Hypotheses of studies 3 show the interrelations of OTR on ABI. The hypotheses are based upon the researcher’s thoughts and current research
works. In doing so, a systematic literature review was done beforehand following the works of Bryman (2016: pp. 90-119). Results are provided
in the following.

Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Transformational Leadership

Boies et al. (2015) Experimental manipulation of the leadership
style assigned to 44 teams taking part in a re-
source-maximization task

Transformational leadership Team performance and creativity / com-
munication, ability

Positive

Doucet et al. (2015) Questionnaires of 153 account managers of a fi-
nancial services institution in Canada

Transformational-transactional leadership Leaders’ effectiveness (ability); Employ-
ees’ perception of trust, justice, commit-
ment, as well as supervisor-rated in-role
and contextual performance

Positive

Zhu et al. (2013) Study examines the mediating effects of cogni-
tive and affective trust on the relationship be-
tween follower perceptions of transformational
leadership behavior and their work outcomes;
data obtained from 318 supervisor-subordinate
dyads from a manufacturing organization located
in mainland China

Transformational leadership Affective trust (affective organizational
commitment, organizational citizenship
behaviors, job performance)

Positive

Kelloway et al. (2012) 2 studies to examine the relationship between
employees’ perception of their managers’ trans-
formational leadership style and employees’ psy-
chological well-being; Study 1 N=436 field-
workers in a large Canadian telecommunications
organization, who rated their first line supervi-
sor; Study 2 N=269 usable responses of em-
ployed individuals who fitted the criteria (via
Study Response service)

Transformational leadership Employees’ psychological well-being Positive

Burke et al. (2007) Development of an integrative model of trust in
leadership

Transformational leadership Trustworthiness (integrity – interactional
justice)

Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

MacKenzie et al. (2001) Measures of six forms of transformational leader
behavior, two forms of transactional leader be-
havior, trust, and role ambiguity were obtained
from 477 sales agents working for a large na-
tional insurance company

Transformational leadership, transactional
leadership

Trust/ (extra-role) performance, OCB Positive

Pillai et al. (1999) Structural equation modeling was used to test a
theoretical model with two independent samples
that were comprised of 192 and 155 matched
leaders and subordinates

Transformational leadership Trustworthiness ( OCB, procedural jus-
tice - perceived fairness)

Positive

Parry & Proctor-Thomson (2002) Survey with the Perceived Leader Integrity Scale
of a national sample of 1354 managers in public
and private sectors, New Zealand

(1) transformational leadership; (2) lais-
sez-faire leadership

Perceived integrity Positive;
Negative

Consultative Leadership

Oshagbemi (2008) Survey data from 409 managers from UK indus-
tries was analyzed to obtain a more complete
and accurate picture of the variables related to
leadership practice

Consultative leadership Age of manager/collective decisions, hi-
erarchy

Positive

Gillespie & Mann (2004) Questionnaires of 83 teams members drawn
from 33 R&D project teams to investigate the re-
lationship between a set of leadership practices
and members’ trust in their leader

Consultative leadership Trust (leadership effectiveness) Positive

Transactional Leadership

Elgamal (2004) Data were collected from 179 middle and direct
level managers in 17 private Egyptian organiza-
tions to test a comprehensive model of relation-
ships between transactional and transformational
leadership trust in organizations, organizational
justice, intention to leave and organizational citi-
zenship behavior

Transactional leadership OCB (benevolence) Positive

Miao et al. (2014) Data obtained from 247 dyads in a manufactur-
ing organization located in mainland China to
examine the mediating effects of cognitive trust
and affective trust on the relationship between
supervisors’ participative leadership behavior
and subordinate work outcomes; structural equa-
tion modeling

Participative leadership Affective trust (performance, OCB, be-
nevolence)

Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Laissez-Faire Leadership

Sosik & Dionne (1997) Analysis of existing literature/research to exam-
ine the relationship between a full range of lead-
ership styles (eg. laissez faire) and five specific
TQM behavior factors derived from Deming’s
(1986) Fourteen Points (eg. trust building)

Laissez-faire leadership Trust (perception of leaders’ ability) Negative

Skogstad et al. (2007) Survey of 2273 Norwegian employees was con-
ducted and anlyzed. Laissez-faire leadership was
positively correlated with role conflict, role am-
biguity, and conflicts with coworkers

Laissez-faire leadership Trust (benevolence) Negative

Egoistic Climate

Davis et al. (2000) Interorganizational comparisons of trust and per-
formance levels in semi-autonomous organiza-
tions (corporation consisting of a chain of nine
restaurants);
Employee survey measuring the attitudinal varia-
bles including trust for the GM (general man-
ager), and ability, benevolence and integrity of
the GM.

Organizational effectiveness (perfor-
mance)

Trust Positive

Skarlicki & Folger (1997) Web-based survey of 174 employees at a bank’s
financial services department in Western Can-
ada. Asked to rate the trustworthiness of their
coworkers.

Performance (three items from Williams
and Anderson’s (1991) in-role perfor-
mance measure)

Trustworthiness (capability, integrity, be-
nevolence)

Positive

Colvard (2004) Qualitative statement Effectiveness Ability, integrity Positive

Whitener, Brodt, Korsgaard & Jon
(1998)

Qualitative statement; propositions based on pre-
vious literature

Self-interest Trustworthy behavior (behavioral con-
sistency, behavioral integrity, demonstra-
tion of concern (benevolence)

Negative

Hope-Hailey et al. (2012) As part of the CIPD-sponsored research, ques-
tions about trust were added to the institute’s
quarterly survey of UK employees carried out in
September 2011 & Collection of qualitative data
about trust repair through in-depth case studies
of 14 organisations, interviewing 220 people in
September 2011.

Profit Benevolence (trustworthiness compo-
nents: ability, benevolence, integrity, pre-
dictability)

Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

,Soule (1998) Qualitative statement; evaluation of case studies Self-interest Trust, integrity Negative

Benevolent Climate

Brady (2003) Qualitative statement; case examples Responsibility (brand advantage – per-
ceived performance)

Trust (ability) Positive

Jung et al. (2011) Multi-study experimental investigation; Experi-
ment 1 (N=80), Experiment 2 (N=40), Experi-
ment 3 (N=80)

Friendship (cultural norm) Benevolence/reciprocity Positive

Barczak et al. (2010) Survey of 82 student teams at a large university
in the northeast United States

Team interest (creative effort) Trust (benevolence) Positive

Lin (2010) Survey of personnel from 20 large firms of an
industrial zone in northern Taiwan, including
both traditional and high-tech firms (600 ques-
tionnaires distributed; 428 responses)

Corporate citizenship Trust (work engagement) Positive

Burris et al. (2009) Three studies on the effects of inner-circle mem-
bership on group dynamics and interpersonal in-
fluence in hierarchical teams; Study 1 (51 groups
of four undergraduates), Study 2 (34 groups of
three undergraduates), Study 3 (survey data from
supervisors and subordinates in a large federal
agency with operations across the United States)

Group processes and performance Integrity (leader’s inner circle) Positive

Collins (1980) Qualitative statement; Interviews with three
company founders about their experiences

Friendship (managerial success) Benevolence Positive

Hansen et al. (2016) Multi-experience model of perceived ethical cli-
mate; using a multiple-wave field study (N=201)
conducted at a privately held US corporation to
support the model

CSR climate (top management ethical
leadership)

Propensity to trust (integrity) Positive

Principled Climate

Green & Howe (2012) Qualitative Statement Collaboration Trust (leadership ability) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

Sørensen et al. (2011) Analysis of trust dynamics development over
time in two Danish manufacturing firms affected
by major change programmes

Rules (standard operating procedures);
uncertainty (change)

Trust (trust dynamics) Positive

Davidson et al. (2004) Qualitative statement Standards/norms/regulations Trust (perceived ability) Positive

Lin & Leung (2014) Questionnaires to members of work units (of
more than five persons) and evaluation of their
behaviors using a supervisor questionnaire; total
of 364 employees from 63 work units from a va-
riety of organizations

Procedural justice climate (perceived or-
ganizational benevolence and integrity)

Individual behaviors (organizational
identification/trust)

Positive

Schlenker (2008) People’s claims of being principled versus expe-
dient were assessed with the Integrity Scale: re-
spondents indicate the extent of their (dis-)agree-
ment with each item statement (N=1341)

Personal principled moral; (a)antisocial
activities (b) helping and volunteering (c)
personality and attitudinal qualities that
signify greater psychological well-being

Integrity Positive

Gillespie et al. (2014) Holistic, contextualized case study of reintegra-
tion and trust repair at a UK utilities firm in the
wake of its fraud and data manipulation scandal.

Open, cooperative response to an integrity
failure: (re-)establishing a positive organi-
zational identity

Positive promotion of renewed trustwor-
thiness (ability, benevolence, integrity)

Positive

Ferrin et al. (2007) Extended a laboratory-experimental method de-
veloped by Kim et al. (2004) to study the effec-
tiveness of retinence in the aftermath of a per-
ceived trust violation (a statement in which the
accused party explains that he or she cannot or
will not confirm or disconfirm the veracity of the
allegation);102 graduate business students par-
ticipated in the study

Reticence Integrity Positive

Mayer & Davis (1999) 14-month field study of employee trust for top
management (3 waves of surveys with N=166,
170, 193); 9-month quasi-experiment; in a small
nonunion manufacturing firm in the plastics in-
dustry located in a rural area in the Midwest

Perception of the performance appraisal
system

Trust (integrity, benevolence, ability) Positive

Semradova (2009) Qualitative statement Corporate image/public confidence (basis
of possible error correction)

Ethical codes (integrity) Positive

Social Sustainability

Metcalf & Benn (2013) Qualitative statement (based on analyzing exist-
ing literature)

Corporate social responsibility/Sustaina-
bility

Ability Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

O'Donohue & Torugsa (2016) Sample of 158 small firms in the Australian ma-
chinery and equipment-manufacturing sector
(empirical test of the moderating effect of HRM
on the association between proactive environ-
mental management and firm financial perfor-
mance)

Firm performance Green HRM (ability)/environmental
management – ability

Positive

Simola (2012) Qualitative statement (Review of existing litera-
ture, definition of embodied care, consideration
of implications, Business case examples)

Embodied care (as organization level con-
struct)

Trust/benevolence (responsiveness to the
human aspects of sustainable business
practice)

Positive

Blome & Paulraj (2013) Survey sample of multinational firms in Ger-
many (N=71) used to examine a model to test
the effects of ethical climate and its antecedents
on purchasing social responsibility(PSR)

Social sustainability (PSR) Benevolent ethical climate (community-
focused)

Positive

Hutchins & Sutherland (2008) Analysis of literature and case examples; exami-
nation of measures that a company may use to
characterize its social sustainability; technique
for characterizing the social impacts of a supply
chain using the concept of a value-weighted so-
cial sustainability measure (illustrative example
of its application)

Social sustainability Business decision-making (integrity) Positive

Ferns et al. (2008) Qualitative statement (exploratory attempt to
find a link (a) between the corporate message as
presented in the CSR-sustainability report and
(b) the perceptions of major stakeholders who
are its intended target audience)

Corporate reputation (in the context of
CSR-sustainability reporting)

Public trust (corporate image as a good
global citizen)

Positive

Economic Sustainability

Jänicke (2012) Description of best practice cases of green
growth and evaluation of strategy that accompa-
nies it

Economic growth rate Green growth ability Negative

Dodds (1997) Qualitative statement (literature survey to draw
implications for economic theory)

Sustainable development Well-being (benevolence) Positive

Dodds (1997) Qualitative statement (literature survey to draw
implications for economic theory)

Sustainable development Well-being (benevolence) Positive

O'Rourke (2003) Paper traces a historical perspective on the
growth and spread of shareholder activism, de-
scribes the key actors currently involved in this
activity, illustrates the CSR issues being raised,

CSR Shareholder activism (accountability for
corporate business and decision-making)

Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

assesses some of the results gained so far and
lays a conceptual foundation to help analyse the
effectiveness of shareholder activism and assess
the viability of models of ‘shareholder democ-
racy’

Seshadri (2013) Paper proposes design principles for the ‘sustain-
ability syndicate’: shared responsibility among
diverse stakeholders for sustainability; an agenda
for unifying economic and ethical rationales; and
plural governance based primarily on markets,
contracts and collaborative relationships

Economic sustainability Integrity (within sustainability syndicate) Positive

Ecologic Sustainability

Ehrenfeld (2005) Qualitative statement Sustainability feel-good marketing (Schein-Benevo-
lence)

Negative

Chernev & Blair (2015) Series of four experiments (eg. experiment 2 ex-
amines how a company’s motivation for engag-
ing in corporate social responsibility affects con-
sumers evaluation of the performance of com-
pany products – whether and how can the moral
undertone of a company’s motivation for engag-
ing in socially responsible actions (benevolence
or self-interest) influence the impact of charita-
ble giving on perceived product performance)

CSR & product evaluations/perfomance Benevolence Positive

O'Rourke (2003) Paper traces a historical perspective on the
growth and spread of shareholder activism, de-
scribes the key actors currently involved in this
activity, illustrates the CSR issues being raised,
assesses some of the results gained so far and
lays a conceptual foundation to help analyse the
effectiveness of shareholder activism and assess
the viability of models of ‘shareholder democ-
racy’

CSR Shareholder activism (accountability for
corporate business and decision-making)

Positive

Garcia et al. (2016) Study proposes a model that helps corporate de-
cision-making considering the TBL framework
and a stakeholder view. Multi-criteria decision
aid methods are used to generate a sustainability

Corporate sustainability performance
measurement and reporting activities

Informed decision making (integrity) Positive
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Author Methodology Measure of OTR
Measure of ABI
A=ability, B=benevolence
I= integrity

Impact

balanced single measure and performance indi-
ces; application of the model to a Brazilian elec-
tricity corporation

Sharma & Ruud (2003) Qualitative statement Proactive corporate environmental prac-
tices/strategies

Competitively valuable organizational
capabilities (ability)

Positive

Financial risks

Howorth & Moro (2006) Survey of lending managers from small banks in
North East Italy; control variables and a vector
of trustworthiness factors were collected on a
random sample of customers, resulting in data
for 365 small firms

Financial risk/Interest rates (cost of
credit)

Trustworthiness Negative

Ismal (2010) Conceptual framework Liquidity risk Alert and foresee (A) Positive

Guglielmo (2008) Proposal of six-steps to strengthen liquidity and
the liquidity risk-management process

Liquidity risk Ability to withstand liquidity events (A) Positive

Stomper (2006) Analysis of empirical evidence suggesting that
industry expertise is valuable for banks

Credit risk Industry expertise (A) Negative

Kong et al. (2008)/ Quantitative model to analyze default risk and
loan losses in infrastructure projects

Credit risk Ability to service the loan repayment (A) Negative

Petrusheva & Nikolovski (2013) Analysis of the regulations in the Eurozone by
the credit rating agencies and their aims

Credit risk Independence and integrity (I) Negative

Scholes (1996) Elaboration on derivative instruments Market risk Encouraging employees to sell contract
with the highest appearing profit margins
(I)

Negative
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Non-financial risks

Middelhoff et al. (2014) Survey among entrepreneurs in German-speak-
ing Europe who received financing through eq-
uity participation from an investor; 102 usable
responses

Operational risk (entrepreneur’s decision
to become vulnerable to the investor in
the post investment phase)

Perceived trustworthiness (procedural
justice, benevolence)

Negative

Caldarelli et al. (2016) Explanation on the implementation of enterprise
risk management (ERM) practices provided by a
study of the Banca di Credito Cooperativo
(BCC) di Napoli

Operational risk Ability to learn from previous mistakes
(A)

Negative

Eckert & Gatzert (2017) Extension of current operational risk models by
incorporating reputational losses

Operational risk Applying scenario and sensitivity analy-
sis (A)

Negative

Scholes (1996) Elaboration on derivative instruments Operational risk Able to deduce whether profits are real or
long-term (A)

Negative

Roy (2008) (2008) Study on organization structure and risk types in
banking

Operational risk Moral hazard and conflict of interest (I) Negative

Price and distribution norms

Gregg & Walczak (2010) Survey of 701 eBay users which compares the
price premiums of two nearly identical online
auction businesses, one that has online auction
listings with a perceived high quality and the
other that has a substantially lower perceived
quality

Value of website quality Trust (ability), price premium Positive

Information and contract norms

Gefen (2002) Study proposes a three-dimensional scale of
trustworthiness dealing with integrity, benevo-
lence, and ability in the unique case of online
consumer trust; 14-item scale of specific online
consumer beliefs (trustworthiness) to collect 217
complete instruments from 239 MBA students in
the Mid-Atlantic region of the US; revised ex-
perimental instrument with added items was ad-
ministered to another group of 310 MBA studens
(289 complete responses )

(1) Window-shopping intentions; (2) pur-
chase intentions

(1) Ability-trustworthiness; (2) overall
trust and integrity-trustworthiness

Positive

Johnson & Grayson (2005) Survey of 349 customers of a firm of financial
advisers in the United Kingdom; examination of
the relative impact of service provider expertise,

Sales effectiveness (cognitive) trust Positive
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product performance, firm reputation, satisfac-
tion, and similarity in influencing customer’s
perception of these dimensions of trust in a ser-
vice provider

General Honesty and Integrity

Oly Ndubisi (2007) Survey of customers of legal services providers
in Malaysia; 15 firms and 242 usable responses
provided by 145 individual customers and 97
corporate customers

Ethical norms (price and distribution
norm, information and contract norm,
general honesty and integrity norm)

Relationship quality and commitment
(ability, integrity)

Positive

Doney & Cannon (1997) Theoretical model (antecedents of trust) tested
on data collected from more than 200 purchasing
managers

Buyer’s anticipated future interaction with
the supplier

Supplier firm and salesperson trust Positive

Gefen & Straub (2004) Study 1 validates a four-dimensional scale of
trust in the context of e-Products and study 2 re-
validates it in the context of e-Services; both
studies were free simulation experiments where
the experimental setting duplicates or simulates,
as closely as possible, a real world situation;
Study 1 = 250 MBA subjects in a business
school in the Mid-Atlantic region of the USA;
Study 2 = 171 other MBA subjects in the same
business school

Social presence; online purchase inten-
tions

Three dimensions of trust (especially be-
nevolence)

Positive

Table 0–3: Systematic literature review for the relation of OTR on ABI factors on organisational level.
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Results − Statistical Analysis 

Model summaries for multiple regression models grouped according to QUAL themes

(1) Exploring the effect of leadership on ability

Table 0–4: Model summary for leadership styles and its effect on ability using longitudinal data
of the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–5: ANOVA for leadership styles and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

Table 0–6: Coefficients for leadership styles and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

(2) Exploring the effect of leadership on benevolence

Table 0–7: Model summary for leadership styles and its effect on benevolence using longi,tudinal
data of the years 2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,169a 0.029 0.026 0.915 0.029 9.685 1 329 0.002 0.685

a. Predictors: (Constant), Transformative Leadership Style

b. Dependent Variable: ability

Model Summary
b

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of

Squares df

Mean

Square F Sig.

Regression 8.113 1 8.113 9.685 ,002
b

Residual 275.603 329 0.838

Total 283.716 330

b. Predictors: (Constant), Transformational Leadership

ANOVA
a

Model

1

a. Dependent Variable: Ability

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,432a 0.187 0.184 0.821 0.187 75.450 1 329 0.000 1.587

a. Predictors: (Constant), Consultative Leadership

b. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Model Summary
b

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson
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Table 0–8: ANOVA for leadership styles and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–9: coefficients for leadership styles and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data
of the years 2006-2015.

(3) Exploring the effect of leadership on integrity

Table 0–10: Model summary for leadership styles and its effect on integrity using longitudinal
data of the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–11: ANOVA for leadership styles and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.059 0.053 1.107 0.269 -0.046 0.164

Konsultativer

Führungsstil

gesamt

0.324 0.037 0.432 8.686 0.000 0.251 0.398 0.432 0.432 0.432 1.000 1.000

1

a. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval

for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,380a 0.144 0.142 0.870 0.144 55.449 1 329 0.000

2 ,396b 0.157 0.152 0.864 0.013 5.041 1 328 0.025 1.146

a. Predictors: (Constant), Consultative Leadership

b. Predictors: (Constant), Consultative Leadership, Transactional Leadership

c. Dependent Variable: Integrity

Model Summary
c

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 41.948 1 41.948 55.449 ,000b

Residual 248.892 329 0.757

Total 290.840 330

Regression 45.715 2 22.858 30.586 ,000c

Residual 245.125 328 0.747

Total 290.840 330

b. Predictors: (Constant), Consultative Leadership,

c. Predictors: (Constant), Consultative Leadership, Transactional Leadership

ANOVA
a

Model

1

2

a. Dependent Variable: Integrity
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Table 0–12: coefficients for leadership styles and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

(4) Exploring the effect of climate on ability

Table 0–13: Model summary for climate and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

Table 0–14: ANOVA for climate and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the years 2006-
2015.

Table 0–15: coefficients for climate and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the years
2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,409a 0.167 0.165 0.847 0.167 66.172 1 329 0.000 0.941

a. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

b. Dependent Variable: ability

Model Summary
b

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 47.509 1 47.509 66.172 ,000b

Residual 236.207 329 0.718

Total 283.716 330

b. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

ANOVA
a

Model

1

a. Dependent Variable: ability

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 3.208 0.093 34.611 0.000 3.025 3.390

Egoistic

Climate

-0.253 0.031 -0.409 -8.135 0.000 -0.314 -0.192 -0.409 -0.409 -0.409 1.000 1.000

Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval for

B Correlations Collinearity Statistics

1

a. Dependent Variable: ability

Coefficients
a

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t
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(5) Exploring the effect of climate on benevolence

Table 0–16: Model summary for climate and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–17: ANOVA for climate and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data of the years
2006-2015.

Table 0–18: coefficients for climate and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,333a 0.111 0.108 0.858 0.111 40.972 1 329 0.000

2 ,358b 0.128 0.123 0.851 0.018 6.661 1 328 0.010

3 ,425c 0.181 0.173 0.826 0.052 20.777 1 327 0.000 1.485

a. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

b. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate, Benevolent Climate

c. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate, Benevolent Climate, Principaled Climate

d. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Model Summary
d

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 30.185 1 30.185 40.972 ,000b

Residual 242.383 329 0.737

Total 272.568 330

Regression 35.009 2 17.505 24.169 ,000c

Residual 237.559 328 0.724

Total 272.568 330

Regression 49.201 3 16.400 24.010 ,000d

Residual 223.367 327 0.683

Total 272.568 330

d. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate, Benevolent Climate, Principaled Climate

1

2

3

a. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

b. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

c. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate, Benevolent Climate

ANOVAa

Model

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.828 0.094 8.816 0.000 0.643 1.012

Egoistic

Climate

-0.202 0.032 -0.333 -6.401 0.000 -0.264 -0.140 -0.333 -0.333 -0.333 1.000 1.000

(Constant) 0.751 0.098 7.681 0.000 0.558 0.943

Egoistic

Climate

-0.189 0.032 -0.311 -5.961 0.000 -0.251 -0.126 -0.333 -0.313 -0.307 0.974 1.026

Benevolent

Climate

0.034 0.013 0.135 2.581 0.010 0.008 0.060 0.184 0.141 0.133 0.974 1.026

(Constant) 0.618 0.099 6.229 0.000 0.423 0.814

Egoistic

Climate

-0.158 0.031 -0.261 -5.021 0.000 -0.220 -0.096 -0.333 -0.268 -0.251 0.930 1.075

Benevolent

Climate

0.130 0.025 0.510 5.275 0.000 0.081 0.178 0.184 0.280 0.264 0.268 3.726

Principaled

Climate

-0.064 0.014 -0.435 -4.558 0.000 -0.091 -0.036 0.001 -0.244 -0.228 0.275 3.632

1

2

3

a. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Coefficients
a

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval for

B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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(6) Exploring the effect of climate on integrity

Table 0–19: Model summary for climate and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

Table 0–20: ANOVA for climate and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the years
2006-2015.

Table 0–21: coefficients for climate and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the years
2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,247a 0.061 0.058 0.911 0.061 21.465 1 329 0.000 0.956

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

a. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

b. Dependent Variable: Integrity

Model Summary
b

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 17.813 1 17.813 21.465 ,000b

Residual 273.026 329 0.830

Total 290.840 330

1

a. Dependent Variable: Integrity

b. Predictors: (Constant), Egoistic Climate

ANOVA
a

Model

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 1.599 0.100 16.043 0.000 1.402 1.795

Egoistic

Climate

-0.155 0.033 -0.247 -4.633 0.000 -0.221 -0.089 -0.247 -0.247 -0.247 1.000 1.000

Collinearity Statistics

1

a. Dependent Variable: Integrity

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval

for B Correlations
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(7) Exploring the effect of sustainability on ability

Table 0–22: Model summary for sustainability and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–23: ANOVA for sustainability and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the years
2006-2015.

Table 0–24: coefficients for sustainabilty and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,244a 0.059 0.057 0.901 0.059 20.807 1 329 0.000

2 ,290b 0.084 0.079 0.890 0.025 8.913 1 328 0.003 0.890

a. Predictors: (Constant), Social Sustainability

b. Predictors: (Constant), Social Sustainability, Economic Sustainability

c. Dependent Variable: ability

Model Summary
c

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 16.876 1 16.876 20.807 ,000b

Residual 266.840 329 0.811

Total 283.716 330

Regression 23.935 2 11.968 15.110 ,000c

Residual 259.781 328 0.792

Total 283.716 330

a. Dependent Variable: ability

b. Predictors: (Constant), Social Sustainability

c. Predictors: (Constant), Social Sustainability, Economic Sustainability

ANOVAa

Model

1

2

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 2.773 0.069 40.349 0.000 2.638 2.909

Social

Sustainability

-0.170 0.037 -0.244 -4.562 0.000 -0.244 -0.097 -0.244 -0.244 -0.244 1.000 1.000

(Constant) 3.096 0.128 24.262 0.000 2.845 3.347

Social

Sustainability

-0.168 0.037 -0.241 -4.562 0.000 -0.241 -0.096 -0.244 -0.244 -0.241 1.000 1.000

Economic

Sustainability

-0.096 0.032 -0.158 -2.985 0.003 -0.159 -0.033 -0.162 -0.163 -0.158 1.000 1.000

Collinearity Statistics

1

2

a. Dependent Variable: ability

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval

for B Correlations
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(8) Exploring the effect of sustainability on benevolence

Table 0–25: Model summary for sustainability and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal
data of the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–26: ANOVA for sustainability and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–27: coefficients for sustainability and its effect on benevolence using longitudinal data
of the years 2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F

Change

1 ,272a 0.074 0.071 0.876 0.074 26.325 1 329 0.000

2 ,300b 0.090 0.085 0.869 0.016 5.815 1 328 0.016 1.510

Change Statistics

Durbin-

Watson

a. Predictors: (Constant), Economic Sustainability

b. Predictors: (Constant), Economic Sustainability, Social Sustainability

c. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Model Summary
c

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 20.194 1 20.194 26.325 ,000b

Residual 252.374 329 0.767

Total 272.568 330

Regression 24.590 2 12.295 16.263 ,000c

Residual 247.978 328 0.756

Total 272.568 330

a. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

b. Predictors: (Constant), Economic Sustainability

c. Predictors: (Constant), Economic Sustainability, Social Sustainability

ANOVAa

Model

1

2

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 0.858 0.117 7.304 0.000 0.627 1.089

Economic

Sustainability

-0.162 0.031 -0.272 -5.131 0.000 -0.224 -0.100 -0.272 -0.272 -0.272 1.000 1.000

(Constant) 0.751 0.125 6.027 0.000 0.506 0.997

Economic

Sustainability

-0.163 0.031 -0.274 -5.211 0.000 -0.224 -0.101 -0.272 -0.276 -0.274 1.000 1.000

Social

Sustainability

0.087 0.036 0.127 2.411 0.016 0.016 0.158 0.122 0.132 0.127 1.000 1.000

Correlations Collinearity Statistics

1

2

a. Dependent Variable: Benevolence

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval

for B
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(9) Exploring the effect of sustainability on integrity

Table 0–28: Model summary for sustainability and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data
of the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–29: ANOVA for sustainability and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

Table 0–30: coefficients for sustainability and its effect on integrity using longitudinal data of the
years 2006-2015.

R Square

Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

1 ,199a 0.039 0.037 0.921 0.039 13.514 1 329 0.000

2 ,227b 0.051 0.046 0.917 0.012 4.165 1 328 0.042 1.044

a. Predictors: (Constant), Ecologic Sustainability

b. Predictors: (Constant), Ecologic Sustainability, Social Sustainability

c. Dependent Variable: Integrity

Model Summary
c

Model R R Square

Adjusted R

Square

Std. Error of

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 11.475 1 11.475 13.514 ,000b

Residual 279.365 329 0.849

Total 290.840 330

Regression 14.978 2 7.489 8.904 ,000c

Residual 275.862 328 0.841

Total 290.840 330

2

a. Dependent Variable: Integrity

b. Predictors: (Constant), Ecologic Sustainability

c. Predictors: (Constant), Ecologic Sustainability, Social Sustainability

ANOVA
a

Model

1

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 1.146 0.053 21.733 0.000 1.042 1.249

Ecologic

Sustainability

0.173 0.047 0.199 3.676 0.000 0.080 0.265 0.199 0.199 0.199 1.000 1.000

(Constant) 1.041 0.073 14.193 0.000 0.897 1.185

Ecologic

Sustainability

0.187 0.047 0.215 3.954 0.000 0.094 0.280 0.199 0.213 0.213 0.978 1.022

Social

Sustainability

0.078 0.038 0.111 2.041 0.042 0.003 0.154 0.079 0.112 0.110 0.978 1.022

Correlations Collinearity Statistics

1

2

a. Dependent Variable: Integrity

Coefficients
a

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval for

B
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(10) Exploring the effect of product and services on ability

Table 0–31: Model summary for product and services and its effect on ability using longitudinal
data of the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–32: ANOVA for product and services and its effect on ability using longitudinal data of
the years 2006-2015.

Table 0–33: coefficients for product and services and its effect on ability using longitudinal

Standardized

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 2.540 0.051 49.570 0.000 2.439 2.641

PDNs 0.746 0.352 0.116 2.116 0.035 0.052 1.439 0.116 0.116 0.116 1.000 1.000

1

a. Dependent Variable: ability

Coefficients
a

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval for

B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Glossary84

This dissertation is grounded in mixed-methods research and follows the thoughts of Bryman

(2016) and Teddlie & Tashakkori (2009). Throughout this dissertation a number of methodo-

logical definitions have been used. For a short review, the most important definitions are listed

below.

Action research An approach in which the action researcher and a client

collaborate in the diagnosis of a problem and in the devel-

opment of a solution based on the diagnosis.

Analytic induction An approach to the analysis of qualitative data in which

the researcher seeks universal explanations of phenomena

by pursuing the collection of data until no cases that are

inconsistent with a hypothetical explanation (deviant or

negative cases) of a phenomenon are found.

Archival records Are artefacts that have symbolic meanings, including var-

ious types of written materials (e.g., letters) or information

stored in various other formats (e.g. audiotapes)

Arithmetic mean Also known simply as the ‘mean’, this is the everyday av-

erage-namely, the total of a distribution of values divided

by the number of values.

Axiology Refers to the role of values in inquiry.

Between-strategies MM data

collection Involves the gathering of both QUAL and QUAN data

using more than one data collection strategy (e.g., obser-

vations interviews).

Big Data Refers to extremely large sources of data that are not im-

mediately amenable to conventional ways of analysing

them.

84 Definitions are predominately based upon the glossary of Bryman (2016) and Teddlie & Tashakkori (2009).
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Bivariate analysis The examination of the relationship between two varia-

bles, as in contingency tables or correlation.

Case study A research design that entails the detailed and intensive

analysis of a single case. The term is sometimes extended

to include the study of just two or three cases for compar-

ative purposes. However, multiple-case study is the more

common term for the examination of two or more cases.

Categorical strategies Refer to QUAL data analysis strategies that break down

narrative data and rearrange them to produce categories

that facilitate comparisons and under standing of the phe-

nomenon under study.

Categorical variable See nominal variable.

Causality A concern with establishing causal connections between

variables, rather than mere relationships between them.

Closed-ended question A question employed in an interview schedule or self-ad-

ministered questionnaire that presents the respondent with

a set of possible answers to choose from.

Cluster sample A sampling procedure in which at an initial stage the re-

searcher samples areas (i.e. clusters) and then

samples units from these clusters, usually using a proba-

bility sampling method.

Code, coding In quantitative research, codes are numbers that are as-

signed to data about people or other units of analysis when

the data are not inherently numerical. In questionnaire

based research, the answer to a question (e.g. ‘strongly

agree’) is assigned a number (e.g. 5) so that the infor-

mation can be statistically processed. Thus, each person

who answers ‘strongly agree’ will receive the same num-

ber (in this case 5). When answers are textual, respond-

ents’ answers must be grouped into categories and those
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categories are then coded. In qualitative research, coding

is the process whereby data are broken down into compo-

nent parts, which are given names.

Coding frame A listing of the codes used in relation to the analysis of

data. In relation to answers to a structured interview

schedule or questionnaire, the coding frame will delineate

the categories used in connection with each question. It is

particularly crucial in relation to the coding of open-ended

questions. With closed-ended questions, the coding frame

is essentially incorporated into the pre-given answers,

hence the frequent use of the term pre-coded question to

describe such questions.

Coding manual In content analysis, this is the statement of instructions to

coders that outlines all the possible categories for each di-

mension being coded.

Coding schedule In content analysis, this is the form onto which all the data

relating to an item being coded will be entered.

Cohen’s Kappa κ = 
� � � � �

� � � �
= 1 −

� � � �

� � � �
; where po is the relative observed

agreement among two observers, and pe is the hypothetical

probability of chance agreement, using the observed data

to calculate the probabilities of each observer randomly

saying each category. If the raters are in complete agree-

ment then κ = 1. If there is no agreement among the raters

κ ≤ 0 

Combination A combination design combines design approaches like

parallel, sequential, conversion or multilevel designs.

Compatibility thesis States that combining QUAL and QUAN methods is a

good research strategy and denies the contention that these

two orientations are "epistemologically incoherent".
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Complementary strengths thesis Investigators should keep the QUAN and QUAL compo-

nents as separate as possible so that the strengths of each

paradigmatic position can be realized.

Concept A name given to a grouping of phenomena that organizes

observations and ideas by virtue of their possessing com-

mon features.

Conceptualization stage It is the first stage of an MM design. It includes the for-

mulation of research purposes and questions.

Conceptual framework Consistent and comprehensive theoretical framework

emerging from an inductive integration of previous litera-

ture, theories, and other pertinent information.

Confirmatory research Refers to investigations aimed at testing propositions typ-

ically based on a theory or conceptual framework. QUAN

research is characteristically, but not always, confirmatory

in nature.

Confirming and disconfirming cases Is a sampling strategy that involves selecting units that

either verify or refute patterns in the data (emerging or de-

fined a priori) to further understand the phenomenon un-

der study.

Connotation, connotate A term used in semiotics to refer to the principal and most

manifest meaning of a sign.

Constructivism Is the view that researchers individually and collectively

construct the meaning of the phenomena under investiga-

tion; observation cannot be pure in the sense of excluding

the interests and values individuals; and investigations

employ empathic understanding of study participants.

This paradigm supports QUAL methods.

Content analysis An approach to the analysis of documents and texts that

seeks to quantify content in terms of predetermined cate-

gories and in a systematic and replicable
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manner. The term is sometimes used in connection with

qualitative research.

Content validity Is the degree to which a data collection procedure (e.g.,

instrument, observation protocol) truly measures specific

and well-defined skills or objectives that are taught in a

course or text (e.g., academic ability).

Convergent validity Refers to the degree to which the measurement outcomes

representing a construct or phenomenon are consistent

with other indicators of the same construct or phenome-

non.

Conversion mixed data analysis Is an MM analysis that occurs when collected QUAL data

are converted into numbers (quantitizing) or QUAN data

are converted into narratives or other types of QUAL data

(qualitizing).

Conversion mixed designs Are a family multistrand designs in which mixing occurs

when one type of data is transformed and then analysed

both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Core category, main category In grounded theory this is a category that acts as an over-

arching motif that brings together other categories.

Correlation An approach to the analysis of relationships between in-

terval/ratio variables and/or ordinal variables that seeks to

assess the strength and direction of the relationship be-

tween the variables concerned. Pearson's r and Spearman's

rho are both methods for assessing the level of correlation

between variables.

Credibility Has been used as a QUAL analogue to internal validity

(Lincoln & Guba 1985, p. 300). It may be defined as

whether or not a research report is "credible" to the partic-

ipants in the study. Credibility may be attained through a

series of techniques including member checks, prolonged
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engagement, persistent observation, and triangulation. In

MM, this is inference quality.

Critical case sampling Is a sampling strategy that involves selecting a single case

which is particularly important to the understanding of a

phenomenon because it permits maximum application of

information to other cases.

Critical realism A realist epistemology that asserts that the study of the so-

cial world should be concerned with the identification of

the structures that generate that world. Critical realism is

‘critical’ because its practitioners aim to identify struc-

tures in order to change them, so that inequalities and in-

justices may be counteracted. Unlike a positivist episte-

mology, critical realism accepts that the structures that are

identified may not be amenable to the senses. Thus,

whereas positivism is empiricist, critical realism is not.

Critical case sampling A sampling strategy that involves selecting a single case

which is particularly important to the understanding of a

phenomenon because it permits maximum application of

information to other cases.

Data conversion (transformation) Refers to a process in which QUAN data types are con-

verted into narratives that can be analysed qualitatively

(i.e., qualitized), or QUAL data types are converted into

numerical codes that can be statistically analysed (i.e.,

quantitzed)

Data quality Is the degree to which the data collection procedures pro-

vide trustworthy valid, and reliable outcomes.

Data saturation The principle that the researcher should continue sampling

cases until no new insights are apparent in the data. See

also, theoretical saturation.
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Deductive, deduction An approach to the relationship between theory and re-

search in which the latter is conducted with reference to

hypotheses and ideas inferred from the former.

Descriptive statistics analysis Refers to the analysis of numeric data for the purpose of

obtaining summary indicators that describe a sample, a

population, or the relationships among the variables in

each.

Dependent variable A variable that is causally influenced by another variable

(i.e. an independent variable).

Dimension Refers to an aspect of a concept.

Discriminant validity Is the degree to which the outcomes of the data collection

procedure (e.g., observational protocol) have a weak rela-

tionship with theoretically unrelated indicators of the con-

struct under study or are different in the groups that are

theoretically expected to be different on that construct.

Epistemology epistemological A theory of knowledge. It is particularly employed in this

book to refer to a stance on what should pass as acceptable

knowledge. See positivism, realism, and interpretivism.

Ethnography Like participant observation, a research method in which

the researcher immerses him- or herself in a social setting

for an extended period of time, observing behaviour, lis-

tening to what is said in conversations both between others

and with the fieldworker, and asking questions. However,

the term has a more inclusive sense than participant obser-

vation, which seems to emphasize the observational com-

ponent. Also, the term ‘an ethnography’ is frequently used

to refer to the written output of ethnographic research.

EVA Economic value added (EVA) is a measure of a company's

financial performance based on the residual wealth calcu-

lated by deducting its cost of capital from its operating
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profit, adjusted for taxes on a cash basis. EVA can also be

referred to as economic profit, and it attempts to capture

the true economic profit of a company.

Experiment A research design that rules out alternative causal expla-

nations of findings deriving from it (i.e. possesses internal

validity) by having at least (a) an experimental group,

which is exposed to a treatment, and a control group,

which is not, and (b) random assignment to the two

groups. Instead of a control group, an experiment may

comprise a further group (or groups) that are exposed to

other treatments.

External validity The validity of interferences about whether the causal re-

lationship holds over variations in persons, settings, treat-

ment variables, and measurement variables

Exploratory research Refers to investigations concerned with generating infor-

mation about unknown aspects of phenomenon. QUAL

research is typically, but not always, exploratory in nature.

Experiential stage An experiential stage is the second stage of MM research

design. It includes methodological operations, data gener-

ations and analysis.

Extreme or deviant case sampling Is a sampling strategy that involves selecting cases near

the “ends” of the distribution of cases of interest from the

group of cases under consideration. Such extreme success

or failures are expected to yield especially valuable infor-

mation.

Face validity A concern with whether an indicator appears to reflect the

content of the concept in question.

Focus group A form of group interview in which there are several par-

ticipants (in addition to the moderator); there is an empha-

sis in the questioning on a particular fairly tightly defined
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topic; and the emphasis is upon interaction within the

group and the joint construction of meaning.

Gross domestic product Gross domestic product (GDP) is the monetary value of

all the finished goods and services produced within a

country's borders in a specific time period.

Herfindahl index the size of firms in relation to the total market and an in-

dicator of the amount of competition among them. It is

calculated as the squared sum of the market shares of each

individual player in the market.

Hypothesis An informed speculation, which is set up to be tested,

about the possible relationship between two or more vari-

ables.

Hypothetico deductive model Is a QUAN model involving the a priori deduction of a

research hypothesis (or hypotheses) from a theory or con-

ceptual framework and the testing of those hypotheses us-

ing numerical data and statistical analysis.

Incompatibility thesis Stated that it was inappropriate to mix QUAL and QUAN

methods due to fundamental differences in the paradigms

(i.e. positivism, constructivism) under lying those meth-

ods.

Independent variable A variable that has a causal impact on another variable

(i.e. a dependent variable).

Indicator A measure that is employed to refer to a concept when no

direct measure is available.

Inductive, induction An approach to the relationship between theory and re-

search in which the former is generated out of the latter.

Compare with deductive.

Inferences Are either an outcome or process of an investigation. As

an outcome, inferences are a conclusion or interpretation.
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In response to a research question made on the basis of the

results of the data analysis.

Interferential stage The third stage of an MM research design. Theoretically,

it is placed in the sphere of inferences (abstract explana-

tions and understandings), which includes emerging theo-

ries, explanations, inferences, and so forth.

Inferential statistics The domain of inferential statistics refers to tests of statis-

tical significance that are used in inferring qualities of a

population from data about a sample drawn randomly

from that population. This process is referred to as statis-

tical inference.

Interrater reliability The degree to which two or more individuals agree about

the coding of an item. Inter-rater reliability is likely to be

an issue in content analysis, structured observation, and

when coding answers to open ended questions in research

based on questionnaires or structured interviews.

Intensity sampling A sampling strategy that involves selecting highly in-

formative cases represent a phenomenon of interest inten-

sively (but not extremely).

Internal validity A concern with the question of whether a finding that in-

corporates a causal relationship between two

or more variables is sound.

Investigator triangulation Refers to “involving several different researchers” in a

single study.

Item This term is used in survey research based on question-

naires and structured interviews. It refers to a statement to

which the respondent is expected to respond in terms of a

predetermined format (for example, by indicating his or

her level of agreement or disagreement). A Likert scale is

the kind of context in which items are encountered, as it is
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made up of several ite,ms. In effect, an item is a question

on a questionnaire or interview schedule, but the term

‘item’ is preferred as it comprises a statement rather than

a question in the sense that there is no question mark.

Level of analysis Refers to levels at which aggregated data can be analysed

in a multilevel organisational or societal structure (e.g.,

student, class, school).

Likert scale A widely used format developed by Rensis Likert for ask-

ing attitude questions. Respondents are typically asked

their degree of agreement with a series of statements that

together form a multiple-indicator or -item measure. The

scale is deemed then to measure the intensity with which

respondents feel about an issue.

Longitudinal research A research design in which data are collected on a sample

(of people, documents, etc.) on at least two occasions.

Median The mid-point in a distribution of values.

Mediating variable Another term for, intervening variable.

Meta-inference Is a conclusion generated by integrating the inferences ob-

tained from the QUAL and QUAN strands of an MM

study.

Methodological triangulation Refers to the use of multiple methods to study a single

problem.

Methodology (research) Is a broad approach to scientific inquiry specifying how

research questions should be asked and answered. This in-

cludes worldview considerations, general preferences for

designs, sampling logic, data collection and analytical

strategies, guidelines for making inferences, and the crite-

ria for assessing and improving quality.
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Methods (research) Include specific strategies and procedures for implement-

ing research design, including sampling, data collection,

data analysis, and interpretation of the findings.

Missing data Data relating to a case that are not available for example,

when a respondent in survey research does not answer a

question. These are referred to as ‘missing values’ in

SPSS. The term item non-response is often used to refer

to unanswered questions.

Mixed methods data analysis Are the processes whereby QUAN and QUAL data anal-

ysis strategies are combined, connected, or integrated in

research studies. There are five types of MM data analysis

that match the types of mixed methods designs, ,plus an-

other type in which analytic frameworks from one tradi-

tion (QUAN or QUAL) are applied within the other (e.g.,

Greene, 2007).

Mixed methods design Refers to a type of research design in which QUAL and

QUAN approaches are mixed across the stages of the

study. There are five families of mixed methods designs:

parallel, sequential, conversion, multilevel, and fully inte-

grated.

Mixed methods monostrand designs Are the simplest of the MM designs, involving only one

strand of a research study, yet including both QUAL and

QUAN components.

Mixed methods multistrand designs Are the most complex of the MM designs. All of these

designs contain QUAL and QUAN components and at

least two research strands.

Mixed methods sampling techniquesInvolve the selection of units or cases for a research study

using both probability and purposive sampling strategies.

Mixed methods research A term that is increasingly employed to describe research

that combines both quantitative research and qualitative
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research. The term can be employed to describe research

that combines just quantitative research methods or that

combines just qualitative research methods. However, in

recent times, it has taken on this more specific meaning of

combining quantitative and qualitative research methods.

Monomethod designs Are designs in which a single approach (only QUAL or

only QUAN) is used.

Monomethod monostrand designs Are designs that use a single research approach (QUAN

or QUAL) to answer research questions employing one

strand only. This strand may be either QUAN or QUAL,

but not both.

Monomethod multistrand designs Are designs that use a single research approach (QUAN

or QUAL) to answer research questions employing two or

more strands. All of these strands may be either QUAN or

QUAL, but not both.

Monostrand conversion designs Are used in single strand studies in which research ques-

tions are answered through an analysis of transformed data

(i.e., quantitized or qualitized data).

Monostrand designs Employ only a single phase encompassing all of the activ-

ities from conceptualization through inference.

Multilevel mixed data analysis Is a general analytic strategy in which QUAL and QUAN

techniques (thematic, statistical) are used at different lev-

els of aggregation within a research study to answer inter-

related research questions.

Multilevel mixed designs Are a family of MM designs in which mixing occurs

across multiple levels of sampling. Mixing occurs as

QUAN and QUAL data from different levels are analysed

and integrated to answer the same or related research

questions.

Multilevel mixed methods sampling Is a general sampling strategy in which probability and
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purposive sampling techniques are used at different levels

of the study (e.g. student, class, school, district).

Multiple paradigms thesis Is the argument that multiple paradigms may serve as the

foundation for MM research. Multiple paradigms may be

applied to diverse MM designs, and researchers must de-

cide which paradigm is appropriate given their choice of a

particular design for a particular study.

Multistrand designs Employ more than one phase; there are multiple parts to

the study and each encompasses all of the activities from

conceptualization through inference.

Multivariate analysis The examination of relationships between three or more

variables.

Negative relationship A relationship between two variables whereby as one in-

creases the other decreases.

Ontology, ontological A theory of the nature of social entities.

Open-ended question A question employed in an interview schedule or self-ad-

ministered questionnaire that does not present the re-

spondent with a set of possible answers to choose from.

Outlier An extreme value in a distribution of values. If a variable

has an extreme value—either very high or very low—the

arithmetic mean or the range will be distorted by it.

Paradigm A term deriving from the history of science, where it was

used to describe a cluster of beliefs in a particular disci-

pline what should be studied, how research should be

done, and how results should be interpreted.

Parallel mixed data analysis Involves the separate statistical analysis of QUAN data

sources and thematic analysis of QUAL data sources
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within their respective strands. Although the strand anal-

yses are independent, each provides an understanding of

the phenomenon under investigation.

Parallel mixed designs Are a family of MM designs in which mixing occurs in an

independent manner either simultaneously or with some

time lapse. The QUAL and QUAN strands are planned

and implemented to answer related aspects of the same

questions.

Parallel mixed methods sampling Involves the independent selection of units of analysis for

an MM study through the use of both probability and pur-

posive sampling strategies.

Participant observation Research in which the researcher immerses him- or herself

in a social setting for an extended period of time, observ-

ing behaviour, listening to what is said in conversations

both between others and with the fieldworker, and asking

questions. Participant observation usually includes inter-

viewing key informants and studying documents and as

such is difficult to distinguish from ethnography.

Pearson's r A measure of the strength and direction of the relationship

between two interval/ratio variables.

Phenomenology A philosophy that is concerned with the question of how

individuals make sense of the world around them and how

in particular the philosopher should bracket out precon-

ceptions concerning his or her grasp of that world.

Pilot study Is a small-scale preliminary research project in which the

investigator tests procedures to set the stage for the actual

study.

Population The universe of units from which a sample is to

be selected.
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Positive relationship A relationship between two variables, whereby as one in-

creases the other increases as well.

Positivism An epistemological position that advocates the application

of the methods of the natural science to the study of social

reality and beyond.

Probability sampling, sample A sample that has been selected using random sampling

and in which each unit in the population has a known

probability of being selected.

Purposive sampling, sample A form of non-probability sample in which the researcher

aims to sample cases or participants in a strategic way, so

that those sampled are relevant to the research questions

that are being posed.

Qualitative content analysis An approach to documents that emphasizes the role of the

investigator in the construction of the meaning of and in

texts. There is an emphasis on allowing categories to

emerge out of data and on recognizing the significance,

for understanding the meaning of the context in which an

item being analysed (and the categories derived from it)

appeared. Also called ‘ethnographic content analysis’.

Qualitative research Qualitative research usually emphasizes words rather than

quantification in the collection and analysis of data. As a

research strategy it is inductivist, constructionist, and in-

terpretivist, but qualitative researchers do not always, sub-

scribe to all three of these features.

Quantitative research Quantitative research usually emphasizes quantification in

the collection and analysis of data. As a research strategy

it is deductivist and objectivist and incorporates a natural

science model of the research process (in particular, one

influenced by positivism), but quantitative researchers do

not always subscribe to all three of these features.
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Quasi-mixed designs Are designs in which two types of data are collected

(QUAN, QUAL), but there is little or no integration of

findings and inferences.

Questionnaire A collection of questions administered to respondents.

When used on its own, the term usually denotes a self-

administered questionnaire

Random sampling Sampling whereby the inclusion of a unit of a population

occurs entirely by chance.

Range The difference between the maximum and the minimum

value in a distribution of values associated with an interval

or ratio variable.

Relationship An association between two variables whereby the varia-

tion in one variable coincides with variation in another

variable.

Reliability The degree to which a measure of a concept is stable.

Representativeness Refers to the degree to which the sample accurately repre-

sents the population.

Research design This term is employed in this book to refer to a framework

or structure within which the collection and analysis of

data takes place. A choice of research design reflects de-

cisions about the priority being given to a range of dimen-

sions of the research process (such as causality and gener-

alization) and is influenced by the kind of research ques-

tion that is posed.

Research question An explicit statement in the form of question of what it is

that a researcher intends to find out about. A research

question not only influences the scope of an investigation

but also how the research will be conducted.
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Return on Equity (ROE) total accounting net income after taxes divided by average

total equity

Revenues total customer-driven revenue after risk costs

(Revenue) margin revenues before risk cost divided by average total assets

Sample The segment of the population that is selected for research.

It is a subset of the population. The method of selection

may be based on probability sampling or nonprobability

sampling principles.

Scale A term that is usually used interchangeably with ‘index’

to refer to a multiple-indicator measure in which the core

a person gives for each component indicator is used to pro-

vide a composite score for that person.

Semi-structured interview A term that covers a wide range of types of interview. It

typically refers to a context in which the interviewer has a

series of questions that are in the general form of an inter-

view guide but is able to vary the sequence of questions.

The questions are frequently somewhat more general in

their frame of reference than those typically found in a

structured interview schedule. Also, the interviewer usu-

ally has some latitude to ask further questions in response

to what are seen as significant replies.

Sequential mixed data analysis Is used when the QUAL and QUAN strands of a study oc-

cur in chronological order, such that the analysis in one

strand emerges from or depends on the previous strand.

Analysis strategies may evolve as the study unfolds.

Sequential mixed designs Are a family of MM designs in which mixing occurs

across chronological phases (QUAL, QUAN) of the study;

questions or procedures of one strand emerge from or de-

pend on the results of the previous strand; research ques-

tions are built on one another and may evolve as the study
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unfolds.

Sequential mixed methods sampling Involves the selection of units of analysis for an MM study

through the sequential use of probability and purposive

sampling strategies (QUAN QUAL) or (QUAL 

QUAN). In sequential MM studies, information from the

first sample is often required to draw the second sample.

Standard deviation A measure of dispersion around the mean.

Standard error of the mean An estimate of the amount that a sample mean is likely to

differ from the population mean (µ).

Statistical inference The process of inferring characteristics of a population

from information about a sample drawn randomly from

that population.

Statistical significance Allows the analyst to estimate how confident he or she can

be that the results deriving from a study based on a ran-

domly selected sample are generalizable to the population

from which the sample was drawn. Such a test does not

allow the researcher to infer that the findings are of sub-

stantive importance. The chi-square test is an example of

this kind of test. The process of using a test of statistical

significance to generalize from a sample to a population is

known as statistical inference.

Strand of a research design Is a phase of a study that includes three stages: conceptu-

alization stage, experiential stage (methodological/ ana-

lytical), and inferential stage.

Stratified sampling Occurs when the researcher identifies the subgroups (or

strata) in a researcher population such that each unit be-

longs to a single stratum (e.g., male, female) and then \

randomly selects units from those strata.

Stratified random sample A sample in which units are randomly sampled from a

population that has been divided into categories (strata).
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Structured interview A research interview usually in the context of survey re-

search in which all respondents are asked exactly the same

questions in the same order with the aid of a formal inter-

view schedule.

Survey research A cross-sectional design in relation to which data are col-

lected predominantly by self-administered questionnaire

or by structured interview on a sample of cases drawn

from a wider population and at a single point in time in

order to collect a body of quantitative or quantifiable data

in connection with a number of variables, which are then

examined to detect patterns of relationships between vari-

ables.

Tests Are a data collection strategy designed to assess

knowledge, intelligence, or ability.

Thematic analysis A term used in connection with the analysis of qualitative

data to refer to the extraction of key themes in one's data.

It is a rather diffuse approach with few generally agreed

principles for defining core themes in data.

Themes Are the dominant features or characteristics of a phenom-

enon under study in QUAL research. A theme is a set of

concepts, ideas, or narrative segments that are similar to

each other (similarity principle) and are also different

from comparable elements in other themes (contrast prin-

ciple).

Theory Triangulation refers to "the use of multiple perspectives to

interpret a single set of data".

Theory triangulation Refers to "the use of multiple perspectives to interpret a

single set of data“.
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Thick description Refers to detailed accounts of a social setting that can form

the basis for the creation of general statements about a cul-

ture and ist significance in people's social lives.

Transcription, transcript The text version of a recorded interview or focus group

session.

Transferability Is the generalization of inferences from a particular send-

ing context to a particular receiving context.

Triangulation The use of more than one method or source of data in the

study of a social phenomenon so that findings may be

cross-checked.

Trustworthiness A set of criteria advocated by some writers for assessing

the quality of qualitative research.

Typical case sampling Involves selecting those cases that are the most typical,

normal, average, or representative of the group of cases

under consideration.

Univariate analysis The analysis of a single variable at a time.

Unobtrusive measures Are data collection strategies that allow investigators to

examine a social phenomenon without changing it. They

are nonreactive because they are hidden within the social

context of the research study; therefore, observed individ-

uals will not react to their being observed.

Unstructured interview An interview in which the interviewer typically has only a

list of topics or issues, often called an interview guide, that

are typically covered. The style of questioning is usually

very informal. The phrasing and sequencing of questions

will vary from interview to interview.

Validity A concern with the integrity of the conclusions that are

generated from a piece of research. There are different as-

pects of validity. See, in particular, measurement validity,
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internal validity, external validity, and ecological validity.

When used on its own, validity is usually taken to refer to

measurement validity.

Value added Value-added describes the enhancement a company gives

its product or service before offering the product to cus-

tomers. Value-added applies to instances where a firm

takes a product that may be considered a homogeneous

product, with few differences (if any) from that of a com-

petitor, and provides potential customers with a feature or

add-on that gives it a greater sense of value.

Variable An attribute in terms of which cases vary. See also de-

pendent variable and independent variable.

Within-strategy MM data collection involves the gathering of both QUAL

and QUAN data using the same data collection strategy

(e.g., questionnaires with open- and closed ended items).
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Definitions of Trust

In the following and overview about the most common trust definitions of the years 1962-
2017.

Source Trust definition
Deutsch
(1962: p. 276)

“Trust is action that increases one's vulnerability to another. “

Rotter (1967:
p. 651)

“Trust is a generalized expectancy held by an individual that the word, promise, oral
or written statement of another individual or group can be relied on “

Zand (1972: p.
230)

“Trust is the willingness to increase one's vulnerability to a person whose behaviour
is beyond one's control “

Lindskold
(1978), S. 773.

“Central to the dictionary definition of trust is confidence in the reliability, integrity,
honesty, and justice of the person in question.”

Schurr &
Ozanne (1985:
p. 940)

“Trust [...] as the belief that a party's word or promise is reliable and that a party will
fulfil his/her obligations in an exchange relationship.”

Lewis &
Weigert (1985:
p. 970)

“First, trust is based on a cognitive process which discriminates among persons and
institutions that are trustworthy, distrusted, and unknown. In this sense, we cogni-
tively choose whom we will trust in which respects and under which circumstances,
and we base the choice on what we take to be “good reasons,” constituting evidence
of trustworthiness.”

Zucker (1986:
p. 54)

“Trust is defined as a set of expectations shared by all those involved in an ex-
change.”

Shapiro (1987:
p. 626)

“Trust [...] as a social relationship in which principals -for whatever reason or state
of mind- invest resources, authority, or responsibility in another to act on their be-
half for some uncertain future return.”

Swan et al.
(1988: p. 40)

“The definition of trust […] including four basic dimensions: 1) a feeling of trust; 2)
cognitions or beliefs that someone can be trusted; 3) intentions regarding future be-
haviour, and 4) actual behaviour; and two situational properties: 1) risk, and 2) in-
complete buyer information.”

Zaltman &
Moorman
(1988: p. 17)

“[...] we define trust as an interpersonal or interorganisational state that reflects the
extent to which the parties can predict one another's behaviour; can depend on one
another when it counts; and have faith that the other will continue to act in a respon-
sive manner despite an uncertain future.”

Anderson &
Weitz (1989:
p. 312)

“We define trust as one party's belief that its needs will be fulfilled in the future by
actions undertaken by the other party.”

Hawes,
Kenneth, et al.
(1989: p. 1)

“[...] trust as a reliance upon information received from another person about uncer-
tain environmental states and their accompanying outcomes in a risky situation.”

Crosby et al.
(1990: p. 70)

“The customer's trust in relational sales contexts can be defined as a confident belief
that the salesperson can be relied upon to behave in such a manner that the long-term
interest of the customer will be served.”

Andaleeb
(1992: p. 10f.)

“Trust of A in B represents A's willingness to risk involvement in a relationship with
B, in which responsibility is vested in B to act on behalf of A in the belief that the
decision will produce positive outcomes or not produce negative outcomes for A.”

Moorman et
al. (1992: p.
315)

“Trust is defined as a willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has
confidence.”

Moorman et
al. (1993: p.
315)

“Trust is defined as a willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has
confidence.”

Ganesan
(1994: p. 3)

“The definition of trust proposed here reflects two distinct components: (1) credibil-
ity, which is based on the extent to which the retailer believes that the vendor has the
required expertise to perform the job effectively and reliably and (2) benevolence,
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which is based on the extent to which the retailer believes that the vendor has inten-
tions and motives beneficial to the retailer when new conditions arise, conditions for
which a commitment was not made.”

Morgan &
Hunt (1994: p.
23)

“We conceptualize trust as existing when one party has confidence in an exchange
partner's reliability and integrity.”

Coleman
(1994: p. 91)

“Trust is the unilateral transfer of control over certain resources to another actor.“

Sabel (1993: p.
1133)

“Trust is the mutual confidence that no party to an exchange will exploit another's
vulnerabilities.”

Hosmer (1995:
p. 399)

“Trust is the expectation by one person, group or firm of ethically justifiable behav-
iour -that is, morally correct decisions and actions based upon ethical principles of
analysis- on the part of the other person, group, or firm in a joint endeavor or eco-
nomic exchange.”

Mayer et al.
(1995: p. 712)

“The definition of trust proposed in this research is the willingness of a party to be
vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to
monitor or control that other party.”

McAllister
(1995: p. 25)

“[...] interpersonal trust as the extent to which a person is confident in, and willing to
act on the basis of, the words, actions and decisions of another.”

Doney &
Cannon (1997:
p. 36)

“[…] we define trust as the perceived credibility and benevolence of a target of
trust.”

Nooteboom et
al. (1997: p.
311 ff)

“It is useful to distinguish between behavioural trust, "the willingness to increase
one's vulnerability to another whose bahavior is not under one's control (Zand, 1972,
S. 230), from intentional trust […]. Our definition of intentional trust is now as fol-
lows: X trusts Y to the extent that X chooses to cooperate with Y on the basis of a
subjective probability that Y will choose not to employ opportunities for defection
that X considers damaging, even if it is in the interest of Y to do so.”

Smith &
Barclay (1997:
p. 5)

“[…] we […] consider trusting behaviours and perceived trustworthiness as two dis-
tinct, but related, facets of trust.”

Ganesan &
Hess (1997: p.
440)

“The first dimension [of trust], credibility, is based upon a focal partner's intention
and ability to keep promises and deals with partner characteristics such as a specific
competencies, reliability in the delivery of goods and services, and predictability in
terms of job related behaviours. The second dimension, benevolence, is based on the
qualities, intentions, and characteristics attributed to the focal partner that demon-
strate a genuine concern and care for the partner through sacrifices that exceed a
purely egocentric profit motive.”

Bhattacharya
et al. (1998: p.
462)

“Trust is an expectancy of positive (or nonnegative) outcomes that one can receive
based on the expected action of another party in an interaction characterized by un-
certainty.”

Rousseau et al.
(1998: p. 395)

“Trust is a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based
upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another.”

Whitener,
Brodt,
Korsgaard &
Werner (1998:
p. 513)

“Trust can be viewed as an attitude (derived from trustor's perceptions, beliefs, and
attributions about the trustee based upon trustee's behaviour) held by one individual
toward another.”

Swan et al.
(1999: p. 94)

“Customer trust of the salesperson has two components, affect and cognition.”

Singh &
Sirdeshmukh
(2000: p. 154)

“[…] the "expectancy" conceptualization of trust, it focuses on one's beliefs that the
exchange partner would act in a manner that is responsible, evidences integrity and
is not potentially injurious.”

Sirdeshmukh
et al. (2002: p.
17)

“[...] we define consumer trust as the expectations held by the consumer that the ser-
vice provider is dependable and can be relied on to deliver on its promises.”

McEvily et al.
(2003: p. 101)

“[…] trust is a multifaceted concept, clearly identifying which definition is most rel-
evant for their particular research question, and applying that definition consist-
ently.”
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Ranaweera &
Prabhu (2003:
p. 85)

“Trust exists when one party has confidence in a partner's reliability and integrity. “

Gillespie &
Mann (2004:
p. 589)

“Cognitive trust refers to beliefs about another’s trustworthiness, whilst affective
trust refers to the important role of emotions in the trust process. Recent research
identifies two common forms of behavioural trust in teams, namely: relying on an-
other and disclosing sensitive information to another.”

Bunduchi
(2005: p. 325)

“The risk-based perspective on trust acknowledges that parties will employ formal
contracts to hedge against the uncertainty in the relationship, whereas the goodwill
perspective emphasizes the role that interpersonal interactions between organiza-
tions play in dealing with this uncertainty.”

Dumouchel
(2005: p. 425)

“The particularity of trust as a mode of co-operative action is that by trusting, a per-
son makes himself or herself vulnerable to the agent who is trusted in a way that
would not exist had the person refrained from trusting. To trust is to act in such a
way as to give another agent power over us. In other words, when I trust I increase
my vulnerability to another agent through an action of my own, and that action is
precisely what trust is. If I had not acted I would not be vulnerable, or at least not as
vulnerable to the other agent.”

Burke et al.
(2007: p. 609)

“As a trait, trust has been described as an individual difference called propensity to
trust. […] Trust has also been conceptualized as an emergent state. […] Trust may
also be viewed an intervening process through which other important behaviors, atti-
tudes, and relationships are either bolstered or weakened.”

Khodyakov
(2007: p. 126)

“Trust is a process of constant imaginative anticipation of the reliability of the other
party's actions based on (1) the reputation of the partner and the actor, (2) the evalu-
ation of current circumstances of action, (3) assumptions about the partner's actions,
and (4) the belief in the honesty and morality of the other side.”

Caldwell et al.
(2009: p. 104)

“[…] trust is ultimately the relinquishing of one's personal choice or power in the
expectant hope that another party will honor the elements of the social contract be-
tween the parties.”

Castaldo et al.
(2010: p. 665)

“This definition considers trust as (a) an expectation (or a belief, a reliance, a confi-
dence, and synonyms/aliases) that a (b) subject distinguished by specific characteris-
tics (honesty, benevolence, competencies, and other antecedents) (c) will perform
future actions aimed at producing (d) positive results for the trustor (e) in situations
of consistent perceived risk and vulnerability.”

Greenwood &
Van Buren III
(2010: p. 426)

“Trust is the reliance by one person, group, or firm, upon a voluntarily accepted duty
on the part of another person, group or firm, to act in a manner that is ethically justi-
fiable; that is, undertake morally correct decisions and actions based upon ethical
principles of analysis towards all others engaged in a joint endeavor or economic ex-
change.”

Tobin (2011:
p. 601)

“When I trust someone, I believe that she has skills and abilities relevant to the do-
main over which my trust in her extends, and so that she is competent to do what I
trust her to do. […] Trust also involves beliefs about what motivates others to do
what I trust them to do. […] trusting someone involves believing that she acts from a
commitment to do what is morally right in the circumstances.”

Blois & Ryan
(2013: p. 186)

“[…] trust is the belief that the proper impersonal structures have been put into place
to enable one party to anticipate successful transactions with another party, while
contractual trust is a belief that it is in the other party’s interest to fulfil their obliga-
tions.”

Sharp et al.
(2013: p.
1249)

“Trust, therefore, is a unique form of relationship that entails vulnerability to, and
uncertainty about, another party’s actions when one or both parties are dependent on
the other to fulfil its interests. Further, trust is based on positive expectations that the
other party will fulfil its obligations in the relationship.”

Bottazzi et al.
(2016: p.
2287)

“[…] trust is a set of beliefs that one person has about the behavior of another spe-
cific person. It is based on repeated interactions between the two individuals and can
this can be thought of as an informed belief. Generalized trust, by contrast, is a set of
beliefs about the behavior of a random member of an identifiable group of individu-
als.”

Cui (2017: p.
1245)

“From an economic point of view, social trust acts itself as a medium of exchange
and communication. It is an optimistic expectation where, before finishing a deal,
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the principal believes that his agent will not make use of the latter’s information ad-
vantages to harm his interests; or it is an optimistic expectation that the partner will
cooperate in transaction under uncertain circumstances.”

Table 0–1: Definitions of trust.
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Categorical Coding Scheme for the studies’ QUAL-analysis

Individual Trustworthiness -
Potential ante-
cedents of
trust

Reference Aggregate
Dimension

First-Order Categories
*x refers to the trustee in each criti-
cal incident situation

Definition

Trust-
worthiness

(1) Mayer, Davis &
Schoorman (1995)

(2) Mayer, R. C., &
Davis, J. H. (1999).

ability -x is very capable of performing its
job.
-x is known to be successful at the
things it tries to do.
-x has much knowledge about the
work that needs done.
-I feel very confident about x's
skills.
-x has specialized capabilities that
can increase the performance.
-x is well qualified.
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999),
p.136

"Ability is that group of skills, competen-
cies, and characteristics that allow a party
to have influence within some domain. For
a member of management, this subsumes
both the formal and informal influence
they are perceived to have in the organiza-
tion, as well as their perceived competence
and skills."
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999), p.124

benevolence -x is very concerned about the wel-
fare.
-The needs and desires are very im-
portant to x.
-x would not knowingly do anything
to hurt me.
-x really looks out for what is im-
portant to me.
-x will go out of its way to help me.
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999),
p.136

"Benevolence is the extent to which a trus-
tee is believed to want to do good to the
trustor, aside from an egocentric profit mo-
tive. If an employee believes a manager
cares about the employee's interests, the
manager will be seen as having benevo-
lence for the employee."
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999 p.124

integrity -x has a strong sense of justice.
-I never have to wonder whether x
will stick to its word.
-x tries hard to be fair in dealings
with others.
-x's actions and behaviors are not
very consistent.
-I like x's values.
-Sound principles seem to guide x
behavior.
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999),
p.136

"Integrity is defined as the trustor's percep-
tion that the trustee adheres to a set of prin-
ciples that the trustor finds acceptable.
This subsumes not only that a manager es-
pouses values that the employee sees as
positive, but also that the manager acts in a
way that is consistent with the espoused
values."
Mayer, R. C., & Davis, J. H. (1999), p.124
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Organizational Trustworthiness -

Research
focus

Reference Aggregate
Dimension

First-Order Categories Definition

Sustaina-
bility

(1) Oekom Re-
search (2015)

(2) Dyllick
and Hockerts
(2002)

social
sustainability

- sustainable risk management
- creating a cultural diversity combined
with personal freedom
- creating cultural diversity
- securing jobs
- responsibility for workplaces
- corportate social responsibility
- diversity - women occupy positions in
management boards, supervisory boards
- reconciliation of interests between
stakeholder groups
- reconciliation of family and work life
- sustainable investments having a social
impact
- observance of human rights
- prevent corruption
- stick to public law system
Oekom Research (2015)

“(…) add value to the communities within
which they operate by increasing the human
capital of individual partners as well as fur-
thering the societal capital of these commu-
nities. They manage social capital in such a
way that stakeholders can understand its
motivations and can broadly agree with the
company’s value system.”
Dyllick, T., & Hockerts, K. (2002), p. 134

economic sustain-
ability

- sustainable achievement of future earn-
ings
- long-lasting client relationship
- shareholder value
- stakeholder value
- responsible management
- fostering a stable financial market
- data security
Oekom Research (2015)

"(…) guarantee at any time cash flow suffi-
cient to ensure liquidity while producing a
persistent above average return to share-
holders."
Dyllick, T., & Hockerts, K. (2002), p. 133

ecologic ,sustaina-
bility

- sustainable investments
- to foster a vibrant ecosystem
- investing in renewable energies
- environmental reporting
- climate protection strategy
- ecological impact of investment and
credit portfolio
- reuse of resources
- green information systems
- green building
- paperless office
Oekom Research (2015)

“(…) only using natural resources that that
are consumed at a rate below the natural re-
production, or at a rate below the develop-
ment of substitutes. They do not cause emis-
sions that accumulate in the environment at
a rate beyond the capacity of a natural sys-
tem to absorb and assimilate these emis-
sions. Finally, they do not engage in activity
that degrades eco-system services.”
Dyllick, T., & Hockerts, K. (2002), p. 133

Climate Egoistic Climate

self-interest - people concerned for themselves
- no room for personal morals
- people protect their own interest
- what is best for themselves
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the individual locus of analysis, the ego-
ism criterion is defined as consideration of
the needs and preferences of one's own self
(e.g., personal gain, self-defense)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 106

company profit -further company’s interest
-hurts company’s interest
-concern with the company’s interest
-view decisions in terms of profit
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the local locus of analysis, it is defined
as considerations of the organization's inter-
est (e.g., corporate profit, strategic ad-
vantage)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 106
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efficiency - consider efficiency first
- efficient way is always the right way
- expected to work efficiently
- efficient solutions sought
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"Finally, at the cosmopolitan locus of analy-
sis, it is defined as considerations of the
larger social or economic "system's" interest
(e.g., efficiency)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 106

Benevolent Climate

friendship - look out for each other’s good
- concern for what is best for others
- primary concern is for the organization
- care for each individual
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the individual locus of analysis, the be-
nevolence criterion is defined as considera-
tion of other people without reference to or-
gani- zational membership (...)"
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

team interest - concern for all the people
- what is best for everyone
- view team spirit as important
- what is best for employees
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the local locus of analysis, it becomes
consideration of the organiza- tional collec-
tive (e.g., esprit de corps, team play)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

social responsibil-
ity

- do what is right for the customer
- strong responsibility to the community
- concerned about customer’s interest
- customer is primary concern
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the cosmopolitan locus of analysis, be-
nevolence is defined as consideration of
other constituencies outside the organization
(....)"
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

Principled Climate

personal morality - follow personal beliefs
- decide for themselves what is right
- each person’s sense of right and wrong
- guided by their own beliefs
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the individual locus of analysis, the
principles are self-chosen. That is, one is ex-
pected in this climate to be guided by per-
sonal ethics."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

laws, professional
codes

- does decision violate any law
- comply with the law
- strictly follow legal standards
- law is a major consideration
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the cosmopolitan locus of analysis, the
source of principles is extraorganizational
(e.g., the legal system, professional organi-
zations)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

rules, standard op-
erating procedures

- follow company’s rules (PL)
- stick to company rules
- successful people go by the book
- obey company rules
Cullen and Victor (1988), p.112

"At the local locus of analysis, the source of
principles lies within the organization (e.g.,
rules and procedures)."
Victor and Cullen (1988), p. 107

Products
annd Ser-
vices

Vitell, Ralla-
palli, and
Singhapakdi
(1993)

price and distribu-
tion norms

- all extra-cost added features should be
identified.

"This factor consisted of six items dealing
with ethics in pricing and distribution deci-
sions."
Vitell, Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993),
p.334

information and
contract norms

- information regarding all substantial
risks or contract components associated
with product or service usage should be
disclosed.
- outside clients and suppliers should be
treated fairly.
- confidentiality and anonymity in pro-
fessional relationships should be main-
tained with regard to privileged
information.
- obligations and responsibilities in con-
tracts and mutual agreements should be
met in a timely manner
- the practice and promotion of a profes-
sional code of ethics must be actively
supported.

"These items were related to norms pertain-
ing to the honest disclosure of marketing-
related information and contractual agree-
ments."
Vitell, Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993),
p.334
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product and pro-
motion norms

- products and services offered should be
safe and fit for their intended uses.
- communications about products and
services offered should not be deceptive.
- false and misleading advertising should
be
avoided.
- high pressure manipulations or mislead-
ing sales
tactics should be avoided
- sales promotions that use deception or
manipulation should be avoided.

"The third dimension was labeled "product
and promotion norms. It consisted of five
items relating to norms for product design,
advertising, and sales promotion such as
"products and services offered should be
safe and fit for their intended uses" and
"high pressure manipulations or misleading
sales tactics should be avoided."
Vitell, Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993),
p.334

obligation and dis-
closure norms

- one should discharge one's obligations,
financial and otherwise, in good faith
- the full price associated with any pur-
chase should be disclosed.
- selling or fund raising under the guise
of conducting research should be
avoided.
- research integrity should be maintained
by avoiding the misrepresentation and
omission of pertinent research data.

"This factor consisted of norms relating to
one's ethical obligations and the disclosure
of pertinent information."
Vitell, Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993),
p.334

general honesty
and Integrity

- one should always adhere to all applica-
ble laws and regulations
- one should always accurately represent
one's education, training and experience.
- one must always be honest in serving
consumers, clients, employees, supliers,
distributors and public.
- one should not knowingly participate in
a conflict of interest without prior notice
to all parties involved.

"These measured one's general honesty and
fairness and were exemplified by statements
such as "one should always accurately rep-
resent one's education, training and experi-
ence" and "one should not knowingly partic-
ipate in a conflict of interest without prior
notice to all parties involved."
Vitell, Rallapalli, and Singhapakdi (1993),
p.334

Risks Cebenoyan
and Strahan

(2004)

Financial risks

liquidity risks Liquidity risk is the risk to an institution’s
financial condition or safety and soundness
arising from its inability (whether real or
perceived) to meet its contractual obliga-
tions. FRB (2016)

credit, risks Credit risk arises from the potential that a
borrower or counterparty will fail to per-
form on an obligation. For most banks,
loans are the largest and most obvious
source of credit risk.
FRB (2016)

market risks Market risk encompasses the risk of finan-
cial loss resulting from movements in mar-
ket prices. FRB (2016)

Non-financial
risks

operational risks Operational risk arises from the potential
that inadequate information systems, opera-
tional problems, breaches in internal con-
trols, fraud, or unforeseen catastrophes will
result in unexpected losses FRB, 2016

reputational risks Reputational risk is the potential that nega-
tive publicity regarding an institution's busi-
ness practices, whether true or not, will
cause a decline in the customer base, costly
litigation, or revenue reductions. FRB
(2016)
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strategic risks "the risk to current or anticipated earnings,
capital, or franchise or enterprise value aris-
ing from adverse business decisions, poor
implementation of business decisions,
and/or lack of responsiveness to changes in
the banking industry and operating environ-
ment." (FRB, 2014)

Leader-
ship

Burns, (1978)

Podsakoff,
MacKenzie,
Moorman and
Fetter (1990)

Bass (1985)

Bass and
Avolio (1993)

Gillespie and
Mann (2004)

transformational
leadership

- leader supports employees' develop-
ment
- leader tries to build on employees'
strengths
- leader identifies individual needs, ob-
jectives and abilities of employees
- employee learns to consider problems
from different perspectives
- leader suggests alternative ways of per-
forming a job
- leader talks with enthusiasm about what
has to be done
- leader is very positive about the future
- leader makes clear that it is important
to stand up for certain things
. leader communicates openly about im-
portant values
- leader can set hie own interests aside
for the good of the group

"Transformational leaders have been char-
acterized by four characteristics. (Avolio,
Waldman, and Yammarino (1991). The four
factors include idealized influence, inspira-
tional motivation intellectual stimulation,
and individualized consideration. Transfor-
mational leaders integrate creative insight,
persistence and energy intuition and sensi-
tivity to the needs of others to "forge the
strategy-culture alloy" for their organiza-
tions."
Bass and Avolio (1993) p.112

consultative lead-
ership

- leader develops a team spirit among the
employees
- leader directs the group towards a com-
mon goal
- leader encourages employee to act as a
team player
- leader supports the solidarity in the
group
- wishes and concerns of employees are
considered
- leader asks for the opinions of the em-
ployees
- leader includes employees in decision
making processes
. actions of the leader are not opposed to
the needs of the employees
- leader cares about the well-being of his
employees
- leader shows an interest in the personal
wishes of the employees

"This consultative leadership style is likely
to build trust as it provides an opportunity
for followers to voice their opinions, needs
and concerns, and have greater influence
and control over their work environment.
This in turn acts to reduce their feelings of
risk and uncertainty. Consultative leadership
also communicates that the leader respects
and values team members’ views and in-
put."
Gillespie and Mann (2004) , p.592

transactional lead-
ership,

- leader does not act until failures emerge
- leader focuses on failures/ complaints
- failures are tracked before they emerge
- leader controls responsibilities of his
employees
- leader shows satisfaction if the employ-
ees meet the requirements
- leader includes employees in decision
making processes

"In contrast, transaction leaders are charac-
terized by contingent reward and manage-
ment-by exception styles of leadership. Es-
sentially, transactional leader develops ex-
changes or agreements with their followers,
pointing out what the followers will receive
if they do something right as well as wrong.
They work within the existing culture, fram-
ing their decisions and actions based on the
operative norms and procedures characteriz-
ing their respective organizations."
Bass and Avolio (1993), p.112-113

laissez-faire lead-
ership

- important questions are answered im-
mediately
- employees perform their jobs inde-
pendently
- leader makes decisions directly and
without hesitation

(...) avoiding getting involved when im-
portant issues arise.
Gillespie and Mann (2004) , p.592

Table 0–2: Coding frame for measuring trust on the organisational level of analysis.
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However difficult life may seem,

there is always something you can do and succeed at.

Be curious.

(Stephen Hawking)


